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Time DAY ONE—9/10/2013 
9:00 10:00 RegistraƟon  
10:00 10:30 Welcome and IntroducƟon  
10:30 11:00 
Keynote Lecture: ”When projects turn into products ‐ the AISHA success story ”, 
H. Pfeiﬀer & M. Wevers, KU Leuven  
11:00 11:30 Coﬀee Break 
  Session A1. Co‐ Chaired by C. Hühne, DLR & A. Shanygin, TsAGI   Session B1. Co‐Chaired by R. Herrmann, Airbus OperaƟons & M.Nawijn, NLR 
11:30 11:50 
ALASCA Project: Advanced Laƫce Structures for Composite Airframes; An Overview 
presentaƟon  
C. Hühne  
MAAXIMUS Project: SimulaƟon‐based Development & ValidaƟon for Next GeneraƟon 
Composite Fuselage; An overview PresentaƟon, 
R. Herrmann  
11:50 12:10 
Design and numerical ValidaƟon of a Laƫce Fuselage Structure Concept 
S. Niemann, T. Ludwig  
Fast analysis methods for the design of composite panels 
R. Vescovini, C. Bisagni  
 
12:10 12:30 
Weight analysis of alternaƟve composite fuselage barrels on the basis of the mulƟ‐
level algorithm  
A. Shanygin, E. Dubovikov, V. Fomin, I. Kondakov   
Advances in Numerical Technologies for OpƟmizaƟon and Analysis 
M.Nawijn  
12:30 12:50 
FE modeling of laƫce composite fuselage elements for general and local strength 
analyses 
I. Kondakov, E. Dubovikov, V. Fomin  
Behaviour of solid like shell elements in simulaƟon of composites in aircraŌ structures 
P. Linde  
12:50 13:50 Lunch Break 
  Session A2, Co‐Chaired by S. Niemann, DLR & I. Kondakov, TsAGI  
13:50 14:10 
Topology and parametric opƟmizaƟon of a laƫce composite fuselage structure 
D. Liu, V. V. Toropov, O. M. Querin  
IASS Project: Improving the AircraŌ Safety by Self‐Healing Structure and ProtecƟng Nan‐
ofillers; An Overview PresentaƟon 
L.Guadagno 
14:10 14:30 
Weight esƟmaƟon of composite grid‐sƟﬀened fuselage structures criƟcal to skin  
buckling  
M. Weber, P. Middendorf  
Thermal DegradaƟon and fire properƟes of epoxy modified resins  
M. Raimondo,, L. Vertuccio, G. Barra, L. Bonnaud, O. Murariu, Ph. Dubois, S. Russo  
L. Guadagno  
14:30 14:50 
Development of geodesic composite fuselage structure for perspecƟve airliner 
A. Razin, V. Vasiliev, V. Nikitjuk  
Cohesive Zone Modeling of the Fracture Behavior of Carbon Nanotube‐Reinforced Poly‐
mers  
K. I. Tserpes and C. ChamakioƟs 
14:50 15:10 
Impact strength of elements of laƫce composite fuselage structure  
A. Chernov, A. Shanygin  
Healing Eﬃciency and Dynamic Mechanical ProperƟes of self‐healing epoxy systems   
L. Guadagno, M. Raimondo, C. Naddeo, P. Longo, A. Mariconda, W. H. Binder 
15:10 15:40 Coﬀee Break 
Session B2. Co‐Chaired by P. Longo, UNISA & L.Guadagno, UNISA 
3rd EASN AssociaƟon InternaƟonal Workshop on Aerostructures  9‐11 October 2013 Milan, Italy
Time DAY ONE—9/10/2013 (aŌernoon) 
 
Session A3. Co‐chaired by T. Ludwig, SMR & Y. Yaman, METU 
15:40 16:00 
Development of Cut‐out Framing in Laƫce Composite Fuselage Barrel 
A. Korneev, V.Katukov    
Fire properties of TGMDA resins for aeronautic applications 
M. Raimondo, S. Chirico, L. Guadagno, P. Longo, A. Mariconda, L. Bonnaud, O. Murariu,  
Ph. Dubois, L. Dumas 
16:00 16:20 
CHANGE Project: Combined morphing assessment soŌware using flight envelope da‐
ta and mission based morphing prototype wing development; An overview Presenta‐
Ɵon 
Y. Yaman  
Exfoliated graphite as conducƟve filler in aeronauƟc epoxy mixtures 
L.Guadagno, M. Raimondo, V. ViƩoria, L. Vertuccio, K. Lafdì, B. De Vivo, P. LamberƟ,  
G. Spinelli, V. Tucci  
16:20 16:40 
Using Compliant Structures for the Design of AdapƟve Camber Morphing Wings 
A. De Gaspari , S. Ricci. 
Development of a cohesive zone model for three‐dimensional joint faƟgue debonding/
delaminaƟon under mixed‐mode I/II loading,  
F. Moroni, A. Pirondi, G. Giuliese 
16:40 17:00 
Design, analysis and opƟmizaƟon of thin walled semi‐monocoque wing structures 
using diﬀerent structural idealizaƟons in the preliminary design phase  
O. Dababneh , A. Kayran 
Assessing the quality of adhesive bonded joints using an innovaƟve neural network ap‐
proach  
C. Katsiropoulos, E. Drainas, Sp. Pantelakis 
17:00 17:20 
Round Table: Research trends and innovaƟve soluƟons for Fuselage &  
Wing structures 
Co‐chaired by C. Hühne (DLR), A. Shanygin (TsAGI) & Y. Yaman (METU)  
ClassificaƟon of AcousƟc Emission data from buckling test of carbon fiber panel using and 
Neural Networks 
D.Crivelli, R.Pullin, J.P.McCrory, S Al‐Jumaili and  
M.Guagliano   
   END OF DAY ONE 
Session B3. Co‐Chaired by V.ViƩoria & V. Tucci, UNISA 
3rd EASN AssociaƟon InternaƟonal Workshop on Aerostructures  9‐11 October 2013 Milan, Italy
Time   DAY TWO—10/10/2013 
08:30 09:00 RegistraƟon  
09:00 09:30 Keynote Lecture: “Research in Europe ‐  Enhancing collaboraƟon between Industry and Academia”,  G. Bertolone, President & Chairman of the Italian Cluster for Aerospace Technology  
10:00 10:30 Coﬀee Break 
10:30 12:00 4th EASN General Assembly  
12:00 13:00 Lunch Break 
 13:00 Beginning of Vote CasƟng for EASN BoD 
  Session A4. Co‐chaired by M.H. LoreƩo (University of Birmingham) & M. Penalva Oscoz (Tecnalia) 
Session B4. Co‐chaired by D. Zangani (D’Appolonia) & M. 
Hoﬀmann or D. Stubing, (Fraunhofer‐IFAM) 
Session C1. Co‐chaired by L. BoƩero, (AleniaAermacchi) 
& D. Dumas, (Cenaero) 
13:00 13:20 
COLTS Project: CasƟng of Large Ti structures; An Over‐
view PresentaƟon  
M.H. LoreƩo 
FLY‐BAG2 Project: Advanced technologies for bomb‐
proof cargo containers and blast containment units for 
the retrofiƫng of passenger airplanes; An overview 
PresentaƟon 
D. Zangani, A. Bozzolo  
LOCOMACHS Project: LOw COst Manufacturing and 
Assembly of Composite and Hybrid Structures; An over‐
view PresentaƟon 
L. BoƩero 
13:20 13:40 
Modelling and experimental work on large centrifugal 
and gravity casƟngs of Ti6Al4V  
O. Koeser 
ENCOMB Project: ENCOMB: InvesƟgaƟon of quality as‐
surance concepts for adhesive bonding  of aircraŌ com‐
posite structures by extended NDT 
M. Hoﬀmann, D. Stübing 
CERFAC Project: Towards more cost eﬃcient reinforce‐
ments in composite fastener areas; An Overview 
PresentaƟon 
D. Dumas  
13:40 14:00 
Microstructure, ProperƟes, NDT and dimensional assess‐
ment of large Ti6Al4V casƟngs 
Xi. Hao 
The eﬀects of pre‐bond contaminaƟon and poor curing 
of the adhesive on the fracture toughness of composite 
bonded joints  
K.I. Tserpes, D.N. Markatos & Sp. Pantelakis 
WASIS Project: Wafer design Approach for Safety In‐
creasing in worst case SituaƟons and joints minimizing; 
An Overview PresentaƟon  
R. Cordero  
14:00 14:20 
INMA Project: InnovaƟve Manufacturing of complex Ti 
sheet components; An Overview presentaƟon 
M. Penalva Oscoz 
Extended NDT methods for pre‐bond inspecƟon of CFRP 
surfaces  
K. Brune  
DeterminaƟon opƟmal structural parameters of wafer 
fuselage structure produced by conƟnuous winding 
I. Taranenko, S. Krivenda  
14:20 14:40 
EvaluaƟon on advantages of vibraƟon assisted drilling in 
aerospace stack materials 
A.S. González, F. Veiga Suárez, G. Rodríguez Canas, M. 
Penalva Oscoz, A. Rivero Rastrero   
Extended NDT methods for evaluaƟon of CFRP adhesive 
bonds  
W. Ostachowicz 
Design opƟmizaƟon of aircraŌ structures in uncertain 
environments,  
S. Hernandez 
14:40 15:10 Coﬀee Break 
09:30 10:00 Keynote Lecture: “Main acƟviƟes on Aerostructures  in Clean Sky”,  G. Pagnano, Clean Sky JU, CoordinaƟng Project Oﬃcer  
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Time   DAY TWO—10/10/2013 (aŌernoon) 
15:10 End of Vote CasƟng for EASN BoD 
 Session A5. Chaired by T. Kosche (BCT GmbH) 
Session B5. Co‐chaired by U. Hassler (Fraunhofer) &  
A.M. Madrigal (CSEM) 
15:10 15:30 
MERLIN Project: Development of Aero Engine Component 
Manufacture using Laser AddiƟve Manufacturing; An 
Overview PresentaƟon 
J. Allen  
EVITA Project: Non‐DestrucƟve EvaluaƟon, InspecƟon 
and TesƟng of Primary AeronauƟcal Composite Struc‐
tures Using Phase Contrast X‐Ray Imaging (EVITA); An 
Overview PresentaƟon  
A.M. Madrigal 
BOPACS Project: Boltless assembling Of Primary Aero‐
space Composite Structures; An overview PresentaƟon 
K. Tserpes 
15:30 15:50 
The use of Laser Metal DeposiƟon for the Manufacture of 
Aerospace Components 
C. Hauser  
Phase Contrast X‐Ray Imaging : an advanced inspecƟon 
soluƟon to detect micro‐defects in polymers and compo‐
site materials  
A.M. Madrigal 
CORSAIR Project: Cold spray radical soluƟon for aero‐
nauƟc improved repairs; An overview presentaƟon  
M. Guagliano  
15:50 16:10 
SelecƟve Laser MelƟng of Nickel‐Based Superalloys: Pro‐
cess Development towards Manufacturing of AeronauƟc 
Components 
W. Meiners, J. Risse   
Non‐Contact – Non‐DestrucƟve TesƟng for Damage De‐
tecƟon of Composite Materials  
G. Pandarese, M. Martarelli, A. Cavuto, P. Castellini, G.M. 
Revel   
Structural health monitoring using percolaƟon sensors 
H. Pfeiﬀer, P. Heer, H. Sekler, M. Winkelmans, M. Wev‐
ers. 
16:10 16:30 
Bone‐inspired composite: manufacturing and characteri‐
zaƟon, 
F. LibonaƟ, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
QUICOM Project:  QuanƟtaƟve InspecƟon of Complex 
Composite AeronauƟc Parts Using Advanced X‐ray Tech‐
niques; An Overview PresentaƟon 
C. Heinzl, J. Kastner 
Round Table: Integral VS DiﬀerenƟal structures; ad‐
vances & potenƟal applicaƟons 
Co‐chaired by L. BoƩero,(AleniaAermacchi), D. Dumas 
(Cenaero), K. Tserpes (UPATRAS)  & M. Guagliano 
(POLIMI) 
16:30 16:50 
Round Table: Research trends and innovaƟve soluƟons 
for manufacturing of Structures & Components  
Co‐chaired by M.H. LoreƩo (University of Birmingham) M. 
Penalva Oscoz, (Tecnalia) & T. Kosche (BCT GmbH) 
Non‐destrucƟve portable FTIR analysis of plasma treated 
CFRP for the evaluaƟon of eﬃcacy and surface condiƟon 
with respect to release agent.  
D. Inglis  
FANTASSY Project: Future AircraŌ design following the 
carrier‐pod concept as an enabler for co‐modal seam‐
less transport, passenger safety and environmental 
sustainability; An Overview PresentaƟon 
16:50 17:20 Announcement of voƟng results & Assembly of the elected EASN BoD 
  END OF DAY TWO 
Session C2. Co‐chaired by K. Tserpes (UPATRAS)  
& M. Guagliano (POLIMI) 
OpƟonal Dinner 
An opƟonal dinner will be organized on 10/10/2013 (day two).  InformaƟon about the locaƟon and cost will be announced. To register your interest kindly fill the form here  
hƩp://workshop.easn‐Ɵs.com/?page_id=357  
Round Table Discussions 
 
The round table discussions will aim at shaping a consolidated view on the needs for future research acƟviƟes in the area.  
These views will be endorsed and supported by EASN in the Groups and Forums in which it parƟcipates. 
3rd EASN AssociaƟon InternaƟonal Workshop on Aerostructures  9‐11 October 2013 Milan, Italy
Time DAY THREE—11/10/2013 
8:30 9:00 RegistraƟon  
9:00 9:30 Keynote Lecture: Towards Horizon 2020, Tiit Jürimäe Head of Unit H3 ‐ AeronauƟcs, M. Kyriakopoulos, EC Oficer 
09:30 10:00 Coﬀee Break 
  Session A6. Chaired by M. Kyriakopoulos, EC Oﬃcer 
10:00 10:20 
CSA: HERMES, Establishing a Comprehensive transport research informaƟon manage‐
ment & exchange system 
G. Kotsikos 
QUICOM Project: High energy CT scanning applied to large aerospace samples  
U. Hassler, M. Boehnel, G. Errmann, A. Osman 
10:20 10:40 
CSA: Promo‐Air, PromoƟng AeronauƟcs InnovaƟon and Research  
A. Chamos 
X‐ray inspecƟon of Composite materials for AircraŌ structures using large area single 
photon counƟng detector WidePIX  
J. Jakubek, M. Jakubek, P. Soukup, D. Turecek, D. Vavrik,  
10:40 11:00 
CSA: CATER, CoordinaƟng Air transport Time Eﬃciency Research  
A. Napolitano  
Using micro‐CT for studying inner structures of CFRP components 
E. van de Casteele, M. Wevers  
11:00 11:20 
CSA: CAPPADOCIA, CoordinaƟon AcƟon Pro “ProducƟon, Avionics, Design” on Cost‐
eﬃciency in AeronauƟcs 
F. Marty 
Modeling of small CFRP aerostructure parts for X‐ray imaging simulaƟon 
K. Bliznakova, A. Dermitzakis, Z. Kamarianakis, I. Buliev, N. Pallikarakis 
11:20 11:40 
CSA: FLY HIGHER, Shaping the new evolving generaƟon of aeronauƟc professionals  
G. Gonçalves  
Noise Source IdenƟficaƟon in AircraŌ Cabins by Means of AcousƟc Imaging Tech‐
niques: SelecƟve AcousƟc Intensity and Average Beamforming 
M. Martarelli, P. Chiarioƫ, P. Castellini, G.M. Revel, E.P. Tomasini  
11:40 12:00 
CSA: GRAIN, Greener Europe‐China Networking in AeronauƟcs through projects 
GRAIN and GRAIN2 
G. Bugeda  
Round Table: Research trends and innovaƟve soluƟons for NDT of composite Materi‐
als. 
Co‐chaired by U. Hassler (Fraunhofer) A.M. Madrigal (CSEM), C. Heinzl (FHW), M. Hoﬀ‐
mann or D. Stubing, (Fraunhofer‐IFAM) 
12:00 13:00 Lunch Break 
Session B6. Chaired by C. Heinzl, FHW 
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  Session A7. Chaired by A.Gamaleyev  
13:00 13:20 
ESTOLAS Project: Analysis of the design features and flying‐technical characterisƟcs 
of the ESTOLAS hybrid aircraŌ prototype   
A. Urbahs, V. Petrovs, A. Jakovlevs  
DAEDALOS Project: Dynamics in AircraŌ Engineering Design and Analysis for Light 
OpƟmized Structures; An Overview PresentaƟon 
C. Bisagni  
13:20 13:40 
Aerodynamic research organizaƟon for a novel concept of an extremely short take‐oﬀ 
and landing all‐surface hybrid, 
A.Urbahs, D. Titovs, V. Petrovs, S. Luckinskis, A. Aleksandrovs, K. EgliƟs 
Development of light weight ‐ high strength alloy fuselage panels for laser beam 
welding 
J. Standfuss, D. DiƩrich, B. Brenner 
13:40 14:00 
Assessment of possibility exploitaƟon of short take‐oﬀ and landing all‐surface 
(ESTOLAS) hybrid aircraŌ at typical European aerodromes 
A. Urbahs, V. Petrovs, M. Urbaha, K. Carjova  
Thermo‐oxidaƟve induced shrinkage and damage onset in composite materials for 
high temperature applicaƟons 
M. Giglioƫ, M. Minervino, M.C. Lafarie‐Frenot, J.C. Grandidier 
14:00 14:20 
ACARE and Flightpath 2050 impacts on hybrid aircraŌ ESTOLAS development 
V. Papkov 
DelaminaƟon Development and Strength of Layered Composite in Post‐Buckling 
V. Pavelko 
14:20 14:40 
CerƟficaƟon Requirements for hybrid aircraŌ 
W. Oomkens, O. Zysk, B. Kasiske 
On Tapered Warp‐Free Laminates 
C. York 
14:40 15:00 
ParƟcular Risk Analysis: Impact on hybrid aircraŌ design 
W. Oomkens, O. Zysk, B. Kasiske 
DetecƟon of delaminaƟon in composite plates via acousƟc full‐field guided waves 
detecƟon and wavenumber filtering  
N. Testoni, L. De Marchi, A. Marzani  
  END OF DAY THREE 
Session B7. Co‐chaired by V. Pavelko, Riga Technical University  
& C. Bisagni, Polimi  
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ParƟcipaƟng Projects 
CATER CAPPADOCIA  GRAIN & GRAIN2 
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Sponsored By 
The EASN Workshop is one of the events for the celebraƟon of the 150th Anniversary of Polytecnico di Milano. 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures & EASN General Assembly 
 
Welcome to the  
1 
3rd EASN Association International 
Workshop 
on AeroStructures 
Sponsored by 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures & EASN General Assembly 
 
European Research Environment 
• In pursuit of ACARE Flightpath 2050 - Europe's 
Vision for Aviation and in anticipation of H2020 
• New EC strategy – weight on demonstration 
activities to the expense of upstream research 
• Need for a strong and consolidated academia 
voice to support its views and interests 
• Need for guided and focused knowledge transfer 
mechanisms to improve synergies and promote 
market uptake 
2 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures & EASN General Assembly 
 
• Promote, encourage,  coordinate and focus joint efforts 
between Universities, Research Organizations, Industry 
and SMEs which are active in Europe in the field of 
aeronautics and aerospace.  
• Support innovative research in general and support 
European Universities, University Departments and 
Institutes as well as University research staff to perform 
aeronautics related research in particular.  
• Support the scientific and technological cooperation and 
human mobility within the area of its cognitive subject 
and the organization of and the participation to relative 
activities. 
Role of EASN in the European research 
community 
 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures & EASN General Assembly 
 
• To act as a communication platform between the European 
Aeronautics Academia and the professional Associations of other 
stakeholders, governmental and state authorities, the European 
Commission, etc.  
• To disseminate knowledge and technological innovation and 
execute  dissemination work through its participation either on its 
own or within the framework of consortia in national or 
international projects and research programs related to aerospace. 
 
 
Role of EASN in the European research 
community 
 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures & EASN General Assembly 
 
EASN European Presence 
• 176 members 
throughout Europe 
• 31 Associate members 
(Universities, labs, 
Associations etc) 
• Connects to more than 
10.000 scientists and 
professionals 
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European Aeronautics Science Network 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures & EASN General Assembly 
 
6 
3rd EASN workshop 
                     
Join 
and…. 
Enjoy!!! 
When projects turn into products ‐ the AISHA  
success story  
 
Helge Pfeiffer and Martine Wevers 
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Propulsion 
ATM 
Air traffic 
management 
Aerodynamics 
Avionics 
Airframe=mechanical structure 
→ Key-Innovation in aircraft maintenance – 
(MRO – maintenance, repair, overhaul) 
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) in aircraft 
→ Structure → Materials in aircraft 
 
First “canonical” questions: 
- How can I produce it? (production) 
- How can I inspect it? (maintenance) 
STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING (SHM) 
  10%Purchase
100%
LCC 90%
TOC 50%
IOC Def. according to: Air Transport Association (ATA)
44% Cerosine&Oil
18% Crew
50% 5% Insurance
Disposal cost DOC 22% Depreciation
11% Maintenance
45% Line and Light maintenance
55% BASE maintenance 
Cost model for airlines 
  
Aging aircraft
Enhancement of 
in-service time for aging 
aircraft
Reduction of
inspections
Reduction of
replacements
>>> COST SAVINGS <<<
INDIRECT 
COSTS
Reduction of
out of service time
during maintenance
New aircraft
Weight reduction of 
structural parts in the 
design phase -> reduction 
of fuel consumption
DIRECT COSTS
Cost savings by SHM 
  
SHM and Maintenance  
  
Which inspections can be replaced by SHM? 
  Applies to almost all maintenance schemes 
 
When retrofit implementations SHM can be performed? 
  At C- and D checks, partially at light maintenance 
 
  
Line Maintenance  
 Pre-flight, daily and weekly inspections during normal 
 operations – out of hangar. 
 
Light Maintenance  
consists of the A-checks performed in the hangar 
overnight or within 24 hours, and the interval between 
such routine checks is about 2 Months. 
 
Base Maintenance  
 C and D checks until six weeks downtime, performed 
 with an approximate interval between two and ten years. 
European Dimension of SHM 
Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe 
AISHA I - AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED 
STRUCTURAL HEALTH 
ASSESSMENT (2004-2007) 
AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED 
STRUCTURAL HEALTH 
ASSESSMENT II (2008-2011) 
Technologies for SHM at MTM 
Ultrasonic Lamb Waves 
Source: FOS&S 
Technologies for SHM 
Fibre Bragg Grating sensors for strain monitoring 
Technologies for SHM at MTM 
Single Mode Fibres for ultrasonic detection 
Technologies for SHM at MTM 
Single Mode Fibres for ultrasonic detection 
Technologies for SHM at MTM 
Eddy current foil sensors – Determination of impedance for crack sizes 
Technologies for SHM at MTM 
Crack propagation gauges 
AISHA I 
Scanner system of the HFUS 2400 AirTech  
Visualisation of Lamb waves  
Lamb wave propagation in sandwich specimen (impacted with energy of 15 J)  
 
Signal recorded in a carbon/epoxy specimen after excitation of a 5 cycle sine burst at 100 kHz:  
a. a) Signal recorded by a conventional piezo transducer 
b. a) Signal recorded by a SMARTape sensor  
a) 
b) 
Optical fibre technique 
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Optical fibre technique 
Curve showing the RMS-based 
 SNR for quasi-isotropic  
carbon/epoxy samples impacted  
at different energy levels.  
Curve showing the damaged areas  
calculated from ultrasonic C-scan images  
for quasi-isotropic carbon/epoxy samples  
impacted at different energy levels. 
Salt mist chamber for simulation of maritime corrosion (Metalogic, Belgium) 
Maritime corrosion 
Maritime corrosion 
Pitting corrosion of Al 2024-T3 plates 
after 3 weeks 
Observation of corrosion by microscopy 
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Mass loss of an aluminium sheet 
due to maritime corrosion 
Transmitted sound energy as a 
function of time 
Maritime corrosion 
Complex waveforms – difficult interpretation 
- > no really appropriate time gate 
- > fingerprint method? 
- > no pointlike sensors and actuators? 
28 
Get in contact with the end-user 
29 
Heavy Maintenance 
30 
Heavy Maintenance 
31 
Heavy Maintenance 
32 
Heavy Maintenance 
33 
Heavy Maintenance 
34 
Heavy Maintenance 
35 
Heavy Maintenance 
36 
Heavy Maintenance 
37 
Heavy Maintenance 
38 
Heavy Maintenance 
39 
Lab systems versus aircraft 
Simplicity versus Complexity 
40 
A potential roadmap for SHM 
1) Start with real hot-spots 
2) Use available components 
3) Apply sensors as “minor changes” 
4) In our case, use highly non-linear sensors 
MINOR/MAJOR CHANGES: According to EASA CS-21: Changes in type design 
are classified as minor and major. A ‘minor change’ is one that has no appreciable 
effect on the mass, balance, structural strength, reliability, operational characteristics, 
noise, fuel venting, exhaust emission, or other characteristics affecting the 
airworthiness of the product. Without prejudice to 21A.19, all other changes are 
‘major changes’ under this Subpart. Major and minor changes shall be approved in 
accordance with 21A.95 or 21A.97 as appropriate, and shall be adequately identified. 
The classification and approval process are also defined in the CS-21 standard. 
41 
AISHA II 
 
 
  

1/5 Slat Tracks -  Airbus A 320 – 
A380 - Fatigue crack monitoring 
2/5 Tailboom -  EC 135 – Impact damage 
 
3/5 Tailboom -  Mil 8 – Fatigue cracks 
 
4/5 Floorbeam/Seat tracks -  corrosion 
prevention and detection 
5/5 Doubler repairs -  Fatigue cracks in 
critical rivet rows 
48 
Heavy Maintenance 
49 
Heavy Maintenance 
50 
Heavy Maintenance 
51 
Heavy Maintenance 
52 
Heavy Maintenance 
53 
 Material: Aluminum alloy 
7349/7055/7136, tempered T76511 
 
 Coating: Washprimer, Polyurethane 
Primer and Top Coat 
 
 Failure mode: Corrosion (!), accidental 
damage (scratching etc.), no fatigue 
 
 Corrosion size can be through entire 
material thickness and extend from 1 
inch diameter to 10 inch length 
 
 Reason: Corrosive fluids like water, 
detergent, coffee, cola etc. 
 
Floor beam – corrosion prevention 
54 
Heavy Maintenance 
HOT SPOT Monitoring 
55 
Floor beam – corrosion prevention 
56 
Floor beam – corrosion prevention 
57 
No monitoring of corrosion 
Monitoring of corrosive liquids 
 Detection of damaged seals 
enables corrosion prevention 
Floor beam – corrosion prevention 
58 
59 
Conductor versus isolator 
 
Percolation conductivity 
MTM NDT MTM NDT MTM NDT 
60 
Percolation conductivity 
61 
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Hydration + Percolation sensor 
63 
Hydration + Percolation sensor 
64 
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Water drop experiment 
Hydration + Percolation 
65 
Lufthansa-Technik in Sofia/Bulgaria - April 2011 
Hydration + Percolation sensor 
D-Check implementation 
66 
Lufthansa-Technik in Sofia/Bulgaria - April 2011 
Hydration + Percolation sensor 
Extended sensing system embedded between floor panels 
67 
Lufthansa-Technik in Sofia/Bulgaria - April 2011 
Hydration + Percolation sensor 
Interrogation behind trolleys using ohmmeters, expandable 

BRING THE COMPONENT (SENSOR/SENSOR 
MATERIAL) AS SOON AS POSSIBLE INTO THE 
AIRPLANE (TRL4) TO ACHIEVE TRL6 BY UNDER 
OPERATIONAL CONTRAINTS, NOT AS A 
COMPLETE SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM BUT FOR 
THE COMPONENT 
COMPONENT 
70 
° Implementation in B737-530 - D-
ABIX in April 2011 
° Implementation in B747-430 of 
Lufthansa in October 2011 
° Implementation in B747-430 of 
Lufthansa in November 
2011/March 2012. 
Courtesy of Wikipedia 
Approximately 30 sensors with 
integral length of about 50 
meters in three areas. 
Status 
71 
POD Reliability with percolation sensors 
 
Straightforward information for maintenance operations 
Pattern of resistance data 
 
  
1/04/2011 22/07/2011 11/11/2011 2/03/2012 22/06/2012 12/10/2012 1/02/2013
103
104
105
106
107
108
Event 5Event 4
Lufthansa - D-ABIX
 Galley-Lavatory
Event 3
Event 2
Event 1
 
 
Re
sis
ta
nc
e 
(Ω
)
Time (date)
BAD  NOT SO BAD GOOD 
Replacement likely Inspection required No inspection 
72 
Results 
73 
 
•  Triggering (earlier) sealing/corrosion repair 
•  Enable early allocation of repair resources 
•  Skipping scheduled sealing inspections 
•  Skipping scheduled corrosion inspections 
•  Assessing performance for new innovative sealings 
•  Encouraging mechanics to implement sealings more  
carefully 
Benefits for Maintenance 
74 
Slow+Low end
Cheap
Extended sensors
/Qualitative
Local  sensors
/Quantitative
Floor sensor/
Percolation-based
Z-measurement
Large group of point 
sensors-low end
Large group of point 
sensors-high-end
Cable radar/
Coax-based
Time domain reflect.
Fast+High-end
Expensive
Unique Selling Proposition (USP) for percolation sensors 
75 
Unique Selling Proposition (USP) for percolation sensors 
76 
Commercialization 
77 
Conclusion - the success of AISHA II 
 
• Collaboration with maintenance providers, despite of TRL 
dilemma 
• Validation of sensors in operational airliners 
• Ongoing commercialization  
 
• Ongoing extension to kerosene leakage monitoring with 
industrial partner in operational airliners 
• SHM for bleeding air system, hydraulic system, tanks, 
insulation blankets with industrial partners 
 
 
  
78 
79 
The floor structure sensor won at 14th of September 2011  
the “The Most Practical SHM Solutions for Aerospace Award“ at the  
International Workshop of Structural Health Monitoring at Stanford University 
80 
81 
82 
83 
PACIS  
project proposal 
 
Developing/fine-tuning  
SHM in operational airliners 
 
  
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
Next time better ;-) 
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Geodesic Structures in Aeronautics 
Vickers Wellington Bomber (1936) 
 
• Fuselages of Vickers Wellington and 
Vickers Windsor (1943) bombers were 
build in geodesic design and were 
planked with cloth 
2 
Geodesic Structures in Aeronautics 
Vickers Wellington Bomber (1936) 
 
• Fuselages of Vickers Wellington and 
Vickers Windsor (1943) bombers were 
build in geodesic design and were 
planked with cloth 
 
 
 
• Structure of Vickers Wellington, 1936 
• Geodesic structure with ϕ = ± 45° 
• Longitudinal stringers (ϕ = 0°) 
• Two top longerons (ϕ = 0°) 
• Two bottom longerons (ϕ = 0°) 
• The complete structure was 
planked with cloth. 
 
3 
Lattice Structure Systems in Aeronautics 
Prof. V. V. Vasiliev – A Pioneer of Lattice Structure 
Systems made of Composites in Aeronautics 
 
4 
Iljuschin 114 
Fuselage Demonstrator, CRISM,  
static testing - without inner pressure, 1986 
D = 2860 mm – diameter of fuselage 
hL = 15 mm – thickness of lattice structure 
δh = 5 mm – thickness of helical ribs 
ϕ = ± 26,5° - angle of helical ribs 
b = 115 mm – spacing of helical ribs 
δc = 4 mm – thickness of circumferential ribs 
c = 140 mm – spacing of circumferential ribs 
tskin = ? - thickness of skin 
Lattice Structure Systems in Aeronautics  
Gondola Concept,  
DLR-Project with a CRISM-Panel 
 
5 
D = 4000 mm – diameter of fuselage 
hL = 27 mm – thickness of lattice structure 
δh = 8 mm – thickness of helical ribs 
ϕ = ± 26,5° – angle of helical ribs 
b = 92,5 mm – spacing of helical ribs 
δc = 5 mm – thickness of circumferential ribs 
c = 103,4 mm – spacing of circumferential ribs 
tskin = 1,5 mm - thickness of skin 
Fuselage Demonstrator, not tested, 2001 
Lattice Structure Systems in Aerospace  
 Carrier Rocket Proton,  
Fuselage Barrel from CRISM, 
First flight 2006 
6 
D = 4000 mm – diameter of fuselage 
hL = 21 mm – thickness of lattice structure 
δh = 6,6 mm – thickness of helical ribs 
ϕ = ± 26,5° - angle of helical ribs 
b = 93,6 mm – spacing of helical ribs 
δc = 3,7 mm – thickness of circumferential ribs 
c = 104,7 mm – spacing of circumferential ribs 
tskin = ? - thickness of skin 
Advanced Lattice Structure for Composite Airframe 
• Idea: Is a lightweight Geodesic 
Structure, which is well-proven in space 
technology, suitable for airframe 
structures? 
 
• Coordinated Call EU-Russia in FP7 
 
• Duration: Dec. 2010 – Nov. 2013   
 
• 6 EU partners and  
6 partners of Russian Federation 
7 
Advanced Lattice Structure for Composite Airframe 
• Idea: Is a lightweight Geodesic 
Structure, which is well-proven in space 
technology, suitable for airframe 
structures? 
 
• Methodology: 
• Choice of airplane configuration  
suitable for composite fuselage 
• Development and sizing of 
geodesic design 
• Development of detailed design 
solutions (e.g. window belt) 
• Developing methods for  
sizing process 
• Aim: 
Comparison of a geodesic fuselage 
structure with a conventional semi-
monocoque structure 
 
8 
9 
Requirements 
• Certification requirements –  
Applicable Regulation and Documents 
• Airplane Configuration –  
Fuselage Section Baseline 
• Fuselage Design requirements 
• Fuselage Sizing Criteria 
• Static Load cases on the Fuselage 
• Materials and Processes 
• Concepts Evaluation 
10 
Airplane Configuration 
• Conventional aircraft configuration in  
the Airbus A320 class (reference aircraft) 
• Backward swept wings 
• Wing mounted engines 
• Conventional tailplane 
 
• ALaSCA configuration based on  
the DLR LamAiR project 
• Forward swept wings 
• Rear fuselage engine installation 
• T-tail 
 
• Canard configuration based on  
the ALaSCA configuration 
• Concept for discussion 
• Forward swept wings 
• Rear fuselage engine installation 
• Canard 
 
 11 
Performances of the considered aircraft configurations 
• Aerodynamics (L/D) 
• Superior aerodynamics of the ALaSCA and the Canard configuration 
Natural laminar flow wing design  
(lower viscous drag) 
Higher aspect ratio (lower lift induced drag) 
• Masses 
• Advantages of the conventional aircraft configuration (Aluminum) 
• Disadvantages of the ALaSCA configurations with FSW (CFRP-wing) 
• High weight saving potential of relaxed stability Canard configuration  
• Fuel consumption 
• Combination of aerodynamics and structural weight 
• Center of gravity positions 
• Problems with the Canard configuration 
 
12 
Aircraft configuration mMTO L/D mF/(R mP) xCG 
Reference aircraft 72.6 t 16.4 2.50 l/(100 km 100kg) 15.5 m ... 17.2 m 
ALaSCA configuration 74.0 t 19.4 2.27 l/(100 km 100kg) 19.8 m ... 21.8 m 
Canard configuration 71.1 t 18.9 2.24 l/(100 km 100kg) 19.7 m ... 22.4 m 
Loads 
• Preliminary Aircraft Design Tool PrADO 
(TU-Braunschweig) 
 
• PrADO load cases 
• Maneuver and gust load cases  
(V-n-diagrams) 
• Ground load cases 
• Landing impact load cases 
• Cabin pressure load case 
 
• Fuselage internal loads of considered 
aircraft configurations 
 
 
13 
14 
Fuselage Design Concepts – Reference 
15 
Semi-Monocoque Design – CFRP-Concept 
• Frame/stringer architecture  
with frame pitch of 23“ 
• Multi-Radii barrel cross section 
• Conventional floor structure for pax and 
cargo 
16 
Semi-Monocoque Design – CFRP-Concept 
• Baseline Model: No buckling allowed 
below Ultimate Loads (UL) 
(fulfilling requirements document) 
Sized 
• 2nd generation: Reference Model:  
Skin buckling allowed above  
Limit Loads (LL) 
(not fulfilling requirements document) 
Sized 
• 3rd generation: skin thickness  
below t = 1,625 mm is allowed 
(not fulfilling requirements document) 
Sized 
 
17 
Top View 
Bottom View 
Fuselage Design Concepts 
18 
Preliminary Sizing based on Analytical Methods 
Analytical pre-dimensioning methods:  
• Classical beam theory 
• Method of reduction coefficients  
by Prof. V. N. Beljaev  
• Classical laminate theory 
• Buckling theory 
• Smeared system of stiffeners. 
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Fuselage Design Concepts 
20 
Skin Outside – Pro Lattice Concept 
Development of inner surface: 
• Shell thickness:  h = 30 mm 
• Thickness of helical and circumferential ribs:  
δh = δc = 3 mm 
• Thickness of axial ribs: δa = 3,8 mm 
• Skin thickness: hs = 1,7 mm   
 
 
21 
Sizing Process 
22 
Fuselage Design Concepts 
23 
Skin Inside – Pro Lattice Concept 
Design (Patent 10 2012 019 905, 10th July 2013): 
• Load bearing skin with stiffeners on both sides in 
grid arrangement 
• Classical frames as circumferential stiffeners 
• Outside skin as aerodynamic skin and lightning 
strike protection 
• Foam between skins as thermal insulation 
Advantages 
• Knot-free design concept with non-rectangular  
skin bays 
• Multifunctional design 
• High adaptability of structure to loading due to 
stiffener cut-off design 
• Thermal insulated inside skin stops  
condensation of inside humidity 
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Sizing Process 
25 
26 
Lattice Specific Components 
27 
Interface  Lattice Structure 
     - Window  Cutouts 
Interface  Barrel -  Barrel  
Interface Lattice Structure 
     - Floor beam  Structure 
Strut lower attachment 
 fitting 
Experimental Lattice Composite Fuselage Section 
28 
29 
Numerical Analysis 
• Modeling of grid-stiffened  
panels and barrels  
(Working group) 
 
• Topology optimization 
 
• Automated Multiparametric  
Global Barrel FEA Tool 
 
• Method to determine buckling factor 
 
 
30 
Design of Experiments 
In order to generate the sampling points for metamodel building, a uniform DOE 
(optimal Latin hypercube design) is proposed.  
The main principles in this approach are as follows: 
• The number of levels of design variables (same for each variable) is equal to the 
number of experiments and for each level there is only one experiment; 
• The points of experiments are distributed as uniformly as possible in the domain 
of factors, which are achieved by minimizing the equation: 
  
 
          where Lpq is the distance between the points p and q (p≠q) in the system.  
31 
min1
1 1
2 →= ∑ ∑
= +=
p
p
p
pq pqL
U
  
Example: A 100-point 2 variable DOE generated randomly  
without (left) and with (right) optimal Latin hypercube technique 
Genetic Programming 
Genetic Programming (GP) is a symbolic regression technique, it produces an analytical 
expression that provides the best fit of the metamodel into the data from the FE runs.  
Example: a metamodel for the shear strain obtained from the 101 FE responses: 
32 
 
where Z1, Z2, …, Z7 are the design variables. 
0.975381 )Z Z Z Z/(Z Z Z 15.5318 
)Z Z Z Z/(Z 660.152 -)Z Z/(Z Z Z 0.202164 +
)Z Z/(Z Z 163.814 +)Z Z Z/(Z 4143.98-
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Indications of the quality of fit of the 
obtained expression into the data: 
 
Automated Multiparametric Global Barrel FEA Tool 
33 
Displacement Skin Strains Beam Strains Buckling 
Results: 
Results of all analyzed models are summarized in a separate file 
Session file:  
List of Models to be Analyzed 
Modeling and 
Analysis  
PCL Function 
Post-processing  
PCL Function 
  User Defined Parameters: 
  -Geometry  
  -Loads  
  -Materials   
  -Mesh seed 
MSC Patran 
MSC Nastran 
PCL 
Local skin buckling 
Triangular vs. rectangular panels 
34 
Triangular skin field 
Tria. panel 
Rectangular 
panel / Skin field 
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Rectangular shape 
Triangular shape 
Shear Interaction for 
Rectangular skin field 
Conclusion: Status Today 
• Idea: Is a lightweight Geodesic 
Structure, which is well-proven in space 
technology, suitable for airframe 
structures? 
 
• Methodology: 
• Choice of airplane configuration  
suitable for composite fuselage 
• Development and sizing of 
geodesic design 
• Development of detailed design 
solutions (e.g. window belt) 
• Developing methods for  
sizing process 
• Aim: 
Comparison of a geodesic fuselage 
structure with a conventional semi-
monocoque structure 
 
35 
Comparison of Concepts - Methodology 
36 
Baseline Reference Design Minimum
Components [ kg/m ] [ kg/m ] [ kg/m² ]
Skin
Frames
Stringers or Grid
Clips & Cleats (*)
Sum 88,00 78,80
Window Frame - -
Reinforcements - -
Cross beams - - -
Sum 0,00 0,00
Total, Prim. Structure 88,00 78,8
Thermal Insulation (**) 7,52 7,52 -
Lightning Strike Protection (***) 2,45 2,45 -
Sum 9,97 9,97 0,00
Total, Barrel 97,97 88,77
(*) element of primary structure not included in sizing process, w eights estimated.
(**) estimated negative w eight due to multi-functionality of primary structure and resulting w eight reduction  in stated area.
(***) estimated negative w eight due to multi-functionality of primary structure and resulting w eight reduction in stated area.
Outlook: POLaRBEAR 
Production Aspects Of Lattice Related Barrel Elements With Advanced Reliability 
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Design and numerical Validation of a Lattice 
Fuselage Structure Concept 
9th October 2013 
Mr Steffen Niemann, German Aerospace Centre 
Mr Thomas Ludwig, SMR Engineering and Development SA 
Content 
 
 
Design Concept 
 
Validation of Design Concept 
 
Conclusion 
Content 
 
 
Design Concept 
 
Validation of Design Concept 
 
Conclusion 
Introduction 
Loads, Sizing Criteria, Methods 
 
Loads 
• Flight load case spectrum 
 
Sizing Criteria 
• Stiffness: minimum fuselage stiffness 
• Strength: global strain cut-offs 
• Buckling: no local and global buckling 
allowed until UL for all elements 
 
Method: Analytical Pre-Dimensioning 
• Beam Theory 
• Method of reduction coefficients 
• Classical Laminate Theory 
 
 
• Load bearing skin with stiffeners in grid 
arrangement 
• Stiffeners on geodetic lines  constant 
stiffener angle 
• Differential concept  usage of stiffener 
profiles 
 different stiffener distance above and under 
window line for buckling demands 
• Specific frames as circumferential stiffeners 
 for attachment of additional structure (PAX 
and cargo floor, overhead bins) 
 
Design Concept 
General Approach 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Concept Feature 1: 
• Grid arrangement of stiffeners  triangular 
skin bays 
 
• Comparison of rectangular with triangular skin 
bays for different aspect ratios 
• Buckling curves for structures loaded 
individually by compression and shear 
 
•  buckling coefficient increase of +30% for 
compression and shear taken for further 
analysis 
Design Concept 
Grid effect – non rectangular skin bays 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Concept Feature 2: 
• Angle stiffeners  lower panel axial stiffness 
• Thin walled profile shape  stacking 
limitations 
 
 Consideration of CFRP-Steel-Hybrid material  
    for stiffeners (DLR patent) 
• CFRP-UD ply with an added thin steel foil  
• Thin laminates fulfil stacking rules 
 
 Result: high axial stiffness of laminate and  
 manufacturing flexibility 
Design Concept 
Stiffener improvement – stiffener manufacturing and limitations 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Concept Feature 3: 
• Stiffeners on both sides of the skin 
•  knot-free grid-concept 
• Need for aerodynamic skin and material 
between two skins 
 
 
Design Concept 
Avoidance of Stiffener crossings 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Design Concept 
Avoidance of Stiffener crossings 
Concept Feature 3: 
• Stiffeners on both sides of the skin 
•  knot-free grid-concept 
• Need for aerodynamic skin and material 
between two skins 
 
Additional Elements 
• Aerodynamic skin = aluminium layer 
• Material between skins = closed-cell foam 
 
Secondary Functions 
• Aluminium layer – lightning strike protection 
• Foam – thermal insulation 
• Aluminium skin + Foam – increase of 
structural safety against impact loads 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Design Concept 
Grid Concept – weight comparison with semi-monocoque  
Grid concept 
• thick robust skin (t=2.75mm) 
• stiffeners with low angle (φ=6°) 
• frame spacing: 500mm 
• different stiffener distance on top and 
bottom panel 
 
Comparison of Overall Weights 
• Extra weight can be compensated due 
to function integration 
• Grid concept with increased structural 
safety against impact but with same 
weight 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Design Concept 
Grid Concept – weight comparison with semi-monocoque  
Concept results 
• thick robust skin (t=2.75mm) 
• stiffeners with low angle (φ=6°) 
• frame spacing: 500mm 
• different stiffener distance on top and 
bottom panel 
 
Comparison of Overall Weights 
• Extra weight can be compensated due 
to function integration 
• Grid concept with increased structural 
safety against impact but with same 
weight 
Const. Stiffener Angle 
Stiffener Density Areas 
Stiffener Grid 
Dimensions 
Stiff. Material 
Innovation 
Aerodynamic 
skin + Foam 
Grid Concept 
for Fuselage  
Barrel Section 
Design Concept 
Grid Cut-Off – weight reduction for fuselage barrel section  
Concept Detailing 
• Results for frame 42 
• Due to load distribution over the fuselage 
length  design adaptation for weight 
savings 
• Stringer cut-Off design in longitudinal and 
radial barrel direction 
• Analysis via numerical methods  
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Content 
 
 
Design Concept 
 
Validation of Design Concept 
 
Conclusion 
Introduction 
Loads, Sizing Criteria, Method 
 
Loads 
– Flight load case spectrum 
 
Sizing Criteria 
– Stiffness: minimum fuselage stiffness 
– Strength: global strain cut-offs 
– Buckling: no local and global buckling 
allowed until UL for all elements 
 
Method: Validation with Finite Element analysis  
– Two FE methodologies, shell/beam and 
shell-only 
– Development of stringer cut-off design 
– Analysis using B2000++ FE code 
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shell/beam 
FE model 
shell-only 
FE model 
small triangular 
skin fields 
T3 MITC 
shell elements 
inhibit local 
buckling 
inhibit local 
buckling 
standard mesh size 
12.5mm 
shell centered 
on skin 
many combinations of 
stacking sequences 
First buckling mode 
(shell-only FE model) 
FE methodology 
FE methodology 
Convergence study on representative curved panel (6º stringer angle) 
16 
beam/shell: Element size 
of 25mm or 12.5mm 
shell-only: maximum Element 
size 12.5mm shell-only: local stringer 
buckling 
beam/shell does not 
account for stringers 
reducing the effective 
skin field 
Inertial loads (due to cockpit section) 
are introduced via an RBE2-type 
element at frame 17 
Frame 42 
is clamped with 
an RBE2-type 
element 
FE model generation 
● All FE models are generated automatically by a 
parametric script: 
– Stringer angle/pitch, stringer stacking sequence 
and shape, stringer cut-off pattern, etc. 
– Barrel or panel models, shell/beam or shell-only 
– Mesh density and regions with locally finer mesh 
– Selection of load case and analysis type 
● Application of loads: 
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point mass elements for 
PAX and cargo masses 
(including floors) 
other non-structural masses 
are smeared over the skin 
pressure is integrated 
over the skin 
Cut-off Concepts 
● Design concept for frame 42 (stringer angle, 
stacking sequences, skin thickness...) 
● But at frame 17, loads are lower → potential for 
mass reduction 
● Achieved by cutting of every second stringer 
→ cut-off concept 
● Separate cut-off concepts for lower and upper 
fuselage parts, both parts are buckling-driven 
– Lower part by load case 1 
– Upper part by load cases 1 and 10 
● Find smallest “dense” region while maintining 
buckling load > UL 
18 
Stringer density is reduced 
by factor 2 at cut-off position 
→ trapezoidal skin bays 
Example of cut-off pattern 
upper part 
load case 10 
1.47 x UL 
F17 F42 
lower part 
load case 1 
1.09 x UL 
developed using shell/beam FE, first 20 buckling modes 
average weight reduction: 8.3 kg/m 
Cut-off Concept 
19 
verified with shell-only FE model, first 20 buckling modes 
1.004 x UL 
shell-only FE model, max. principal strain at UL 
upper part 
lower part 
Strain cut-off 
Result 
20 
● Mass reduction with cut-off: 9.6% for overall 
barrel section 
 
● Further potential to reduce mass? 
– Stringer angle (lower/upper) 
– Stringer stacking sequence, stringer shape 
– Skin thickness (constant/non-constant) 
 
Content 
 
 
Design Concept 
 
Validation of Design Concept 
 
Conclusion 
Conclusions 
22 
● Potentials for weight savings achievable due to non-
rectangular skin bays and innovative material for stiffeners  
● Grid design concept with same weight for primary structure 
like semi-monocoque but increased structural safety against 
impact 
● Semi-Analytical methods and beam/shell FE methodology 
cannot exploit all benefits of the presented design concept 
● Shell-only FE models can but are computationally expensive 
● Compromise: Shell/beam FE for exploration of cut-off 
design, shell-only FE for verification 
● Nevertheless quite good correlation between design 
obtained with analytical methods and FE 
● Need for improved semi-analytical methods and fast FE 
methods, specially designed for small triangular skin bays 
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Thank You for your attention! 
 
Mr. S. Niemann 
Steffen.Niemann@dlr.de 
 
Mr. Thomas Ludwig 
TLudwig@smr.ch 
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WEIGHT ANALYSIS  
OF ALTERNATIVE FUSELAGE BARRELS  
ON THE BASIS  
OF THE MULTILEVEL ALGORITHM 
E. Dubovikov, V. Fomin, I. Kondakov, A. Shanygin  (TsAGI, Russia) 
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“ALaSCA”  ALTERNATIVE  FUSELAGE  BARRELS 
Metal CFRP “Black metal”  
LATTICE  CONCEPT 
CFRP 
CONVENTIONAL  CONCEPT 
Fuselage section “ALaSCA” 
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Airbus, TsAGI 
Based on: JAR/FAR25, 
ACJ25.603, Advisory 
Circular AC20.107B, … 
REQUIREMENTS  FOR  COMPOSITE  FUSELAGE  STRUCTURE 
Metal CFRP Black Metal CFRP Lattice 
Global buckling 
of panel 
(section) 
Not allowed up to UL Not allowed up to UL Not allowed up to UL 
Local buckling 
of skin (ribs) Not allowed up to 0.5∙UL Not allowed up to UL Not allowed up to UL 
Static strength 
of structure 
elements 
Mises’ stress in skin and 
longitudinal stress in 
stiffeners are less than 
yield stress up to UL 
No matrix/fibre failure  
up to UL: (maximal 
values of strains in skins 
and stiffeners) 
No matrix/fibre failure  
up to UL: (maximal 
values of strains in ribs) 
Long-term 
strength 
(fatigue) 
Circular stress in skin is 
less than fatigue strength 
value (load case with 
pressure) 
Material qualified for 
operational life (including 
impact strength 
requirements) 
Protection of ribs against 
impact and environment 
Minimal 
stiffness of 
barrel  
(MN·m2 ) 
4000)EJ( y ≥
3000)EJ( z ≥
2500)EJ( x ≥
4000)EJ( y ≥
3000)EJ( z ≥
2500)EJ( x ≥
4000)EJ( y ≥
3000)EJ( z ≥
2500)EJ( x ≥
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STRUCTURE ELEMENTS LAYOUT 
 LOCAL AND GLOBAL BUCKLING 
POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
AIRCRAFT LAYOUT 
DATA 
BASE 
STRESS-STRAIN STATE 
LOAD-BEARING CAPABILITY, 
STRENGTH MARGINS, FATIGUE 
FUSELAGE STRUCTURAL LAYOUT 
LOADING CASES 
MULTILEVEL  APPROACH  TO  SIZING 
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ALGORITHM  OF  SIZING  OF  ALTERNATIVE  STRUCTURES 
C
alculations  block 
BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF PANELS / 
RIBS  
AND BARREL 
GLOBAL STRESS-STRAIN  STATE 
STRENGTH   ANALYSIS  OF  
FUSELAGE  SECTION AND 
ELEMENTS  
CHANGE  OF  DESIGN  PARAMETERS 
PROVIDING  SATISFACTION  OF  
CONSTRAINTS 
GENERATION / MODIFICATION  
OF  BASIC  MODELS 
ANALYSIS  OF  RESERVE  FACTORS  
ON  STRENGTH & BUCKLING 
All constraints are 
satisfied? 
CHANGE  OF  DESIGN  
PARAMETERS 
PROVIDING  
DECREASE  OF   
STRUCTURE  WEIGHT 
yes 
no 
Is there possibility to 
decrease structure 
weight? 
yes 
no 
SELECTION OF CRITICAL 
AREAS 
SPECIAL 
DATA BASE 
SPESIFICATION  OF  INITIAL  
DESIG  PARAMETERS   
LOCAL STRESS-STRAIN  
STATE 
STRUCTURE 
RATIONAL 
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frame 
skin 
stringer 
“SEMI-MONOCOQUE”   FUSELAGE  STRUCTURE 
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Elastic (waved) 
inner skin 
Lattice (ribs grid) 
load-bearing structure Light foam filler 
Outer (aerodynamic) 
outer skin 
LATTICE  COMPOSITE  FUSELAGE  STRUCTURE  WITH  ELASTIC  INNER  SKIN 
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COMPONENTS OF WEIGHT OF ALaSCA FUSELAGE BARREL 
Weight =  Weight of regular structure of barrel  
Weight of 
windows framing 
Weight of interfaces 
“barrel-to-barrel” 
Weight of 
attachments +  +  +  
Designing of the interfaces and window framing was carried out simultaneously with the sizing.  
Lattice concept Semi-monocoque concept 
Elements included in weight 
parameters at sizing 
Ribs 
Stringers 
Frames (with clips & cleats) 
Elastic skin (not varied) 
Skin  
(with interface “panel-to-panel”) 
Elements included in model of 
the fuselage section  
but not included in weight 
parameters at sizing 
PAX floor beams, struts 
Interfaces “floor-to-barrel” 
Interfaces “barrel-to-barrel” 
Window framing and pane 
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For metal structure: 
• Skin thickness; 
• Shape and sizes of stringers sections (length and width of 
flanges and webs); 
• Shape and sizes of frames sections (length and width of flanges 
and webs, parameters of compensators); 
• Stringers pitches. 
For CFRP lattice structure:  
• Height of ribs; 
• Width of helical ribs; 
• Width of circular ribs; 
• Width of longitudinal ribs; 
• Angle between helical ribs; 
• Location of circular and longitudinal ribs relative crossings of 
helical ribs 
• Number of pairs of helical ribs; 
• Parameters of areas of location of longitudinal ribs. 
For CFRP (Black Metal) structure: 
• Skin thickness; 
• Shape and sizes of stringers sections (length and width of 
flanges and webs); 
• Shape and sizes of frames sections (length and width of flanges 
and webs, parameters of compensators); 
• Stringers pitches. 
VARIABLE PARAMETERS 
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Selection of spectrum of loading cases. Determination of load components.  
Estimation of strength characteristics of the fuselage section “ALaSCA”. 
Selection of cases of external loading critical for designing of the lattice barrel. 
Calculation of distributions of  the loads along the structure. 
fuselage section 
“ALaSCA” 
Express-analysis  
of strength 
LC1, LC6, LC10 
LC∆p 
+ 
LOAD  CASES  FOR  SIZING 
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FE 
τxy 
σy 
σx 
Stress criteria σ 
Global stress state 
METAL 
FE 
γxy 
εy 
εx 
ε Deformation criteria 
Global strain state 
CFRP “BLACK METAL” 
Global and local strain states 
FE 
Deformation criteria 
εx 
CFRP LATTICE 
εx According  to “Requirements” 
STRENGTH  ANALYSIS 
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Global buckling (calculations of CRISM) LATTICE  FUSELAGE  SECTION 
Loading 
Effective stiffness of skin (relative to non-buckled state) 
Level of external load (relative to ultimate load) 
General buckling  
of stiffened panel 
Skin local 
buckling 
STIFFENED  PANEL  OF  FUSELAGE  SECTION 
Analysis of 
skin local 
buckling 
FE stress-strain state 
Stiffness of 
skin at post-
buckling state Stiffness of 
virtual skin 
Virtual panel 
(with non-
buckled skin) 
Loads on panel 
(analytical 
model) 
Analysis of 
panel global 
buckling 
Nonlinear analysis of panel stability at fixed external loads  
BUCKLING  ANALYSIS 
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bottom of barrel 
top of barrel 
bottom of barrel 
METAL 
Skin thickness, mm (discrete scale) 
bottom of barrel 
top of barrel 
bottom of barrel 
CFRP Black Metal 
Skin thickness, mm (discrete scale) 
Stacking sequence: close to quasi-isotropic Constant skin thickness in panel 
RESULTS:   RATIONAL  PARAMETERS  (SKIN) 
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type 1 
type 2 
type 3 
type 5 
type 4 
14 
Metal stringers 
CFRP stringers 
RESULTS:   RATIONAL  PARAMETERS  (STRINGERS) 
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Metal 
Jointing stringer 
fastener 
Jointing tape 
Additional weight: 1.32 kg/m 
LONGITUDINAL ATTACHMENT 
BETWEEN PANELS 
FRAMES 
CFRP 0.50 mm 
(2 layers) 
titanium 0.25 mm 
(3 layers) 
Jointing tape 
fastener 
Additional weight: 1.34 kg/m 
LONGITUDINAL ATTACHMENT BETWEEN PANELS 
FRAMES 
CFRP Black Metal 
RESULTS:   RATIONAL  PARAMETERS  (FRAMES AND ATTACHMENTS) 
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20 ribs 
44 ribs 
2 ribs (on  
each side) 
Upper longitudinal ribs 
Lower longitudinal ribs 
Logitudinal ribs near windows 
RESULTS:   RATIONAL  PARAMETERS  (LOCATION OF LONGITUDINAL RIBS) 
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τxy (LC1), Pa 
Top view 
Bottom view 
Top view 
Bottom view 
σx (LC1), Pa Stresses - Metal 
ε γ 
γxy 
εx 
εy 
LC1 
Strains - CFRP Black Metal 
tension compression 
Helical ribs 
Critical zone 
Strains - CFRP Lattice 
Critical case of loading: LC1 
RESULTS:   STRESS – STRAIN  STATE 
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Metal 
CFRP Black Metal 
Reserve 
factor 
RESULTS:   RESERVE  FACTORS 
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Variant (EJ)y , MN∙m2 (EJ)z, MN∙m2 (EJ)x, MN∙m2 
Requirement (min.) 4000 3000 2500 
Metal 
CFRP (Black Metal) 
4530 
5850 
4920 
6450 
3410 
4370 
Minimal stiffness parameters 
CFRP Lattice 4650 3440 2570 
RESULTS:   STIFFNESS  PARAMETERS 
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Weight parameters (barrel and components, kg) 
Metal 723.37 259.03 196.69 18,00 1197.09 
200.04 18.25 1143.45 CFRP (Black Metal) 584.06 341.10 
  Skin Stringers Frames Attachments Barrel 
  Skin Ribs grid helical circular Barrel longit. 
CFRP Lattice 273.7 692.4 966.10 437.8 109.0 145.6 
S e m i – m o n o c o q u e 
M
et
al
 
100% 
CF
RP
  
bl
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k 
m
et
al
 
95.5% 
Lattice 
CF
RP
 L
at
tic
e 
80.7% 
Skin Stringers Frames Attachments Barrel 
CFRP Lattice 20.05 50.73 70.78 
Metal 52.99 18.98 14.41 1.32 87.70 
CFRP (Black Metal) 42.79 24.99 14.66 1.34 83.77 
Running weight , kg/m 
RESULTS:   WEIGHT  ANALYSIS 
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CONCLUSIONS 
CF
RP
 b
la
ck
 m
et
al
 
95.5% 
CF
RP
 L
at
tic
e 
80.7% 
 Low weight efficiency of use of conventional concept in the composite load-bearing structures. 
High characteristics of current fibres cannot be realized because of low level of ultimate tensile 
strains across fibres for current composite layers. 
 Rather low impact strength of thin composite skin. 
 Possibility of skin perforation 
 
Bottom view Top view 
PERFORATION 
Quasi-isotropic skin t=1.8 mm after impact 50 J 
Skin thickness 
t>  1.8 mm 
t < 1.8 mm 
The weight parameters of “black metal” variant of the  fuselage section  
can be considered only as preliminary results 
 Lattice structure of the fuselage section (variant with elastic inner skin) is about 19% lighter 
than the metal structure (and about 15% lighter than “black metal” variant).  
 The manufacture cost of the lattice composite fuselage section is 0.9-0.85 of  the cost 
parameters for the sections with conventional structural layout. In the case of the variant with 
elastic inner skin these values can reach 0.75-0.8. 
 Low impact strength of lattice ribs. Some part of the weight benefit should be spent on 
protection of ribs against impact. 
The comparative analysis has confirmed high weight efficiency  
of the lattice structure of composite fuselage section.  
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Advanced Lattice Structures for Composite Airframes 
FE Modeling of Lattice Composite Fuselage Elements 
for General and Local Strength Analyses 
I.Kondakov, E. Dubovikov, V. Fomin (TsAGI) 
© 2013 ALaSCA Consortium – All rights reserved 
OBJECTIVE: COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS 
Metallic fuselage “Black metal” fuselage Lattice fuselage 
“ALaSCA” aircraft 
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APPROACH TO DESIGNING OF AIRFRAMES 
CONVENTIONAL SOFTWARE LAYER 
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 
LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 
SPECIAL SOFT LAYER 
SPECIAL 
DATABASE 
LAYER 
OPTIMIZATION 
PROCEDURE 
CORE  
Level of aircraft  
 Geometrical model 
Level of sections/units  
 Mass model 
Level of panels 
 Manufacturing model 
Level of elements 
 Strength model 
© 2013 ALaSCA Consortium – All rights reserved 
Definition of criteria for lattice 
composite structure 
MAIN TASKS OF COMPUTER MODELING OF LATTICE 
COMPOSITE FUSELAGE BARREL 
Distribution of force flows  
in the lattice barrel Analysis of influence of boundary 
conditions on local strength and 
stiffness characteristics 
Local distribution of force flows in ribs 
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Barrel is modeled using 2D membrane elements 
 
• TRIA – for skin and ribs’ flanges, QUAD – for ribs’ webs 
 
• fake “honeycomb” elements for “supporting” skin and flanges: 
QUAD, between inner and outer skin (give negligible contribution 
to stiffness of the model) 
 
Main requirements 
 
• model of rib should have the same 
stiffness as real rib 
• model of rib should have the same 
cross section area (weight of model 
should be equal to real structure)  
 
“honeycomb”(fake) elements 
skin elements 
MODELING METHOD FOR LATTICE RIBS 
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3 mm 
3 webs 
5 flanges 
10 mm 
2 webs 
2 flanges 
5 mm 
3 webs 
3 flanges 
Parameters:  
• size of FE 
• number of webs in rib model 
• number of flanges in rib model 
PARAMETRICAL MODEL OF LATTICE RIBS 
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4 boxes 
8 boxes 
16 boxes 
VALIDATION OF MODELING TECHNIQUE 
Accuracy of solution 
grows for more detailed  
models   
© 2013 ALaSCA Consortium – All rights reserved 
2D shell (moment) elements 
Method by TsAGI 
Method by CRISM 
2D membrane elements 
Test barrel  L = 3m, R= 2m 
4 test cases of loading  
Comparison of displacements  
in 4 nodes of middle cross-section 
 Method by DLR 
Ribs – 1D beam elements 
Skin - 2D shell (moment) elements 
< 3% difference  
< 5% difference  
VALIDATION OF MODELING TECHNIQUE 
Comparison with results obtained by 
partners on alternative models 
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MULTILEVEL APPROACH TO COMPUTER MODELING 
OF LATTICE COMPOSITE STRUCTURE 
CONVENTIONAL SOFTWARE LAYER 
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 
LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 
SPECIAL SOFT LAYER 
SPECIAL 
DATABASE 
LAYER 
OPTIMIZATION 
PROCEDURE 
CORE  
Distribution of force flows  
in the lattice barrel 
Analysis of influence of boundary conditions  
on local strength and stiffness characteristics 
Local distribution of force flows in ribs Definition of criteria for  lattice composite structure 
© 2013 ALaSCA Consortium – All rights reserved 
PARAMETRICAL FEM MODEL OF LATTICE 
FUSELAGE BARREL 
Main parameters of the lattice structure 
“simplified model” 
Rib - 2D QUAD moment 
elements 
a – pitch of helical ribs 
b – pitch of circumferential ribs 
c – pitch of longitudinal ribs 
dh – width of helical ribs 
dc – width of circumferential ribs 
dl – width of longitudinal ribs 
H – height of ribs 
n+ – number of longitudinal ribs on top 
n- – number of longitudinal ribs on bottom 
m+, m- - numbers of windows reinforcements 
(longitudinal ribs above and below windows cut-outs) 
 
 
 
MPC RBE2 
Radial displacements allowed 
Loaded end Fixed end L = 13.65 
a 
b c 
Side view 
“detailed model”: 
Rib - box of 2D TRIA/QUAD 
membrane elements 
a 
b c 
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FEM MODEL OF THE LATTICE FUSELAGE 
BARREL 
Side view Top view 
Bottom view 
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APPLICATION OF LOADS 
Loads applied via MPC at the free end  
Free end Fixed end 
MPC RBE2 
Radial displacements allowed 
Load Cases for ALaSCA lattice fuselage barrel 
Load from internal pressure is 
applied to the nodes of the model 
Bending Moment My, Nm 853048 
Bending Moment Mz, Nm -441621 
Torsional Moment, Mx, Nm 420000 
Shear force, Qz, N 715697 
Shear force, Qy, N 120000 
Bending Moment My, Nm -243411 
Bending Moment Mz, Nm -441621 
Torsional Moment, Mx, Nm 420000 
Shear force, Qz, N -236621 
Shear force, Qy, N 120000 
Bending Moment My, Nm 546963 
Bending Moment Mz, Nm -441621 
Torsional Moment, Mx, Nm 420000 
Shear force, Qz, N 315209 
Shear force, Qy, N 120000 
Internal Pressure, MPa 0.0924 
Longitudinal force, N 1161133 
Internal Pressure, MPa 0.1232 
Longitudinal force, N  1 548 177 
Load Case 6 
Load Case 1 Load Case 10 
Load Case  
Internal Pressure 
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REQUIREMENTS 
38
0 
Requirements to geometrical 
parameters 
Requirements to structural and 
technological parameters 
Requirements of strength Requirements to loads and 
stiffness 
© 2013 ALaSCA Consortium – All rights reserved 
Skin In 
Skin Out 
without Skin 
Concepts of lattice structure  
modeled and investigated in ALaSCA project 
VARIANTS OF LATTICE STRUCTURE 
Load-bearing composite laminated skin 
outside the grid of ribs 
Load-bearing composite laminated skin 
inside the grid of ribs 
Lattice ribs bear all external loads, 
skin is excluded from primary structure 
© 2013 ALaSCA Consortium – All rights reserved 
LATTICE FUSELAGE: TORSION STIFFNESS 
tension 
compression 
Shear is taken by  
tension/compression of lattice ribs 
compression 
tension 
Metallic  
fuselage 
Black metal 
composite fuselage 
Lattice  
composite fuselage 
Torsion stiffness 100% 128% 103% 
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MAAXIMUS Overview 
MAAXIMUS:Simulation based Development & Validation 
for Next Generation Composite Fuselage 
Prepared and presented by  
Ralf HERRMANN, AIRBUS Operations GmbH  – MAAXIMUS Project Coordinator 
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MAAXIMUS 
MAAXIMUS in Brief 
  More  
  Affordable 
  Aircraft Structure through 
eXtended, 
    Integrated, and 
  Mature  
nUmerical  
  Sizing 
A huge step in simulation-based design will enable the fast 
development & Right-First Time validation of a highly-optimized 
composite fuselage. 
Project started in April 2008, 
with 57 partners from18 countries, 
67 M€ Budget, 40 M€ funding from EC 
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MAAXIMUS 
MAAXIMUS Objectives 
Highly-optimized structure : 
 Weight (more integrated structures, better predictive capabilities, unconventional lay-up) 
 Production rate and ramp-up (less assembly, optimized robotics for section assembly) 
 Maintenance (increase of inspection intervals, more DT design) 
 Structure/System integration (electrical & acoustic requirements) 
Fast development & Right First Time  
 High-Confidence Virtual Testing capabilities 
 Robust Simulation-Based Design process on innovative technologies 
 Integrated CAD-Analysis-CAM-NDI-Test process 
-10% weight – Positive impact on fuel burn per seat! 
-10% Manufacturing & Assembly recurring cost 
-50% section FAL time 
-20% development time  
-15% development cost 
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MAAXIMUS 
MAAXIMUS enablers 
Fast Development & Right-First Time Validation of a highly-optimized New 
Generation Composite Fuselage by a huge step in Simulation-based design  
Development of two platforms 
Physical Platform 
Composite Technology development 
from coupon up to full-scale fuselage 
demonstrator  
Virtual Platform  
Innovative & Integrated  
Simulation-Based Design 
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MAAXIMUS 
Benefits from the 2 platforms  
The coordinated work on the Physical and Virtual 
platforms ensures the coherency between their specific 
and dependent achievements. 
The Physical Platform will allow to develop and validate 
the appropriate composite technologies (complex 
areas) for low-weight and high production rate aircrafts 
The Virtual Structure Development Platform will allow to 
identify faster and validate earlier the best solutions  
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MAAXIMUS 
Virtual Platform innovations 
Fast, exhaustive & robust Design Optimisation 
 Optimisation in Preliminary Design phase for ‘Maintenability – 
production - weight – thermal,  system Integration, acoustic‘ 
 Increased size of the Design Space explored and Faster optimisation 
through a multi-level strategy 
 Robust fuselage design (not sensitive to perturbations) through 
Probabilistic Design Optimization  
 
High-Confidence Virtual Testing 
  Simulation of the progressive damage evolution  
  High-fidelity description of the structure assembly geometry 
  Numerical capture of real ‘as-built’ barrel model : 
 Material model with manufacturing defects, tolerances and 
residual stresses  
 Assembly model with built-up stresses & tolerances 
 Impact of uncertainties/scatter in test & models. 
 Easy link between the simulation scales Predictive composite 
damage model  
3D joint  
analysis 
Detailed 
structural FEM 
Sub-component 
Early and predictive Virtual Testing loop 
(global  local  global)  
Probabilistic  
analysis 
Integration in multidisciplinary framework  
 Exhaustive composite description per skill (design, analysis, manufacturing, NDI, test) 
 Easy numerical data transfer between skills 
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MAAXIMUS 
Physical Platform innovations 
Techno and design concepts evaluation at panel levels 
 Stability behavior of stringer run-outs, DT at ply drop-off,  
 Pre-preg vs injection techniques wrt Stability and vulnerability 
 Tailored lay-up in fuselage shells (unconventional lay-ups and 
curviligne fiber orientations following the load path) 
 
Fastener free Doors & Surrounding structures 
 One-shot RTM composite PAX door 
 One-shot RTM composite PAX door surrounding structure 
 
Fuselage section manufacturing optimisation 
 Co-cured vs co-bonded stringer investigation (Pre-preg, FP) 
 “x-shape” integrated frames optimisation 
 One-shot vs multi-panel trade (cost/weight) 
 
Automatic High-Production-Rate section positioning & 
assembly 
 Laser tracker cross-section measurement for best-fit 
 Crawler robot for drilling and fastening for the circumferential joint 
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MAAXIMUS 
MAAXIMUS Consortium 
ABAQUS 
AIRBUS-U 
Imperial College 
QinetiQ 
Bombardier 
U. Limerick 
IST 
INASCO 
U. PATRAS 
TAI 
IAI 
FOI 
SICOMP 
 
AIRBUS-D 
DLR  
EADS-G 
ECD 
IMA 
Leibniz U. Hannover  
RWTH Aachen 
TU Hamburg Harburg 
Braunschweig  U. 
Stuttgart U.  
AIRBUS-F  
CEAT  
CNIM 
Dassault-Aviation 
Dassault-Systemes 
EADS F IW  
INSA LYON  
LATECOERE 
ENGINEOUS 
ESI 
ENSC 
ONERA 
SOGETI 
ARTTIC  
CENAERO  
SAMTECH 
LMS International 
SONACA 
ALE 
Eindhoven U. 
MSC 
NLR 
AIRBUS-E  
FATRONIK 
IMDEA  
U. CORUNA 
ALENIA 
Politecnico Milano 
CIRA 
ETH 
FACC 
LLV 
TPF 
NIAT 
18 Countries 
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MAAXIMUS 
MAAXIMUS Consortium 
Strong involvement of 
software providers to 
support joint development 
of Composite Technology 
AND associated Methods 
&Tools:  
 
SIMULIA, Dassault Systèmes, 
ENGINEOUS, ESI, LMS, 
MSC, SAMTECH 
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MAAXIMUS 
Highlights of achievements so far  
Current status vs MAAXIMUS Target 
 
-10% weight 
-10% Manufacturing & Assembly recurring cost 
-50% section FAL time 
-20% development time 
-15% development Cost 
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MAAXIMUS 
Achievements so far : High Perf. Comp.  
Highlights: 
Code coupler for incompatible time- and 
space discretisations developed and verified 
(INSA Lyon) 
Development of new solvers for Large 
nonlinear barrel problems :Target is 10^9 DOF  
(1 gigadof) in Nonlinear Analysis. 
 
SIMULIA 
New developments to allow very large problems to be 
run through general purpose, nonlinear solver for 
production analysis.  
Scaling tests now on jobs from 50MDOF to 300MDOF 
FOI 
Reached  MAAXIMUS GDOF challenge milestone by 
analysing the Use Case barrel with a model having 
2.0 GDOFs in short time on multi-thousand Cpu-
systems 
FOI software used a hp-version of FEM with error 
control and multi-scale solution schemes 
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MAAXIMUS 
Achievements so far – Composite 
Damage Modelling  
 Non-local anisotropic damage models in 
composites, micro and meso-models 
 Effects of Defects  -porosity 
 Management of damage to fracture 
numerical transition through mixed non-
local element 
 Multiresolution computational strategy -
Mixed domain decomposition approach 
and multiscale solver  Courtesy ULIM 
Decisions and selections more based on 
simulation. 
Less physical test, used for validation, with 
lower risk of unexpected results 
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MAAXIMUS 
Next steps 
YR5 
Q1 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
2014 
Q1 
2014 
Q2 Q3 Q4 
2014 
Q1 
2015 
Q2 Q3 Q4 
Virtual Platform 
MAAXIMUS 
YR1 YR2 YR3 YR4 
Composite fuselage full-scale 
demonstrator for complex areas: 
design, sizing, manufacturing and 
test. 
Decision Gate for Full Scale Demonstrator, Hamburg, March 13 
MAAXIMUS  
Modifications on Virtual 
and Physical Platform 
NEW ACTIVITIES : Innovation step 
 
• Challenged content  
• Innovation at sub-component level 
• Identification of appropriate 
architectures for weight & cost  
Physical Demonstrator Phase and 
integration of Virtual Multi-skill 
Framework  
MAAXIMUS  
Achieved Work  
Physical Platform 
YR6 YR7 YR8 
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MAAXIMUS 
Next steps 
Integrate the High-Performance Computing capabilities into 
an industrial framework. 
 
Demonstrate at Full-scale level the benefits of MAAXIMUS 
innovation 
Virtual  
demonstrator 
Physical 
demonstrator 
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MAAXIMUS 
Key Messages  
MAAXIMUS is a key enabler of Fast Development of Right First Time 
innovative aircraft : 
Major step in design robustness and predictive capabilities  
Leap forward in the aircraft structure optimisation foundations 
Integrated CAD-CAM-CAE framework for aircraft Development 
Targeting  demonstration on a full-scale composite fuselage 
section 
MAAXIMUS weight targets are challenging, recurring cost targets are even 
more. 
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THANK YOU 
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Introduction
• The work here presented has been performed in the
European Project Maaximus “More Affordable Aircraft
structure through eXtended, Integrated, and Mature
nUmerical Sizing” (FP7 grant agreement n°213371)
www.maaximus.eu
• The project aims to demonstrate the fast development and
right-first-time validation of a highly-optimized composite
airframe
• The goals are achieved through coordinated developments
on a physical and a virtual platform
• The fast tool for buckling and post-buckling analysis and
optimization is part of the Maaximus Virtual Platform
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Fast tool
• The design procedure relies on the use of a fast tool
obtained from the coupling of:
• an analytical formulation for the structural analysis
• a genetic algorithm for the optimization
• The tool can be used to perform the preliminary
optimization of composite stiffened panels considering the
following design variables:
• the stacking sequence of the laminates
• the geometric dimensions
• the shape of the stiffeners
Genetic 
algorithms
Fast tool
Analytical
formulation
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• First step: buckling analysis. The panel is modeled as an
assembly of plate elements
• Second step: post-buckling analysis. The panel is modeled
as an elastically restrained skin
Buckling analysis Buckling 
load
Step 1
Step 2
Post-buckling 
analysis
Evaluation of the 
restraint
Elastically restrained skin
Plate assembly model
Analytical formulation
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• The panel is studied by considering a smaller
representative unit
• The unit is composed of two stiffeners, one bay and two
half-bays
i-th plate element
Step 1 – Buckling analysis
• The representative
unit is modeled as an
assembly of plate
elements
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Out of plane 
displacement
Plate stiffness 
matrix
Airy stress 
function
Curved panels
Bending energyPotential of loads Membrane energy
Plate loading 
stiffness matrix
Compatibility
equation
Total potential energy
Compatibility requirements 
and matrix assembly
Buckling eigenproblem
Plate assembly
representation
Step 1 – Buckling analysis
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• The total potential energy of the panel is obtained as the
sum of the contribution of each single plate element:
• The strain energy of a single plate element is:
• The resulting buckling equations are in the form of an
eigenvalue problem:
• The solution is performed using Matlab
:penalty term to impose compatibility conditions
loading stiffness matrix
stiffness matrix
Step 1 – Buckling analysis
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Step 1 – Buckling analysis
• The shape functions to describe the out of plane deflection
of the skin are:
• The shape functions for the deflection of the
stiffener elements are:
• The shape functions describe the local stiffener instability
taking into account a non null rotation at the intersection
with the adjacent plate elements
+
+
web crown
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• The post-buckling analysis is performed considering the
skin between two stiffeners
• The skin is elastically restrained along the longitudinal
edges by torsion springs
• The springs account for the restraint furnished by the
stiffeners to the skin edges
• The stiffness of the spring is evaluated in the context of
the two-step procedure
Step 2 – Post-buckling analysis
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Step 2 – Post-buckling analysis
Bending 
energy
Membrane 
energy
Potential of
external loads
Out of plane
displacement
Compatibility
equation
Airy
stress function
Total potential
energy
Numerical
solution
Elastic restraint
energy
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• Total potential energy:
• Compatibility equation
• Shape functions
• The governing equation are obtained form the minimum
potential energy principle
Step 2 – Post-buckling analysis
(membrane energy)
(springs strain energy)
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Optimization
• The optimization code is based on the genetic algorithms
• The chromosomes are characterized by alphabets of
different cardinalities allowing to handle different types of
design variables
• The code adopts “ad hoc” developed genetic operators for
stacking sequence optimization problems1
Cardinality 4 alphabet
0: no ply
1: ply at 0°
2: ply at 45°
3: ply at 90°
Binary encoding for real variables
Example:
Cardinality 3 alphabet
1: ply at 0°
2: ply at 45°
3: ply at 90°
1 2 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
Laminate 1 Laminate 2 Real variable
1Nagendra, S., Jestin, D., Gürdal, Z., Haftka, R. T., and Watson, L. T., “Improved Genetic Algorithm for the Design of Stiffened Composite
Panels,” Computers and Structures, Vol. 58, No. 3, 1996, pp. 543–555.
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• One-point crossover
• Five mutation operators
• Selection: tournament with two competitors
• Elitism: best design preserved from changes
Genetic operators
4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
3 1 2 1 1 4 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
4 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
3 1 2 2 1 4 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
Parent 1
Parent 2
Child 1
Child 2
4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
Bit flip
4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Ply addition
4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 3 2 1 4 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Ply deletion
4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Intralaminar swap
4 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Interlaminar swap
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Use Case Panel
• Top fuselage panel, stiffened with 5 omega stringers
• Material: M21E/IMA carbon fiber prepreg
• Skin lay-up: [45°/-45°/0°/90°/-45°/45°]s
• Stiffener lay-up: [45°/0°/-45°/0°/90°/0°/-45°/0°/45°]
• Length: 2500 mm
• Width: 893 mm
• Stiffener pitch: 150 mm
• Radius of curvature: 2500 mm
• Loading condition: pure compression
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Use Case Panel - Analysis
• The fast tool analysis is performed by considering a sub-
unit of the panel
• Elastically restrained skin
• a = 584.2 mm
• b = 114 mm
• skin pad-up neglected
• Plate assembly model
• a = 584.2 mm
• b = 300 mm
• skin pad-up neglected
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• Step 1: buckling analysis
• shape functions: 10x10 for the skin, 10x7 for the stiffener
• degrees of freedom: 190
• computational time less than 1 s vs 34 s*
Use Case Panel - Analysis
Analytical Abaqus % diff.
Buckling load [kN] 55.6 54.7 1.65
Fast tool Abaqus
*on a Intel Core Duo T9300, 3 Gb RAM
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Use Case Panel - Analysis
• Step 2: post-buckling analysis
• 12x12 shape functions (145 degrees of freedom)
• panel loaded until u=2.3 mm, equal to 2.5 times the buckling
shortening
• initial imperfection obtained as superposition of the first two
buckling modes, with amplitude 0.1
• computational time 15 s vs 94 s*
• at 2.3 mm, the difference
between the numerical
and the analytical force is
5%
*on a Intel Core Duo T9300, 3 Gb RAM
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Use Case Panel - Analysis
• Out of plane displacements at different load levels
• At buckling
• Fast tool: 1.1 mm
• Abaqus: 0.9 mm
• At max load level
• Fast tool: 2.5 mm
• Abaqus: 2.1 mm
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Use Case Panel - Analysis
• Maximum stress failure index at U=2.3 mm
• Ply @45°
• fast tool: 0.61
• Abaqus: 0.63
• Ply @0°
• fast tool: 0.47
• Abaqus: 0.48
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Use Case Panel - Optimization
• Optimization problem
• Design variables
• skin and stiffener stacking sequences
• stiffener web angle 0° ≤ α≤ 25°
• Ply angles
• 0°, 45°, 90°, “no ply”  (cardinality 4 alphabet)
: penalty functions
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Use Case Panel - Optimization
Genetic algorithm
YESNO
Population
Fitness
Genetic
operators
Technological
constraints
Structural
weight
Pre-buckling
stiffness
Buckling load
Analytical
formulation
Conv? End
Structural requirements
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Use Case Panel - Optimization
• Population size: 40 individuals
• Weight reduction of 3%
• Buckling load increased by 43%
• Convergence is achieved after 83 generations,
corresponding to a total of 3320 evaluations
• Computational time*: ~50 min
Baseline Optimum
Skin [45°/-45°/0°/90°/-45°/45°]S [45°/-45°/45°/-45°]S
Stiffener [45°/0°/-45°/0°/90°]MS [45°/-45°/0°4/45°/0°]s
α 10° 0°
Pbuck 55.7 kN 79.7 kN
Kpre 72.0 kN/mm 74.8 kN/mm
Weight 5.12 4.98
*on a Intel Core Duo T9300, 3 Gb RAM
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Conclusions
• A fast tool for the buckling and the post-buckling
optimization of composite stiffened panels has been
presented
• The tool is based on a semi-analytical formulation for the
analysis and on genetic algorithms for the optimization
• The investigation of the MAAXIMUS Use Case panel
revealed:
• difference between analytical and numerical buckling load
below 2%. Satisfactory agreement obtained also in terms of
buckling modes
• good agreement in terms of post-buckling drop of stiffness and
force-displacement curve
• accurate results in terms of stress distribution. First ply failure
criteria can be applied to obtain a preliminary estimate of the
failure load
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Conclusions
• The main advantage is the reduced CPU time. The
optimization of the MAAXIMUS Use Case panel required
less than 1 h, approximately 10 times faster compared to
the time required by finite element analyses.
• The analytical method can be effectively inserted as a
module for the buckling and post-buckling analysis in the
context of a multidisciplinary design procedure.
• The design procedure can be extended by coupling the
analytical formulations with Abaqus or other finite
element codes.
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Hub B Objectives and Partners
Overall Hub objectives
 Improve design capabilities for advanced fuselage barrels and panels with over 
time an increasing level of fidelity
 Integrate design stages and their associated analysis tools in a coherent design 
framework
 Application of the multi-skill framework in a re-design of a large sub-structure 
and assess the design and the framework itself
Partners
 Involved in novel optimization strategies (22)
ENGINEOUS, INASCO, FICG, ALA, AI-F, ABQ, TUBS, FOI, TUHH, AI-D, EADS F IW, SAMTECH, 
EADS D (MAS), AI-UK, ONERA, RWTH, DLR, LTSM-UP, USTUTT, CIRA, POLIMI, NLR
 High-performance computing (17)
ABQ, EADS F IW, USTUTT, CENAERO, FOI, ONERA, SAMTECH, ENSC, IST, LUH, AI-F, TUE, 
INSA, NLR, FICG, EADS D (MAS), AI-UK
 Advanced damage modeling (16)
AI-F, FOI, TUBS, TUE, TPF, AI-E, EADS F IW, ENSC, CIRA, AI-F, LTSM-UP, ALA, AI-D, CENAERO, 
IMDEA, ULIM
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How Hub B fits into the project
The structure of MAAXIMUS in words in one slide
 SP's deliver technical content
 Hubs operate as customers to the SP's technologies
 Hubs are strongly connected to build on or pass on technological achievements
 Hub B:
● Tracks the technical achievements in the field of composite optimization (SP2) 
and analysis capabilities (SP3)
● Provides numerical algorithms to Hub A for validation
● Provides skill tools, optimization and advanced damage modeling capabilities 
to Hub C (for implementation into commercial/industrial software codes)
Sounds simple doesn't it? But remember, MAAXIMUS as a whole project has ~700 
tasks of which ~300 are under the responsibility of Hub B. So let's dive in and take a 
look at what we do!
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Hub B the big picture
Advanced damage
modeling capabilities
Improved HPC
capabilities
Improved composite
optimization capabilities
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Use Cases – Objective and Scope
How do we manage the Hubs?
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Short course in airframe design and sizing
The structure analysis process
A decomposition approach:
Driven by structure complexity Part level
Static linear 
analysis GFEM
Stress 
tools 
RFInternal 
Loads
GFEM Analytical or 
LFEM
Global 
analysis
Local 
analysis
A/C –component level Part level
GFEM:Global Finite Element Model, LFEM: Local Finite Element Model, RF: Reserve Factors (>1 for stress feasible structure)
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Short course in airframe design and sizing
The structure optimisation process
3 optimisation schemes:
Driven by the analysis process Part level
Static linear 
analysis GFEM
Stress 
tools 
RFInternal 
Loads
Global 
optimisation
A/C –component level Part level
Local 
optimisation
Global-local 
optimisation
GFEM responses
)(
1)(
sWMin
sRF ≥
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Short course in airframe design and sizing
The structure optimisation process
A multi-step structure optimisation process:
In line with design stages
Conceptual
sizing Preliminary       
sizing        Detailed   
sizing
Part level
 Robust launch Final design
Trade-offs
A/C –component level Part levelM3 M5 M7
for conceptual design
before work sharing
for manufacturing
Global 
optimisation
Global-local 
optimisation
Local 
optimisation
GFEM+closed stress 
formulae  GFEM+analytical 
stress tools LFEM
Focus on stiffness / load path
Varying internal loads Fixed internal loads
Focus on stress accuracy
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Short course in airframe design and sizing
The structure sizing process
A multi-step structure optimisation process:
In line with the hierarchy of sizing variables
Conceptual
sizing
Preliminary       
sizing        
Detailed   
sizing
 Cross dimensions        
 Stacking sequence, ply definition
 Lay-up and profiles 
Part level
A/C –component level Part levelM3 M5 M7
Trade-off parameters
 Materials
 Design principles
 Topology
 Stress policy
        
+ potential shape design variables 
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Advances in composite optimization technology
Integration of partners optimization engines
BOSS quattro
(SAMTECH)
Stacking sequence table 
generator
(SAMTECH)
Stacking sequence 
optimization with topology-
based approach
(SAMTECH)
Stacking sequence 
optimization with GEOPS
(AIRBUS Germany)
Surrogate with Mixture of 
Experts approach
(ONERA)
Skill Tool
(RWTH)
Maximum Entropy 
Algorithm
(FICG)
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NURBS based path parameterization
Before application of manufacturing
constraints
After application of manufacturing
constraints
Advances in composite optimization technology
Manufacturing constraints and curved fibre architectures
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Advances in composite optimization technology
Multilevel barrel/panel optimization
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Advances in solving large optimization problems
global/local optimization strategies
ABAQUS CAE 
model
Optimization 
loop
Max: λ(mode 1), (bounds: 0°<θi<90°)
optimum local 
reinf. ply angles: 
[θ4/-θ4/0/90/θ5/-θ5/ 
θ5/90/0/-θ4/θ4]
optimum global 
skin ply angles:
[θ1/-θ1/θ3-
45/θ3+45/θ2/-
θ2/θ3+45/-
θ2/θ2/θ3+45/θ3-
45/-θ1/θ1] 
Global 
level 
model
Local 
level 
model
manufacturable 
fibre paths
manufacturable 
fibre paths
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Advances in high performance computing
Barrel analysis without damage or contact
Objectives:
● Improve the industrial capability to solve and post-
process very large simulation efficiently and 
effectively
Target:
● 1 Gdof for nonlinear models without damage
● 0.2 Gdof for simulation models involving damage
The current status is that we can solve and visualize models 
Up to 0.5 Gdof in ABAQUS/HP-Viz!
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Advances in advanced damage modelling 
capabilities
Highspeed camera recording 
Panel failure prediction
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Advances in advanced damage modelling 
capabilities
IMDEA
ULIM
LUH
Ultimate goal
● Fully understand the physics of composite 
damage initiation and progression
● Simulation based approach for obtaining 
material allowables (hybrid testing/simulation)
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Industrial benefits
Impact on capabilities
Feasibility of a step-by-step approach
Feasibility and efficiency of parametric approaches for conceptual design
Interest for robust optimization approaches
New methodologies to optimize stacking sequences with manufacturing 
constraints
New methodologies to link different optimization levels and accelerate them
Proof of concept for integration of optimization in the design process
Industrial performance will increase thanks to a better integration of the 
process
Having earlier a more mature design reduce lead-time avoiding re-
work
Addressing criteria in parallel does not only save time but also 
improve performance
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Industrial benefits
Impact on project objectives
  B1 B2 B3 B4 Hub B
KG 18 18 12 12 60
Months 2.3 2.3 0.6 0.6 5.8
K.Euro 0 900 540 360 1800
K.Euro 540 720 270 270 1800
Be
tte
r o
pti
mi
ze
d 
str
uc
tur
e
Difficult to assess but clearly reached after industrial implementation
Rapid sizing implementation at AIRBUS, which can be seen as largely fed by 
MAAXIMUS research enabled more than 150kg weight savings on A350-1000 
fuselage with a detailed manufacturable sizing for covers performed in some 
hours rather than  6 months
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Summary of Institution’s 
Contributions to Project Use Cases
Use Case B1-2 Composite Specific Considerations 
 Before MAAXIMUS: Composite optimization based on thickness and angle percentages
 After MAAXIMUS: Composite optimization based on blended stacking sequences
 
Pre-sizing 
vision
Detailed 
design vision
M
A
A
X
I
M
U
S
Blending = compatibility between 
two adjacent stackings – 
main technical challenge
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Technical Achievements
3 ways to handle stacking sequences
Conceptual sizing: stacking sequence tables
– Simplification via a link between continuous 
variables (thickness) and stackings
Pre-sizing: multi-step approach
– Continuous optimization with lamination 
parameters (continuous representation of stackings)
– Post-identification of stacking sequences: 
ply handling
Detailed sizing: all-in-one approach
– Full continuous variables: 
topology optimization approach
(continuous angle density variables forced to binary ones)
Naturally blended
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Technical Achievements
Stacking sequence table generator
Two algorithms
- Back-tracking and tabu search (by SAMTECH)
(tree and heuristic approach)
– GeOps (by AI-D)
(evolutionary algorithms)
Optimization of root 
stacking sequence and 
ply drop-offs
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Technical Achievements to Date
Multi-step approach – Principle (AI-G, AI-UK, AI-F)
Continuous optimization based on thickness and lamination parameters 
Post-identification of stacking sequences: GeOps and load categorization 
used to find a stacking sequence table
Minimize weight to 
find thickness and 
lamination parameters
Maximize  buckling 
to find stackings
NASTRAN 
SOL200
GeOps
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Element formulation 
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New: solid like shell 
Basic numerical examples 
Stiffened panel 
Application of 3D Failure Criteria 
Conclusions 
Recommendations 
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Introduction 
 In structural analysis of composites, 3D direction important 
 
 Without it no realistic hope to properly simulate 
   delamination 
  
 3D failure criteria will also need an element with 3D 
   stress/strain 
 
 Solid (brick) elements only for very limited structural  
   models, else too numerically expensive 
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Introduction 
 Shell element with thickness strain/stress: researched in 
   late 1980s by Simo 
 
 Commercial continuum shells available since 2004 
  
 The continuum shells are essentially a shell with brick 
   element type node geometry; only 2D material 
 
 Further research resulted in improved solid like shells;  
   will be treated here 
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Element formulation 
State of the industry; ABAQUS Continuum shell SC8R: 
 
D.O.F. X,Y,Z at all 8 corner nodes 
 1 in-plane integration point (reduced int.) 
 Basically plane-stress element; 2D-behaviour 
 3D strain constant, stress separated (not in stress tensor) 
Continuum shell element SC8R in ABAQUS 
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Element formulation 
• SLS element; basic formulation from USTUTT: 
• 3 displacement d.o.f. at each geometrical node 
• 4 in-plane integration points 3D material laws can be used 
unmodified 
 
Linear in plane (strain and 
stress) 
 
Through-thickness strain 
(linear, due to mid nodes, 
-> Poisson locking released 
TT-stress constant) 
  
Transverse shear strain 
 and stress; constant Solid like shell element, as implemented in the user element subroutine UEL in ABAQUS 
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Curved shell; Scordelis-Lo roof 
Geometry and boundary conditions for Scordelis-Lo roof 
Basic numerical examples 
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Gravity load g 90.0 
Elastic modulus E 4.32e8 
Poisson’s ratio 0.0 
Density ρ 4 
Length L 50.0 
Radius R 25.0 
Thickness t 0.25 
ν
Dimensions, material properties and loading for Scordelis-Lo roof 
Element 2x2 4x4 8x8 16x16 
SLS 9.50% -7.12% -2.77% -1.05% 
SC8R 36.39% -1.36% -3.51% -1.63% 
Relative error in mid-side displacement of Scordelis-Lo roof 
Curved shell; Scordelis-Lo roof; cont‘d: 
Basic numerical examples 
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Relative error in mid-side displacement of Scordelis-Lo roof 
Curved shell; Scordelis-Lo roof; cont‘d: 
Basic numerical examples 
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NAFEMS Laminated strip 
Laminated strip under three-point bending NAFEMS R0031(1) 
Basic numerical examples 
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ν
Deformed contour plot of symmetric ABAQUS  
model of NAFEMS laminated strip 
E11  E22=E33 ν12 ν13= ν23 G12 G13=G23 
100 GPa 5 GPa 0.4 [-] 0.3 [-] 3 GPa 2 GPa 
Material data for laminated strip example 
Element 5 20 80 
SLS -2.50% -0.44% -0.06% 
SC8R -3.46% -1.40% -0.86% 
Comparison between displacements at point E of the 
laminated strip between SLS and SC8R elements 
with respect to the displacement provided by 
NAFEMS. 
NAFEMS laminated strip; cont‘d: 
Basic numerical examples 
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Geometry of stiffened panel 
• Curved skin (fuselage) 
 
• 5 omega stringers, 
 
•  Cocuring of skin to stringer 
 
•  Carbon composite laminate, 
   based on prepreg UD tapes 
Stiffened panel 
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FE model of stiffened panel, with boundary conditions and load 
Panel is loaded in shear-compression (40 kN 
shear, 750 kN compression).  
Stiffened panel 
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Axial and shear displacement of stiffened panel, comparing SLS element with SC8R 
Stiffened panel 
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Axial and shear displacement of stiffened panel, comparing SLS element with SC8R 
Stiffened panel 
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Total displacements of panel simulation; SLS element left and SC8R element right 
Stiffened panel 
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ONERA3D Failure Criteria (Courtesy of Laurin et al. 2012) 
Physically-based 3D failure criteria  
Simplified yet thermodynamically consistant damage model 
Coupled ABAQUS UEL subroutine (SLS) to 3D UMAT 
 
 
Application of 3D Failure Criteria 
Laurin, F., Julien, C., Huchette, C (2013). Implementation in the FE code Abaqus of the Onera 3D multiscale progressive failure approach. STRENGTH Technical Report RT 1/20415 
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Applied to a corner unfolding test (test results courtesy of J.S 
Charrier 2011) 
Representative of 3D through-thickness stresses in complex 
structures such as wing-box structures 
Serves as a detailed validation for both the SLS element AND 3D 
failure criteria  
 
 
Application of 3D Failure Criteria 
Charrier J.S., Laurin F., Carrère N. (2011Identifcation/Validation of the proposed 3D failure criterion. STRENGTH Technical Report RT 5/18123 
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Comparison of test, reduced integration solid elements (C3D8R) and 
solid-like shells (SLS) 
Unidirectional  and orientated stacking sequences 
Slight mismatch but enough information available in SLS element to 
exploit the 3D failure criteria and damage model 
Element-by-element, SLS elements are 20% more CPU efficient 
(strong potential for time savings) 
 
 
Application of 3D Failure Criteria 
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Conclusions 
The SLS element is more accurate compared to the SC8R 
element, especially at coarse meshes. Good correlation with 
C3D8(R) elements 
 
At coarse meshes the SLS element has the advantage of having 4 
in-plane integrations points, whereas the SC8R element has 
only one (reduced integration element). 
 
Even more surprisingly are the very good convergence 
characteristics of the SLS element. This was found both on 
coupon and panel level. 
 
The numerical efficiency and convergence of the SLS element 
compared favorably with the SC8R element. 
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Recommendations 
The behavior in stacked models including 2D and 3D damage 
models in the elements as well as separate delamination models 
should be examined together 
The beneficial numerical efficiency at simultaneous improved 
accuracy displayed in this basic study is promising 
 
The solid-like shell could be used in very large non-linear models 
(such as stiffened panels or wing-boxes) 
To achieve this some minor improvements would be necessary to 
the subroutine or possible inclusion in the hard-code 
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Topology and Parametric Optimisation of a Lattice 
Composite Fuselage Structure 
    Dianzi Liu, Vassili V. Toropov, Osvaldo M. Querin 
                           University of Leeds                 
Content 
Introduction 
 
Topology Optimisation 
 
Parametric Optimisation 
 
Conclusion 
Topology Optimisation 
Method 
Topology Optimisation is a computational means of determining the physical domain for a 
structure subject to applied loads and constraints. 
The method used in this research is the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP). 
It works by minimising the compliance (maximising global stiffness) of the structure by solving 
the following optimization problem: 
 
 
 
 
for a single load case,  
or by minimising the weighted compliance for multiple (N) load cases: 
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• Topology Optimisation: minimizing the 
compliance of the structure for 3 load cases 
 
• Load cases consist of distributed loads over 
the length and loads at the barrel end 
(shear forces, bending moments and  torque) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Question: what are the appropriate weight 
coefficient values? 
 
 
Topology Optimisation 
Load Cases 
Topology Optimisation 
Method for weight allocation 
The following strategy was used: 
• Do topology optimization separately for each load case, obtain the 
corresponding compliance values 
• Allocate the weights to the individual compliance components (that correspond  
to the individual load cases) in the same proportion 
• The logic behind this is as follows: if for a particular load case topology 
optimization produced a relatively high compliance value, then this load case is 
a critical one and hence it should be taken with a higher weight in the total 
weighted compliance optimization problem 
 
 
Topology Optimisation Results for 3 load cases  
 
 
Topology Optimisation 
Model and Results 
Bending 
Torsion 
Transverse 
bending 
Topology Optimisation 
Results 
 
 
Iso view: optimization of the barrel for weighted compliance 
 
Optimization of the barrel without windows (Top) 
and with windows (Bottom) 
 
Two backbones on top and bottom of the barrel 
Nearly +-45° stiffening on the side panel 
 
Result: beam structure for the barrel 
 
Note: SIMP approach does not consider buckling 
 
Topology Optimisation 
Presence of window openings 
Development of the Design Concept by DLR 
• Reflection on the layout of the “ideal” structure from the 
topology optimization it in the aircraft design context 
• Consideration of airworthiness and manufacturing 
requirements 
• Fuselage design concept developed by DLR 
• High potential for weight savings achievable due to new 
material for stiffeners and non-rectangular skin bays 
• Due to large number of parameters in the obtained 
concept a multi-variable optimisation should be 
performed 
 
Bearing Skin Stiffener grid
Frame
Aerodynamic skin
Foam core
Multi-parametric Optimisation 
Method: the multi-parameter global  approximation-based approach used to solve the 
optimization problem  
 
Problem: optimize an anisogrid composite fuselage barrel with respect to weight and 
stability, strength, and stiffness using 7 geometric design variables, one of which is an 
integer variable. 
 
Procedure: 
•  develop a set of numerical experiments (FEA runs) where each corresponds to a 
different combinations of the design variables. The concept of a uniform Latin hypercube 
Design of Experiments (DOE) with 101 experiments (points in the variable space) was 
used.  
• FE analysis of these 101 fuselage geometries was performed 
• global approximations built as explicit expressions of the design variables using Genetic 
Programming (GP) 
• parametric optimisation of the fuselage barrel by a Genetic Algorithm (GA)  
• verification of the optimal solution by FE simulation   
10 
Design of Experiments 
In order to generate the sampling points for approximation building, a uniform DOE 
(optimal Latin hypercube design) is proposed.  
The main principles in this approach are as follows: 
• The number of levels of factors (same for each factor) is equal to the number of 
experiments and for each level there is only one experiment; 
• The points of experiments are distributed as uniformly as possible in the domain 
of factors, which are achieved by minimizing the equation: 
  
 
           
where Lpq is the distance between the points p and q (p≠q) in the system.  
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Example: A 100-point DOE generated 
by an optimal Latin hypercube technique 
Genetic Programming 
Genetic Programming (GP) is a symbolic regression technique, it produces an analytical 
expression that provides the best fit of the approximation into the data from the FE runs.  
Example: a approximation for the shear strain obtained from the 101 FE responses: 
12 
 
where Z1, Z2, …, Z7 are the design variables. 
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Indications of the quality of fit of the 
obtained expression into the data: 
 
FEM Modeling and Simulation 
13 
Automated Multiparametric Global Barrel FEA Tool:  
Modeling, Analysis, and Result Summary 
Displacement Skin Strains Beam Strains Buckling 
Results: 
Results of all analyzed models are summarized in a separate file 
Session file:  
List of Models to be Analyzed 
Modeling and 
Analysis  
PCL Function 
Post-processing  
PCL Function 
  User Defined Parameters: 
  -Geometry  
  -Loads  
  -Materials   
  -Mesh seed 
MSC Patran 
MSC Nastran 
PCL 
x 
y 
z Qz 
Optimisation of the Fuselage Barrel  
Composite skin and stiffeners 
14 
An upward gust load case at low altitude  
and cruise speed 
 
Undisturbed anisogrid fuselage barrel 
Early design stage 
Variables and Constraints 
Design variables Lower bound  Upper bound  
Skin thickness (h) 0.6 (mm) 4.0 (mm) 
Number of helix rib pairs around 
the circumference, (n)  50 150 
Helix rib thickness, (th) 0.6 (mm) 3.0 (mm) 
Helix rib height, (Hh) 15.0 (mm) 30.0 (mm) 
Frame pitch, (d) 500.0 (mm) 650.0 (mm) 
Frame thickness, (tf) 1.0 (mm) 4.0 (mm) 
Frame height, (Hf) 50.0 (mm) 150.0 (mm) 
15 
Hf 
tf 
Wf =20mm 
Wf =20mm 
Hh 
Wh=20mm 
dh=8mm dh=8mm 
th 
Circumferential Frames Helix Ribs 
Frame Pitch, d 
Circumf.  
Helix Rib  
Pitch, dep. on n 
2φ 
Fuselage Geometry 
Radius 
2m  h 
Barrel Cross Section 
Constraints: 
• Strength: strains in the skin and in the stiffeners 
• Stiffness: bending and torsional stiffness 
• Stability: buckling 
Normalization 
• Normalized mass against largest mass 
• Margin of safety ≥0 
• Strain 
• Stiffness 
• Buckling 
Variables: 
Results: Summary of parametric optimisation 
16 
Model Tensile Strain (MS) 
Compressive 
Strain (MS) 
Shear Strain 
(MS) 
Buckling 
(MS) 
Torsional 
Stiffness 
(MS) 
Bending 
Stiffness 
(MS) 
Normalized 
mass 
Prediction I 0.02 0.00 1.42 --- --- --- 0.10 
Optimum I 0.36 -0.09 1.21 --- --- --- 0.11 
Prediction II 0.03 0.01 1.64 --- --- --- 0.11 
Optimum II 0.54 0.04 1.54 --- --- --- 0.12 
Prediction III 0.20 0.23 1.27 0.00 1.21 0.89 0.29 
Optimum III 0.62 0.08 1.09 -0.07 1.21 0.89 0.29 
Comp. Des. 1.15 0.19 1.31 -0.04 1.25 0.81 0.29 
Design 
Skin 
thickness 
(h), mm 
Nr. of 
helix rib 
pairs, (n) 
Helix rib 
thickness, 
(th), mm 
Helix rib 
height, 
(Hh), mm 
Frame 
pitch, (d), 
mm 
Frame 
thickness, 
(tf), mm 
Frame 
height, 
(Hf), mm 
Optimum I 2.08 60.00 0.60 27.90 627.70 1.00 50.00 
Optimum II 2.28 60.00 0.66 27.90 627.70 1.00 50.00 
Optimum III 1.71 150.00 0.61 27.80 501.70 1.00 50.00 
Strength 
Contraint 
Stability, 
Strength, 
and 
Stiffness 
Contraints Optimum III geometry 
with realistic ply layup: 
Helical ribs: tall and slender  
Frames: thin and small  209 mm 
628 mm 
18.94 ° 
Optimum II 
84 mm 
502 mm 
9.55 ° 
Optimum III and Comp. Design 
(±45,0,45,0,-45,90)s, 14 plies, total thickness = 1.75 mm 
Results: Interpretation of the skin as a laminate, 14 plies 
17 
Stacking sequence Buckling (MS) 
Torsional 
Stiffness 
Bending 
Stiffness 
Normalized 
mass 
(±45,0,45,0,-45,90)s  -0.04 1.25 0.81 0.29 
(±45,0,45,90,-45,0)s  0.04 1.25 0.81 0.29 
(±45,90,45,0,-45,0)s  0.13 1.25 0.81 0.29 
% of 0° plies % of +/-45° plies % of 90° plies 
28.6% 57.1% 14.3% 
Results: Interpretation of the skin as a laminate, 15 plies 
18 
Stacking sequence Buckling (MS) 
Torsional 
Stiffness 
Bending 
Stiffness 
Normalized 
mass 
(±45,0,45,0,-45,90)s ,0 0.12 1.26 0.92 0.30 
(±45,0,45,90,-45,0)s ,0 0.20 1.26 0.92 0.30 
(±45,90,45,0,-45,0)s ,0 0.28 1.26 0.92 0.30 
% of 0° plies % of +/-45° plies % of 90° plies 
33.3% 53.3% 13.3% 
Conclusion 
Multi-parameter global metamodel-based optimization was used for: 
• Optimization of a composite anisogrid fuselage barrel with respect to weight, stability, 
strength, stiffness using 7 design variables, 1 being an integer 
• 101-point uniform design of numerical experiments, i.e. 101 designs analysed 
• Automated Multiparametric Global Barrel FEA Tool generates responses 
• global approximations built using Genetic Programming (GP)    
• parametric optimization on global approximations 
• optimal solution verified via FE   
Overall, the use of the global metamodel-based approach has allowed to solve this 
optimization problem with reasonable accuracy as well as provided information on the 
structural behavior of the anisogrid design of a composite fuselage. 
 
There is a good correspondence of the obtained results with the analytical estimates of DLR, 
e.g. the angle of the optimised triangular grid cell is 9.55° whereas the DLR value is 12° 
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ALaSCA 
 
Development of geodesic composite 
fuselage structure for perspective airliner 
Milan    2013.10. 
2 
Preliminary stress analysis 
 
3 
4 
5 
Development  of  the inner surface   
Shell thickness:  h = 30 mm 
Thickness of helical and circumferential ribs: δh = δc = 3 mm 
Thickness of axial ribs: δa = 3,8 mm 
Skin thickness: hs = 1,7 mm   
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Skin                                                                                           End ring fabric 
glue 
12 
13 
Aft Ring n=288 
6 m Section 
14 
15 
Shell Finite Elements Solid Finite Elements (Frame) 
16 
Deformed Shape 
17 
  
Helical Ribs 
Compressive Stress (290 MPa) Tensile Stress (655 MPa) 
18 
  
Hoop Ribs 
Compressive Stress (300 MPa) Tensile Stress (157 MPa) 
  
19 
  
Axial Ribs 
Compressive Stress (276 MPa) Tensile Stress (607 MPa) 
  
20 
Window Frames 
 
Normal Stress in the Frames 
(s-=47 MPa, s+=104 MPa) 
 21 
Buckling 
 
Buckling Mode (f=1,6) 
22 
Stiffness 
   
Stiffness Required Without skin With skin 
Bending Stiffness in Vertical 
Plane, N·mm2 4·10
15 3,43·1015 5,9·1015 
Bending Stiffness in 
Horizontal Plane, N·mm2 3·10
15 2,46·1015 4,6·1015 
Torsion Stiffness, N·mm2 2,5·1015 2,63·1015 3,1·1015 
Section masses for L0 = 6 m 
and L = 13,6 m 
Structural Element  6 m  13,6 m 
Helical ribs 241 kg 546,3 kg 
Hoop ribs 94 kg 213,0 kg 
Axial ribs 55 kg 55 kg 
Skin 138 kg 312,8 kg 
Forward ring 14 kg 14 kg 
Aft ring 9 kg 2 kg 
Total mass 551 kg 1143 kg 
Unit length mass 91,8 kg/m 84,1 kg/m 
23 
24 
Formulation of the Optimization Problem for 
mass determination Fuselage Section          with 
total length 13,6 m consisting of n Subsection 
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26 
Mass of Joints (kg) 
27 
Dependence of the Shell Mass 
and the Mass of Joint on the Number of Sections 
28 
Fuselage Mass Versus (kg)   
the Number of Sections 
29 
Results of Optimization 
Number of Sections 1 2 3 4 5 
Section Length, m 13,6 6,8 4,5 3,4 2,7 
Fuselage Mass, kg 1146 1055 1039 1031 1050 
Unit length Mass, kg/m 84,3 77,6 76,4 75,8 77,2 
30 
Experimental Lattice Composite Fuselage Section 
31 
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IMPACT STRENGTH OF ELEMENTS  
OF LATTICE COMPOSITE  
FUSELAGE STRUCTURE 
A. Shanygin, A. Chernov (TsAGI, Russia) 
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Strikers with different hemispherical tip with different diameters (1/8, 1/2, 1, 2 inch)  
TESTING FACILITIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF IMPACT STRENGTH  
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STRESS-STRAIN CHARACTERISTICS: METAL AND COMPOSITE 
COMPOSITE 
METAL 
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PROBLEMS OF IMPACT STRENGTH: METAL AND COMPOSITE 
Load-bearing 
structure 
Importance of 
impact strength 
“Medical” analogue Possible “curing” 
(solution) 
Metallic airframe Particular problems Human with a good 
immunity 
No special 
“pharmacy” required  
Composite airframe Crucial problem 
 
Human having AIDS 
(very weak immunity) ? 
Possible ways of “curing” for composite airframes 
1. Improve significantly physical properties of resin (increase “immunity”) 
 
2. Use composite airframe in laboratory conditions (no impact\climatic factors) 
 
3. Full protection of load-bearing composite structure from impact\climate 
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TESTING FACILITIES 
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LATTICE SPECIMENS FOR TESTING 
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SPECIMENS WITH AND WITHOUT PROTECTION 
Lattice   
rib 
Protective 
coating 
Impactor Impactor 
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SIZE  AND  NATURE  OF  SPECIMENS  DESTRUCTION 
Rib without protective coating 
Rib with protective coating 
15 Joules impact and 1” impactor 
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EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS – TYPICAL BEHAVIOUR OF SPECIMENS  
DURING IMPACT LOADING 
Without coating 
With coating 
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Strike energy = 15 joules, striker 1" 
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Impact on rib 
Impact on rib with 
protective coating 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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Time, msec 
Specimen without protection layer 
failure 
Impact energy 15 J 
Specimen with  
protection layer 
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Skin outside 
Skin inside 
Without skin 
Concept of lattice structure 
with elastic skins 
INVESTIGATED CONCEPTS OF LATTICE STRUCTURAL LAYOUT WITH STIFF SKIN 
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► elastic waved inner skin 
► lattice (ribs grid) structure 
► light protective filler 
► outer (aerodynamic) elastic skin 
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FOR YOUR ATTENTION ! 
9th-11th October 2013, Milan, Italy.  
3rd EASN Association International  Workshop on Aerostructures 
IASS - Project Overview 
Liberata Guadagno 
(Salerno-University) 
Overview 
Improving the aircraft safety by self healing 
structure and protecting nanofillers 
Liberata Guadagno 
2 
9/10/2013 
 Activity in Work Programme: ACTIVITY 7.1.4. 
IMPROVING COST EFFICIENCY 
 Area in Work Programme: AREA 7.1.4.2. Aircraft 
operational cost 
 Topic in Work Programme: AAT.2012.3.4.2 –
Maintenance 
Starting from September 2012, the project is expected to 
be completed by August 2015 
Table of contents 
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•  IASS – Objectives – Reasons 
• Research Strategies 
•  Major deliverables 
•  Expected Impact 
• Project Structure 
•  Consortium Members 
•  Estimated Effort  
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Target of the project 
 
This project specifically targets composites tailored for multifunctional 
applications such as lightning strike protection, impact damage and flame 
resistance.  
These composites will find primary use in the aerospace arena.  
 
The aim of this project is the formulation, 
preparation and characterization of self-
healing thermosetting composites containing 
dispersed protective nanofillers.  
Overview 
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The multifunctional composite systems will be 
developed with the aim of overcoming the 
following drawbacks of the composite materials: 
 
•  Reduced electrical conductivity; 
 
•  poor impact damage resistance (impact 
damage may significantly affect the integrity of  
the composite  structure); 
 
•  poor flame resistance. 
 
Overview – Current limitations of CM 
 
For this project, the technological benefits will be direct toward the development of 
a new generation of aeronautic composites able to overcome some of the current 
limitations in this field such as:  
 
• 1- reduced electrical conductivity;  
• 2- poor impact damage resistance;  
• 3- poor flame resistance. 
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Overview – Current limitations of CM 
Point 1 - Some modern aircrafts are made of advanced composites 
which are significantly less conductive than aluminium. Then, the 
composites are reinforced with conductive metal fibres or metal screens 
in order to dissipate lightning currents.  
But many of these solutions add additional weight and reduces 
composite advantage. 
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Overview – Current limitations of CM 
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Point 2 -Another very important restriction in composites can arise from the 
effects of impact damage on the structural integrity of the material.  
 
Internal damage is difficult to detect and even more difficult to repair. Several 
non-destructive damage detection techniques have been developed including 
ultrasonic, infrared thermography, x-ray tomography, and computerized vibro-
thermography. This technology has helped to detect damage but repair of this 
damage has been limited to reinforced patch bonding and/or bolting.  
 
 
 
 
Overview – Current limitations of CM 
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Point 2 -Another very important restriction in composites can arise from the 
effects of impact damage on the structural integrity of the material.  
 
Actually, durability and reliability are still problematic in the field of these 
structural materials; in fact, in order to achieve the mechanical strength 
required for many structural applications, highly cross-linked polymeric 
materials are necessary. The trade off for this gain in mechanical strength is 
that the resulting material tends to be brittle and is therefore more prone to 
developing cracks trough normal usage, ultimately failing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overview – Current limitations of CM 
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Point 2 - Currently, most industrial materials rely entirely on passive protection 
mechanisms;. 
 
However, they will always stay passive, and therefore their lifetime and functionality is 
limited  (mechanical stresses, impact of the hail on the fuselage crown during a storm, 
impact of the stones on the keel during the grounding , consumption,  bird impact , 
adverse environmental conditions etc..) 
 
Therefore, better, and preferentially active processes for the protection/repair of 
damaged materials (self-repairing processes) need to be developed for applications in 
aeronautic field.  
 
 
Overview – Current limitations of CM 
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Point 2 - Aeronautic applications require that the function of self-healing must 
be active also under extreme environmental conditions and with materials 
having high mechanical performance. It is critical that the self-healing activity 
functions at low working temperatures which can reach values as low as – 50 °C. 
 
 
 Inside of a self-healing ideal material  
the self-repair function must be fully active  
in airplane service conditions. 
 
 
Overview – Current limitations of CM 
• Point 3 – In the last decades the use of composite in the primary structures in 
the Aeronautics is rapidly increased.  
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Overview – Current limitations of CM 
• Point 3 – In the last decades the use of composite in the primary structures in the 
Aeronautics is rapidly increased. The most representative example is the Boeing 
787 Dreamliner,  built  with more than 50% of composites. The fuselage and wings 
of the new Boeing 787 are constructed of composite. The composite consists of 
multiple, alternately directed layers of epoxy-impregnated continuous graphite 
fibers (Carbon fiber reinforced composites–CFRCs).  
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• Unfortunately, the epoxy resin between the carbon fiber layers can burn under 
accidental aircraft fire conditions; for this reason  FAA certification for Boeing 
787 required to demonstrate that the level of fire safety in the B-787 was 
equivalent to a conventional transport (aluminum) aircraft. This regulation has 
been extended to any other structural aeronautic materials. It is evident that no 
new material can be developed in this field without considering its behavior in 
the flame condition. To design a material able to resist under fire conditions, 
new research strategies have to be developed. 
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PROJECT  OVERVIEW – 1 (description) 
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i)    Cracks form in the matrix  
wherever damage occurs; 
 
ii)   the crack ruptures the 
microcapsules, releasing the 
healing agent into the crack plane 
through capillary action; 
 
 iii) the healing agent  contacts  the 
catalyst, triggering  polymerization 
that bonds the crack faces closed. 
Our self-healing system for aircraft polymer 
composites was inspired by the design of  
White et al. 
 The epoxy resin-based formulation includes: 
      a) capsules containing a polymerizer agent; 
      b) a catalyst for the polymerizer. 
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Product Deliverables: 
• Self healing structural materials with electrical properties and flame 
resistance tailored to meet specific needs of aeronautic  composites; 
• Plane and curved Panels reinforced with carbon fibers for structural 
applications. 
• Production of Premix/Master Batch based on the blend of epoxy 
precursors and surface-treated/functionalized protective 
nanoparticles/nanofillers 
 
 
 
 
PRODUCT   DELIVERABLES 
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1) Development of new multifunctional composites with the capability of 
simultaneously overcoming drawbacks of aeronautic materials; 
2) development and optimization of industrial processes for their 
manufacturing; 
3) experimental validation of structural parts of large dimensions. 
Such results can in the long term produce the claimed expectations:  
•Reduction of the effect of accident rate;   
•Reduction of aircraft operating costs.  
 
Main expected Results 
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This last advantage is expected due to:  
 a)   reduction in fuel consumption due to development of new cost-
effective lightweight materials: 
b) saving of the maintenance costs:  
• reduction of the aircraft ground time due to rapid repair following 
accidental damages; 
• structural integrity extension; 
• increase of the reliability structures. 
Expected impact 
Reduction of aircraft operating costs 
20 
Project Structure 
The organization of the project goes through three essential levels of management. 
Close to the activities, the tasks leaders and the partners participating in each work 
package manage the project’s daily activities at the “Implementation Level”. These 
actions are monitored and driven by the “Operational Level” made of the General 
Assembly composed by the work package leaders. At the topmost of the 
organizational structure – the “Strategic Level”– is the Project Steering Committee. 
Steering Committee is chaired by the Project Coordinator who is in charge of 
communication with the European Commission, and is supported by the EASN-TIS 
for Administrative and Financial Management. 
9/10/2013 Liberata Guadagno 
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Project Structure 
The organization of the project goes through 
three essential levels of management.  
The tasks leaders and the 
partners participating in each 
work package manage the 
project’s daily activities at 
the “Implementation Level”.  
These actions are monitored and 
driven by the “Operational Level” 
made of the General Assembly 
composed by the work package 
leaders.  
At the topmost of the organizational 
structure – the “Strategic Level”– is the 
Project Steering Committee.  
Steering Committee is chaired by the Project 
Coordinator who is in charge of 
communication with the European 
Commission, and is supported by the EASN-TIS 
for Administrative and Financial Management. 
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•  UNIVERSITÁ DEGLI  STUDI DI SALERNO 
 
•  EASN – technology Innovation Services BVBA 
 
•  UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS 
 
•  VYZKUMNY A ZKUSEBNI LETECKY USTAV A.S. 
 
•  ALENIA AERMACCHI SPA 
 
•  CIRA Centro Italiano Ricerche Aerospaziali SCPA 
 
•  MARTIN-LUTHER-UNIVERSITAET HALLE-WITTENBERG 
 
•  CARBURES EUROPE SA 
 
•  MATERIA NOVA 
 
•  NANO 4 SA 
 
 
 
 
 
The IASS STRUCTURE Consortium binds the following 
types of organizations together: University, Research 
Organizations, Airframe manufacturers, Large and SME 
Industries.  
Legal Status of the partners 
MEMBERS: 
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Estimated eligible costs 
Total EU contribution 
RTD/Innovation Demonstration Management Other /Dissemination 
2.975.543,00  0,00  132.800,00  162.496,00  3.270.839,00  2.397.266,00  
ESTIMATED  EFFORT 
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Thanks for the attention !  
 
IASS Consortium 
 
  
The project is endorsed by the European Aeronautics 
Science Network – EASN. 
 
This document and all information contained herein is the sole property of the 
IASS Consortium or the company referred to in the slides. It may contain 
information subject to intellectual property rights. No intellectual property rights 
are granted by the delivery of this document or the disclosure of its content.  
Reproduction or circulation of this document to any third party is prohibited 
without the consent of the author(s).  
The statements made herein do not necessarily have the consent or agreement 
of the IASS consortium and represent the opinion and findings of the author(s).  
  
All rights reserved. 
The research leading to these results has 
received funding from the European Union 
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-
2013) under grant agreement n° 313978. 
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Within the activities of this task, the 
following molecules will be synthesized:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     bis(3-aminophenyl)phenylphosphine oxide 
bis(3-aminophenyl) methyl phosphine oxide 
WP 1 -  Task 1.2 
(Task Leader: UNISA – DCB)  
Advantages of these new products: These 
molecules will become an integral part of the 
thermosetting matrix also acting as hardener 
agents (with the same initial reactions as those 
activated by DDS, a hardener agent already 
used to manufacture resins in the aeronautic 
field. 
We also think that this partial replacement 
should contribute to fabricate fire retardant 
composites preserving the good mechanical 
performances due to the DDS hardener agent 
with a very similar molecular structure. 
 
The following activities  
were planned 
T1.2 Synthesis of new Hardener Agents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 bis(3-aminophenyl) methyl phosphine oxide 
       
the synthesis procedure has been developed and 50g have been produced. This amount will be used for the preparation of 
coupons and their flame properties will be evaluated at the first stage. 
 Next step: Use of DAMPO as hardener agent  
 
• Formulation of epoxy matrix (T20B) hardened by Dampo 
•  Investigation on the curing cycle of  this last epoxy formulation - (T20BD) hardened by Dampo. 
• Investigation on the flame resistance of this new epoxy formulation.        
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Diaminophenyl methyl phosphine 
oxide (DAMPO) 
T1.2 Synthesis of new Hardener Agents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   
  
 
             
Next step: optimization of the synthesis methodology and preparation of an appropiate amount for studing its effect on the epoxy 
formulation.  
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The study of the synthesis methodology is just started and it is in progress.  
T1.2 – POSS IDENTIFICATION 
 
 
Four different POSS molecules (purchased from Hybrid Plastics) were selected for the analysis: DodecaPhenyl POSS, 
Epoxycyclohexyl POSS Cage Mixture, Glycidyl POSS Cage Mixture, TriglycidylCyclohexyl POSS (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 POSS molecules investigated in this paper 
POSS Characteristics  
Name Acronym Configuration Characteristics 
and aspect 
DodecaPhenyl POSS DPHPOSS 
 
 1)Appearance: Powder 
2)Color: White; 
3)Molecular/Chemical 
Formula: 
C72H60O18Si12 
4)Molecular Weight: 
1550.26 FW 
Epoxycyclohexyl 
POSS Cage Mixture 
ECPOSS 
 
 
1)Appearance:Semi-
solid 
2)Color: Light Yellow; 
3)Molecular/Chemical 
Formula: 
(C8H13O)n(SiO1.5)n 
n=8,10,12 
4)MolecularWeight: 
1418.20 (for n = 8) 
 
T1.2 – POSS IDENTIFICATION 
 
 
Four different POSS molecules (purchased from Hybrid Plastics) were selected for the analysis: DodecaPhenyl POSS, 
Epoxycyclohexyl POSS Cage Mixture, Glycidyl POSS Cage Mixture, TriglycidylCyclohexyl POSS (see Table 1). 
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Glycidyl POSS Cage 
Mixture 
GPOSS 
 
 
 1)Appearance:Viscous 
liquid 
2)Color: Colorless to 
Slightly Yellow; 
3)Molecular/Chemical 
Formula: 
(C6H11O2)n(SiO1.5)n 
n=8,10,12  
4)Molecular Weight: 
1337.88 (for n = 8) 
TriglycidylCyclohexyl 
POSS 
TCPOSS 
 
 
)Appearance: Clear Oil 
2)Color:;Yellow 
3)Molecular/Chemical 
Formula: 
C66H128O18Si10 
4)MolecularWeight: 
1490.58 FW 
 
 
T1.2 – POSS IDENTIFICATION 
 
 
 
• The resin for the matrix material was a mixture of tetraglycidyl methylene dianiline and 1-4Butanediol 
diglycidyl ether. The curing agent investigated for this study is 4, 4’-diaminodiphenyl sulfone (DDS). 
Four different POSS compounds were used in this paper: GPOSS, TCPOSS and ECPOSS functionalized 
with a different number of oxirane rings, and DPHPOSS functionalized with phenyl groups. POSS/epoxy 
composites were prepared with 5 wt% of POSS. The samples were cured by a two-stage curing cycles: a 
first isothermal stage was carried out at the lower temperature of 125 °C for 1 hour and the second 
isothermal stage at higher temperatures up to 200°C for 3 hours. 
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T1.2 – POSS IDENTIFICATION 
 
 Fire resistance of POSS based epoxy samples was characterized by limiting oxygen index 
measurement (LOI) and mass loss calorimetry. 
 For LOI, the minimum concentration of oxygen in a nitrogen/oxygen mixture required to just support 
their combustion was measured following standard ASTM 2863. For Mass loss calorimeter, standard 
ISO 13927 was followed and plates of 100x100x3mm3 were exposed to a radiant cone (50kW/m2) using 
a forced ignition. The heat of combustion released was measured using a thermopile. 
 
• Thermal analysis (Thermogravimetric analysis). 
• Thermogravimetric curves for POSS, epoxy mixture (EPM) and POSS/epoxy mixture (POSS/EPM) 
• as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 1. As can be observed, the thermal degradation 
• process of pure POSS Compounds is different for the four samples; these differences are not reflected 
• in the POSS/EPM samples. 
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T1.2 – POSS IDENTIFICATION 
  Thermal analysis (Thermogravimetric analysis). 
 
Thermogravimetric curves for POSS, epoxy mixture (EPM) and POSS/epoxy mixture (POSS/EPM) as a function 
of temperature are shown in Figure 1. As can be observed, the thermal degradation process of pure POSS 
Compounds is different for the four samples; 
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Figure 1. TG profiles for POSS (on the left side), EPM and POSS/EPM (on the right side). 
There is no notable effect of the POSS on the Thermogravimetric curves 
T1.2 – POSS IDENTIFICATION 
• Despite this negligible difference in TG curves of POSS/EPM samples, the 
presence of POSS compounds undoubtedly acts as flame retardant for TB20D 
epoxy system as shown by the increase of the limiting oxygen index (LOI) and the 
decrease in the peak of heat release rate (PHRR) (see Tab. 1). 
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Conclusion 
The incorporation of 5% of POSS into TB20D epoxy resins is beneficial for 
improving their flame retardancy. The most promising POSS are GPOSS and 
DPHPOSS. 
WP1: Materials and 
Reactions 
Task 1.2 Synthesis of new Hardener  
 
• Main activity:  
            Synthetisys of: 
– Bis (3-aminophenyl) phenylphosphine oxide 
– Bis (3-aminophenyl) methylphosphine oxide 
– Identification of Poss to improve flame resistance of the materials. 
• Duration: M1 – M14 
• Progress so far: 
– Bis(3-aminophenyl)methylphosphine oxide (BAMPO): the synthesis procedure has been developed and 50g have been produced. This 
amount will be used for the preparation of coupons and their flame properties will be evaluated at the first stage.   
– Bis(3-aminophenyl)phenylphosphine oxide (DAPPO): The study of the synthesis methodology is just started and it is in progress  
– Poss identification: 4 different type of commercial functionalized Poss have been tested for the improving of  the flame resistance. GPOSS 
has been identified as the best performing 
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T1.3   Preparation,   Functionalization   and characterization of nanofillers: 
- Task 1.3.1 CNT 
- Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
- Task 1.3.3 Clay 
- Task 1.3.4. Poss 
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Task 1.3.1: CNT (Task leader: MLU) 
Involved partners: UNISA 
Duration: M1 – M19 
O 
O O 
O 
h e x a n e   1 6   h 
O 
O O 
O 
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R u 
R u 
Ru-based catalysts covalently bonded to carbon nanotubes 
N N
Ru
PCy3
Cl
Cl
Ph
Ru
Cl
Cl
O
N N
Hoveyda-Grubbs second generation catalyst 
Grubbs second generation catalyst 
4 steps reactions 
(1,3-Bis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)- 
2-imidazolidinylidene)dichloro(phenylmethylene) 
(tricyclohexylphosphine)ruthenium  
(1,3-Bis-(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl) 
-2-imidazolidinylidene)dichloro 
(o-isopropoxyphenylmethylene)ruthenium 
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CNT Functionalization 
O
O
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CNT-Grubbs Catalysts 
CNT-Hoveyda-Grubbs Catalysts 
CNT based metathesis catalysts prepared by Longo et al. 
Examples of functionalization of nanotubes with different length spacers 
Best performance in catalysis  
Second step of synthesis using:  
ethylene glycol 
propylene glycol 
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runa cat Mol mon 
Mol cat 
(106) 
Solv 
 (L) 
t (h) yelds (g) Conv % activityb 
1 nG2glc 1.11E-02 1,08 0.007 4.17E-02 0.394 37.6 
2 nG2glc 1.18E-01 1.05 0.07 2.50E-01 0.163 1.5 25.8 
3 nG2prd 1.07E-02 1.09 0.007 sec 0.570 56.4 
4 nG2prd 1.08E-01 1.16 0.07 2.50E-01 0.436 4.3 68.1 
5 nH2glc 2.17E-02 1.13 0.007 8.33E-03 2.05 39.9 
6 nH2glc 1.13E-01 0.996 0.07 2.50E-01 0.797 7.5 138 
7 nH2prd 1.36E-02 1.27 0.007 sec 0.868 67.8 
8 nH2prd 1.07E-01 1.45 0.07 2.50E-01 0.800 8 101 
Table 3 : polymerization of   2-norbornene  in the presence of Grubbs catalysts covalently bonded to carbon nanotubes 
 
a: all the runs were carried out a RT in CH2Cl2 
b: activities were evaluated at high dilution to prevent the formation of gel:  
 
 
 
c: second step of synthesis of Grubbs catalysts covalently bonded to carbon nanotubes 
using ethylene glycol 
d: second step of synthesis of Grubbs catalysts covalently bonded to carbon nanotubes 
using propylene glycol 
 
 
hcatMmonM
polKg
×× )()(
)(
a= 
The efficiency of the ROMP reaction has already been tested by using as cyclic 
olefin “pure norbornene” 
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• Task 1.3.1 CNTs 
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T1.3 Preparation, functionalization and 
characterization of nanofillers  (MLU) 
Hydroxy- functionalization of CNTs for further immobilzation of Ru-catalysts. 
OH
O
SOCl2
70oC, 48 h
Cl
O
O
O
OH
OH
OH
1 2 3
Pentaerythritol
70 oC, 36 h
Azide functionalization of CNTs for further functionalization via click reaction. 
COOH
OH
O
C
OCN
Cl
N Cl
C
N Cl
O
O
H
H
NaN3
O
C
N N3
C
N N3
O
O
H
H
CNT-Azide 
• Task 1.3.1 CNTs 
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1 2
OH
OH
OH
APTES, TEA
O
O
O
3
KMno4, TPABr
25 oC, 24 h 110 oC, 24 h
Si
NH2
c 
o 
c 
o Si 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700
80
84
88
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100
W
ei
gh
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%
)
Pristine CNT
CNT-OH
CNT-APTES
Temperature (oc)
TGA thermograms of amine moiety 
functionalized MWNT 
EDX  spectra of pristine MWNT 
CNT EDX  spectra of APTES functionalized  MWNT 
CNT-APTES 
CNT CNT-OH CNT-APTES 
Amine functionalization of CNTs  to imporove the curing of epoxy resins 
T1.3 Preparation, functionalization 
and characterization of nanofillers  
 
- Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
Task 1.3.2: Graphene Sheet (Task leader: UNISA) 
Involved partners: MLU 
Duration: M1 – M19 
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Graphene Sheet Functionalization 
Second step: Bond of the catalyst for self-healing reaction on graphene 
sheets. 
First step: Preparation of Graphite oxide (GO) and Chemically reduced graphite oxide 
  
Graphite oxide was prepared using a high surface area graphite(trade 
name Synthetic Graphite 8427) from Asbury Graphite Mills Inc., with a 
minimum carbon wt% of 99.8 and a surface area of 330 m2/g. 
Graphite oxide (GO) was prepared by modified Hummers’ method.  
Modified Graphene 
First step: Preparation of Graphite oxide (GO) Chemically reduced graphite oxide  
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Graphite Oxide 
G 
GO: Graphite Oxide (O/C ~ 1*) 
0.84 nm 
c 
Cationic Exchange Capacity 
(C.E.C) = 725 meq/100 g 
GO 
G 
D001 ≈ 4 nm 
~ 5 layers 
D002 ≈ 10 nm 
~ 30 layers 
GO 
G 
*Part of oxygen from intercalated water 
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Chemically Reduced Graphite Oxide 
D002 ≈ 2 nm 
~ 5 layers 
D001 ≈ 4 nm 
~ 6 layers 
D002 ≈ 10 nm 
~ 30 layers 
D110 ≈ 26 nm 
D110 ≈ 30 nm 
D110 ≈ 30 nm 
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42,9
d=0,211
100
77,9
d=0,123
110
43,5
d=0,208
79,6
d=0,120
93,4
d=0,106
200
XRD Analysis 
Layers stacked in a 
disordered manner 
Well defined crystalline order in the 
structural layer 
40 % of amorphous 
carbon in CRGO 
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%wt. C %wt. O 
77.5 18.8* 
47.3 47.2* 
99.5 0.0 
95.2 4.2 
FTIR Analysis 
*Part of oxygen from intercalated water 
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Raman Analysis 
Confocal Raman Microscopy 
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Covalent Functionalization  
 Functionalization of graphenes with Grubbs and Hoveyda-Grubbs catalysts. 
 Grafting of functionalized carbon nanomaterials from in-situ polymerization of suitable 
monomers by ring opening metathesis polymerization (Grafting-from approach). 
[Ru]
Ru
PCy3
Cl
Cl
Cy3P
Ph
N N
Ru
PCy3
Cl
Cl
Ph
PCy3
Ru
Cl
Cl
O
[Ru] = Ru-based catalysts 
G1 
HG1 
G2-o-Tolil 
Dichloro[1,3-Bis(2-
methylphenyl) 
-2-imidazolidinylidene] 
(benzylidene)(tricycloh
exylphosphine) 
ruthenium(II) 
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- Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
Task 1.3.2: Graphene Sheet (Task leader: UNISA) 
Involved partners: MLU 
Duration: M1 – M19 
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FTIR Analysis of the Reaction Products 
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Romp  
Ring-Opening Metathesis Polymerization of norbornene 
N N
Ru
PCy3
Cl
Cl
7 ml of CH2Cl2 
3.3 mg graf-G2-o-tolil 
(15 minutes) 
0.783 g  2-norbornene 
 
Yield   81%  
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• Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
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Amine functionalization of graphene oxide to imporove the curing of epoxy resins 
Azide functionalization of graphene oxide for further functionalization via click reaction. 
Click reaction 
T1.3 Preparation, functionalization and 
characterization of nanofillers  
• Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
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Modification with amine groups 
T1.3 Preparation, functionalization and 
characterization of nanofillers  
• Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
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Modification with azide groups 
T1.3 Preparation, functionalization and 
characterization of nanofillers  
• Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets 
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TGA  Analysis 
Coupling 
 reaction 
 
GO-NH2 
 
GO 
 Click  
reaction 
 
GO 
 
GO-N3 
 
Modification after 
coupling- reaction : 
1.23*10-3mmol  fun  /gsample or 194.56 mg fun/g sample 
Modification after 
Click-reaction : 
2.27*10-3 mmol fun */g sample or 454 mg fun/g sample 
*fun : functional group 
T1.3 Preparation, functionalization and 
characterization of nanofillers  
• Task 1.3.3 Clay 
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Synthesis of modifiers 
  
 
 
Yield: 98 % 
Organic modification of clay for further immobilzation of Ru-catalysts. 
Al 
Si 
O 
Na 
Na- Montmorillonite 
B
as
al
 s
pa
ci
ng
 
(n
m
) 
1.
23
  
3. - 4. 
B
asal spacing 
(nm
) 
Organoclay 
ion exchange 
+ modification 
T1.3 Preparation, functionalization and 
characterization of nanofillers  
WP1: Materials and Reactions 
Task 1.3 Preparation,   Functionalization   and characterization of nanofillers 
• Main activity: modification of nanofillers via “click reaction” and “grafting from” approach.  
• Duration: M1 – M36 
– Task 1.3.1 CNT      M1 – M19 
– Task 1.3.2 Graphene sheets     M1 – M19 
– Task 1.3.3 Clay      M1 – M19 
– Task 1.3.4 Poss      M1 – M19 
– Task 1.3.5 Feedback improvement and upscaling of compounds   M18 – M36 
• Progress so far:  
– Task 1.3.1 (progress 60%) 
• CNT Grabbs catalyst has been covalently bonded to CNT, the synthesis procedure has been developed and the catalytic activity has been 
checked on a cyclic olefin (norbornene)  
• Hydroxy functionalization → Ru-catalyst; Azide functionalization → click reaction; Aminosilane functionalization → cure degree 
– Task 1.3.2 (progress 50%) 
• Graphene sheets:  exfoliation and bond of the Grabbs catalyzer on graphene 
• Modification with Amino groups; Modification with Azide groups 
– Task 1.3.3 (progress 40%) 
• Organic modification of clay for further immobilzation of Ru-catalysts  
– Task 1.3.4. Poss   
– Task 1.3.5: Feedback improvement and upscaling of compounds (not started yet) 
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Introduction 
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• Numerous advantages of using thermosetting epoxy resins are 
associated to major drawbacks such as their high flammability 
– Polymers are organic materials producing volatile combustibles when 
submitted to a heat source, causing the material and the surrounding to burn 
• FIRE 
• TOXIC GASES AND DENSE SMOKES 
 
• How to Reduce the flammability (no Brominated flame retardant) 
– Play with the concentration and type of precursor, reactive diluent and 
hardener 
– reactive curing agents containing phosphorous. 
– incorporation of components at nanometric or molecular level 
• Silicate: Clay, HTC or Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane compounds (POSS) 
– ………………………….. 
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Introduction 
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• Fire testing characterization  
• Requires quite a lot amount of sample to be used and destroyed. 
• Hazards, trained people…  
• Necessary for the application of a new material but very hard to be done in a phase of 
developing of new materials, when only little amounts can be producted. 
 
• TGA analysis  
• Few mg of sample 
• Lab scale techniques, no hazard 
 
Tools allowing correlations between  TGA results      and  
Fire testing parameters are desirable. 
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Materials     -    Main components 
 
4 
Reactive diluent BDE 
(1 - 4 Butandioldiglycidylether) 
Precursor TGMDA 
(tetraglycidyl methylenedianilina) 
 
          
Epoxy blend and DDS were mixed at 120 °C and the 
nanofillers were added and incorporated into the matrix by 
using an  ultrasonication for 20 minutes (Hielscher model 
UP200S-24KHz high power ultrasonic probe).  
Epoxy specimens manufacture 
             (Composition) 
5 
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
T 
(°
C
) 
time ( min) 
Curing cicle 
5°C/min 
3 h 200 °C 
1 h 125 °C 
All mixtures were cured by a two-stage curing cycle: a first isothermal stage was carried out at the 
lower temperature of 125 °C for 1 hour and the second isothermal stage at higher temperatures up 
to 200 °C (180 °C 3 h or 200 °C 3 h). 
 
Epoxy specimens manufacture 
     (Curing Cycle) 
6 
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Samples 
7 
Formulation Hardner ratio 
TGMA/hardn
er 
BDE nanofiller Amount  of  
nanofiller 
wt% 
 
T20BA  Ancamine Stoic 20%     
T20BA 0.5CNT Ancamine Stoic. 20% MWCNT 0.5 
T20BD DDS Stoic. 20%     
T20BD 0.5CNT DDS Stoic. 20% MWCNT 0.5 
T20BD  
 
0.5CNT 1HT  
DDS Stoic. 20% MWCNT 
 
HT 
0.5 
 
1 
T20BD  
 
0.5CNT NH2  
DDS Stoic. 20% NH2 funct.  
 
MWCNT 
0.5 
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Samples 
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Formulation Hardner ratio TGMA/hardner BDE nanofiller Amount  
of  
nanofiller 
wt% 
 
T20B50ds 
DDS  
DDS Non Stoic. (50% of 
the stoichiometric 
amount) 
20%     
T20B70ds 
DDS  
DDS Non Stoic. (70% of 
the stoichiometric 
amount) 
20% -   
T20B85ds 
DDS  
DDS Non Stoic. (85% of 
the stoichiometric 
amount) 
20% -   
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Samples 
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Formulation Hardner ratio 
TGMA/hardner 
BDE nanofiller Amount  of  
nanofiller 
wt% 
 
T20BD EC 
POSS 
DDS Stoic. 20% EC POSS 0.5 
T20BD EC 
POSS 
DDS Stoic. 20% EC POSS 0.5 
T20BD G 
POSS 
DDS Stoic. 20% G POSS 0.5 
T20BD DPH 
POSS 0.5 CNT 
DDS Stoic. 20% DPH POSS 
 
MWCNT 
0.5 
 
0.5 
T20BD Ec 
POSS 0.5 CNT 
DDS Stoic. 20% EC POSS 
 
MWCNT 
0.5 
 
0.5 
T20BD G 
POSS 0.5 CNT 
DDS Stoic. 20% G POSS 
 
MWCNT 
0.5 
 
0.5 
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POSS structures 
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TGA 
11 
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LOI - Van Krevelen and Hoftyzer equation 
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 The char yield can be used as criteria for evaluating limiting oxygen index (LOI)  
 of the resin in accordance with Van Krevelen and Hoftyzer equation. 
 
 LOI=17,5 +0.4Yc 
 
 
• Where Yc is the char yield at the opportune temperature.  
  
 In our case we consider the value of the char yield at 700 and 800°C 
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LOI - RESULTS 
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SAMPLE 700°C Yc % 
Calculated 
LOI @700°C 
% 
800°C 
Yc % 
  
Calculated 
LOI @800°C 
% 
EXPERIM LOI 
ASTM 2863 
% 
T20BA  23 28 25,06 27,5 
  
T20BA 0.5cnt 27 30 29,7 29 
  
T20BD 23 29 20,5 26 27 
T20BD 0.5cnt 15 30 23,1 27 27,9 
T20BD 0.5CNT 
1HT  22 30 26,9 28 
  
T20BD 0.5CNT 
NH2  24 30 28,3 29 
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SAMPLE 700°C Yc % 
Calculated LOI 
@700°C 
% 
800°C 
Yc % 
  
Calculate
d LOI 
@800°C 
% 
EXPERIM LOI 
ASTM 2863 
% 
T20B50ds 
DDS  
24 30 28 29 
T20B70ds 
DDS  
23 28 24,4 27 
T20B85ds 
DDS  
25 29 26,7 28 
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LOI - RESULTS 
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SAMPLE 700°C Yc % 
Calculated 
LOI @700°C 
% 
800°C 
Yc % 
  
Calculated 
LOI @800°C 
% 
EXPERIM LOI 
ASTM 2863 
% 
T20BD DPH 
POSS 24 31 29 29 30 
T20BD EC 
POSS 21 29 25 27,5 28 
T20BD G 
POSS 16 29,5 23,3 27 33 
T20BD DPH 
POSS 0.5 CNT 29 31 31,1 30 31 
T20BD Ec 
POSS 0.5 CNT 28 30 30 29,5 29 
T20BD G 
POSS 0.5 CNT 20 31 28,9 29 30 
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Thermal degradation kinetics  
17 
 
 
Coats and Redfern  model 
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Thermal degradation activation energies 
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SAMPLE m R2 Ea (kJ/mol) 
T20BA -7900,6 0.9988 151 
T20BA 0.5cnt -7521,4 0.9948 144 
T20BD -8295 0.9825 159 
T20BD 0.5cnt -6333,4 0.9676 121 
T20BD 0.5CNT 1HT -9146 0.9926 175 
T20BD 0.5CNT NH2 -9887,4 0.9886 189 
T20B50ds DDS -8816,9 0.9954 167 
T20B70ds DDS -8950,2 0.9959 171 
T20B85ds DDS -8011,1 0.9964 153 
T20BD DPH POSS -10319 0.9873 198 
T20BD EC POSS -10504 0.9948 201 
T20BD G POSS -9318 0.9730 178 
T20BD DPH POSS 0,5 CNT -9987,3 0.9981 191 
T20BD EC POSS 0,5 CNT -11245 0.9951 215 
T20BD G POSS 0,5 CNT -8716,8 0.9996 167 
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Conclusion 
19 
TGA analysis of cured system were used to determine the char yield and to calculate LOI index 
using the Van Krevelen and Hoftyzer equation.  Char yields were considered both at 700°C and 
800°C and LOI was calculated at these two temperatures.  
There was a good agreement between experimental and calculated data in either case.  
TGA was also studied to determine the thermal degradation kinetics of polymers using the 
Coats and Redfern  model. The Activation energy for the thermal degradation was calculated 
for the different samples. The obtained results are promising for the application of the analysed 
materials in the aeronautic field. In fact another drawback of composite material is related to the 
insulating properties of the resins used to manufacture CFR composites. A very useful strategy 
to increase the electrical conductivity of aeronautic resins is the incorporation of 
conductive nanofiller inside the epoxy formulation. As shown in this paper the incorporation 
of CNT in the epoxy resin can sometimes lead to a negative effect on the degradation kinetics. 
The addition of little amounts of  POSS compounds allows  the use of CNTs without increasing 
the kinetic degradation.   
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Introduction 
    Modern airframe design is exploiting new exciting 
developments in materials and structures to construct ever 
more efficient air vehicle able to enable ‘smart’ maintenance 
including self-repair capabilities if  the need arises. The 
improvement in the aircraft safety by self-healing structures is a 
revolutionary approach that should lead to the creation of  novel 
generation of  multifunctional aircraft materials with strongly 
desired properties and design flexibilities.  
      SELF-HEALING SYSTEM 
      White system 
Our self-healing systems for aircraft 
polymer composites were inspired by the 
design of  White et al [1]. 
      The epoxy resin-based formulation includes: 
      a) capsules containing a polymerizer agent; 
      b) a catalyst for the polymerizer. 
 i)    Cracks form in the matrix  
wherever damage occurs; 
 
ii)    the crack ruptures the 
microcapsules, releasing the 
healing agent into the crack 
plane through capillary 
action; 
 
 iii)  the healing agent  contacts  
the catalyst, triggering  
polymerization that bonds  
        the crack faces closed. 
        CHOICE  OF THE HEALING AGENT 
   The healing agent is a microencapsulated liquid 
monomer that must include  
 
 long shelf-life 
 prompt deliverability  
 high reactivity 
 low volume shrinkage upon polymerization 
 high degree of  crosslinking 
 
 
Introduction 
     In this work the effect of  matrix nature and curing cycle on the healing 
efficiency and dynamic mechanical properties of  systems with self-
healing functionality based on ROMP reactions was investigated. 
     We discuss several issues related to transferring these self-healing 
systems from the laboratory to possible real applications in the 
aeronautic field, such as the possibility to choose systems with increased 
glass transition temperature, high storage modulus and high values in 
the healing functionality in working conditions.  
Experimental   
     Several systems with the same design were investigated; they differ in the nature 
and the composition of  the epoxy matrix. 
Materials 
Epoxy matrix 
We evaluated chemical and physical properties of  self-healing systems with 
three different  polymer matrix compositions EHA, EBA1, EBA2. Epon 828 (E) 
and the Ancamine K 54 (A) are the same components for all the epoxy 
formulations. 
The EBA formulations differ from EHA formulation for the chemical nature of  
the flexibilizer: for the EBA formulations, Heloxy 71 (H) has been replaced with 
the reactive diluent BDE, 1-4 Butandioldiglycidylether (B), which allows a more 
fluid mixture in the initial phase of  preparation of  the uncured matrix. 
The formulations EBA1 and EBA2 differ only in the concentration of  reactive 
diluent BDE. 
 
Reactive diluent  
(1 -4 Butandioldiglycidylether - BDE) 
Epoxy precursor EPON 828 
(Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether - DGEBA) 
Curing agent  Ankamine K54 
Phenol, 2,4,6-tris[(dimethylamino) methyl. 
Ru
O
P
CH3
H3C
Cl
Cl
     Experimental 
Hoveyda-Grubbs I catalyst  (HG1) 
Epoxy flexibilizer HELOXY 71  
(Dimer acid diglycidyl ester ) 
 
     ENB (5-ethylidene-2-norbornene)-filled microcapsules with the outer shell composed of  
poly(urea-formaldehyde) and the inner shell of  ethylene maleic anhydride copolymer 
(EMA) were prepared by in situ polymerization in an oil-in-water emulsion.   
 
    
ENB Inner shell 
Poly (ethylene maleic anhydride) 
Outer shell 
Poly (urea-formaldehyide)) 
     
Experimental 
In our work some substantial changes were performed  with respect to a previously 
described procedure [2].  
[2] Brown E N, Kessler M R, Sottos N R and White S R 2003 In situ poly(urea-formaldehyde) 
microencapsulation of dicyclopentadiene J. Microencapsulation 20 (6) 719-30 
Experimental   
Self-Healing Epoxy Mixtures 
     The experimental tests were carried out on different compositions with the 
intent to select the most appropriate composition of  self-healing system for 
aeronautic vehicles. 
Self-healing epoxy mixtures:  
 EHA, EBA1, EBA2. 
Catalyst:   
HG1 
Healing agent:  
ENB 
 
Different compositions of  self-healing systems. 
Experimental   
Self-Healing Epoxy Mixtures 
EHA matrix was prepared by mixing the epoxy resin (E) with an epoxy flexibilizer  (H) 
which was used in a percentage of  37 % by weight. This formulation for the epoxy 
matrix was used for the self-healing system already described in literature. 
 
EBA1 matrix was prepared by mixing the epoxy precursor (E) with an epoxy reactive 
diluent (B) at a concentration of  90%: 10% (by  wt) epoxide to flexibilizer.  
 
EBA2 matrix was prepared by mixing the epoxy precursor (E) with an epoxy reactive 
diluent (B) at a concentration of  80%: 20% (by  wt) epoxide to flexibilizer.  
 
Each self-healing mixture was obtained homogeneously dispersing finely pulverized 
catalyst, HG1 catalyst (5 wt%), and microcapsules containing ENB into the epoxy 
resin. This last mixture was cured by a two-stage curing cycle: a first isothermal stage 
at 125°C (1h) and a second isothermal stage at the two different temperatures of  
170°C (2h) and 180°C (2h). 
      Two types of  experiments were performed. 
      The first type was carried out by means of  FT/IR investigation to control the 
catalytic activity of  HG1 catalyst in the methatesis polymerization on reference 
samples consisting of  complete formulations with a range of  microcapsules 
concentrations and a fixed  amount of  catalyst (5% by weight). These tests were 
performed for all the analyzed epoxy matrices (EHA, EBA1 and EBA2) after the 
curing process. The manufactured samples were cut by a serrated blade; the 
powder which was produced from each sample was collected in separate mortars 
and two drops of  healing agent (ENB) were added before dispersing the powder 
sample into the KBr disks for FTIR investigation. 
      The second type of  tests was carried out to control the self-healing function by 
means of  in situ tests using tapered double–cantilever beam (TDCB) specimens. 
 
Experimental   
Evaluation of  Self-healing  Efficiency 
 
 
Tapered double-cantilever beam (TDCB) geometry 
and dimensions (mm) 
Experimental  
TDCB test for self-healing efficiency evaluation  
  
Fracture tests for self-healing efficiency evaluation were conducted by a dynamometer 
INSTRON 4301 with a constant crosshead speed of  0.5 mm/min. 
Side grooves ensured controlled 
crack growth along the 
centerline of  the brittle 
specimen. The TDCB fracture 
geometry, developed by 
Mostovoy et al. provides a crack-
length- independent-measure of  
fracture toughness. 
  Microcapsule characterization 
  Results and Discussions 
Tubular Nanovessels  
SEM images at different magnifications of  the synthesized microcapsules in the form of  
spherical snarls. Red arrows highlight the tubular nanovessels which constitute the spherical 
snarls. 
 
  Results and Discussions 
  Microcapsule characterization 
Histogram of  capsule diameter 
  Microcapsule characterization 
  Results and Discussions 
1H NMR spectra of  the soluble part of  microcapsules (black 
spectrum) and of  5-ethylidene-2-norbornene in CDCl3 solvent 
(grey spectrum). 
 
  Results and Discussions 
Healing  Efficiency 
FTIR spectra of  different self-healing formulations 
cured up to 170 °C/180°C.  
Ring-opened poly(ENB) 
of EHA based self-healing 
formulations 
The highlighted peak at 966 cm-1 
is characteristic of  ring-opened 
poly(ENB). Ring-opened poly(ENB) 
of EBA1 based self-
healing formulations 
Ring-opened poly(ENB) 
of EBA2 based self-
healing formulations 
Evaluation of  self-healing efficiency: design and realization of  
molds for the production of  self-healing specimens 
Silicone Rubber Molds for self-healing specimens 
with TDCB geometry 
Self-healing specimen with TDCB geometry 
  Results and Discussions 
Self-Healing Efficiency Assessed by Fracture test  
CIC PK α=
Cvirgin
Chealed
ICvirgin
IChealed
P
P
K
K
==η
For quasi-static fracture conditions crack healing 
efficiency,  η ,  is defined as the ability to recover fracture 
toughness.  
For the TDCB geometry, the healing efficiency is simply 
calculated as the ratio of  critical fracture loads for the 
healed and virgin samples. 
Healing evaluation begins with a virgin fracture test of  
an undamaged tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB) 
sample. A precrack is introduced to sharpen the crack-
tip. The sample is then mounted on a load frame and 
loaded under displacement control causing the precrack 
to propagate along the centerline of  the sample until 
failure (see fig.). The crack is then closed and allowed to 
heal at room temperature with no external intervention. 
After healing, the sample is loaded again until failure. 
The resulting fracture data (critical fracture load and/or 
fracture toughness) are compared using equation (1) to 
determine a value for the healing efficiency. 
(1) 
TDCB specimen mounted in a load frame 
prior to fracture testing. 
Loading direction 
α=11.2x103 m-3/2 
  Results and Discussions 
Healing efficiency of  the in situ samples 
Healing efficiency(η) =  123% 
  Results and Discussions 
Load-Displacement Curves for Virgin 
and Healed samples cured up to 
170°C. 
Healing efficiency(η) =  97.75% 
Increasing the microcapsule concentration 
was found to improve healing efficiencies 
when the catalyst concentration was held 
fixed at 5%.  
  Results and Discussions 
Healing efficiency of  the in situ samples 
Self-healing efficiency of  samples with different amounts of  
microcapsules. 
  Results and Discussions 
Healing efficiency of  the in situ samples 
Self-healing efficiency with different formulations and 
curing cycles. 
  Results and Discussions 
Dynamic Mechanical Properties of  Self-healing Systems 
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Dynamic Mechanical Properties of  Self-healing Systems 
Dynamic elastic moduli for self-healing formulation in the range of  
temperature between -50 and 70°C. 
System E’-50 
Mpa 
E’-30 
Mpa 
E’-10 
Mpa 
E’0 
Mpa 
E’+10 
Mpa 
E’+30 
Mpa 
E’+50 
Mpa 
E’+70 
Mpa 
 
EHA HG1 5% Mic 10%   
(170) 
 
1175 1145 1100 1085 1029 819 548 198 
EBA 1 HG1 5% Mic 10% 
(170) 
 
2120 2048 1975 1940 1910 1847 1758 1592 
EBA 1 HG1 5% Mic 10% 
(180) 
 
2418 2350 2277 2245 2214 2139 2020 1802 
EBA 1 HG1 5% Mic 15% 
(170) 
 
1966 1892 1824 1795 1765 1694 1580 1383 
EBA 2 HG1 5% Mic 10% 
(170) 
 
- 1760 1757 1740 1720 1652 1539 1103 
 
Conclusions 
 We have shown results on the healing efficiency and dynamic mechanical properties of  self-healing epoxy 
formulations solidified by choosing processing conditions that contemplate permanence at high temperatures 
up to 170°C, 180°C. 
  As self-healing components ENB and Hoveyda Grubbs 1 catalyst particles   were chosen.  
 Microcapsules resembling snarls of  tubular nanovessels and catalyst particles were dispersed inside an epoxy 
mixture tailored to meet specific needs of  structural materials (as higher storage modulus, higher glass 
transition temperature with respect to already published epoxy formulations).  
 The results highlight that the chemical nature of  the epoxy matrix of  developed self-healing systems plays an 
important role in determining the mechanical properties of  the resulting material.  
 The use of  a reactive diluent to replace the flexibilizer Heloxy 71, already used in other self-healing 
formulations, allows to obtain better dynamic mechanical properties than the already published results for self-
healing epoxy resins. In particular, the formulations with a percentage of  reactive diluent 10% by weight (EBA1) 
show higher values in tg and modulus than formulation as EHA and EBA2. An increase in the temperature of  
the second step in the curing cycle up to 180°C causes an increse in the modulus values, on the contrary, the 
healing efficiency is slightly lower than the samples cured at the lower temperature of  170°C. FTIR investigation 
shows that the lower self-healing efficiency is most probably due to an initial thermolitic decomposition of  the 
HG1 catalyst.  
  Data collected for the formulated self-healing systems indicate the possibility to process the materials up to 170-
180°C and high activity of  the catalyst in the ROMP reaction. These properties are very near to the requirements 
of  structural materials and offer a very good solution among the analyzed systems in literature. These results 
can constitute the base for improving self-healing function in aeronautic materials. 
 
  
 

Experimental Procedure 
TDCB Specimen 
        Valid profiles for a TDCB fracture specimen are determined by finding a height profile that 
when inserted into Eq. 3 yields a constant value of  m over a desired range of  crack lengths. 
Height profiles that provide exact solution are complex curves, but are approximated with linear 
tapers. In our work, the TDCB geometry developed and verified by Beres is adopted. Relevant 
dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. 
       When the taper angle is small, a crack propagating in a brittle material exhibits a propensity to 
deflect significantly from the center line. Failure commonly occurs as arm break-off. To ensure 
that fracture follows the desired path, side grooves were incorporated into the TDCB geometry. 
Addition of  side grooves is valid for the TDCB geometry, as there is no restriction that b and bn 
have the same value. Stable crack propagation with maximum crack width bn was obtained by 
selecting a groove with 45° internal angle. 
 
    Epoxy matrix composite 
     
The polymeric matrix of our self-healing system is a thermosetting polymeric 
matrix. It is composed of two different resins, both containing an epoxy 
(diglycidil-ether bisphenol-A), obtained by Sigma-Aldrich.  
Phenol, 2,4,6-tris[(dimethylamino) methyl. 
Reaction scheme for the homopolymerization 
of epoxide. After ring opening, each epoxide 
group reacts with two other epoxide groups. 
Thus the epoxide group acts bifunctionally. 
We have investigated the possibility to 
cure the epoxy resin at moderate 
temperatures and pressures, using a 
tertiary amine not poisoning the 
Grubbs’ catalyst, such as Phenol, 
2,4,6-tris[(dimethylamino) methyl]  
Advanced Lattice Structures for 
Composite Airframes 
 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing 
in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
NIK 
Window frame 
Skin with the increased 
thickness 
Panes 
and 
fastening 
details 
NIK  
Typical design of the 
area of the window cut 
out in the airplane made 
of traditional materials is 
shown on the picture. 
 
It contains machined 
window frame fastened  
by the rivets on the skin 
with the increased 
thickness. 
Window frame made of traditional materials 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Frame 
Stringer 
NIK  
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Airbus Window frame 
Currently there is a big 
interest in the entire world 
to the window frames made 
of composite materials. 
 
The largest aircraft 
manufactures Airbus and 
Boeing made a lot 
investigations in this area. 
  
The picture on this page 
shows illustrations from 
one of Airbus’s patent. 
NIK  
In February of 2007, the 
NORDAM company (Tulsa, 
Okla), get an agreement of a 
Boeing company for the window 
frames made of composite 
materials for the 787 airplane. 
 
This window frame is made of 
HexMC material (Hexcel) 
together with the more 
traditional woven carbon. 
 
On June 17 of 2013, the 
NORDAM company reported 
that they have manufactured its 
20,000th composite window 
frame for the Boeing 787. 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Boeing Window frame 
NIK  
But not only biggest 
companies make 
investigations in this area. 
Other companies also look at 
window frames made of 
composite materials.  
 
The picture shows window 
frame made by NLR  
(Aerospace Laboratory of the 
Netherlands) and presented at 
JEC composites show in 
March 2013 in Paris. 
 
However, most of the frames 
is just a “Black Metal” design. 
NLR Window frame 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
NIK  
The area of cut-out in lattice 
structure is different from the 
one, made in aluminum 
fuselage. 
 
The main reason is that the 
ribs (both helical and 
transverse) cross the area of 
cut-out. 
Different configurations of cut-out area 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
NIK  
There are different ways of 
how to make window frame. 
Also, ribs can be trimmed in 
area of cut-out or they can 
go around the cut-out. 
 
So, every configuration of 
window frame connects with 
the ribs in different way and 
design of window frame 
directly affects the design of 
the barrel. 
 
The four different 
configurations were 
considered. 
Ribs and window frames 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Window frame 
Skin with the increased 
thickness 
Panes 
NIK  
First configuration of the 
window frame is similar to 
one used in airplane made of 
traditional materials.  
 
The frame is cured 
beforehand and is a separate 
part that attaches to the skin 
by bolts. 
 
Helical ribs are not goes in 
area of cutouts. 
Window frame, configuration 1 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Frame 
Longitudinal 
beams 
Window 
frame 
Skin with the 
increased thickness 
Panes 
NIK 
The skin in area of cut-outs 
contains the plies of bidirectional 
material. This is needed to 
transfer the concentrated loads 
from the bolts. 
 
During the analysis of this design 
the significant assumptions were 
taken. 
The exact figures of the bearing 
strength of HexMX material are 
absent in open sources. So, this 
figures were taken with the big 
margin. This led to the big 
thickness of the window frame. 
Window frame, configuration 1 
Cross section 
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Frame 
Longitudinal 
beams 
Window frame 
Panes 
NIK  
The configuration two is 
also a composite frame that 
is cured beforehand. 
 
Before the winding of the 
skin and ribs the window 
frame sets in a tooling and 
is bonded to skin and ribs 
during polymerization. 
 
The main feature of this 
frame is that ribs are not 
trimmed in area of cutouts. 
Window frame, configuration 2 
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Frame 
Longitudinal 
beams 
Long fiber 
thermoplastic material 
Pane 
NIK  
The unidirectional layers of 
composite material are winded 
around the titanium bushings. 
This design makes a skeleton 
of the frame.  
  
At second stage the free 
space between unidirectional 
layers is filled with injection 
molding process. Also, this 
process forms the final outer 
shape of a detail. 
  
The titanium bushings have a 
threaded hole and are used to 
fix the special springs.  Window frame, configuration 2 
Detailed design 
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Spring 
Unidirectional 
plies 
Bushings 
Seal 
Window frame (panel) 
Panes 
NIK  
Third configuration is a 
composite panel. This detail 
like two previous ones is 
cured separately and sets in 
a tooling. Special channels in 
the panel are used for 
winding of the ribs. During 
the curing the ribs and skin 
are bonded to the panel. 
 
The main feature of this 
panel is to transfer the load 
between the ribs located 
above and below the cutouts. 
Window frame, configuration 3 
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Frame 
Channels 
Helical rib 
Panel’s 
ribs 
NIK  
In upper and lower portions 
of the panels the special slots 
are made. The slots in 
composite panels are used 
for restrain and rotation of the 
ribs. This design decision 
allows to increase stiffness of 
the ribs an area of rotation.  
 
The ribs on the panel are 
connected with the slots and 
transfer the load between 
helical ribs in upper and 
lower areas of the barrel. 
Window frame, configuration 3 
Slots and ribs in panel 
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Frame 
Slots 
Panel 1 
Panel 2 
NIK  
In flight direction each panel 
connects to other one with 
the strip. 
 
The strip set before the 
winding inside a special 
recess made at each side of 
all the panels. 
 
The winding of the skin 
performed above the panel 
and strip. The window holes 
cut after the winding and 
curing.  
 
Window frame, configuration 3 
Joint of panels 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Frame Strip 
Window frame 
Panes 
NIK  
Fourth configuration of the 
window frame is different from 
shown above.  
 
During a winding process the 
helical and transverse ribs are 
located between plies of 
woven composite material. 
Location of plies is going at 
one time with the ribs winding. 
After the curing of a barrel the 
window holes are cut. 
Window frame, configuration 4 
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Frame 
Ribs 
Window frame Helical rib 
NIK  
The pains are fixed to 
window frame using the 
bolts (via the clamps) that 
pass thru the skin and 
window frame.  
 
The other configuration is to 
locate the special inserts 
before curing in tooling and 
fix clamps to these inserts. 
Window frame, configuration 4 
Cross section 
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Transversal 
rib 
Pane 
Bolt or insert to 
fasten panes 
NIK  
Stress 
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
The structural analysis of window frames was performed by use of MSC 
Patran/Nastran 11. Three finite element models were made for the 
Configurations 2, 3 and 4 correspondingly. Each model consists of three 
typical bays. The middle bays only were used for stress checks; the outer 
auxiliary bays were needed for definition of boundary conditions and 
application of loads. 
 
The Configuration 1 (Black metal) was not analyzed by FEA. Sizing of this 
configuration was performed by engineering methods based on the 
suggestion that the aluminum analogue has equal capability. The same 
approach was also used for sizing of longitudinal ribs. 
 
Loads were applied next to the frame 42 of the aircraft in accordance with 
the ALaSCA requirements. 
NIK  
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Von Mises stress distribution in 
the window frame 
Configuration 2, MPa 
Normal stress distribution 
in the spine rib of 
Configuration 2, MPa 
NIK  
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Von Mises stress distribution 
in the window frame 
Configuration 3, MPa 
Von Mises stress distribution 
in the window frame 
Configuration 4, MPa 
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The conditions of weight analysis of window frames: 
• The analysis was done on a part of a barrel with the sizes       
1752mm х 1710mm.  
The area of such a panel is 3m2. 
• The analyzed part of the barrel contains 3 window cutouts. 
• Weight of glasses, seals and other items needed to fix glasses in 
place are not taken into account. 
• Weight of bolts needed to fix window frame to skin were taken into 
account. 
• Density of all the composite materials was counted as 1,57 g\cm3. 
NIK  
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Configuration № General view Weight (kg) 
% of weight 
increasing 
Regular area (no 
cutouts) 
23.3 - 
1 
(Black metal) 
35,9 +54% 
2 
(Ribs without 
trimming) 
27 +16% 
3 
(Panel) 
30,3 +30% 
4 
(Monolithic frame) 
30,7 +32% 
NIK  
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
Conclusions: 
 
1. The minimum weight increasing of the panel with the area 3m2 with 3 
window cutouts in comparison to panel without windows is 15.8%. 
 
2. The minimum weight increasing of the whole ALaSCA barrel with the 
length 13.65m is 3.5%. 
 
3. To get the more accurate results the exact mechanical properties are 
needed. 
 
4. The work “Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice 
Composite Fuselage Barrel” showed that there is possibility of design 
of the window frames for airplanes made with the lattice structure 
fuselage. 
Thank you for your attention. 
NIK  
Development of Window Cut-out Framing in Lattice Composite Fuselage Barrel. 
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The main objective of this project is to study and develop a novel morphing 
system which integrates up to four different morphing mechanisms (Leading edge 
and tailing edge camber changes, twist change, swept wing and telescopic wing) 
into in a single wing and to demonstrate this new ability in flight. In order to 
achieve this four main flight phases (Take-off, loiter, high-speed dash and 
landing) will be considered and various materials will be studied, and if necessary 
developed, for aerodynamically efficient as well as structurally durable and 
producible wing/ control surfaces. The design will first be verified by 
computational aerodynamic and structural analyses. The produced wing/ control 
surfaces then will be subjected to ground vibration tests and wind tunnel tests. 
Finally the aircraft, having the developed wings, will undergo flight tests. 
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The scope of CHANGE Project  
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CHANGE involves 9 Work Packages 
WP1: Project management  
WP2: Requirements and application 
WP3: Development of software to assess best morphing layout tailored for UAV 
applications 
WP4: Mission based design of the morphing system prototype  
WP5: Mission based detailed design of the morphing technologies for UAV 
WP6: Skin development. 
WP7: Development and manufacture of the prototype wing 
WP8: Experiment and flight tests 
WP9: Dissemination, exploitation and technology watch 
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The objective is to enable an aircraft to fulfil several types of missions with the 
best performance in each of these missions. Increased aerodynamic performance 
will undoubtedly decrease the fuel emissions.  The expected impacts of CHANGE 
project can further be elaborated as follows. 
-Reduce the overall fuel consumption and hence CO2 and NOx emissions of future 
air transport aircraft by continuous optimal adaptation of the wing to the flight 
phase 
-Develop a support tool/software for the design of future morphing wings 
-Enable aircraft to recover from situation prone for accident 
-Enable UAVs to perform civilian missions that are not possible today or with 
better performance 
-Decrease the aircraft’s level of acoustic emissions 
-Increase the passenger’s comfort during the flight 
-Enhance EU’s level of expertise in this field. 
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Intended CHANGE Main Contributions for Call AAT.2012.1.1-2  
AAT.2012.1.1-2Target Outcomes Project CHANGE Main Contributions 
(…)Research work will address a wide 
range of innovative solutions and 
technologies for the aircraft, its systems 
and components for optimum use of 
energy and reduction of pollution (noise 
and emissions). 
Development of a wing comprising 
several morphing systems with the 
benefit of increased performance during 
all flight missions of the UAV. CHANGE 
will be devoted to create a stepping stone 
for use of this system of air transport 
aircraft through its validation using a UAV 
platform. 
Advanced concepts and technologies for 
increased and optimised use of light-
weight metallic, composite materials, 
including metal laminates, in primary 
structures(…) 
The CHANGE project envisions the 
development of an innovative morphing 
wing with novel structures and skin 
materials 
(…)advanced concepts and techniques for 
application of(…)‘smart’ structures and 
morphing airframes with a potential to 
reducing green house gas emissions. 
CHANGE will be focused on designing and 
developing a wing using “smart” 
structures and morphing systems to 
increase the aircraft’s performance, 
potentially reduce the fuel burned during 
flight missions. 
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Thank you. 
Any Questions? 
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2 
Background 
Primary focus of jet transport R&D have been: 
1950’s – 1970’s: Range 
1980’s – 1990’s: Fuel burn (direct costs) 
2000’s – 2010’s: Fuel burn (direct + indirect costs from emissions) 
Much more emphasis on greening technologies able to guarantee 
a Sustainable Development, i.e.  
Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs 
 
Reasonable prediction: with increases in air traffic 
fuel burn will remain the major R&D focus and design target, 
for both economic and environmental reasons 
3 
Background 
Fuel burn is usually well captured by the very well known Breguet 
formula as follows (linearized form): 
   a
R
ML
DTSFCWW ZFfuel      
1              
OperationcsAerodynami
PropulsionStructures
⋅⋅⋅⋅≅ 
WZF Zero-fuel weight at landing 
TSFC Thrust-specific fuel consumption 
D/L Drag to Lift ratio 
1/M Inverse Mach number 
Strongly coupled problem: it is possible to reduce one term, but 
others will likely increase, so to reduce net fuel burn, we must 
account for all important discipline interactions. 
Probably Louis-Charles Breguet never thought at the beginning of 
1900 that his very simplified formula could become the main driver for 
aircraft design a century later! 
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Background 
From Drela, 8th Int. Conf. on Flow Dynamics, Sendai, Japan, Nov. 2011 
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Comments (1) 
Detailed design is too large, i.e. it is impossible to optimize CAD 
model parameters, FEM input parameters, CFD input parameters 
for all operating points and engine parameters: 
 It is important to maximize the benefit of a new concept or 
technology 
The Global Optimization problem can be solved in a reduced space 
of design variables (20-30) 
To generate accurate trends we need Improved Conceptual Design 
(ICD) tools able to capture the interactions between different 
disciplines such as: 
- Structural weight prediction 
- Aerodynamic performance 
- Trim and stability requirements 
- Aeroelastic behavior 
- … 
6 
Comments (2) 
From the implementation point of view, ICD tools require, 
among the others: 
 Primary structure sized by first principle structural models and 
not on the basis of historical data 
 Reliable drag prediction (fusion of potential + viscous results) 
 Fast generation of aero-structural models, including industrial 
standard geometry description, automatic meshing, … 
 An easy way to include new technologies like morphing to 
evaluate from the beginning of design loop benefits and 
negative  discipline interactions 
 Optimal configuration of propulsion systems  
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Comments (2) 
From the implementation point of view, ICD tools require, 
among the others: 
 Primary structure sized by first principle structural models and 
not on the basis of historical data 
 Reliable drag prediction (fusion of potential + viscous results) 
 Fast generation of aero-structural models, including industrial 
standard geometry description, automatic meshing, … 
 An easy way to include new technologies like morphing to 
evaluate from the beginning of design loop benefits and 
negative  discipline interactions (active camber concept) 
 Optimal configuration of propulsion systems  
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Outline 
 Overview of ICD tools developed  at POLIMI for morphing 
 Typical application scenarios 
 Some preliminary results 
 Conclusions 
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Tools family and their applications 
NeoCASS 
A Matlab-based suite for the automatic generation of 
aero-structural model, structural sizing based on 
physical concepts, static and dynamic aeroelastic 
analysis. 
PHORMA 
A Object Oriented suite of tools that allow to handle 
and generate different shapes and corresponding 3D 
geometries, that can be provided in discrete, 
polynomial, spline, CAD–based and analytical form. 
MORFEO 
A general tool for the synthesis of compliant 
mechanisms, specialized for the design of morphing 
airfoils. 
10 
Tools family and their applications 
NeoCASS 
To quickly define a realistic conceptual design model 
of a reference aircraft 
PHORMA 
To optimize the variable camber law and the related 
geometrical and CFD models 
MORFEO 
To design and optimize the internal structure able to 
meet the requested optimal shape. 
11 
NeoCASS Roadmap 
2006 
Starting of  
SimSAC 
2010 
End of  
SimSAC 
2008 
First release 
of CEASIOM 
2008 
First release 
of NeoCASS 
June 2011 
First release 
of standalone 
NeoCASS 
September 2011 
First release of 
NeoCASS Open Source 
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NeoCASS Goals 
The main requirements considered during the development were: 
 More realistic estimation of structural mass 
 A simplified, but realistic for conceptual level, structural model of full 
aircraft 
 Static (divergence, elastic trim, flexible stability derivatives) and 
dynamic (flutter, gust response) aeroelastic capabilities 
 Interfaced with higher fidelity modules 
13 
NeoCASS Overview 
NeoCASS (Next generation Conceptual Aero-Structural Sizing Suite)  
is a collection of Matlab® analysis modules for: 
 Initial aircraft structural sizing; 
 Modal analysis; 
 Linear/non-linear static analysis; 
 Aeroelastic analysis (static aeroelasticity, flutter); 
 ‘Flexible’ Aerodynamic stability derivatives. 
connected with tools for: 
 Spatial coupling (MLS and RBF); 
 Aerodynamic analysis (internal VLM/DLM); 
 MDO. 
interfaced to: 
 External codes (Edge-FOI, MSC/NASTRAN, others); 
 Other modules of CEASIOM. 
14 
NeoCASS Architecture 
GUESS SMARTCAD 
NeoCASS 
aircraft.xml 
stick.dat + Analysis Settings CARDS 
smartcad.dat 
smartcad.dat 
Modal and 
Aeroelastic 
Results 
Structural 
Masses and 
Stiffnesses 
WB AcBuilder 
EDGE 
FCS 
NASTRAN MBDYN 
Catia 
15 
NeoCASS Typical Results 
Rigid link
Engines
Lumped masses
Reference beam axes
16 
PHORMA Architecture 
 provide 3D geometries in discrete, spline, CAD–based and analytical form; 
 Optimize the wing shapes to match pre–defined mission requirements; 
 produce CFD or FEM mesh of corresponding aerodynamic and structural models; 
 provide a fast interface to commercial software. 
Kulfan (2008) 
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Class/Shape function Transformation (CST) Method 
Class Function Shape Function 
Airfoil shape description: Non-dimensional 
coordinates w.r.t 
airfoil chord 
Vertical position of TE 
Thickness of trailing TE 
18 
Properties of CST method 
Variety of airfoil shapes 
N1 = 0.5 and N2 = 1.0:  NACA airfoils; 
N1 = 0.5, N2 = 0.5:  Elliptic airfoils; 
N1 = 1.0, N2 = 1.0:  Biconvex airfoil, minimum drag supersonic airfoil for a given area; 
N1 = 0.75, N2 = 0.75:  Minimum drag supersonic airfoil for a given volume; 
N1 = 0.75, N2 = 0.25:  Low-drag projectile shape; 
N1 = 1.0, N2 = 0.001:  Cone or wedge airfoil; 
N1 = 0.001, N2 = 0.001:  Rectangle, circular duct, or a circular rod. 
𝐶𝑁2
𝑁1 𝜓 = 𝜓𝑁1 ⋅ (1− 𝜓)𝑁2 
𝑆 𝜓 = �  𝑛
𝑖=0
𝐴𝑖  𝐾𝑖 𝜓𝑖(1− 𝜓)𝑛−𝑖 
𝐴𝑖 Scale coefficients 
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Length 
Curvature 
Curvilinear abscissa 
Properties of CST method 
The definition of morphing airfoil shape changes is strongly influenced by 
the presence of the airfoil skins. 
20 
Curvature difference function 
Bending stress 
The CST method is used to: 
Represent the shape change 
of morphing airfoils; 
Compute the distribution of 
axial and bending stresses of 
airfoil skin: 
E: Young’s module; 
t: Skin thickness. 
Using CST method for morphing airfoils 
21 
PHORMA’s application sequence 
Original 3D CAD 
Parameterization 
Shape identification 
3D Parameterized 
CAD 
Automatic Euler 
Mesh Generation 
Manual NS Mesh 
Generation 
Morphing Shape 
Optimization 
3D 
Assembly 
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Application Examples 
SARISTU (Smart Intelligent 
Aircraft Structures Project) 
 
 Suitable set of initial 
requirements: 
 Preliminary geometry models; 
 Aerodynamic loads. 
NOVEMOR (Novel Air 
Vehicles Configurations: From 
Fluttering Wings to Morphing 
Flight) 
 High-fidelity CAD models 
based on aerodynamic shape 
optimizations. 
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NOVEMOR Reference Aircraft 
Payload x Range (100nm alternate + 45 minutes)
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Item Value 
Length 54 ft 2 in (16. 51 m) 
Wingspan 34 ft 3 in (10. 44 m) 
Height  17 ft 7 in (5. 36 m) 
Wing area 633 ft² (58. 8 m²) 
Empty weight 22,000 lb (9,980 kg) 
Loaded weight 48,000 lb (21 800 kg) 
Dry thrust 17,155 lbf (76. 3 kN) 
24 
NOVEMOR Morphing configurations 
3 morphing parts: 
1. Morphing leading edge for low 
speed; 
2. Morphing leading edge for high 
speed; 
3. Morphing trailing edge for low 
speed; 
Optimization variables: 
 Chordwise extensions; 
 Morphing deflections; 
 Size of the transition regions; 
25 
NOVEMOR Morphing TE 
Morphing Trailing Edge: Sections used to introduce morphing 
deformations 
 
mTE1 
mTE2 
mTE3 
mTE4 
mTE5 
mTE6 mTE7 
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NOVEMOR Morphing LE 
mLE1 
mLE2 
mLE3 
mLE4 
Morphing Leading Edge: Sections used to introduce morphing 
deformations 
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NOVEMOR Morphing LE:  2D optimization strategy 
Ansys 
Converter ICEM EDGE 
*.blk, *.rpl, *.exe, 
Undeformed Airfoil.dat 
Morphing 
Airfoil *.msh *.cgns Results 
Objective: minimize CD/CL , subject to CL > CL, cruise 
CST Shape 
Parameters 
Structural Shape 
Optimization Loop 
Aerodynamic Shape 
Optimization Loop 
Skin Structural Constraint 
Identified 
Airfoil 
28 
NOVEMOR  Optimization Strategy 
 Generation of a family of 2D optimal shapes for different 
configuration of LE and TE rotations and chord extension using 
PHORMA 
 Generation of the corresponding 3D shapes (CAD) by lofting the 
2D solutions 
 Preparation of a huge aerodynamic lookup table using a 
medium fidelity tool (full potential + boundary layer correction) 
 Performance analysis during the complete flight mission to 
select, for each flight condition, the optimal morphing 
configuration 
 Validation of medium fidelity CFD results by means of high 
fidelity analysis (RANS) 
29 
NOVEMOR Preliminary Results 
 Extended region of optimal efficiency 
 Benefits in terms of fuel reduction available at the contour of 
payload diagram (maximum range) 
 Rough estimation of fuel reduction in the range 1.5-2% 
30 
MORFEO Overview 
Design a system able to introduce the deformations into the wing to 
match the optimal shape provided by PHORMA. 
MorfeO (MOrphing aiRFoil dEsign and Optimization) is the part of a more 
general tool for the synthesis of compliant mechanisms dedicated to the 
design of morphing airfoils. It is used to optimize the internal structure 
able to match the optimal shape generated by PHORMA and includes: 
 Load path representation of internal structures; 
 A non linear beam solver; 
 A genetic optimizer to solve both sizing and topological 
problem 
 An FSI tool for loads transfer. 
31 
SIMP approach to topology optimization 
Input 
uout 
Not easy to impose ground connections 
Need to convert the black & white solution to a gray solution by 
filtering. 
32 
Load Path representation 
Input Actuation 
Active Output points 
DeActivated points 
(for aerodynamic load application) 
Load paths 
Internal points Constraint points 
Target curve 
(Lu & Kota 2005) 
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Main advantages: 
 Reduced number of design variables 
 Easy management of connectivity by avoiding unrealistic solutions 
 No need of ‘gray’ filtering 
 Binary problem: suitable to be incorporated into a Genetic Algorithms 
 New generations by reproduction method based on dedicated 
crossover and mutation strategies. 
MORFEO – Genetic Algorithm 
In-Out  paths [ topology, path existence] 
In-Spc paths 
Spc-Out paths 
On-Off flag of load paths  
[ topology] 
Truss thickness [ sizing] 
Individual 
Internal points location [ shape] 
Optimal Out points  [ 
topology, path sequence] 
 
Contour trusses thickness  
[ sizing] 
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MORFEO – Leading Edge application 
35 
MORFEO – Trailing Edge application 
Normal stresses 
Beam element thickness 
36 
Structural Design Kinematic Design 
n: number of skin mesh grids 
(xd; zd): grid coordinates; 
(xm; zm): target point coordinates. 
MORFEO – Optimization problems 
Morphing airfoils meet deformability and load–carrying requirements if 
they are able to adapt their shape and at the same time to support the 
external aerodynamic loads  multiobjective approach based on the 
concept of Pareto domination (NSGA-II algorithm). 
37 
Aerodynamic loads – CFD computations 
 Extracted from the 3D Euler computations performed by PHORMA: 
38 
Aerodynamic loads – FSI method 
Upper and Lower forces in Cruise condition (Aerodynamic mesh, Structural mesh) 
mLE forces in Low Speed condition (Aerodynamic mesh, Structural mesh) 
RBF 
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2D Leading Edge solution 
40 
Trade-off solutions based on: 
 Least Square Error (LSE)  
higher priority w.r.t. Strain 
Energy. 
 Actuation force. 
 Maximum stress reached. 
2D Trailing Edge trade—off solutions 
Outboard region 
Inboard region 
41 
Optimal design point 
Deformation very close to the target shape  Optimal design from 
Pareto front: 
42 
3D FEM generation 
 Connection to the wingbox aeroelastic model; 
 Introduction of 25 adaptive ribs; 
 Skin mesh generation; 
 Omega-section stringers added. 
43 
Wing box 
deformation 
under internal 
forces action. 
Outboard region 
Inboard region 
3D FEM: Static analysis results 
Good deformation behavior 
and very low stress levels. 
 Inboard: stress distribution 
quite uniform; 
 Outboard: some irregularities 
near the adaptive ribs. 
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Conclusions and future developments 
 A family of ICD tools especially tuned for investigating the impact of 
morphing devices since the first stage of design loop was presented. 
 User-friendly implementation allowing to create and exchange 
models of different fidelity from different disciplines. 
 Several validation already performed in the framework of different 
research projects. 
 Further improvements mainly for 3D modelling and data exchange 
under development. 
45 
Thank for your attention, questions? 
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Introduction  
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Significant weight savings in aerospace structures can be achieved by using:  
 
  Reinforced Thin Walled Members  
 
  Multi-Cell Box Beam Configuration  
 
  Semi - Monocoque Construction  
 
  Optimization Tools at early stages of  the design phase 
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Objectives of the Study   
To investigate the effect of using: 
 
  Different structural idealizations on the design, analysis and optimization  
of  wing structures in the preliminary design phase 
 
  Different 1D and 2D finite element pairs combinations on the analysis 
results and on the final optimized configuration of the wing structure 
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Design of semi-monocoque wing structures by the  
simplified method of analysis 
Wing geometry & structural layout 
External aerodynamic load 
•    Line lift and Pitching moment calculated using 
ESDU 95010 
 
•     Min. Maneuvering Speed and Dive Speed flight 
conditions at 4.4 Load factor 
• NACA 2412 profile 
• Chord: 1.524 m 
• Semi-span: 4.572 m 
• 2 spar, 2 central stiffener, 7 ribs 
• Material: Al 2014 T3 
• Max. Take off Weight: 1460 kg 4/19 
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1st Structural Idealization : Skins and webs carry shear load only and spar flanges  
and stringers carry axial stress 
Design criteria:  
Max. Shear stress < Allowable Shear (Skins and Spar Webs) 
Max. Axial stress < Allowable Stress (Spar Flanges and Stringers) 
Local shear buckling to be prevented (Skins and Spar Webs) 
 
2nd Structural Idealization : Skins and webs carry shear load and axial load and spar 
flanges and stringers carry axial stress 
Design criteria:  
Max. Von Mises stress < Allowable Stress (Skins and Spar Webs) 
Max. Axial stress < Allowable Stress (Spar Flanges and Stringers) 
Combined load buckling to be prevented (Lower wing skins, Upper wing skins, 
 Spar webs) 
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A Matlab code is written which iterates over the spar and flange locations, 
thicknesses and flange areas until minimum weight configurations are obtained for 
each choice of spar and stringer locations.  
  
1. Minimum wing masses obtained 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
Results of 1st and 2nd Structural Idealization  
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
External load Minimum maneuvering 
speed at maximum 
positive load factor 
Dive speed at maximum 
positive load factor 
Method 1st Structural idealization 
Continuous 62.9 kg 64.2 kg 
Discrete 67.7 kg 69.6 kg 
Method 2nd Structural idealization 
Continuous 52.2 kg 52.5 kg 
Discrete 57.6 kg 58.3 kg 
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2. Mass breakdown of the wing configurations and elements contributions at 
point A (Minimum Maneuvering) for 1st and 2nd Idealizations  
7/19 
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Finite Element Analysis of the Wing Structure using Different  
1D and 2D Elements Combinations 
 
  
 
  FE analysis of the wing structure model (2nd  Idealization) is performed by 
MSC Nastran 
 
 Combination of 1D and 2D finite elements types are used in modeling the wing 
structure by MSC Patran 
 
Model Thin Walled Panels Spar Caps and Stiffeners 
1 Shell Element (CQUAD4)       Rod Element (CROD) 
2 Shell Element (CQUAD4)       Beam Element (CBAR) 
3 Shell-R Element (CQUADR)       Rod Element (CROD) 
4 Shell-R Element (CQUADR)       Beam Element (CBAR) 
5 Membrane-R Element (CQUADR)       Rod Element (CROD) 
6 Membrane-R Element (CQUADR)       Beam Element (CBAR) 
8/19 
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Comparison of the Von Mises Stresses determined by FE analysis and 
Simplified Method of analysis at the Center of Middle Upper Skin  
 
 
 
  
 
Coarse Mesh  
Fine Mesh   
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             Von Mises Stresses (MPa) 
Model Bay 2 Bay 3 Bay 4 Bay 5 
Rod/Shell 125.50 77.89 40.35 18.49 
Beam/Shell 124.06 75.28 37.78 16.42 
Rod/Shell-R 125.64 76.70 39.31 18.45 
Beam/Shell-R 127.23 76.08 38.15 16.34 
Rod/Membrane-R 133.05 77.11 38.66 17.26 
Beam/Membrane-R 131.42 75.33 36.88 15.08 
2nd Idealization 106.82 75.70 39.80 22.19 
        Von Mises Stresses (MPa) 
Model Bay 2 Bay 3 Bay 4 Bay 5 
Rod/Shell 81.40 57.95 25.83 11.12 
Beam/Shell 81.74  57.62 25.53 10.72 
Rod/Shell-R 80.66 57.34 25.64 11.02 
Beam/Shell-R 81.03 57.07 25.28 10.50 
2nd Idealization 106.82 75.70 39.80 22.19 
European Aeronautics Science Network 
Comparison of the Axial Stresses determined by FE analysis and the Simplified 
Method of analysis at the center on the Upper Spar Cap of Front Spar 
 
  
 
Coarse Mesh   
Fine Mesh   
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         Compressive Axial Stresses - (MPa) 
Model Bay 2 Bay 3 Bay 4 Bay 5 
Rod/Shell 116.75 80.74 37.19 17.36 
Beam/Shell 112.75 77.74 35.56 15.46 
Rod/Shell-R 117.43 80.73 37.60 17.97 
Beam/Shell-R 115.94 79.11 36.12 15.79 
Rod/Membrane-R 118.21 80.52 37.13 17.85 
Beam/Membrane-R 116.56 78.76 35.56 15.52 
2nd Idealization 114.60 80.00 41.70 19.30 
Compressive Axial Stresses - (MPa) 
Model Bay 2 Bay 3 Bay 4 Bay 5 
Rod/Shell 80.96 51.96 21.60 8.07 
Beam/Shell 80.84 51.95 21.70 8.12 
Rod/Shell-R 80.40 51.22 21.53 7.93 
Beam/Shell-R 80.29 51.25 21.48 8.03 
2nd Idealization 114.60 80.00 41.70 19.30 
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Structural Optimization of the Wing Structure using Different  
1D and 2D Elements Combinations   
 Structural optimization is performed using the Design, Sensitivity and 
Optimization Module of MSC Nastran 
11/19 
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Definition of the Optimization Problem 
 
Objective Function: Minimize the weight of the wing torque box 
 
Stress Constraints:  
Max. Von-Mises stresses in the skins, spar webs and ribs: < Allowable Stress 
Max. Axial stresses of spars and stiffeners< Allowable Stress 
 
Deflection Constraints: The maximum tip displacement < 20 cm  
 
Local Buckling Constraints:  
Local buckling constraints are externally defined writing design equations 
in the input file 
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Side Constraints: 
Side Constraint are defined by design equations and entered externally to the 
MSC. Nastran input file 
 
Thicknesses of (Skin, Web Panels and Ribs) and spar cap and stiffeners areas are 
forced to decrease bay by bay from the root to the tip of the wing in a discrete 
fashion 
 
Design Variables:   
• Thin walled thicknesses  
• Spar caps and stiffeners areas ( Rod Elements) 
• Beam height and width ( Beam Elements) 
• Design variables are  92 in case of using  
   Rod elements and128 in case of using  
   Beam elements 
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Optimized Masses of Wing Structural Model  
 
Model 
Initial Mass 
(kg) 
Continuous 
Optimization 
(kg) 
Discrete 
Optimization 
(kg) 
Rod/Shell 65.4  41.1  46.8  
Beam/Shell 65.4  38.3  43.0  
Rod/Shell-R 65.4  38.9  43.6  
Beam/Shell-R 65.4  38.3  42.1  
Rod/Membrane-R 65.4  39.0  44.1  
Beam/Membrane-R 65.4  37.8  42.8  
1st Idealization - 62.9  67.7 
2nd Idealization - 52.2  57.6  
 
Model 
Initial Mass 
(kg) 
Continuous 
Optimization 
(kg) 
Discrete 
Optimization 
(kg) 
Rod/Shell 66.7  51.5  58.6  
Beam/Shell 66.7  50.3  58.0  
Rod/Shell-R 66.7  50.1  58.2  
Beam/Shell-R 66.7  52.1  59.7  
1st Idealization - 62.9  67.7 
2nd Idealization - 52.2  57.6  
Fine Mesh Results 
Coarse Mesh Results 
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Variation of the wing mass(kg) with respect to design cycle – Rod/Shell Model 
Fine Mesh Result 
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Thickness scalar plots of lower skin, spar web and rib panels in the optimized  
wing box – Rod/Shell Model (Discrete Optimization) 
 
Fine Mesh Result 
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Effect of constraints on optimized masses of wing box – Rod/Shell Model 
 
Constraints 
Coarsest Mesh 
Continuous Optimization(kg) 
Finest Mesh 
Continuous 
Optimization(kg) 
Stress+deflection+buckling 41.10 51.50 
Stress 17.95 26.84 
Stress+deflection 31.94 34.63 
Stress+buckling 30.20 45.51 
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   The effect of using different structural idealizations on the design, analysis and 
optimization of thin walled semi-monocoque wing structures in the preliminary 
design phase is studied 
 
 
   The 2nd   structural idealization results in approximately 10 kg lighter mass in the 
final configuration compared to 1st idealization 
 
 
   Comparison of the stress results obtained by the FE analysis and simplified 
methods showed that simplified method based on unsymmetric beam theory can be 
best simulated by the coarse mesh FE models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Conclusions  
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   The Optimized wing masses are very close to each other with only slight 
favorable overall mass on behalf of models which have spar flanges and stringers 
meshed with beam elements 
 
   Based on the results presented in this study, it is concluded that with 
the simplified methods, preliminary sizing of the wing configurations can 
be performed with enough confidence as long as the simplified method based 
designs are also optimized iteratively, which is what is practiced in the 
design phase of this study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Conclusions  
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Fire properties of TGMDA 
resins for aeronautic 
applications  
Leïla Bonnauda, Ludovic Dumasa, Oltea Murariua, Marialuigia Raimondob, 
Serafina Chiricob, Liberata Guadagnob 
Pasquale Longoc, Annaluisa Maricondac  and Philippe Duboisa 
a Laboratory of Polymeric and Composite Materials, Center of Innovation and Research in Materials 
and Polymers (CIRMAP), Materia Nova Research Center & University of Mons, 23 Place du Parc, B-
7000, Mons, Belgium 
,  
b Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale, Università di Salerno, Via Giovanni Paolo II, 132 – 84084 
Fisciano (SA),  Italy 
 
c Dipartimento di Chimica e Biologia, Università di Salerno  Via Giovanni Paolo II, 132 – 84084 
Fisciano (SA),  Italy 
 is a research center dedicated to the study 
of new materials (interfacial phenomena, design, 
preparation, characterization, evaluation of 
performances, aging etc…) 
 
 was born in the framework of 'Objectif 
n°1' of the European Structural Funds 1994 - 
1999. 
 
 is strongly connected to the University of 
Mons (UMONS) as well as  local and international 
industry. 
 
 is a non-profit-making organization 
('ASBL') of approximately 90 people. 
 -Preparation and characterization of 
 Nanocomposites 
 -Reactive processing (polymerization, 
 grafting, functionnalization, 
 compatibilization of polymer blends, 
 additivation…) 
 -Improvement of fire properties of plastic 
 materials 
 -Macromolecular engineering (Synthesis of 
 new polymer architectures with well 
 tailored and controlled molecular structure). 
 -Design of environmentally friendly 
 polymeric/(nano)composite materials, with 
 the possibility to imply biodegradability.  
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Main areas of research at Polymer and Composite Materials Department (SMPC) 
INTRODUCTION 
Composite materials are used more and more for 
primary structures in aeronautic applications 
-Decrease of weight 
-Reduced corrosion 
-High strength, high stiffness, improved fatigue properties… 
INTRODUCTION 
BUT:  
Organic resins (epoxy) exhibit : 
-Flammability and low retention of mechanical properties after fire 
exposure 
-Reduced electrical conductivity 
  
Fire retardancy strategy to reduce combustibility, 
smoke and toxic fume production: 
INTRODUCTION 
heat 
fuel oxygen 
The Fire Triangle 
2 ways: 
-additive solution:  
 -economical 
 -poor compatibility 
 -leaching 
 -reduction of mechanical properties 
-reactive solutions through copolymerisation 
with a flame retardant unit 
INTRODUCTION 
Alternative to halogen compounds: Nanocomposite 
approach 
reduction of fuel 
production by 
condensed phase 
action: 
-tortuous path and 
adsorption: delay of 
gas diffusion 
-ceramization of the 
surface => physical 
barrier to combustion 
-charring catalysis 
reduces volatile 
formation 
INTRODUCTION 
Nanocomposite approach: POSS nanohybrids 
POSS molecules are equivalent in size to random polymer coils. When bonded to the polymer 
chain, they can limit molecular motion, improving glass transition temperature, heat resistance 
and mechanical properties. 
INTRODUCTION 
  Carbon fibers 
  CNT 
  HDPE : 0.023 GPa 
Tenacity 
Nanocomposite approach : Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) 
-Good mechanical properties E ~ 1 TPa 
-Good Thermal and Electrical conductivity 
-Low density ρ = 1.3 - 2 g.cm-3 
-High aspect ratio and specific surface 
-High thermal stability 
-Commercially available  
INTRODUCTION 
New high performance resin: Benzoxazine Bz 
-Low coefficient of thermal 
expansion  
-High thermal resistance (Tg ~ 140-
350°C) 
-Fire properties: formation of high 
char yield 
-Compatibility with epoxy resins  
-Copolymerization with primary 
amine, epoxy… 
-Commercially available 
  
O
N
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Thermal polymerization 
Novel high performance Benzoxazine/CNT based nano-hybrid network exhibiting outstanding thermo-
mechanical properties  
Dubois et al, Chem. Commun., 49 (83), pp9543 – 9545 (2013) 
Cured P-pPDA exhibits high Tg and thermal resistance 
Cured P-pPDA in presence of CNT leads to: 
- char integrity and the residue retains the original shape of the 
sample  
- improved Tg (+50°C)  
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• In this contribution, the main objective 
consists in evaluating the effect of CNT 
alone or in combination with either a Bz-
monomer or nanohybrid particles (POSS) on 
the thermal and fire properties of an epoxy 
based formulation 
Aim of the work 
INTRODUCTION 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Epoxy precursor: Tetra Glycidyl-Methylene Di-
Aniline (TGMDA)  
Reactive diluent: 1 - 4 Butandioldiglycidylether (BDE)  
TGMDA 80wt% + BDE 20wt% 
MATERIALS TB20D system 
EXPERIMENTAL 
N
O
N
O
NH2
NH2
OH
O
H
H
∆
2 4+ +
Solventless synthesis: 
PPDA PPDA 
Modifying agent: p-phenylenediamine based benzoxazine (PPDA) 
Stoichiometric ratio with respect to the 
epoxy groups 
Hardener: 4,4’-diaminodiphenyl sulfone (DDS) 
PPDA addition amount range from 5wt% to 20wt% 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Nanofillers : Multiwall carbon nanotubes : NC 7000 (CNT) from 
Nanocyl 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Nanofillers : Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxane (POSS) from 
Hybrid Plastics 
DodecaPhenyl POSS 
ACRONYM: DPHPOSS 
Appearance: Powder 
Color: White 
Molecular/Chemical Formula: 
C72H60O18Si12 
Molecular Weight: 1550.26 FW 
Glycidyl GPOSS Cage Mixture 
ACRONYM: GPOSS 
Appearance: Viscous Liquid 
Color: Colorless to Slightly Yellow 
Molecular/Chemical Formula: 
(C6H11O2)n(SiO1.5)n n=8,10,12 
Molecular Weight: 1337.88 (for n = 8) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
17 
Dispersion of CNT and POSS within TB20D: 
-Ultrasonication: BRANSON S-50D equipment, 200W, 20kHz 
3 h 200 
°C 
1 h 125 
°C 
EXPERIMENTAL 
● ARES and DSC: curing of epoxy systems 
● DMTA: glass transition temperature of cured systems 
● Dispersion state and percolation network of nanoparticles:  
-Dynamic rheometer analysis ARES (dispersion in uncured 
systems) 
-TEM and electrical conductivity properties (dispersion in cured 
systems) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Characterization 
EXPERIMENTAL 
               TGA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    
Thermal stability 
               LOI  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Mass Loss Calorimeter 
10x10x0.3 cm3 
 50 kW/m2 
-ignition time 
-heat release rate 
-residues 
Resistance to flaming 
combustion 
Characterization of Thermal and Fire properties 
RESULTS 
Dispersion of CNT within uncured TB20D 
T=25°C 
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Effect of CNT on TB20D curing 
RESULTS 
Effect of CNT on TB20D curing 
T=125°C, 1Hz
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RESULTS 
Electrical properties 
Dispersion of CNT within cured TB20D 
RESULTS 
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Effect of CNT on the Tg of TB20D 
RESULTS 
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Effect of CNT on TB20D thermal stability 
Compositions T1% (°C) under N2
T5% (°C) 
under N2
T50% (°C) 
under N2
Tmax 
(°C) 
under N2
Residue at 
800°C (%) 
under N2
T1% (°C) 
in air
T5% (°C) 
in air
T50% (°C) 
in air
Tmax1 
(°C) in air
Tmax2 
(°C) in air
Residue 
at 500°C 
(%) in air
Tg (°C) 
TB20D 252 379 432 422 22 252 380 456 406 645 41 259
TB20D+CNT(0.1wt%) 318 384 435 419 25 299 385 456 406 627 46 262
TB20D+CNT(0.3wt%) 316 383 434 422 25 315 385 461 404 663 44 262
TB20D+CNT(0.5wt%) 306 383 437 418 27 313 385 460 404 652 43 262
TB20D+CNT(1wt%) 321 384 444 417 30 312 385 459 403 662 44 262
RESULTS 
Compositions LOI      (%)
PHRR 
(kW/m2)
TB20D 27 801
TB20D+CNT(0.5wt%) 33 624
TB20D+CNT(1wt%) 34 790
Effect of CNT on TB20D Fire properties 
RESULTS 
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TB20D
TB20D+Bz-PPDA(5wt%)
TB20D+Bz-PPDA(10wt%)
TB20D+Bz-PPDA(20wt%)
Bz-PPDA(100wt%)
Compositions T1% (°C) under N2
T5% (°C) 
under N2
T50% (°C) 
under N2
Tmax 
(°C) 
under N2
Residue at 
800°C (%) 
under N2
T1% (°C) 
in air
T5% (°C) 
in air
T50% (°C) 
in air
Tmax1 
(°C) in air
Tmax2 
(°C) in air
Residue 
at 500°C 
(%) in air
Tg (°C) LOI (%)
TB20D 252 379 432 422 22 252 380 456 406 645 41 259 27
TB20D+Bz-PPDA(5wt%) 344 393 444 429 29 317 386 471 409 645 46 251 29
TB20D+Bz-PPDA(10wt%) 251 378 464 423 31 297 384 485 406 650 48 243 29
TB20D+Bz-PPDA(20wt%) 308 375 441 418 28 301 375 522 404 619 51 237 27
TB20D+Bz-
PPDA(10wt%)+CNT(1wt%) 249 379 444 422 30 276 382 532 421 654 51 242 x
Residue from LOI:  
original shape of sample is preserved 
Effect of the combination CNT and Bz-PPDA 
RESULTS 
Without 
CNT
with CNT 
(0.5wt%)
with CNT 
(1wt%)
Without 
CNT
with CNT 
(0.5wt%)
with CNT 
(1wt%)
LOI 
(%O2)
LOI 
(%O2)
LOI 
(%O2)
PHRR 
(kW/m2)
PHRR 
(kW/m2)
PHRR 
(kW/m2)
T20BD 27 33 34 801 624 790
TB20D+DPHPOSS(5wt%) 30 31 30 362 452 348
TB20D+GPOSS(5wt%) 33 30 31 327 399 464
sample
Effect of the combination CNT and POSS 
CONCLUSIONS 
-Good dispersion of CNT within TB20D is achieved 
-The curing of TB20D is not significantly affected by the presence of CNT 
-Tg of TB20D is slightly increased with CNT (262°C instead of 259°C) 
-CNT improve significantly the thermal stability and the flammability 
performance of TB20D (densification of the char is obtained; LOI increases -
34% instead of 27% for 1wt% of CNT- Nevertheless, PHRR of TB20D is not 
decreased) 
-The combination of CNT and 10wt% Bz-PPDA is found to promote the yield 
and integrity of the residual char (original shape of the sample is retained) 
-The combination of CNT and POSS does not lead to synergistic behaviour 
and CNT are found to suppress the intumescence of the char brought by the 
POSS. 
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Introduction - 1 
The introduction of composite materials to the aerospace industry was 
driven by the need of  performance gains and weight reduction.  
However, some unwanted properties reduce the advantage with respect to 
traditional metal alloys.  
The performance of the composite structure during a lightning strike event 
decreases due to the remarkable risk that a puncture of the structural part 
would cause a catastrophic failure of the aircraft. 
One inherent shortcoming 
is the reduced electrical 
conductivity of composites! 
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Carbon based Conductive filler 
Nanometric dimension and Small amount 
Epoxy Resin: insulator 
Nanocomposite:  
electrically conductive or not  
in dependence on matrix-filler 
interaction and relative wt fractions 
1. Introduction  
2. Materials and methods 
3. Results 
4. Conclusions 
Introduction - 2 
Epoxy resins may be attractive because they have high 
strength to weight ratios, are inexpensive, and are easy to 
process but, over the years, they have been neglected in 
many applications where their insulation property was 
undesirable characteristic.  
exfoliated graphite, obtained by means of fast 
heating and vaporization of a gas within a graphite 
intercalation, represents a possible and interesting 
filler for producing conductive polymers 
B. De vivo, P. Lamberti et al.: “Comparison of 
the physical properties of epoxy-based 
composites filled with different types of carbon 
nanotubes for aeronautic applications”, ADV. 
IN POLYMER TECHNOLOGY (2012)  
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Introduction - 3 
Significant scientific and industrial interest has been focused on 
the applicability of exfoliated graphite/polymer composites as 
 electromagnetic interference shielding 
 antistatic coating 
 electromagnetic interference (EMI) suppression 
 or electrode materials. 
 
A relatively larger amount of this 2-dimensional filler is needed 
to reach high electrical conductivity with respect to the values 
typical of composites filled with carbon nanotubes, carbon 
nanofibers, etc. 
 
High concentrations of filler may lead to a 
degradation of some desired basic 
features of the composite, such as 
viscosity, processability, homogeneous 
nanofiller distribution, reproducibility in the 
chemical and physical properties and 
costs. 
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Introduction - 4 
Literature: Use of the functionalization leads to improve chemical interaction 
between nanofiller and matrix on exfoliated graphite-filled epoxy composites 
prepared using filler amount varying from 2% to 20% by weight.  
 
Despite the thermal conductivity improvement, by increasing nanofiller 
concentration, the electrical property of the chemically functionalized 
graphite/epoxy composite is found to be deteriorated as also observed for 
the functionalization of mono-dimensional conductive nanofillers 
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Introduction - 5 
Literature: Use of the functionalization leads to improve chemical interaction 
between nanofiller and matrix on exfoliated graphite-filled epoxy composites 
prepared using filler amount varying from 2% to 20% by weight.  
Literature: The re-aggregation of exfoliated graphite seems to negatively 
influence the electrical behaviour 
- New nanocomposites in the aereonautic context 
- matrix already proposed [*] with other fillers [**] 
- pristine filler (no functionalization) - cost effective graphite (exfoliation) 
 
Look at the graphite exfoliation degree like as a controllable feature to design 
the material from the EM point of view 
[*]B De Vivo, L Guadagno, P Lamberti et al. (2012). Electrical and 
Dynamic Mechanical Properties of Mwcnts/Epoxy Composite for High 
Performance Aerospace Applications. In: ECCM15 - 15TH European 
Conference on Composite Materials Venice, Italy 
[**] L Guadagno, M Raimondo, V Vittoria et al. 
(2013). The role of carbon nanofiber defects on the 
electrical and mechanical properties of CNF-based 
resins. NANOTECHNOLOGY. Vol. 24. Pag.1-11 
ISSN:1361-6528.  
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Material and methods - 1 
Exfoliated graphite Epoxy Resin Nanocomposite 
Matrix:  
a mixture of tetraglycidyl methylene 
dianiline (TGMDA) and 1-4 
Butanediol diglycidyl ether (BDE). 
Curing agent: 
4,4’-diaminodiphenyl sulfone (DDS) 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich   
Conductive nanofiller: 
two dimensional (2D) predominant shape  
 
obtained with an exfoliation procedure 
from natural graphite leading to the 
creation of 2D conductive particles with 
an average diameter of 500 µm. 
 
Two different degree of exfoliation: 56% 
and 60%.  
+ = 
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Material and methods - 2 
Epoxy Resin Nanocomposite 
+ = 
Exfoliated graphite particles 
• a mixture containing nitric and sulphuric acid and natural graphite was used 
• After 24 h of reaction, intercalation within graphene sheets took place to 
form intercalated graphite compound.  
• Then the mixture was filtered, washed with water, and dried in an oven at 
low temperatures.  
• The intercalated graphite compound was subjected to sudden heat 
treatment temperature of 900 °C and rapid expansion then occurred.  
• The expansion ratio was as high as 300 times. The changes in the degree 
of exfoliation was obtained by changing the resident time in the fluidized bed 
as the time increases, the trapped intercalate and/or gases  would have a 
second the chance to escape causing further expansion and exfoliation 
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Material and methods - 3 
Epoxy Resin Nanocomposite 
+ = 
Nanocomposites 
 
Epoxy and DDS were mixed at 120°C and the nanofiller were added and 
incorporated into the matrix by using a ultrasonication for 20 min.  
 
All the mixtures were cured by a two-stage curing cycles: a first isothermal 
stage was carried out at the lower temperature of 125°C for 1 hour and the 
second isothermal stage at higher temperatures up to 200°C for 3 hours.  
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Material and methods - 4 
Epoxy Resin Nanocomposite 
+ = 
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns in reflection were obtained by an 
automatic Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer operating at 35 KV and 40 mA, 
and used to compute the exfoliation degree of the 2D filler. 
 
Scanning electron microscope micrographs of etched samples were obtained 
with a field emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) apparatus 
instrument operating at 3kV in order to morphologically characterize the 
nanocomposites 
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Material and methods - 5 
 
EM characterization of the nanocomposites by measuring the dc electrical 
conductivity at different  filler content, with different apparatus for samples 
below or above the percolation threshold 
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Material and methods - 5 
The measurements of the dc volume conductivity were performed by using disk-shaped 
specimens of about 2 mm thickness and 50 mm diameter. The measurement system, remotely 
controlled by the software LABVIEW®, is composed of a suitable shielded cell with temperature 
control, of multimeter Keithley 6517A with function of voltage generator and voltmeter and the 
ammeter HP34401A for samples above the percolation threshold. For ones below the percolation 
threshold the system is composed only of multimeter Keithley 6517A with function of voltage 
generator and pico-ammeter.  
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Results – exfoliation degree 
EXFO_56 
EXFO_60 
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Results – morph. nanocomposite 
Fracture surface SEM images of the nanofilled epoxy composites at loading 
concentration of 0.64% by weight of exfoliated graphite (EXFO_56 case)  
graphene 
nanosheets 
are uniformly 
distributed 
inside the 
sample 
 
many folds 
in the 
graphene 
nanosheets 
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Results – electrical percolation for 
EXFO-56 
EXFO_56 
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Results – comparison with 1Dfillers 
L. Guadagno, M. Raimondo, V. Vittoria, L. Vertuccio, K. Lafdi, B. De Vivo, P. Lamberti, G. Spinelli , V. Tucci 
(2013). Effect of conductive nanofiller structures on electrical properties of epoxy composite for aeronautic 
applications . In: 3rd International Conference of Engineering Against Failure (ICEAF III) Kos, GREECE 
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Results – other batch 
EXFO_56 
EXFO_60 
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Results – effect of exfoliation 
degree 
Electrical conductivity: curve for the EXFO_56 nanocomposite  as a function of nanofiller 
percentage (blue curve); point for the EXFO_60 nanocoposite with 1.8% of filler (red point). 
the Brunauer‐Emmett‐Teller  specific surface 
area (SBET) increases with increasing the 
degree of graphite exfoliation. This result is in 
line with other investigations on the correlation 
between specific surface area and exfoliation 
degree 
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Results – effect of exfoliation 
degree 
Electrical conductivity: curve for the EXFO_56 nanocomposite  as a function of nanofiller 
percentage (blue curve); point for the EXFO_60 nanocoposite with 1.8% of filler (red point). 
a very small increase in the exfoliation 
degree leads to a strong increase in 
the conductivity and, most probably, a 
very relevant decrease in the EPT 
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Results – effect of exfoliation 
degree 
Electrical conductivity: curve for the EXFO_56 nanocomposite  as a function of nanofiller 
percentage (blue curve); point for the EXFO_60 nanocoposite with 1.8% of filler (red point). 
Similar results on the effect of exfoliation 
degree were reported for PMMA expanded 
graphite nanocomposites (i.e. a thermoplastic  
and not thermosetting polymeric matrix), 
although lower values in the dc conductivity 
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Results – effect of exfoliation 
degree 
Electrical conductivity: curve for the EXFO_56 nanocomposite  as a function of nanofiller 
percentage (blue curve); point for the EXFO_60 nanocoposite with 1.8% of filler (red point). 
These values of electrical conductivity and EPT 
are, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, 
never found in literature for the thermosetting 
epoxy resin loaded with this low concentration 
of graphene layers 
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Conclusion 
• The electrical behaviour of a thermosetting resin filled with exfoliated 
graphite was studied 
 
• The DC electrical conductivity and the EPT of the corresponding 
nanocomposite were found to be strongly influenced by the degree of 
the graphite exfoliation 
In particular, a small increase in the exfoliation degree and therefore in the 
specific surface area (SBET) very positively affect these electrical parameters. 
 
• The values detected for the electrical parameters highlight that 
results very similar to those obtained with mono-dimensional shaped 
nanofiller can be obtained acting on the degree of exfoliation of the 
graphite. 
 
• This represents a remarkable step towards the achievement of an 
electrical conductivity of resins filled with nanofiber-shaped carbon 
forms by using bi-dimensional, more inexpensive and easy to 
process graphene layers.  
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Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns in reflection were obtained by an automatic Bruker D8 
Advance diffractometer operating at 35 KV and 40 mA. The nickel filtered Cu-Kα radiation (1.5418 Å) was 
used. d-spacings were calculated using Bragg’s law. The correlation lengths (D) of the graphitic nanofiller were 
determined using Scherrer’s equation (eq. 1) 
 
θβ
λ
cos
K
D =  (1)  
where K is the Scherrer constant, assumed = 1, λ is the wavelength of the incident X-rays, θ is the diffraction 
angle and β is the corrected integral breadth, obtained by subtracting the instrumental broadening of the closest 
silicon reflection from the observed integral breadths, as follows: β=βobs–βinst. βobs were determined through a fit 
with a Lorentzian function of the intensity corrected diffraction patterns, adopting the procedure according to, 
Iwashita et al., (2004). The instrumental broadening (βinst) was also determined through a fitting of Lorentzian 
function to line profiles of a standard silicon powder 325 mesh (99%). The degree of crystallinity (χc) of the 
graphitic nanofiller was evaluated from X-ray diffraction data, applying the standard procedure of resolving the 
diffraction pattern into two areas, Ac and Aa, that can be taken as proportional to the crystalline and the 
amorphous fraction of EG, respectively, and calculated, for the 2θ range 15-40°, using the equation (eq. 2) 
 
100×
+
=
ac
c
c AA
A
χ
 (2) 
according to the classical Hermans-Weidinger method,  e.g. (Hermans et al. 1961). 
Development of a cohesive zone model 
for three-dimensional joint fatigue 
debonding/delamination 
under mixed-mode I/II loading 
1Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale – Università di Parma, Parco Area delle Scienze 181/A, Parma - I  
2Centro Interdipartimentale SITEIA.PARMA – Università di Parma, Parco Area delle Scienze 181/A, Parma - I  
1Alessandro Pirondi (alessandro.pirondi@unipr.it)  
2Fabrizio Moroni (fabrizio.moroni@unipr.it) 
1Gregorio Giuliese (gregorio.giuliese@nemo.unipr.it) 
3° EASN International Workshop 
Milan, October 9-11, 2013 
2 
Arsene et al., MSC VPD Conference – October 2004 
Damage Tolerant and Fail Safe design 
 
•  Predicting the progression of  
   delamination/debonding under fatigue  
   and/or overloads 
Reduced number of full scale tests 
Virtual Testing 
• Need of efficient and effective 
Virtual Testing instruments 
Courtesy of Airbus 
Composite structures modelling issues 
3 
Presentation of the model 
1. Fracture mechanisms 
2. Cohesive Zone  σ(δ) δ 
a 
3. Fatigue Crack Growth Rate <–> Cohesive Zone Evolution in 2D Geometries 
         (F. Moroni, A. Pirondi / Engineering Fracture Mechanics 89 (2012) 129–138)   
“Ingredients” of the model 
4. Cohesive zone evolution in 3D (so far restricted to Mixed Mode I/II loading) 
4 
1F. Moroni, A. Pirondi, A procedure for the simulation of fatigue crack growth in adhesively bonded joints based 
on the  cohesive zone model and different mixed-mode propagation criteria, Eng. Fract. Mech., 2012 
δ22 δ220 
σ22 
δ22c 
D = damage 
(*22 = mode I) 
σ22max 
damage initiation 
damage evolution 
K220 
K22 = (1-D)K220 
Γ1 
Limitations: 
- no cyclic damage below δ0 
- cyclic damage shakedown above δ0  
Introduction of subcritical fatigue damage  
( )d
CZ
GB
AdN
dD
∆=
1
Features of the model: 
−∆G and ACZ by FEA on-the-run 
−B, d function of MM = GII/(GI+GII)  
Quasi-static loading Fatigue loading1 
ACZ 
fully damaged 
elements (in red) 
Presentation of the model 
5 
FE Implementation (ABAQUS) 
- Use of standard cohesive elements 
- Flow diagram of the Abaqus USDFLD routine (i= i-th integration point) 
- Increment of damage, ΔDij: 
-Damage initiaition threshold: 
  (eq = mixed-mode I/II equivalent) 
at ∆Geq=∆Gth { } CZieq Ai ∈∆ ,max ,δ
max
maxmax
11
1
DD- ifDD
DD- ifDD
j
i
n
i
j
i
j
i
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FE Implementation (ABAQUS) 
•Mapped hexahedral mesh (cohesive zone) 
•Mixed-mode I/II loaded planar cracks 
n
q
x1
x2
Γ
Cohesive 
elements
The model is treated 
as parallel slices 
For each slice the 
J-integral is 
computed 
For each slice a 
crack growth rate 
is computed 
Evaluation of Strain Energy Release Rate in 3D: J-integral along crack 
front2 
ui,j: displacement 
σij: stresses 
n: vector normal to the path 
q: vector along the crack growth direction 
∫
Γ
Γ





∂
∂
+
∂
∂
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1
1
12
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22 σσ
2F. Moroni, A. Pirondi, G. Giuliese, Simulation of fatigue debonding in adhesively bonded three-dimensional 
joint geometries using a cohesive zone model approach, IGF XXII, Rome, Italy, 1-3 July 2013 
mode I mode II 
Case studies 
FE models 
Mode I (DCB) 
L
a
h
P
A
Mode II (ELS) 
Mesh size 
Beams 1mm 
Cohesive zone 0.5mm 
ΔDmax = 0.2 (from previous studies) 
Common Features 
Mixed-mode (MMELS) 
L
a
h
PP/2 
P/2 
L 50mm 
h 4mm 
a0 20mm 
B (width) 10mm 
7 
8 
Cohesive Zone parameters* FCG parameters* 
Parameter Value 
C 0.616 
m 5.4 
Gth 0.06 
Parameter Value 
Г [N/mm] 0.26 
σmax [MPa] 30 
δC [mm] 0.0173 
δ0 [mm] 0.003 
Mode I fracture 
Mode II fracture 
Mode I fracture 
Mode II fracture 
Parameter Value 
Г [N/mm] 1.002 
σmax [MPa] 30 
δC [mm] 0.067 
δ0 [mm] 0.003 
Parameter Value 
C 4.23 
m 4.5 
Gth 0.10 
* Turon, Costa, Camanho, Dàvila. Composites: Part A. 38 (2007), 2270-2282 
Case studies 
Parameter Value 
mm 2.6 
md 1.85 
mC 0.35 
K-B model parameters** 
** Kenane M. and Benzeggagh M. L. Compos. Sci. Technol. 1997, 57, pp. 597-605 
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Results: G and da/DN along a contour 
Mode I (DCB) 
•3D CZM: innermost contour 
•VCCT: 2D plane strain, manual crack growth 
10 
Mixed mode (MMELS) 
Results: G and da/DN along a contour 
Mode II (ELS) 
11 
x 4.0≅
+
=
III
II
GG
GMM
Results: G and MM along width (MMELS) 
•VCCT: 3D, Fixed crack length 
12 
Results: 3D CZM vs. VCCT 
Mode I (DCB) CZM 3D animation VCCT 3D animation* 
* A. Pirondi, F. Moroni, G. Giuliese, A. Bernasconi, A. Jamil. The Journal of Adhesion. Submitted for publication 
13 
Results: 3D CZM vs. VCCT 
Mode II (ELS) CZM 3D animation VCCT 3D animation* 
* A. Pirondi, F. Moroni, G. Giuliese, A. Bernasconi, A. Jamil. The Journal of Adhesion. Submitted for publication 
14 
Results: 3D CZM vs. VCCT 
Mixed Mode I/II (MMELS) 
* A. Pirondi, F. Moroni, G. Giuliese, A. Bernasconi, A. Jamil. The Journal of Adhesion. Submitted for publication 
VCCT 3D* 
CZM 3D 
15 
Conclusions 
Conclusions 
 Implementation of a procedure for 3D fatigue delamination/debonding simulation 
in a routine interacting with the ABAQUS software 
 Procedure for the automated evaluation of strain energy release rate in 3D 
 Effective prediction of expected behavior 
 
Work in progress 
 Extend J-integral calculation to cracks of any shape 
 Inroduction of mode III 
Thank you for your kind attention 
CLASSIFICATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION DATA 
FROM BUCKLING TEST OF CARBON FIBER PANEL 
USING NEURAL NETWORKS 
D. Crivelli, M. Guagliano, J. P. McCrory, S. Al-Jumaili, M. J. Eaton, M. R. Pearson, 
K. M. Holford, R. Pullin 
D. Crivelli 
Outline 
• Introduction: why Acoustic Emission? 
• Test outline 
• Traditional Acoustic Emission results 
• Neural network classification procedure 
• Results improvement and further possibilities 
• Conclusions 
 
D. Crivelli 
Introduction 
The need of an SHM system for composite structures 
Damage behavior uncertain Shorter inspection intervals 
Benefic effects 
reduced 
D. Crivelli 
Introduction 
Acoustic Emission (AE) is a good candidate 
 
 
 
• Passive 
 
• High bandwidth 
 
• Commercial applications 
 
• Good developements in research  
D. Crivelli 
Introduction 
Acoustic Emission (AE) is a good candidate 
 
• Can locate the source in 2D or 3D space via triangulation methods 
 
• More advanced techniques for anisotropic materials and complex 
geometries are showing good results 
D. Crivelli 
Introduction 
Aim of the work:  
 
• Evaluate AE behavior of carbon fiber when buckling 
 
• Assess AE as a SHM for this case study 
 
• Provide an unsupervised method for AE source classification 
D. Crivelli 
Testing the panel 
• Carbon fiber, 8 plies, [0 90 0 90]s 
• 380x380mm 
• Speckle pattern for DIC (left) 
• Grid for Delta-T location algorithm training 
D. Crivelli 
Testing the panel 
Compression rig 
D. Crivelli 
Testing the panel 
AE setup 
 
• 5 resonant sensors for 
location 
 
• 3 wideband sensors for 
characterization 
 
• Delta-T training: 5 artificial 
sources for every grid 
point, time difference 
between sensor pairs 
mapped, search algorithm 
for location 
1 
2 
3 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Nano-30 resonant sensor 
WD wideband sensor 
D. Crivelli 
Results 
Traditional AE gives some signals of failure, especially in terms of AE 
energy. 
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D. Crivelli 
Results 
Traditional location 
panel 
D. Crivelli 
Results 
Traditional location Delta-T location 
panel 
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D. Crivelli 
Results 
C-scan and DIC images confirm the location of failure 
Out of plane displacement map Ultrasonic signal attenuation map 
D. Crivelli 
A bit of Artificial Intelligence in the loop 
Classification technique 
• Artificial Neural Networks 
• Self Organizing Map 
• Unsupervised training 
• Provides a fine clustering (= nr of neurons) 
 
D. Crivelli 
A bit of Artificial Intelligence in the loop 
• Traditional clustering 
• Applied to the U-matrix 
• K-means algorithm 
• Should specify the number of clusters a-priori 
• Voting scheme with clusterization quality indexes 
• Determines the best number of clusters of the U-matrix 
 
 
D. Crivelli 
Results with neural network classification 
AE activity and energy by class 
D. Crivelli 
Results with neural network classification 
4 distinct phases and classes, location 
D. Crivelli 
Results with neural network classification 
AE energy by class, location 
D. Crivelli 
Conclusions and further directions 
 
• Traditional AE gives some indications of damage 
 
• Delta-T allows for more accurate localization of AE sources 
 
• An unsupervised clustering method works well for separating different 
damage mechanisms 
 
• Joining the two techniques allows to identify location AND mechanism 
with an appreciable precision 
 
• This is promising for real-world SHM applications 
D. Crivelli 
Thanks for your attention. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
key references: 
 
→ [Delta-T location] Baxter M. G., Pullin R., Holford K. M., Evans S. L. (2005). Detection of fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft landing gear, 4 point bend specimens. Key Engineering Materials, 293:94, 193 -200. DOI: 
10.4028/www.scientific.net/KEM.293-294.193 
 
→ [ANN Classification] Crivelli D., Guagliano M., Monici A. (2013). Development of an artificial neural network 
processing technique for the analysis of damage evolution in pultruded composites with acoustic emission. 
Composites part B. In press. DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesb.2013.09.005 
 Main activities in AeroStructures in Clean Sky 
Giuseppe Pagnano 
Clean Sky  - Coordinating Project Officer 
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
Politecnico di Milano – 9-11 October 2013 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
1. Background 
2. Clean Sky current activities 
in ITDs and demonstrators 
3. H2020 / Clean Sky 2  
Summary 
2 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
Air transport efficiency 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
CO2 due to air traffic 
ACARE and environment 
ACARE 
October 2002 : The Strategic Research Agenda (SRA)        5 Challenges 
Quality and 
Affordability 
Environment Safety 
Air Transport 
System Efficiency Security 
Vision 2020 (January 2001) 
• To meet Society’s needs 
• To achieve global leadership for Europe 
October 2004 : The SRA 2         High level Target Concepts 
Very Low 
Cost ATS 
Ultra Green 
ATS 
Highly 
Customer 
oriented ATS 
Highly time-
efficient ATS 
Ultra Secure 
ATS 
22nd 
Century 
•80% cut in NOx emissions 
•Halving perceived aircraft noise 
•50% cut in CO2 emissions per pass-Km by drastic fuel 
consumption reduction 
•A green design, manufacturing, maintenance and disposal 
product life cycle 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
Reaching the ACARE Goals 
50%CO2 
80% NOx 
50% noise 
Green 
design.. 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
         Concept                      Aircraft 
Integrated Program Structure 
Dassault &  
Fraunhofer 
Sustainable and Green 
Engines 
Rolls-Royce & 
Safran 
Thales & 
Liebherr 
Systems for Green 
Operations 
Eco-Design 
Clean Sky Technology Evaluator 
Green Rotorcraft 
Airbus & SAAB 
Eurocopter & 
AgustaWestland Alenia & EADS-CASA 
Smart Fixed Wing Aircraft Green Regional Aircraft  
DLR & Thales 
TECHNOLOGIES & 
DEMONSTRATORS 
 
High Speed Demonstrator for passive 
laminar-flow wing technologies on a 
A340 FTB 
Diesel powered 
light helicopter 
Regional Aircraft 
New structures and 
electric systems on a 
ATR 72 FTB 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2013 
Open Rotor 
Ground test 
Large 3-shaft engine, 
advanced low pressure spool 
Turboshaft demo 
2012 
One programme, with  
a set of consistent targets,  
a common approach,  
cross-links between technological platforms,  
global management and governance 
One programme, through diversity of demonstrators 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
Aerostructure activities 
9 
Eco Design 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Demo. Prep.
Demonstration
APPLICATION
Eco-Statement - LCA
Reqts
Final Eco-St. - LCA
Guidelines
Evaluation tools - LCA
SoA
Scoping
Trade-off Selection
Selection for 
demonstration
Development maturation
TE Vehicle 
ITDs
• Technology Development 
 Development of 111 new technologies on going up to October 2013 
• Demonstrators 
     Detailed definition of 18 demonstrators (10 structure, 2 cab, 6 equipment) 
Demonstrator A4 “Simplified 
Trailing Edge” 
10 
Eco Design 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
1
5
0
Metallic 
alloys, 
processes 
and surface 
treatments
Low Energy 
Curing 
Low Energy 
Curing 
Light Alloys  /  
Green 
metallics
Low Energy 
Curing 
TP a/c 
structures
TP a/c 
structures
Low Energy 
Curing 
Mg alloys 
11 
Green Regional Aircraft 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
 Fuselage Ground Demonstrator 
IML tool (by Air Green – Dema) 
Ground Demonstrator general layout 
– Isometric View  
The IML  (Inboard Manufacturing Liner) and OML (Outboard 
Manufacturing  Liner) Tooling manufacture.  
 IML tool for One Piece Barrel Demonstrators (OPB) manufactured  
and delivered 
Final SHM Composite vs Aluminium 
Lithium trade off performed. 
Test article is representative of part 
of internal composite wing box 
      Wing Box Ground Demonstrator 
12 
Green Regional Aircraft 
 Low Weight Configuration:   
 
Flight Test on ATR MSN098 
New Sec 13 Composite Crown Panel  
Configuration. 
 
 
 Panel to replace 
Panel to be replaced
Composite panel in Liquid Infusion for Wing (by ALA - Sicamb) 
 GRA –  Trial of manufacturing for outer wing box stiffened panels 
 A representative Flat Panel (about 2m x 1,4m) manufactured to support feasibility of outer 
wing box.  After fabrication this panel will be destructively evaluated. 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 13 
Smart Fixed Wing Aircraft 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
Port wing 
Laminar wing structure 
concept option 2 
Starboard wing 
Laminar wing structure 
concept option 1  
         Smart Passive Laminar Flow Wing 
    Design of an all new natural laminar wing 
    Proof of natural laminar wing concept in wind tunnel tests 
    Use of novel materials and structural concepts 
  Exploitation of structural and system integration together with tight tolerance / high 
quality manufacturing methods in a large scale ground test demonstrator 
    Large scale flight test demonstration of the laminar wing in operational conditions 
14 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
H2020 / Clean Sky 2 
15 
Beyond 2020: Renewed ACARE SRIA towards 2050 
Flightpath 2050 
 
ACARE Strategic Research and 
Innovation Agenda towards 2050 
... and the case for Clean Sky 2 
a continuation and extension  
of the current programme 
Providing  seamless and 
resilient air transport system 
Maintaining & extending 
industrial leadership 
Protecting the environment & 
the energy supply 
Ensuring safety & security 
Prioritising research, testing 
capabilities & education 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 16 
Big technical challenges, with bigger ones still ahead 
Vision 2020                                       targets are for new 
aircraft technology relative to 2000 performance 
Reduce fuel 
consumption and 
CO2 emissions by 
•  50% by 2020 
Reduce NOX 
emissions by 
• 80% by 2020 
Reduce perceived 
external noise by 
• 50% by 2020 
• 65% by 2050 
•  75% by 2050 • 90% by 2050 
and Flightpath 2050
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
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Clean Sky 2 Programme Overview 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
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Systems 
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Regional 
Aircraft 
 
Alenia 
Aermacchi  
Fast 
Rotorcraft 
Agusta Westland 
Eurocopter 
Engines ITD 
Safran – Rolls-Royce – MTU 
Systems ITD 
Thales – Liebherr 
Airframe ITD 
Dassault – EADS-CASA – Saab  
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Large 
Passenger 
Aircraft 
Airbus 
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Clean Sky 2 Programme Overview 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 19 
A maximum of 40% of EU funding will be allocated to Leaders up-front,  
 
At least 60% of EU funding open to competition: 
• Potentially up to 1080m€ of EU funding 
• Core Partners (Associates) through Calls, becoming Members once selected 
• Partners (like CS1) through Calls for Proposals ( Cfp) 
Current proposal for the Core Partners share of the Programme up to 30% of 
EU funding, meaning up to 540m€ of funding  
At least 30% of EU funding for CfP plus CfT (also up to 540m€ of funding) 
 
Based on Clean Sky statistics, some 800 participants are expected: 
• Wide majority of the European supply chain, including SMEs 
• Significant opportunity for newcomers to aeronautics research and innovation  
The Principles for Participation – Current Proposal 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 20 
Current Planning and Milestones 
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017-23 
Submission of Regulation 
Planned Adoption of Regulation 
Technical Expert Evaluation 
Preliminary Start (Leaders) 
Evaluation outcomes 
Call (1)  Launch (Core Partners) 
Preparatory Info Sessions 
Call  running 
Negotiation phase  Core-Partners 
Full Launch (including Core Partners) 
Calls for Proposals (Partners) 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 
10 July 2013 
21 
Current Planning and Milestones 
Commission’s Proposal to Council  
Thematic meetings 
Public consultation 
Founding Members LoI 
Impact assessment 
Joint Technical Proposal (JTP)  
Regulation and Legal / Financial  rules 
Core-Partners selection phase 
Adoption of the Regulation  (“Go Ahead”) 
Evaluation 
Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3 Q4 
2012 2013 
Regulation 
Preparation 
Q1 
2014 
Preparation of 
Implementation  
Prep / Info  
Phase 
Q2 Q3 Q4 
Programme activities 
Launch 
Call  
running 
Neg’n 
phase  
(Leaders) 
Programme 
Technical Start 
Neg’n phase  
(incl. Core-
Partners) 
‘Take-Off’ 
Updated 
Technical 
Work-plan 
Technical 
Evaluation 
(based on JTP) 
Start of 
Implementation 
EASN Workshop - Milan 10 October 2013 22 
CASTING OF LARGE TITANIUM STRUCTURES 
THEME [AAT.2010.4.1-8] 
 
ENHANCING STRATEGIC INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION 
WITH CHINA IN THE FIELD OF CASTING OF LARGE TITANIUM 
STRUCTURES. 
 
1 0CTOBER 2010 – 30  SEPTEMBER 2013 
 
OVERVIEW Michael Loretto (University of Birmingham, UK) 
BACKGROUND Large components conventionally made by 
forging and machining, with a fly:buy ratio of 1:15. 
 
Only one company, PCC in USA, supplies large Ti castings and no 
European company seemed likely to invest in this area. 
 
OBJECTVES: End-user-driven programme to reduce the cost of large 
Ti components. 
 
To produce castings with acceptable properties and to minimise the need 
for weld-repair of castings. 
 
PROBLEMS: Molten Ti alloys attack all refractories –melted in water-
cooled induction furnaces - limited superheat.   
Participant 
No. 
Participant organisation name Participant short 
name 
Country 
1 Interdisciplinary Research Centre IRC UK 
2 Airbus Airbus France 
3 European Space Agency ESA Netherlands 
4 Calcom ESI SA CALC Switzerland 
5 Ingenia ING Spain 
6 European Aeronautics and Space Co EADS F IW France 
7 Chinese Aeronautical Establishment CAE China 
7(a) CAE-Beijing Institute of Aeronautic 
Materials 
BIAM China 
7(b) CAE-BAMTRI BAMTRI China 
8 Huazhong Univ of Science & 
Technology 
HUST China 
9 Institute of Metal Research IMR China 
10 Tsinghua University Tsin China 
11 CIMNE CIMNE Spain 
Manufacturing routes for large Ti alloy components 
 
1Forging and machining – expensive, poor fly-to-buy ratio 
but well-tested and reliable 
 
2Net Shape HIPping using powder and complex tooling – lot 
of work in this area aimed at reducing tooling costs 
 
3Investment casting – subject of COLTS 
Net Shape HIPping 
 
1. The mild steel capsule is designed and machined 
2. The powder is filled into shaped capsule designed via modelling 
3. The mild steel container is evacuated and sealed 
4. The encapsulated powder is HIPped at selected temperature and 
pressure.  
5. The powder is fully consolidated 
6. The capsule is dissolved→ net shaped components! 
 
Mild Steel Capsule Fill with Al oy Powder   Hot Isostatically Press   
Fully Consolidated Part 
 Net-Shape Component  
 Dissolve away Capsule  
Engine casing (dimensions about 1m x 1m) made by Net Shape HIPping 
from Ti6Al4V powder. Only bright bits machined after HIP 
 
Acknowledgements to industrial partners LNT, Aubert and Duval and Rolls-Royce 
 
Modified HIP process 
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Influence of modified HIP process 
SCOPE OF COLTS: To improve both gravity casting technology and 
centrifugal casting technology via an experimental and computer-
modelling programme and to produce demonstrator components for 
assessment. 
 
To investigate the quality of electron beam-welding to allow joining of 
large components – again using experiment and modelling. 
 
PARTNERS’ MAIN ROLES: Chinese partners to carry out all aspects 
of experimental casting and electron beam welding and some modelling.  
 
European partners to carry out the major part of the modelling and 
property/microstructure assessment of cast and of welded samples  
End-users (ESA and Airbus) specified the components 
and the properties required. 
ESA interested in using Ti rather than Al because of 
higher modulus and low CoE. 
 
Airbus interest in using casting rather than 
thermomechanical forging to reduce Ti costs. 
 
ESA and Airbus also assessed the final demonstrator 
components 
 
Alloy to be used Ti6Al4V 
Technology used is investment casting using the lost wax process. 
 
Tooling filled with wax. 
 
Wax coated with layers of ceramic. 
 
Wax melted out, leaving a ceramic mould of exact shape required 
 
Molten alloy poured into ceramic mould and casting done using 
either gravity casting or centrifugal casting. 
 
 
Schematic of the stages 
in manufacturing 
components by 
investment casting 
 
COLTS required major 
developments to produce 
stronger waxes, inert 
face-coat of moulds, 
improvement of 3D 
measurements, improved 
feeding/gating systems to 
allow mould filling – 
guided by modelling. 
MOULDS OF AIRBUS COMPONENTS, DOORFRAME, CROSS CONNECTOR 
(a) Doorframe, about 0.8m long. 
Minimum wall thickness 4mm (b) Cross connector Longest dimension about 0.8m. Minimum wall 
thickness 4mm 
Dimensions of casting 
 
60cm diameter & 70cm in length 
 
Wall thickness 4mm 
 
Weight of casting about 45Kg 
 
Cylinder mould  
 
MOULD OF CYLINDER SPECIFIED BY ESA 
 
Dimensions of final casting 
75x75x75 cm 
 
Wall thickness 5mm 
 
Weight about 65Kg 
 
MOULD OF SPACEFRAME SPECIFIED BY ESA 
Mould for spaceframe. 
 
Example of cast door, 
about 0.8m long. 
Thickness down to 4mm 
Cast cross-connector, 
about 0.8m across. Wall 
thickness down to 4mm. 
About 750mm 
square. Wall 
thickness 5mm. 
Total weight about 
65kg. 
Cast, sand-blasted and 
polished cylinder. 
Weight about 47kg. 
Minimum wall thickness 
4mm, diameter about 
0.6m and length 0.75m 
DEMONSTRATOR COMPONENTS, AGREED WITH AIRBUS FOR WELDING TRIALS 
 
102
200
30
30
Actual welded 
wedge-shaped 
components 
Schematic and dimensions of wedge-shaped samples 
Achievements of COLTS 
 
All of these components have been cast or welded and the 
achievements resulting from the interactions between the modellers 
and between those measuring properties and dimensional accuracy 
with those casting/welding the components, are summarised in the 
next two presentations. Not all problems were solved. 
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Modelling of centrifugal casting of large thin-
walled Ti6Al4V aerospace and aeronautic 
components inside the COLTS project  
Ole Koeser 
Center of Excellence Manager Casting & 
Metallurgy 
Calcom ESI 
1 
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Development of the capabilities of casting simulation 
Centrifugal filling 
Porosity prediction  
Material properties (thermal and stress) 
Overview of the application examples inside the 
COLTS project 
Improvement of process design using casting 
modelling validated by by experimental results 
Stress and deformation prediction 
content 
2 
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Centrifugal flow 
Further Development of capabilities 
for centrifugal casting 
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1 meter 
New Porosity model illustrator 
accounting centrifugal pressure 
Solidification under gravity 
Solidification under centrifugal pressure 
Centrifugal (3rps) 
Centrifugal (1rps) 
Porosity prediction taking into account centrifugal forces 
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Material properties of Ti6Al4V 
5 
Thermal properties used for the modelling of Ti6Al4V 
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Yield stress 
Material properties of TiAl6V4 
6 
thermal expansion coefficient  
Young’s modulus  
Mechanical properties 
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES: 
SELECTED MODELLING RESULTS 
7 
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Application examples 
8 
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ESA cubic geometry filling 
9 
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ESA cylindrical geometry 
10 
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Door frame filling 
11 
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Engine casing filling 
12 
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IMPROVEMENT OF PROCESS DESIGN USING 
CASTING MODELLING INCLUDING 
VALIDATION BY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
13 
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Different loops of the casting process design 
Improvement of the casting process 
design  
14 
Version 2 Version 3 Version 1 
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Improvement of the casting process 
design  
15 
Version 1: Risk of interupted filling at the top 
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Improvement of the casting process 
design  
16 
Version 2: solved by changing the orientation of the casting  
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Improvement of the casting process 
design  
17 
Version 2: dispersed micro-porosity 
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Improvement of the casting process 
design  
18 
Version 3: porosity is moved to additional rings 
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Validation of deformation prediction 
19 
Cubic shape: casting geometry moves out tolerance in the 
“cross section” 
Copyright © ESI Group, 2013. All rights reserved. 
ESI casting solution for Ti6Al4V 
20 
Field of development 
activity in COLTS project 
Copyright © ESI Group, 2013. All rights reserved. 
Assessment of castings and 
welds 
Dr. Xinjiang Hao, University of Birmingham 
Dr. Francois Tang, ESA 
Dr. Jerome Delfosse, EADS 
 
Email: x.hao@bham.ac.uk 
Contents 
• Introduction 
• Assessment on: 
– Castings (dimension, NDT, microstructure, tensile, 
fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth rate) 
– Electron beam welded plates (microstructure, 
tensile, fracture toughness and fatigue crack 
growth rate) 
 
 
 
Introduction 
• to assess the success of the casting process in 
producing castings fit-for-purpose. 
• To assess the relevant properties and 
microstructures of welded components 
produced by CAE(BIAM and BAMTRI). 
• To improve casting and welding of Ti64 
 
 
• Dimension accuracy: standard deviation 1 mm 
   
Dimensional accuracy 
• Generally within tolerance 
• mid-section oversized, two ends undersized 
   
Dimensional accuracy 
Nominal (mm) Measured (mm) 
Cylinder 2 Cylinder 3 
Top to bottom 750 752.68 748.89 
Top flatness 0 2.36 0.74 
Bottom flatness 0 1.39 0.71 
Shrinkage porosity  
Gas porosity Foreign object inclusions 
NDT: cylinder 
 Lower number of defects from cylinder 2 to 3 (~104 inclusions down to ~10) 
NDT: cube 
Inclusions concentrated near top 
Misrun, blow holes 
Microstructure characteristics 
• Typical lamellar  structure  
 
       i) platelet or acicular α 
      ii) α colonies  
      iii) grain boundary α 
 
• Clean surface, no  α cases  
• Gas pore was observed 
Grain refining by micro-alloying 
ESA cylinder 1 ESA cylinder 2 
Top collar ~1.5 mm ~0.8 mm 
Thin section ~0.8 mm ~0.4 mm 
Top collar comparison 
ESA cylinder 1 ESA cylinder 2 
Columnar grains Equiaxed grains 
Changes in tensile fracture mode by 
micro-alloying 
Without micro-alloying With micro-alloying 
Tensile properties: cylinder 
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Thick section
 
 
St
re
ss
 (M
Pa
)
Strain (%)
Thin section
Sample YS, 
MPa  
UTS, 
MPa  
Total 
Elongatio
n ,%  
Young’s 
Modulus, 
GPa  
Thick 
section 817 895 8.4 117.9 
Thin 
section 863 912 1.2 114.5 
Tensile properties: porosity free +HT 
Samples Rp0.2,Mpa Rm, Mpa A, % 
2012-7-ZTC4-HT-1-1 810 884 12.5 
2012-7-ZTC4-HT-1-2 829 918 11.5 
2012-7-ZTC4-HT-2-1 848 946 10.5 
2012-7-ZTC4-HT-2-2 850 947 10.5 
HT1 HT2 
HT2: HIP +ST +Ageing HT1: HIP + Ageing  
Tensile Properties: doorframe 
Variation across locations, the thinner the better 
Meet Airbus specification  
Material 
Cylinder 1 
(100r/min) 
Cylinder 2 (200r/min) 
Cast 
+HIPped 
Cast Cast Cast + HIPped 
Specimen  
  
F7 F8 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 
87.9 82.2 68.1* 96.4 83.6 74.6 71.8 78.5 
Fracture Toughness 
Well above Airbus specification for casting (40 MPa*m0.5), 
comparable to forging specification (80 MPa*m0.5) 
Fatigue crack growth rate 
Meet Airbus specifications for Ti64 casting 
and beta annealed forging 
Comparison of Mechanical Properties between 
Castings and Commercial Wrought Products 
 
  
Processing Condition 
Microstructure 
 Yield 
Strength 
(MPa) 
  
UTS(MPa) 
  
Elongation 
(%) 
Test material 
(Cast+HIP) 
Lamellar α+β 806-833 886-922 6-12 71.8-87.9 
Wrought β annealed  Lamellar α+β 860 955 9 91 
α+β forged + Solution 
Treated and Over Aged  
Bi-modal 
structure 
904 973 15.5 52 
• Strength and Toughness 
• Fatigue Crack Propagation Resistance 
• Fatigue crack 
propagation 
resistance 
(microstructure 
factor):               
coarse lamellar>   fine 
lamellar> bimodal>       
equiaxed 
 
• Test material in 
coarse lamellar 
structure has the 
lowest crack growth 
rate 
 
 *The microstructure effects on fatigue crack propagation resistance (Lutjering and Gysler, 1985)  
Summary 
• Successful casting of large, thin wall 3D structures 
• Dimension accuracy: most of castings are within tolerance 
• HIPping is essential to remove porosity and improve property 
• Defects are generally rare after HIPping 
• Mechanical properties meet Airbus specification for Ti64 
casting, some of them are comparable to forgings 
• Refining grain by micro-alloying 
• Electron beam welding of cast plate 
• 23mm thick plates 
• 5mm thin plates 
• Varying thickness plate ( 2 to 10 mm) 
 
 
Joining of casting plate 
Defects 
• Gas pores (< 50 µm) in both 
thin and thick plates 
• Undercut in wedge sample 
Welds: microstructure 
• Lamellar colony structure in base metal 
• Annealed martensitic structure in weld 
• Fine structure between lamellar in HAZ 
5 µm 
Base Metal 
HAZ Weld 
HAZ 
Welds: tensile properties 
• All specimens broke in base 
metal 
• No obvious deformation in 
weld as it is harder than base 
metal 
 
T12 cast 
Base metal Weld +HAZ Base metal 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
 
 
 AR
 HIPped
Ha
rd
ne
ss
, H
v
Distance from surface, mm
Hardness across weld
Weld
YS, 
MPa 
UTS, 
MPa 
Uniform 
Elongatio
n, % 
Total 
Elongation 
,% 
Young’s 
Modulus, 
GPa 
T13 
PWHT 
821 845 0.83 4.0 110.1 
T14 
PWHT 
814 854 2.84 7.2 109.0 
T15 
PWHT 
823 853 1.58 4.3 109.8 
T16 
HIPed 
754 817 3.42 7.1 109.9 
T17 
HIPed 
777 821 2.10 5.0 111.0 
T18 
HIPed 
769 802 1.15 4.2 106.2 
FCG rate: stress relieved 
Effect of Residual Stress 
Residual stress causes abnormal FCG behaviour Peak area 
With stress relief 
Without stress relief 
Summary 
 Microstructure in welds: martensite, very narrow 
HAZ 
 Defects: a few gas pores <50 µm, undercut in wedge 
sample 
 Tensile: largely depend on base metal, YS = 820 - 
850MPa, UTS=850 - 900MPa, A= 5%  
 Fracture toughness: significantly lower than base 
metal, KIC = 52 (PWHT), 66 (HIPped) MPa*m0.5 
 FCGR: 3 - 5 times faster than base metal, residual 
stress has large effect 
 
Thank you for your attention! 
Welcome questions and comments! 
Contact details: 
 
Dr. Xinjiang Hao 
 
x.hao@bham.ac.uk 
 
+44 121 414 5211 
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Addressed problem 
There are high costs and long lead times 
associated to the production of titanium 
sheet metal parts in the aircraft (hot 
zones in airframe, cold zones in the 
engine) because of forming technologies 
based on the use of dedicated tooling 
(cold/hot stamping, SPF) 
 
Design Industrialization Series production 
 High tooling costs 
 Iteration between design and industrialization phases 
 Frequent design evolutions 
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Proposed concept 
The INMA project aims to lead to cost 
reduction and increased flexibility when 
manufacturing titanium (or other difficult-to-
deform materials) sheet metal parts by 
introducing the asymmetric incremental 
sheet forming technology (AISF) into the 
production chain. 
The AISF technology shows the potential to 
produce complex sheet metal parts without 
dedicated tooling. Thus, the development 
costs are reduced and agility and flexibility 
are gained during the design phase for 
prototyping or the production of spare parts 
and very low volume series. 
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Project roadmap 
Technology 
gaps 
Technology 
enablers 
Process 
data 
Simulation 
Material 
data 
Geometric 
accuracy 
Hot 
forming 
AISF of 
titanium  
Concept 
application and 
validation by 
fabricating 2 
demonstrator 
parts (1 for 
aeroengine, 1 
for airframe) 
Forming 
experiments 
FE 
modeling 
Material 
testing 
KB techniques 
Heating 
means and 
methods 
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Consortium 
AISF technology, 
project coordination 
AISF technology, 
exploitation 
Spinning technology, 
OEM 
Material testing and 
evaluation 
Material testing and 
evaluation, process FE 
modeling 
FE modeling of heating, 
heating technologies  
AISF technology, 
process FE modeling 
Knowledge discovery in 
data and data mining 
End-user, airframe 
applications 
End-user, aeroengine 
applications 
Dissemination 
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Process data (1/2)  
Empirical data and practices are needed for the development of AISF of Ti alloys 
 
 
 The maximum wall angle have been 
obtained for alloys of interest under 
cold and hot forming conditions 
 Specific forming tool concepts have 
been identified and designed 
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Process data (2/2)  
 Tool paths for different representative shapes have been generated 
 Part quality criteria have been checked 
 Tool path up-scaling has been done 
 Successful spinning practices have been identified 
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Material data (1/2)  
 Non-traditional tests and criteria to characterize specific material 
formability under AISF have been defined 
Properties of  Ti being deformed under AISF have to be characterized 
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Material data (2/2) 
 Static (tensile) testing and 
metallographic analysis were 
done on cold and hot formed 
material specimens 
 
Graphical presentation of the surface roughness 
measurement results – P3 part: maximum height Rz ( 
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Hot forming (1/2)  
 Hot tensile and compressive tests have provided the adequate temperature 
working range 
 Hot forming tests have confirmed material testing results on formability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The aim is to provide a solution to hot form TiGr5 
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Hot forming (2/2) 
 Two opposite heating concepts (localized 
hot spot, homogenous temperature) have 
been implemented and assessed 
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Simulation (1/2)  
FE process models can speed up the AISF development for Ti alloys through reliable 
process predictions 
 
Upscaling of FE 
model for complex 
and large shapes 
Coupling of FE 
model with heating 
Implementation and 
validation of small 
scale FE model 
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Simulation (2/2)  
 The developed FE model could successfully be transferred to the simulation of a 
scaled down realistic part within the scope of a case study 
− Validation has been conducted in terms of process forces, strain distribution and 
geometrical correlation 
 Four approaches (sub modeling, sub structuring, mesh adaptivity and tool 
elimination) for calculation speed up for upscaling have been investigated  
− The first three methods lead to a reduction of computing time to low levels 
around 0.25 of the time required by an ordinary reference AISF model and 
provide relatively accurate results 
− tool elimination has some potential for further solution time reduction but might 
require a case-by-case optimization 
 The thermal and structural simulation capabilities are successfully combined and 
applied on the case of simultaneously local heating and ISF forming of a test shape.  
− Experimental data and FE model show good agreement  
 Combination of thermal and structural simulation capabilities during homogeneous 
heating of the sheet is still in progress 
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Geometric accuracy (1/2)  
The poor geometric accuracy of Ti parts produced using AISF with no tooling needs to 
be solved 
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Geometric accuracy (2/2) 
 A number of mechanisms have 
been proposed for 
representing 3D geometries 
(original CAD and real shape) 
 Two knowledge-based models 
have proposed (intelligent 
process model 1 and 2) 
 It has been demonstrated that 
by using the proposed 
intelligent process models the 
material springback can be 
predicted with high accuracy 
 One of the knowledge-based 
model has been evaluated 
showing that springback can 
be reduced by using corrected 
cloud data 
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Aeroengine demonstrator (in progress) 
The target is to produce a realistic Inconel part that 
meets design tolerances by applying process empirical 
know how and FE simulation 
Demonstration (1/3) 
 There is a clear progress in 
geometric accuracy 
 Surface finish is slightly over the 
design tolerance yet 
Tool step down 
Measurement Zone Ra (um) Average Ra (um)
1 3,77
2 3,97
3 2,47
4 2,77
5 1,93
6 1,48
1
2
3,87
central
2,62
1,71
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Airframe demonstrator (to be launched) 
The target is to validate significant improvement in geometric accuracy when 
forming TiGr5 without dedicated tooling by applying homogeneous heating 
and Knowledge Based error compensation 
Demonstration (2/3) 
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1. Assessment 
 NRC (tooling) and overall  
reduction in costs 
 Tight geometric tolerances 
 Green technology (low energy 
consumption) 
 Small machine environment 
 Raw material consumption 
 Quality/aspect ratio 
 Suppress or reduce post-forming 
additional operations (e.g. hand 
reworking) 
Demonstration (3/3) 
2. On going for end-user’s decision 
 Competitive against existing 
solutions or alternatives 
 Defined potential target pieces 
 Integration inside plant workshop 
The demonstrators will serve as the basis for the AISF technology evaluation 
<The Airbus point of view>  
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The INMA project aims to provide a low cost and agile forming technology to 
shape titanium and difficult-to-deform materials based on the AISF process: 
 A vast empirical know-how on Ti forming using AISF has been produced 
 FE models have been set up to support the process know-how acquisition 
 Material properties data have been produced 
 A knowledge-based model allows modifying the CAD in order to 
decreased geometric distortion due to springback 
 An homogeneous temperature heating method has been set up for TiGr5 
 
Summary 
During the last stage of the project 2 demonstrator parts are being fabricated 
by applying the implemented concepts 
 
By the end of the project Airbus and WSK will assess and validate the 
developed technology based on the fabricated demonstrators 
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Tecnalia Research & Innovation INTRODUCTION 
One of main Objectives of the Aeronautic Industry, is the weight reduction in 
the plane to reduce fuel consumption.  
• Solution: New Material has been developed, known as Fiber Metal Laminates 
(FML), a combination between CF/Metallic Alloy. 
• Problem: Assembly Operation.  
• In a medium size plane, it is estimated to be around 85.000 rivets. 
• Only in the stabilizers of a medium-plane, there are 15.000 rivets. 
• In the current riveting process, parts to be riveted (skins, spars, ribs) are 
drilled with the aid of a holed template. 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation INTRODUCTION 
Drilling Operations: 
Strategy is used for the industry is known as  One Shot Drilling 
Disadvantages: 
 Difficult operations because it is necessary to drill different materials (mechanical 
properties) 
 Holes should be inspection. Inspection consist on: 
1. Separate the material, 
2. Clean the surface, 
3. Deburring the interface, 
4. Re-joined and finally riveted. 
DRILL IS A CRITICAL OPERATION FOR THE 
AERONAUTIC INDUSTRY 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation INTRODUCTION 
Complexities of drilling operations 
1. High temperature on tool tip 
2. Problems with the chip removal process  
3. Aparition of burrs in the hole entrance and exit 
4. Delamination in the case of fiber carbon drilling 
Burrs on hole exit 
Delamination in FC 
drilled holes 
Failure on the chip 
removal process 
Solutions 
1. Use lubricant / cooling fluid 
• Reduce the Tª and Friction. GOOD 
•  Add a Clean operation to eliminate the fluid. BAD 
•  Goverment wants greener technology. BAD 
2. Alternative solutions: Vibration Assisted Drilling. 
• Low Frequency. Lower than 100Hz 
• High Frequency. Bigger than 100Hz 
 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation 
How to generate vibrations? 
1. Parameter of the vibrations: 
– Frequency, Amplitude of the vibrations, 
2. How to apply the vibrations: 
– Mechanical solutions, 
– Electronic solutions, 
3. Where: 
4. Taking in account, 
1. Cost of the solutions, 
2. Technical requirement 
What is Vibration Assisted Drilling? 
Addition of an oscillatory tool movement (sinusoidal) 
to the characteristically linear movement of the Z 
axis, creating a loss of contact with the piece so 
interrupted machining occurs and a gap of air enters 
in the tool-piece interface decreasing tool 
temperature. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Model of VAD for parameter selection 
1. Parameter of Vibrations 
Next equations (1-4), define the movement of the tool drilling with assisted vibrations: 
 Vr = Vl + Vf  where Vl = cte  
 Vf = Aωsin(ωt)       (ω = 2πf) 
 Vr = Vl + Aωsin(ωt)    
 Z = Vlt – Acos(ωt)  
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
A= vibration amplitude 
f=vibration frecuency 
Vr=relative speed between drill and piece 
V1=linear speed (conventional cutting) 
Z=tool edge position 
Knowing the Z position of the 
edge it is possible to obtain 
the uncut chip thickness 
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Fig. 1. Tool edges trajectory, with  a two flutes drill, in the case of vibration assisted drilling (solid line) and conventional drilling (dashed 
line) with two different  vibration frequencies: a) f=2fs and b) f<2fs 
 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Model of VAD for parameter selection 
a) Assure the chip breakage 
(uncut chip thickness equal 
to zero)  
 
b) Minimise the maximum 
uncut chip thickness (avoid 
excessive stress on the 
tool tip) 
 
c) Chip length as short as 
possible (evacuate chip 
material by the flutes of the 
tool in its movement)  
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Main criteria to select optimal vibration conditions are: 
1. Parameter of Vibrations 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation System to generate vibration during drilling 
2. How to apply the vibrations 
Tecnalia has developed a novel tool holder to generate the vibrations based on the use of 
compressed air. A piston inside of the tool holder allows tool vibration with the correct 
conditions.  
The air is supplied using the internal cooling system of the machine. The response of the 
system vibration (force and frequency) depends on:  
• Pressure 
• Air flow rate  
• Inner diameter of the air transportation pipe 
 
Tool Holder assisted by vibrations developed by Tecnalia 

Tecnalia Research & Innovation Experimental work 
Design of experiment focused on two different topics:  
 
1. Comparison between VAD and conventional drilling 
2. Analisys of the effect of the VAD to the final hole quality and tool wear. 
Two different set of experiments were carried out using: 
• Aluminum 30mm thickness plates to measure: 
• Temperature in the process.  
• Force in the process 
• Aluminum 7 mm to evaluate hole quality evolution.  
• Internal signal. Energy Consumption 
• Surface quality.  
• Roughness 
• Heigh of burr 
 
 
Experimental cutting conditions 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Experimental work 
Set-up of the experimentation 
Equipment: 
 
• Ibarmia ZV 25 machining center  
 
• Kistler dynamometer table placed on the plate fixture 
 
• Thermocouple type K put in on the Aluminum block. 
 
• Machine Power Consumption: Internal signals with 
Servoguide software. 
 
 
Thermocoupled in the Aluminum block 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Results: Cutting Forces 
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Force analisys: a) thrust force evolution during drilling of one hole, b) zoom in of the thrust 
force comparing VAD and conventional drilling and  
c) fast fourier transformation of the thrust force during cutting process 
Signals obtained with Kister dinamometer table. 
 
Force analysis during drilling:  
• Force in conventional drilling= 800N 
• Force in VAD oscillates between 1500N and zero 
• Variable Uncut Chip Thickness 
• Frequency of the Tool : 62Hz 
• Spindle frequency: 42Hz 
• Relation between tool holder and spindle 
equal 1,5. 
 
Kistler dinamometer 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Results: Temperature&Chip Formation 
VAD ensures chip segmentation, as it can be seen on the figure 
below. 
 
By the use of VAD: 
• Chip length decreases drastically allowing the tool to better 
remove chip from the cutting edge making temperatures get lower. 
• Aparition of built up edge (BUE) is also avoided.  
Image of chip formation with conventional drilling and chip segmentation in the case of VAD 
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Workpiece temperature measured by the nearest thermocupole placed on the piece.  
Temperature value measured with vibration assisted 
drilling is remarkably lower than temperatures 
measured in conventional drilling.  
Problems related with the phenomena of over-heated 
tool are prevented, such as built-up edege(BUE) and 
tool wear.  
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Machine Power Consumption 
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Consumption is expressed as a spindle consumption rate refered to the maximum 
power of the machine spindle.  
• Consumption is more constant in VAD whereas this power is increased while the 
drill is embebed in the workpiece in the case of conventional drilling  
• Aparition of a frequency excitated at the vibration frequency (VAD) added to 
the spindle frequency and its harmonic frequencies (Conventional).  
Machine power consumption analysis during the drilling process of one of the holes: spindle percentage 
consumption in the case of a) VAD and b) conventional drilling and the fast fourier transform of spindle consumption 
in c) VAD and d) conventional drilling  
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Results: Hole quality 
Burr size evolution with the number of holes drilled 
Burr size is larger in conventional drilling. 
 Process Burr size [mm] 
Conventional drilling 0,3 
VAD 0,1 (less tolerance) 
Burr is due to: 
• Thrust force  
• High temperatures 
 
  
Both improved by VAD 
 
  
Burr size 
Dimentional Tolerance and Roughness 
Slight differences where found comparing both 
techniques. 
Difficult to assume that VAD improves hole quality in 
terms of roughness and dimensional tolerance.  
Evolution of the mean of the magnitudes:a)Nominal diameter and 
b)Roughness with the number of holes drilled ussing both strategies 
 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation Conclusions 
• Analytical model development for understanding the vibration assisted drilling. 
 
• Prediction of the parameters of the vibrations according to the number of the edge 
in the tool, feed per tooth and number of revolution per minutes. 
 
• New tool holder assisted with vibration (use of compressed air to generate the 
vibrations).  
 
• Several performances to understand the effects to apply vibrations during the drilling 
over aluminum piece reaching the conclusion that lower temperature, smaller chip 
lengths, smaller height of burr are obtained when the drilling operations is assisted 
by vibrations 
 
 EVALUATION ON 
ADVANTAGES OF 
VIBRATION 
ASSISTED 
DRILLING (VAD) IN 
AEROSPACE 
MATERIALS  
A. Suárez, F. Veiga, G. Rodriguez, M. Penalva, 
A. Rivero 
FLY‐BAG2 
Advanced Technologies for Bomb‐Proof 
Cargo Containers and Blast Containments 
Units for Retrofitting of Passenger Airplanes
EASN Workshop
Milano, 10/10/2013
Donato Zangani, Alessandro Bozzolo 
Introduction 
• FLY‐BAG2 builds on the successful results achieved by the proposers within the 
FLY‐BAG project (2008‐2011), where we have successfully developed and tested a 
blastworthy textile container for the containment of explosions from bombs 
concealed in luggage loaded in aircraft cargo holds
• The project culminated in the validation of the system for narrow‐body aircrafts
by a series of blast tests of increasing power
• Starting from the FLY‐BAG project results we propose a research programme 
focused on the improvement of the materials, of the prototype design and of the 
final full‐scale testing (see the next slides), 
• We aim at developing and testing two classes of devices:
¾ a FLY‐BAG ULD for wide‐body aircrafts (FLY‐BAG2 cargo concept)
¾ an explosive containment unit addressing the least risk bomb location regulation (FLY‐
BAG2 cabin concept)
• In addition, we want to develop ready‐to‐use blast mititigating composite panels 
for cabin interior retrofitting
FLY‐BAG1
FLY‐BAG2
The “least risk bomb location”
Regulation
• FAR 25.795 (Design for security) was mandated in November 2008 by the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) for new airplane design 
– “[…] An airplane with a maximum certificated passenger seating capacity of more than 60 
persons or a maximum certificated takeoff gross weight of over 100,000 pounds (45,359 
kilograms) must comply with the following: (1) Least risk bomb location. An airplane must be 
designed with a designated location where a bomb or other explosive device could be placed 
to best protect flight‐critical structures and systems from damage in the case of detonation. 
[…]”
• This means that if the device can be moved, it should be relocated to that spot on the 
aircraft so that in the event of detonation, it will cause the least damage to the 
structure
– “[…] When a suspect item is found in the cabin of an airplane in flight, measures to minimize 
its effect include the following: reducing cabin pressure—with full depressurization 
preferred—to reduce the damage caused by an explosion; minimizing the loss of integrity of 
the structure or systems; using explosive containment devices; and conducting operational 
procedures established in consideration of the airplane performance.  […]
– “Traditionally, the LRBL was chosen where there was intrinsic structural reinforcement. 
However, the applicant may take other measures to meet the intent of the rule. An example 
would be a containment system […]“
Research aspects 
• Materials 
¾ Fire resistant elastomeric coating for internal flexible composite layer
¾ Blast resistant textiles and composite panels (for interiors and ULD 
components)
¾ Gastight extra strong zip 
• Design
¾ FLY‐BAG  ULD for wide‐body aircrafts
¾ FLY‐BAG cabin version
¾ Composite panels for interiors retrofitting
• Numerical analysis
¾ Update of models for the evaluation of the effects on passengers and 
airplane structures
• Characterisation & Testing 
¾ Testing of the Fly‐bag cargo concept inside an aluminum framework 
representative of the cargo area
¾ Final Testing of the cargo and cabin devices inside a fuselage
Partners (main role)
1. D’Appolonia, Italy (Admin Coordination, System design & 
Integration)
2. STFI, Germany (textile research & characterisation)
3. Blastech, UK (Blast testing & System Design)
4. Cetma, Italy  (Modelling & Simulation)
5. Cargo Network, NL (Prototyping of FLY‐BAG ULD)
6. APC Composite, Sweden (Composite elements)
7. Meridiana Maintenance, Italy (Validation & dismissed plane)
8. Dokasch, Germany (ULD requirements and validation)
9. University of Patras, Greece (Design and simulation)
10. Ziplast S.r.l., Italy (High performance zip closures)
11. Aernnova Engineering Solutions, Spain (Cabin interior)
12. INASCO, Greece (Hardened panels)
13. European Aviation Security Centre, Germany (Normative and 
testing)
13 
Partners 
from 7 
Countries
Partners: where they are
FLY‐BAG2 Activities
Requirements and 
Conceptual design
Blast Testing
Validation and
Certification
Design MaterialCharacterisation
Prototyping Modelling
Requirements
Material Characterisation
Design & Prototyping
Modelling & Simulation
Modelling & Simulation
Blast Testing of components
Germany, Sperenberg 
(the former Russian 
airfield south of 
Berlin)
Narrow body aircraft
UK, Cotswold Airport
Wide body aircraft 
Blast Testing 
Blast Testing
Validation & Certification
• Visibility of project results and of performance of our 
blast mitigation solutions will be given to regulatory and 
certification bodies (e.g. EASA), which will be invited to 
the final tests
• Certification of solutions, as well as patenting, will be 
pursued where applicable, in the framework of the 
project and after its time boundaries
• Certification is ongoing for MD‐80 
Conclusions
• FLY‐BAG2 is entering into the last two years of development which 
will culminate with the full scale test of the blast mitigation solutions 
in dismissed fuselages (expected around end of 2014 beginning 
2015)
• News will be periodically published in the webpage of the project: 
www.fly‐bag2.eu
• Ask me for project brochures and for collaborations! 
© Fraunhofer  
M. Hoffmann, D. Stübing, K. Brune, Ernst Rau, S. Dieckhoff 
INVESTIGATION OF QUALITY ASSURANCE CONCEPTS FOR 
ADHESIVE BONDING OF AIRCRAFT COMPOSITE 
STRUCTURES BY EXTENDED NDT 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: CFRP material in aerosopace industry 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: CFRP material in aerosopace industry 
 Newer aircraft consists of up to 52% 
CFRP material  
 Eco-efficiency: Reduction of fuel 
consumption and CO2 emission 
 Adequate joining technologies are 
limiting a consequent light-weight 
design of CRFP primary structures  
 
 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: Assembly Concepts  
 Rivet-based Assembly 
 Long experience 
No heat required 
 Tolerant to surface contaminants 
Drilling holes in surface required  
(disrupts integrity/ stress 
concentration) 
Non-smooth surface 
 Corrosion issues (Ti fasteners 
required) 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: Assembly Concepts  
 Bonded Assembly 
 Can sustain load levels equivalent or 
even superior to rivet-based assembly  
 Favorable strength-to-weight ratio  
 Flush repair for aerodynamic smoothness  
 Requires adequate surface preparation  
Assess ing the bond quality  by non-
destructive testing (NDT) 
NOT certified for primary aircraft 
structures (except for military, small 
aircrafts, cosmetic repairs) 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: CFRP material in aerosopace industry 
 Newer aircraft consists of up to 52% 
CFRP material  
 Eco-efficiency: Reduction of fuel 
consumption and CO2 emission 
 Adequate joining technologies are 
limiting a consequent light-weight 
design of CRFP primary structures 
 Implementation of reliable adhesive bonding processes is expected to 
lead to an increased use of light-weight composite materials for highly 
integrated structures. 
 Expected weight savings for the fuselage airframe are up to 15%. 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: Motivation 
 To exploit the full potential of CFRPs for lightweight structures in 
aeronautic industry 
 Adhesive bonding as joining technology to load-critical CFRP primary 
structures 
 
 Failure of load-critical primary structures affects the safety of the aircraft 
 High requirements on the quality assurance of manufacturing processes 
 Robust and reliable processes of adhesive bonding are required 
 
 How to ensure bond performance?  
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: Extended NDT 
 Performance of adhesive 
bonds depends on: 
 intensity of operational 
loads  
 Structural Design 
 density and size of 
defects such as 
debonding, pores, 
delamination 
 NDT 
 physico-chemical 
properties of the 
adhesive bonds 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: Extended NDT 
 Physico-chemical properties 
of the adhesive bonds: 
 Adhesion 
 Morphology of the 
interphase  
 Cohesion of the 
adhesive 
 Tg 
 Cross-linking density 
 … 
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Adhesive Bonding: Extended NDT 
 Physico-chemical properties 
of the adhesive bonds: 
 Adhesion 
 Morphology of the 
interphase  
 Cohesion of the 
adhesive 
 Tg 
 Cross-linking density 
 … 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 If the physico-chemical properties of adhesive bonds are not sufficient 
adhesion failure, weak bonds or bonds that weaken in-service occur. 
© Fraunhofer  
Adhesive Bonding: Extended NDT 
 Physico-chemical properties 
of the adhesive bond 
depend on: 
 degree of 
contamination 
 degree of activation 
after surface pre-
treatment 
 curing parameters 
 aging of the adhesive 
 application parameters 
 ambient conditions 
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Adhesive Bonding: Extended NDT 
 Performance of adhesive 
bonds depends on: 
 Structural Design 
 NDT 
 physico-chemical 
properties of the 
adhesive bonds 
 Extended NDT Methods  
(E-NDT) for the 
determination of selected 
physical-chemical 
properties important for 
the performance of an 
adhesive bond 
© Fraunhofer  
FP7 ENCOMB: Project Structure 
WP3 
ENDT methods for 
characterisation of 
adherend surfaces 
WP4 
ENDT methods for 
characterisation 
of adhesive bond 
quality 
WP2 
Sample Preparation, 
Characterization, 
Testing 
Application Scenarios 
© Fraunhofer  
FP7 ENCOMB: Application scenarios 
 Identification, development, adaptation, and validation of ENDT 
methods for characterisation of adherend surfaces and adhesive bond 
quality 
 Application scenarios:  
 Detection of contaminants 
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FP7 ENCOMB: Application scenarios 
 Identification, development, adaptation, and validation of ENDT 
methods for characterisation of adherend surfaces and adhesive bond 
quality 
 Application scenarios:  
 Detection of contaminants 
 Evaluation of adhesion properties and overall adhesive bond 
performance 
© Fraunhofer  
FP7 ENCOMB 
 Identification, development, adaptation, and validation of ENDT 
methods for characterisation of adherend surfaces and adhesive bond 
quality 
 Application scenarios:  
 Detection of contaminants 
 Evaluation of adhesion properties and overall adhesive bond 
performance 
 Three-step test campaign 
 Assessment of the suitability of each technology regarding the 
identified application scenarios 
 Two campaigns each targeting a subset of the scenarios for 
optimisation and verification of the detection capabilities 
© Fraunhofer  
Sample Preparation: Priorities and Challenges 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Large amount of samples (900+) 
 Defined manufacturing process to guarantee repeatability and 
comparability of samples and sample sets 
 Extensive characterisation by laboratory analytical methods, conventional 
NDT methods, and mechanical testing 
 
• Application 
scenarios 
• Materials 
• Specifications 
• Number 
• Special needs for 
the techniques 
• Structural 
integrity of the 
bonds for 
correlation with 
ENDT results 
Sample 
Preparation 
© Fraunhofer  
Sample Preparation: Weak bonded structures 
 Defined manufacturing process to guarantee repeatability and 
comparability of samples and sample sets 
 Is the know-how for the preparation of weak bonds 100% given? 
 E.g. Are conventional cutting techniques critical for the preparation of 
bonded samples with a defined weak bond? 
 Investigation of different cut 
technologies 
 Water Jet 
 Half automatic circular wet saw 
with down holder and diamond 
blade  
 Conventional circular saw with 
diamond blade  
 
© Fraunhofer  
Sample Preparation: Weak bonded structures 
 Preparation of different 
weak bonded samples by 
using different amount of 
release agent 
 Mechanical 
characterisation of the 
weak bond by GIC test 
(provided by U Patras) 
 
 All technology did not destroy the weak bond during the machining  
 Due to the less vibration load, water jet should be preferred for the WP4 
sample manufacturing 
© Fraunhofer  
Sample Preparation: Characterisations  
 Extensive characterisation by 
laboratory analytical methods, 
conventional NDT methods, and 
mechanical testing 
 Destructive testing – GIC 
 Non-destructive testing - µ-CT, 
Ultrasonic, X-Ray 
 Analytical methods – XPS, FT-IR, 
XRF, GC 
 
 
 
 
 
© Fraunhofer  
Sample Preparation: Generic Flow Diagramm 
© Fraunhofer  
ENDT Technologies: Characterisation of adherend 
surfaces 
 Spectroscopic methods 
 IR Spectroscopy  
 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
 Laser-induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy 
 Optically  Stimulated Electron 
Emission 
 Sensor/fibre-based methods 
 Optical Fibre sensors 
 Electronic Nose Technology 
 Electrochemical Impedance  
Spectroscopy 
 Thermography methods 
 Dual-Band active 
Thermography 
  Vibrothermography 
 Optical methods 
 Laser Scanning Vibrometry 
 THz/GHz Reflectometry 
 Wetting tests 
 Aerosol Wetting technique 
© Fraunhofer  
ENCOMB: Technologies: Evaluation of adhesion 
properties and overall adhesive bond performance 
 Elastic waves techniques 
 Ultrasonic frequency analysis   
 Nonlinear ultrasounds 
 Laser Ultrasound 
 Laser scanning vibrometry 
 LASAT technique   
 Thermography methods 
 Active Thermography using 
optical excitation 
 Vibrothermography 
 Sensor-based methods 
 Electromechanical Impedance  
Spectroscopy 
 Optical methods 
 THz/GHz Reflectometry 
© Fraunhofer  
ENCOMB: Results 
 19 ENDT technologies have been tested, adapted, and validated 
 Characterisation of adherend surfaces 
© Fraunhofer  
ENCOMB: Results 
 12 ENDT technologies have been selected, adapted, and validated 
 Evaluation of adhesion properties and overall bond performance of 
contaminants 
© Fraunhofer  
Conclusions 
 For the technological development, a test campaign and a corresponding 
sample preparation and characterization programme has been 
established  
 To provide reference values, all samples were characterised by laboratory 
analytical methods regarding their physico-chemical properties, by 
conventional NDT methods regarding their structural integrity, and by 
mechanical testing (GIC) regarding the performance of bonded samples. 
 For each of the application scenarios, several technologies could be 
identified which are capable of detecting the contaminations, thermal 
degradation, or the curing state of adhesives. 
 
The effects of poor curing, thermal degradation and 
an aviation fluid on the mode-I fracture toughness of 
CFRP bonded joints 
 
Konstantinos Tserpes – D. Markatos – Sp. Pantelakis  
Joining of composite Aerostructures 
• Joining of composite aerostructures represents a key technological 
issue towards increasing the use of integral structures in modern 
aircrafts 
 
 
• At present, joining of composite aerostructures occurs through: 
     - mechanical fasteners (for primary and also secondary structures) 
     - bonded joints (mainly for secondary structures) 
Mechanical joints 
Advantages Major drawbacks 
• Provides through-thickness reinforcement; not 
sensitive to peel stresses  
• Not environmentally sensitive 
• Can be disassembled 
• Simple inspection procedure 
• Increased weight due to laminate thickening 
and bolt weight 
• Introduction of stress concentration 
• Fiber cuts due to hole drilling 
• Fatigue sensitivity at the hole areas 
Non-uniform stress distribution 
Bonded joints 
• Bonded joints represent an attractive alternative to mechanical fasteners 
• The basic principle in bonded joints is that the joint areas are designed in a way 
that the load will be transferred by pure shear  
• A uniform stress distribution is resulting 
Adhesive Joining: Profit 
Adhesive Joining: Major challenges 
• Joint areas have to be redesigned so that the load will be transferred by pure 
shear 
 
• Durability issues of the bondline are not yet sufficiently addressed 
 
• Strength of the bondline depends highly on the physicochemical conditions 
of the substrate/adhesive system 
 
• Need for efficient numerical models capable of simulating the mechanical 
behavior of bonded joints 
Adhesive Joining: Major challenges 
• Extended NDT methods capable of detecting a specific type of weak bonds, such 
as “kissing bonds”, have to be developed 
 
• Conventional techniques such as Ultrasonic and X-ray scan, are not able to 
detect such type of defects 
Ultrasonic C-scan on reference 
bonded joints 
Ultrasonic C-scan on poorly cured 
bonded joints 
Defect 
free 
Defect 
free 
Adhesive Joining: Major challenges 
Extended NDT techniques are currently under 
investigation in the frame of the ENCOMB project : 
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy 
Optically Stimulated Electron Emission 
Active Thermography 
Laser Ultrasonics 
Ultrasonic Frequency Analysis 
The THz/GHz quasi-optical internal reflection reflectometry 
Present work 
• Pre-bond contamination of the substrate before bonding is possible especially  in case of 
a repair and may compromise the integrity of a bonded structure.  
 
 
• In the present work, the effects of two typical pre-bond contaminant factors on the 
mode-I fracture toughness (at crack initiation) of bonded joints, namely Skydrol (aviation 
fluid) and Thermal Degradation of the substrate before bonding, were investigated. 
 
 
• Furthermore, the effect of different curing temperatures (poor curing) of bonded joints 
on the mode-I fracture toughness was studied. 
 
• A brief review of the investigated cases, follows 
Skydrol 
TEST SERIES pH value of the solution  
REF - 
SK1 4 
SK2 3 
SK3 2 
• Skydrol is an aviation hydraulic fluid based on phosphate ester. A leakage of this fluid during flight 
is possible  
 
• In order to produce different bonding properties, the CFRP surface was contaminated with 
Skydrol-water mixtrures in different concentrations before bonding 
 
• Characterization by pH value of the solution (representing the amount of phosphoric acid) 
Overview of the contaminated samples and corresponding pH value of the solution 
Thermal Degradation 
• Thermal Degradation can occur in several parts of the aircraft (e.g. rudder) due to local 
overheating, a lightning strike or other accidental incidents. 
 
• CFRP samples (one of the two substrates) were stored  for one hour at different temperatures in 
an air circulation oven. 
 
• Heating the sample causes oxidation of the resin 
 
• Evaluation of the oxidation by IR-Spectroscopy 
TEST SERIES TEMPERATURE APPLIED 
REF - 
TD1 190° C 
TD2 200° C 
TD3 210° C 
Overview of the thermally degraded samples 
Poor Curing 
• A poorly cured adhesive may be present in both adhesive joining of CFRP structures and bonded 
repair applications 
 
• CFRP samples were cured at different temperatures 
 
• Characterization of the adhesive was done by FTIR - spectroscopy 
Overview of the poorly cured bonded joints 
TEST SERIES CURING TEMPERATURE 
REF 180° C 
PC1 170° C 
PC2 160° C 
PC3 150° C 
PC4 120° C 
Overview of the poorly cured samples 
Material 
CFRP Epoxy Laminate 
Prepreg: Hexcel M21/T700 
(commercial) 
Lay up : [0,0,90]s 
Adhesive 
Epoxy film: Cytec FM300K.05 (a commercial, modified film 
adhesive designed for secondary composite bonding 
applications) 
insert film  
(60mm) 
pre-crack 
 (5mm) 
crack propagation 
(55mm) 
adhesive 
Mode-I fracture toughness test 
P 
Adherend 
Adherend 
Adhesive 
P 
DCB specimen 
Release film 
Mode-I fracture toughness test 
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CRACK INITIATION 
The critical energy release rate GIC was calculated according to ISO 15024:2001. Fibre-reinforced 
plastic composites -- Determination of mode I interlaminar fracture toughness, GIC, for 
unidirectionally reinforced materials.  
3
2 ( )IC
PG F
b a
δ
=
+ ∆
The corrected beam was implemented for the 
calculation of the critical energy release rate GIC : 
where : 
 
P : load at crack initiation 
δ : load line displacement at crack initiation 
b : specimen width 
a : total delamination length 
Δ : beam root rotation correction 
F : large displacement correction 
GIC results - Skydrol 
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REF 
SK3 
SK2 
SK1 
TEST 
SERIES 
pH value of 
the 
solution  
GIC mean 
(J/m2) 
Standard 
deviation 
(J/m2) 
REF - 927,84 199,42 
SK1 4 813,36 49,22 
SK2 3 860,4 167,2 
SK3 2 823,82 103,18 
• The Skydrol solution (for all cases) does not seem to have a considerable effect on the bond strength 
(nearly 10%). 
 
• The loss in bond strength is probably owed to the presence of the phosphoric acid which has etched 
the surface and thus prevented a proper adhesion. 
 
• However, according to previous studies on the effect of Skydrol on the bond strength, it has been 
found that Skydrol  has a negligible or no effect on the mechanical performance of adhesive bonds. 
Therefore it is also possible that the loss of mechanical performance is owed to the presence of water 
in the solution which may have been implicated in the polymerization cycle. 
Fracture surfaces- Skydrol 
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REF – mixed mode* 
* fracture in the adherent (CFRP delamination) and cohesive fracture 
SK2 – mixed mode* SK3 – mixed mode* 
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contaminated side contaminated side 
• No change in the type of fracture due to Skydrol contamination was observed though the proportion of each 
fracture type (fracture in the adherent or cohesive) changes from specimen to specimen) 
Representative fracture surfaces 
GIC results - Thermal Degradation 
• According to studies taken from the litterature, oxidation has been found to improve adhesion due to 
the formation of carbonyl groups. 
 
• However, this increase is observed only for the highest temperature (210° C). At this temperature, 
according to IR measurements, the oxidation process homogeneously took place over the whole 
sample surface. In contrast, for the temperatures of 190 ° C and 200 ° C, oxidation is not homogeneous 
and that may have prevented a proper adhesion and thus a decrease in the fracture toughness. 
TEST 
SERIES 
TEMPERATURE 
APPLIED 
GIC mean 
(J/m2) 
Standard 
deviation 
(J/m2) 
REF - 927,84 199,42 
TD1 190° C 837,79 88,65 
TD2 200° C 804,14 77,78 
TD3 210° C 1013,5 164,4 
• Small standard deviation for TD3 shows that the oxidation process homogeneously took place over 
the whole sample surface (at higher temperatures oxidation is more stable and uniform). 
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Fracture surfaces- Thermal Degradation 
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TD1 – mixed mode* 
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REF – mixed mode* 
* fracture in the adherent (in a small degree) and cohesive fracture   
TD2 – mixed mode* 
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TD3 – mixed mode* 
contaminated side 
• No change in the type of fracture due to Thermal Degradation was observed though the proportion of each 
fracture type (fracture in the adherent or cohesive) changes from specimen to specimen) 
contaminated side contaminated side 
GIC results – Poor curing 
TEST 
SERIES 
CURING 
TEMPERAT
URE 
GIC mean 
(J/m2) 
Standard 
deviation 
(J/m2) 
REF 180° C 927,84 199,42 
PC1 170° C 1250,09 187,33 
PC2 160° C 881,5 87,91 
PC3 150° C 888,98 68,19 
PC4 120° C 31,23 19,84 
• According to IPS-01-006-02 specification for the curing cycle of the adhesive, the optimal curing temperature ranges 
between 170 ° C and 185 ° C. The temperature of 180 ° C was chosen for curing the reference specimens. However, it 
was found that the temperature of 170 ° C (which lies also inside the temperature range) leads to a significant 
increase in the fracture toughness of the joints. 
 
• For curing temperatures outside the optimal temperature range, the fracture toughness seems to have been 
decreased by almost 5% (for the temperatures of 160 ° C and 150 ° C) and by almost 95% (for the temperature of 120 ° 
C.). It seems that the desired degree of cure has not been achieved for temperatures that lie outside the temperature 
range of the curing cycle. Especially, for the temperature of 120 ° C, the adhesive has remained almost intact as seen 
from the fracture surfaces of this test series. 
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Fracture surfaces – Poor curing 
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REF – mixed mode* 
* fracture in the adherent ,cohesive fracture and parts of uncured or partly cured adhesive (except PC1)    
PC3 – mixed mode* PC4 – adhesive has not been cured 
• For PC4 the epoxy film adhesive has not been cured at all  which is reflected on the extremely low GIC values. Once 
again, the proportion of each fracture type changes from specimen to specimen. 
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contaminated side 
contaminated side 
contaminated side 
A poorly cured adhesive (observed in all PC 
categories except PC1) 
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PC1 – mixed mode* 
contaminated side 
Conclusions 
• Skydrol does not significantly affect the fracture toughness of bonded joints. It is possible that the loss 
in bond strength is owed to the presence of water in the Skydrol solution. 
 
• No change in the type of fracture due to Skydrol contamination was observed (compared to the 
reference specimens). 
 
• Thermal Degradation leads to an increase in the fracture toughness of bonded joints only if the 
oxidation process is uniform along the CFRP surface. 
 
• No change in the type of fracture due to Thermal Degradation was observed (compared to the reference 
specimens). 
 
• Curing the adhesive outside the specified curing temperature leads to a decrease in the fracture 
toughness of the joints. The decrease is huge for temperatures far below the specified range. 
 
• Parts of uncured or partly cured adhesive is found on the fracture surfaces of the poorly cured 
specimens. 
 
• The rather big standard deviation observed in all cases, denotes once again the complexity of the 
adhesion mechanisms and the lack of a uniform adhesion along the bonded surface. 
 
• Extended non-destructive techniques for the inspection of the bondline quality for each case should be 
developed, in order to be able to correlate the mechanical performance of the adhesively bonded joints 
with the bondline defects caused by the parameters studied herein. 
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FP7 ENCOMB
 Identification, development, adaptation, and validation of ENDT 
methods for characterisation of adherend surfaces
 Application scenarios: 
 Detection of contaminants
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Mechanical investigation of joints (using distinct adherend surface states):
 Surfaces (like TD, RE, MO, SK) different from „optimal surface state“ (UT)
show a significant decrease of fracture toughness and bond strength lateron.
Surface states before bonding:
 UT: Clean CFRP 
 TD: Thermal degradation
 RA: Release agent
 MO: Moisture uptake
 HF: Skydrol oil – water mix
UT TD RE MO SK
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The effects of manufacturing-induced and in-service 
related bonding quality reduction on the mode-I fracture 
toughness of composite bonded joints for aeronautical 
use, Compos. Part B - Eng. 45 (2013) 556-564.
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Reference/ENDT-Analysis Methods
Reference Analysis Methods
 Time/cost consuming
 Samples preparation
(e.g. vacuum processes)
 Manual evaluation
 High information content
ENDT- Methods
 Reduced time/cost consumption
 Partly restricted information
(due to “integrating“ information
from several geometric units or
from several temporal events)  
 Automated evaluation of surface
state by specific signals
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ENDT Technologies for surface monitoring
Low level of development:
• Aerosol-Wetting-Test
• Optically Stimulated Electron
Emission
• Laser Induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy
High level of development
• X-ray Fluorescence Analysis
• Fourier Transform IR Spectroscopy
 Adequate sensitivity
 Suitable for operation in the field 
of repair/production
 No impact on bonded 
component part
 Fraunhofer IFAM
 Fraunhofer IFAM
 Fraunhofer IFAM
 Fraunhofer IFAM
 Techniques with different level of development tested in the ENCOMB-Project 
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CFRP – a multi-phase compound
High-Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy of ground CFRP surface
 Grinding results in carbon fibres being exposed at the surface
 Area fractions at surface: fibre/resin ca. 50%/50%
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ENDT Technologies: Characterisation of adherend
surfaces
 Spectroscopic methods
 IR Spectroscopy 
 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
 Laser-induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy
 Optically  Stimulated Electron 
Emission
 Sensor/fibre-based methods
 Optical Fibre sensors
 Electronic Nose Technology
 Electrochemical Impedance  
Spectroscopy
 Thermography methods
 Dual-Band active 
Thermography
 Vibrothermography
 Optical methods
 Laser Scanning Vibrometry
 THz/GHz Reflectometry
 Wetting tests
 Aerosol Wetting technique
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 Aerosol-Wetting-Test
 IR-Spectroscopy
 Electronic-Nose Technology
 Optical Fibre Sensors
ENDT Technologies: Characterisation of adherend
surfaces – application examples
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ENDT Technologies: Aerosol-Wetting-Test (AWT)
© Fraunhofer 
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ENDT Technologies: Aerosol-Wetting-Test (AWT)
Correlation of measuring signal to contamination level
 RE3/4 result a closed layer without influence on the wetting behaviour
 The mean drop size shows a good correlation to the contamintion level
© Fraunhofer 
Problem: Intense absorbing CFRP-material
 bands of expoxy resin (CFRP) nescessary for quantification
 Diffuse reflection head allows a reliable spectra from CFRP-material
 Fraunhofer IFAM
ENDT Technologies: FTIR-Spectroscopy
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ENDT Technologies: FTIR-Spectroscopy
Aim: Detection of thermally degradated (220°C) CFRP surfaces
CFRP reference (180°C)
thermally degradated
CFRP surface pos. 1-9
 Oxidation process results a specific increase in molecule band intensity
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ENDT Technologies: Electronic Nose Technology 
Aim: Evaluation of surface state by evaluating the residues
evaporating from the surface by using a electronic nose-system
© Fraunhofer 
ENDT Technologies: Electronic Nose Technology 
Aim: Evaluation of surface condition due to evaluating the residues
evaporating from the surface by using a electronic nose-system
 Using different detector arrays allows to detect and quantify the existing
and amout of different contaminations
© Fraunhofer 
ENDT Technologies: Electronic Nose Technology 
 Correlation of different features of the different detectors allows to
differentiate between the different contaminations
© Fraunhofer 
ENDT Technologies: Optical Fibre Sensors
Aim: Detection of contaminations on the surface/in the material
Procedure: integrating optical fibre sensors in bonds and next to the surfaces
to identify and quantify contaminants 
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ENDT Technologies: Optical Fibre Sensors
 Grating devices are used to quantitatively measure contamination 
induced refractive index changes of a media surrounding an optical 
fibre
 Medias are liquids with calibrated refractive indices that allow for 
quantifying the impact of a change of the refractive index of the 
surrounding media on the transmission spectrum of the grating 
devices
© Fraunhofer 
ENCOMB: Results
 19 ENDT technologies have been tested, adapted, and validated
 Characterisation of adherend surfaces
© Fraunhofer 
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Results were partly achieved within the European Union's 
Seventh Framework Programme (ENCOMB, Extended 
Non-Destructive Testing of Composite Bonds)
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“LOw COst Manufacturing and Assembly of 
Composite and Hybrid Structures 
(LOCOMACHS):    An overview
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Milan  Oct 9-10-11
Presenter: Luca Bottero (AleniaAermacchi)  
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Presentation Outline
Global presentation of the Project
Demonstrations and demonstrators
LOCOMACHS Organisation and RTD planning
Project management
Dissemination
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Rationale
 Faster and more cost efficient assembly of composite 
structural parts is a key enabler to high rate production
 Non-added value operations within composite production 
line exist at all levels within the European Aero industry 
(OEM and Tier manufacturers)
 LOCOMACHS seeks to combine existing and innovative 
technologies to dramatically remove these non-added value 
operations (in majority manual) which are time consuming 
and induce recurring costs   
4© 2013 LOCOMACHS Consortium
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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31 Partners from 10 countries
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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High Level Objectives - HLO
LOCOMACHS will provide the necessary step changes for 
cost efficient high rate production paving the way to 
production rates for composite based aircraft of 50+ 
aircraft /month.
• Define and validate a set of design and manufacturing rules for more 
complex structural parts 
• Fully integrate geometrical tolerance and variation management in a 
representative airframe assembled wingbox structure. 
• Reduce by 50% the recurring costs of non-added value shimming
operations in structural joints 
• Reduce by 30% the recurring costs of non-added value dismantling 
operations 
• Increase the level of automation related to part joining operations
• Reduce the NDI/NDT lead time by 30%
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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How LOCOMACHS will achieve the HLO
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Step change that LOCOMACHS 
will bring to industry
Today Tomorrow
 Many part interfaces to 
assemble
 Fewer parts = less interfaces to 
assemble 
 Much shimming due to part 
size and geo. variation
 Better anticipation of gaps, 
less and faster shimming  
 Many associated manual 
operations: temporary 
assembly, dismantling, 
cleaning, etc
 More automated operations 
many with human co-working 
 Slow NDI techniques with 
long part immobilisation
 Fast on-station automated NDI 
of parts 
L
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S Expensive tailored single use 
tooling and jig fixtures 
 Flexible and re-usable tooling 
and jig fixtures
 Slow ramp up
 Long lead times
 Shorter dev. times
 High production rates
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Related EC Projects & Technologies
ALCAS (FP6)
LOCOMACHS
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TANGO (FP5)
BOJCAS (FP5)
CERFAC & 
ADVITAC(FP7)
ADFAST (FP5)
SME-ROBOT 
(FP6)
CANDIA (BE III)
INCA (FP5) Laser Ultrasonics (LU)
INDUCE (BE III)
LU + Aircoupled
transducer
knowhow
INDET (FR5)
NDE to CAD, CIVA
Reconfigurable tooling, 
drilling
Manufacturing & hybrid
drilling joining techiques
Shimming concepts
Automation deployment
MAAXIMUS 
(FP7)
Part integration
Automated operations
Design guidelines for 
joints, fastner technology
CFRP Joint solutions, 
fastner technology
Automation & robotics
Inputs from related R&D projects Technologies
Springback simulation software, SPC
ANATOLE – RD&T CAT software
Co-bonding – co-curing techniques
Novel reinforced joining techniques (such as 
hyper joints and Z-pinning) in stacks
ALM process
Reconfigurable assembly tooling solutions
End effectors for automated processes
Automated high speed novel NDI/NDT-techniques
ACU & AUT NDE developments
Highly integrated assemblies of smaller structures
Tolerance management
Innovative design for integrated wing box
Compact automation for assembly
Automation and humans in cooperative assembly
Joining design for shimfree assembly
Automated gaps & steps metrology solutions
Automated high speed non-contact hole inspect.
Innovative intellegent drilling solutions
Integrated active flexible assembly tooling
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Technology breakthroughs 1:2
1. Novel reinforced joining techniques in composites and hybrid 
stacks – to create strong mechanical-and-bond hybrid joints between laminates
2. ALM-process (Additive Layer Manufacturing) for shimming –
to automatically manufacture and apply shim material directly to composite parts
3. Automated high speed novel NDI/NDT-techniques – to speed up 
inspection and interpretation of inspection results of composite parts
4. Tolerance management based on dynamic material behaviour 
and SPC-data – to contribute to DFMA including minimizing the need of assembly 
tooling
5. Innovative design solution for highly integrated wing torque 
box – to minimize the number of part interfaces to manage within the assembly of a 
wingbox
6. Compact automation for assembly in low access areas – to be able 
to automate traditionally manual operations such as drilling, swaging, sealing and 
inspection in low access areas.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Technology breakthroughs 2:2
7. Automation and humans in cooperative assembly 
operations – to facilitate parallel automated and manual assembly operations in 
common work areas.
8. Innovative joining design solutions for shim free assembly –
to reduce and eliminate the need of shimming in airframe part interfaces
9. Automated gaps & steps metrology solutions – to reduce or 
eliminate part handling for measuring gaps & steps and to integrate the metrology 
solutions with ALM-processes
10. Automated high speed non-contact hole inspection 
techniques – to automate and speed up hole inspection and in real time apply 
sampling for reduced inspection
11. Innovative intelligent drilling solutions – to minimize “cost per hole” 
and improve hole quality by optimizing the drilling process for drilling in hybrid stacks of 
composite and metal parts
12. Integrated active flexible assembly tooling system – to handle 
geometrical variations in airframe parts by controlled movements to close part interface 
gaps 
12© 2013 LOCOMACHS Consortium
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
Typical time saving through increased use 
of automation
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Geometrical inspection time & interpretation of results
Handling, transportation & preperations for inspection 
Cleaning, fastener sealing, string sealing
Definitive fastening
Cleaning, interfay sealing
Dismantling partial parts, deburring,
Drilling & temporary fastening
Shimming operations
Mounting parts in jig and measuring before shimming
Today (% of man hours)
With LOCOMACHS (%  of Man 
hours)
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Presentation Outline
Global presentation of the Project
Demonstrations and demonstrators
LOCOMACHS Organisation and RTD planning
Project management
Dissemination
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Demonstrator overview
Existing design 
inputs
LOCOMACHS activities LOCOMACHS Results
ReWiB
Reference Wingbox
LAWiB
Lean Assembled Wingbox
MIWiB 
More integrated Wing box  
Physical demonstrations of manuf. & 
ass. processes improvements
Virtual demonstration :
of assembly production flow
ReFus
Reference Fuselage 
Demo
Wingbox
Demo
Wingbox
A350 prel. 
Fuselage design
Physical manufacturing & 
assembly trials 
Improve design related
processes (more accurate
parts, geometrical
variation, design of part 
interfaces, etc)
Improve manufacturing and 
assembly related processes
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New architecture concepts 
(more integrated parts)
Improve lean 
manufacturing and 
assembly  production flow
Virtual demonstration :
of improved design process
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Virtual demonstrator ReWiB and physical 
demonstrators LAWiB and MIWiB
MIWiB
LAWiB
ReWiB
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Rib Post 14 Rear Spar 
= AD1133119-001 Rib Post 15 Rear Spar 
= AD1133120-001
Rib Post 16 Rear Spar 
= AD1133121-001
Rib Post 17 Rear Spar 
= AD113322-001
Rib Post 14 Front Spar 
= AD1131120-001
Rib Post 15 Front Spar 
= AD1131121-001 Rib Post 16 Front Spar 
= AD1131122-001 Rib Post 17 Front Spar 
= AD113123-001
Physical demonstrator LAWiB
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Physical demonstrator - MIWiB
Ribs - Pre-Cured Co-bonded Stringers Pre-Cured Co-bonded
Spars - Pre-Cured Co-bonded Skin – Liquid Resin Infusion
1200X1000 mm 
component
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Presentation Outline
Global presentation of the Project
Demonstrations and demonstrators
LOCOMACHS Organisation and RTD planning
Project management
Dissemination
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Organisation & SP´s
SP1. Integrated 
Design with 
Geometrical 
Variation 
Management
SP2. Low cost 
composite & hybrid 
Manufacturing
SP3. Low cost 
composite & hybrid 
Assembly
SP4
Demonstration 
of lean design, 
Manufacturing 
& Assembly
(WP4.1)
Requirements 
& demonstrator 
objects selection
Technical 
coordination
Technical 
coordination
SP4
Demonstration 
of lean design, 
Manufacturing 
& Assembly
(WP4.2-WP4.5)
Design 
processes to be 
demonstrated
Manufacturing 
processes to be 
demonstrated
Assembly 
processes to be 
demonstrated
Technology trials 
& evaluations
Integrated
technology & 
process
demonstrators
(ReWiB, ReFus, 
LAWiB, MIWiB) 
SP5
Project Coordination & dissemination
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Work Breakdown Structure
SP3: Low cost composite 
& hybrid assembly
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
WP31: Physical
compensation for geo. 
var. management 
Jackie Wharry (BAB)
WP34: Assembly tooling
solutions 
Magnus Engström (SAAB)
WP33: Automated & 
manual operations in 
human/robotics coop.
Kerstin Johansen (LIU)
WP32 Automated struct. 
assembly sub-operations
Iraitz Etxeberria
(TECNALIA)
WP35: Integrated lean
assembly systems
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
SP4: Demo. of lean
design, manuf. & assem.
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
WP41: Coord. of demo & 
integration of techn.
Magnus Engström (SAAB)
WP44: Physical
demonstration of lean
manuf. and NDI/NDT
Gerard O'Donovan (BAB)
WP43: Virtual demo of 
lean design, manuf. & 
assembly processes
Hugo Falgarone (EADS)
WP42: Benefit
assessment & economical
evaluation
Phillip Hilmer (DLR)
WP45: Demonstration of 
lean ass. processes on 
demonstrators
Mark Summers (AI-UK)
SP5: Project Coordination
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
WP51: Consortium 
administration
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
WP53: Preparation of 
project results and 
training
Hugo Falgarone (EADS)
WP52: Dissemination of 
project results
Lena Tasse (ARTTIC)
SP2: Low cost composite 
& hybrid manufacturing
Glenn Rutherford (BAB) 
WP21: Technologies to 
manufacture structural 
parts with less  assembly
Thibault de Lumley
(SONACA)
WP23: Novel NDI/NDT 
technologies
Hervé Tretout (DASSAV)
WP22: Lean manuf. of 
more accurate parts to 
simplify assembly
Wolfgang Wenger (BAB)
SP1: Integrated Design 
with Geometrical
Variation management
Kevin Barlow (GKN)
WP11: Improvement of 
design process using geo. 
var. and SPC 
Maksim Danilov (DLR)
WP14: Design features for 
simplified assembly
Ingo Krohne (AI-D)
WP13: Design for high 
level of part integration
Paul Anderson (GKN)
WP12: Tolerance
management of 
assemblies
Hugo Falgarone (EADS)
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RTD Planning
WP51 "Consortium Admin"
WP53 "Results preparation"
WP44 "Manuf & NDI/NDT demo"
WP45 "Assembly demo"
WP52 "Dissemination" 
WP41 "Coordination & integration"
WP42 "Assessment"
WP43 "Virtual demonstration"
WP33 "Robot/hum. co-working"
WP34 "Assembly tooling"
WP35 "Lean assembly system"
WP23 "NDI / NDT"
WP31 "Shimming"
WP32 "Auto sub-operations"
WP14 "Simplified assembly"
WP21 "Joining technologies"
WP22 "More accurate parts"
WP11 "Geometrical Variation"
WP12 "Tolerance Management"
WP13 "Part integration"
3 6 12 15 18 24 27 33 36 4221 393091
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SP1. Integrated Design with Geometrical Variation 
Management  - Kevin Barlow (GKN)
Objectives
Understand the issues that cause manufacturing and assembly tolerance build-ups when using composite materials and establish 
methods that will enable these to be minimized or eliminated. 
• Thermo elastic FEA to simulate small “Complex Parts” including manufacturing effects
• Modified thermo elastic 2D FEA to simulate “Large Complex Parts” 
• Comparison of deformations results of “LUSAS” springback prediction software and FEA for different use cases and their 
production methods
• SPC supported identification of dominating production and design related deformation effects for existing production line 
environments.
• Provide design/production related guidelines to ensure component accuracy 
WP 11: Improvement of design process using geometrical variation and SPC in manufacturing of structural parts
WP leader: Maksim Danilov
Contributors:
Start/end date: M1/M18 Total PMs: 124.3
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The overall objective is to fully use tolerance management in the design and manufacturing of structural assemblies. 
WP12: Tolerance management of assemblies
Objectives:
•Describe current practices, issues, requirements and improvements needed
•Define a tolerance management method:
– Defining assembly strategies regarding adjustments issues
– Finding correct tolerance breakdown for most economical use of manufacturing processes to meet the product requirements 
Cascading Key Characteristics (Kc)
•Set up and improve simulation capabilities enabling:
– Flexible tolerancing taking into account mechanical behaviour of components. This feature enables to take into account 
mechanical behaviour of components which is necessary for over-constraints assemblies or thin components such as panels, 
in order to simulate bending behaviour of components during assembly processes
– Statistical tolerancing enabling to perform simulations with real manufacturing process data (SPC) and to evaluate risk 
probabilities
•Implement on demonstrators (LAWiB and ReFus) to illustrate and evaluate methods and tools developed
WP leader: Hugo Falgarone
Contributors:
Start/end date: M1-M32 Total PMs: 173,9
SP1. Integrated Design with Geometrical Variation 
Management  - Kevin Barlow (GKN)
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WP leader: Paul Anderson
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M3/M28 Total PMs:80
WP13: Design for high level of part integration
Objectives:
1. Develop technologies to support the introduction of more integrated 
composite structures.
2. Assess validity of integrated ‘one shot’ against cost, weight & 
performance, in view of key considerations:
― Quantifying and compensating for spring back
― Proving component conformance with advanced NDE
― Structural repair schemes
― Assembly & tooling strategies 
― Systems integration
SP1. Integrated Design with Geometrical Variation 
Management  - Kevin Barlow (GKN)
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WP leader: Ingo Krohne
Contributors:
Start/end date: M1-M28 Total PMs: 105
WP14: Design features for simplified assembly
Objectives:
Development of design features to enable “Direct Assembly” of CFRP junctions through simplified assembly concepts.
• Design features for shim-less interfaces
• Design features to simplify jig systems for large assemblies 
• Hybrid joint design solutions to increase bolt  bearing capacity, simplify drilling and contribute to 
shim-less assembly
SP1. Integrated Design with Geometrical Variation 
Management  - Kevin Barlow (GKN)
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WP leader: Thibault de Lumley
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1/M40 Total PMs: 179,5
SP2: Low cost composite & hybrid manufacturing
Glenn Rutherford (BAB)
WP21: Manufacturing technologies for joining of structural parts.
Objectives:
Manufacturing structures with less assembly.
It will be focused on :
• Higher level of integration through cobonding, cocuring
process
• Improved strength of cobonded/cocured joints
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Objectives: 
• Drive towards higher degree of accuracy in composite components
• Achieving manufacturing processes through lean principles
• Drive towards reduced cycle times for composite components
WP leader: Wolfgang Wenger
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M13/M36 Total PMs: 138.5
WP22: Lean manufacturing of more accurate parts to simplify assembly
SP2: Low cost composite & hybrid manufacturing
Glenn Rutherford (BAB)
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WP leader: Hervé Tretout
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1/M36 Total PMs: 199,4
WP23: Novel and Lean NDI/NDT Technologies for composite Materials and Structures
Objectives:
• Develop new solutions for NDI NDT  to address the challenges posed by manufacture of more integrated and complex
structures and their assembly,
• Develop new solutions for NDI NDT which can be integrated in a high rate lean production line both at the manufacturing
and assembly stages,
• Speed up the inspection process due to the large amount of inspected areas as well as the speed of interpretation due to 
the huge amount of data to deal with.
• Achieve a 30% reduction of the NDT/NDI lead time 
SP2: Low cost composite & hybrid manufacturing
Glenn Rutherford (BAB)
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WP leader: Jackie Wharry
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1 / M38 Total PMs: 234.70
WP31: Physical compensation for geometrical variation management
Objectives:
• Accelerate the measurement of gaps.
• Manufacture of shims.
• Removal of sacrificial material.
• Predict geometrical variations through metrology before assembly.
• Additive or subtractive approach via virtual assembly to achieve nominal part to part assembly.
SP3:  Low cost composite & hybrid assembly
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
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WP leader: Iraitz Etxeberria
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1/M38 Total PMs: 235
WP32: Solutions for automated assembly sub-operations
Objectives:
To design and develop industrial solutions for automating the sub-operations necessary for the assembly operation.
Sub-objectives:
To integrate and adapt standard components into industrial compact End Effectors for the chosen sub-operations, overcoming low 
accessibility area issues.
To integrate and adapt standard components for automated inspection solutions able to detect the location and quality of the 
drilled holes.
To optimize drilling operations, avoiding delamination and burr formation by:
– Integrating and adapting new monitoring techniques for on-line measurement of the delamination and/or burr size.
– Acting on drilling process parameters, optimizing the process to adapt it to the specific characteristics of the final structure
and automating system.
SP3:  Low cost composite & hybrid assembly
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
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WP leader: Kerstin Johanssen
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1/M38 Total PMs: 108,6
WP33: Automated & manual assembly operations in human/robotics co-operation
Objectives:
Develop an optimized assembly sequence with a collaboration between operators and automated machine systems
– Lean assembly combining manual and automated assembly
– Safe collaboration between human and machine sharing the same workplace i.e. non-traditional solutions
SP3:  Low cost composite & hybrid assembly
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
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WP leader: Magnus Engström
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1/M38 Total PMs: 194
WP34: Assembly Tooling Solutions to handle Geometrical Variations
Objectives:
To design, test and evaluate assembly tooling solutions which effectively can 
handle geometrical variations of parts.
Tooling solutions include:
• tooling hardware, 
• equipment to set-up the tooling, 
• metrology equipment, 
• methodology and engineering tools to design & manufacture assembly tooling
SP3:  Low cost composite & hybrid assembly
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
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WP leader: Lorenzo Rossi
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M19/M38 Total PMs:61
WP35: Integrated lean assembly systems
Objectives:
• Study of additional hardware needs for assembly 
technologies in complement to other SP3 work packages 
for integration into a high volume production lean assembly 
system. 
• Optimisation of the technologies per work station for 
application in a lean assembly line.
SP3:  Low cost composite & hybrid assembly
Lorenzo Rossi (ALA)
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WP leader: Magnus Engström
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M1/M42 Total PMs: 63.5
WP41: Coordination of demonstrators and integration of technologies
Objectives:
• Ensure the fulfilment of technical HLO objectives by providing overall technical 
coordination to the project, 
• Ensure technology coherency and matching design architecture by an integrated SP1-
SP2-SP3 technology approach and by verifying no overlaps with other projects. 
This is validated through the refinement of the LOCOMACHS demonstration definition.
• Define product and production requirements which are derived from the project HLO 
objectives
SP4: Demo. of lean design, manuf. & assem
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
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WP leader: Philipp Hilmer
Contributors:
Start/end date: 18/40 Total PMs: 61
WP42: Benefit assessments and economical evaluation
SP4: Demo. of lean design, manuf. & assem
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
Objectives:
To collect and evaluate the different progresses made towards the High Level Objectives of LOCOMACHS
– Identify improvements concerning production costs, work flow, plant utilisation flexibility
– Evaluate possible lead time reduction benefits
– Evaluate benefit of human friendly production environment
– Compare optimisation potential of tuned, qualified processes with completely new processes including required 
effort for qualification and risk mitigation
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WP leader: Hugo Falgarone
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M20-M41 Total PMs: 78
WP43:  Virtual demonstration of lean design, manufacturing & assembly processes
Objectives:
The main objective is to virtually demonstrate an integrated design, manufacturing and assembly process as it has been developed in 
the project. 
Based on LOCOMACHS demonstrators LAWiB, ReFus and ReWiB defined for the project, the objectives will be:
• Demonstrate the integrated geometrical tolerance and variation management in the design process (LAWiB and ReFus)
• Demonstrate design concepts and design methodologies as recommended in SP1 (LAWiB and ReFus).
• Demonstrate and analyse innovative concepts proposed by SP1, SP2 and SP3 as early feasibility validation in the project (LAWiB, 
ReFus and ReWiB)
• Visualize complete overall production systems to understand physical production flow and to verify lean principles (ReWiB). 
• Demonstrate feasibility of the manufacturing and assembly processes developed in LOCOMACHS in a virtual production flow and 
environment (ReWiB). 
SP4: Demo. of lean design, manuf. & assem
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
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WP leader: Gerard O´Donovan
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M30/M38 Total PMs: 121.55
WP44:  Physical demonstration of lean manufacturing and NDI/NDT
Objectives:
Demonstrate and validate:
– the manufacturing feasibility of the lean manufacturing of parts 
for the wing box demonstrators (LAWiB & MIWiB)
– the integration of automated NDI / NDT methods and the 
capability of speeding up inspection processes as well as 
interpretation of results.
SP4: Demo. of lean design, manuf. & assem
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
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WP45: Demonstration of lean assembly processes on LAWiB & MIWiB demonstrators
WP leader: Stephen Lamyman
Contributors: 
Start/end date: M18 / M40 Total PMs: 109.30
Objectives:
• Assemble Lean Assembly Wingbox (LAWiB) demonstrator to showcase novel architecture development and enabling technology 
development
• Assemble More Integrated Wingbox (MIWiB) demonstrator to showcase novel architecture development and enabling technology 
development
• Provide analysis of processes methods and tools utilised in the demonstration programme to enable TRL 5 criteria to be achieved
SP4: Demo. of lean design, manuf. & assem
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
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Objectives
• To provide financial and contractual management of the Consortium, (EC Grant Agreement, Description of Work and 
Consortium Agreement)
• To set up and maintain the project management infrastructure
• To provide administrative assistance to the consortium throughout the project
• To coordinate actions with EC and the Steering Committee
• To provide IPR related advice to partners and assist in resolving any IPR issues
• To monitor that the rules of the EC Grant Agreement and Consortium Agreement governing IPR, liability, confidentiality, etc. 
issues are respected by all LOCOMACHS partners
• Propose to the LMC and LSC preventative and corrective actions to ensure project reaches its objectives 
WP leader: Maria Weiland
Contributors: 
WP51:  Consortium administration (M1/M42)
SP5: Project Coordination
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
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WP leader: Lena Tasse  
Contributors:
Objectives
• Set up dissemination means for partners and the project
• Ensure LOCOMACHS results are disseminated towards the regulatory bodies, European Aeronautical industry, academia, 
international working groups and the general European public
• Ensure with the Project Office, that the rules of the Consortium Agreement and the EC grant agreement regarding 
dissemination of project results and IPR issues are followed by all partners.
WP52: Dissemination of Project results
SP5: Project Coordination
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
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WP53:  Preparation of project results and training 
SP leader: Hugo Falgarone
Contributors:
Start/end date: M30/M42
Objectives
• Facilitate the deployment of project results for exploitation or further development beyond LOCOMACHS
• Ensure that the results and work leading to their accomplishment are correctly documented
• Ensure that the correct ‘vision’ of the project results is communicated throughout the project
• Provide concrete guidance to the LOCOMACHS Consortium on how best to prepare their exploitation plans
• Provide support to key dissemination events
• Provide training on project results
SP5: Project Coordination
Maria Weiland (SAAB)
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Presentation Outline
Global presentation of the Project
Demonstrations and demonstrators
LOCOMACHS Organisation and RTD planning
Project management
Dissemination
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Management structure
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LOCOMACHS Steering Committee
Overall supervision and major decisions with regard to the Project based on 
recommendations made to it by the Management Committee.
Members: One representative of each Beneficiary. 
• Responsibilities: 
• Approving major changes to the project;
• Reviewing and proposing  budget transfers;
• Deciding on a change of the list of Affiliates;
• Deciding on changes to the contractual documents;
• Deciding on actions against a defaulting partner;
• Deciding on policies related to IPR Press releases and publications
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LOCOMACHS Management 
Committee
Operational daily management of the project including all decisions not affecting 
significantly the overall scope, structure and timing of the project. 
Members:
SAAB, represented by the Coordinator and the Technical Director
AI-UK, represented by the Technology and Architecture (T&A) Integrator 
GKN, SP1 Leader; Bombardier, SP2 Leader; ALA, SP3 Leader 
One Representative from each DLR, EADS and KTH. 
Responsibilities:
• Making proposals to the LSC for all matters which require LSC approval;
• Deciding on technical roadmaps for the Project;
• Deciding on the selection of additional expertise (sub-contractors);
• Supporting the Coordinator in preparing meetings with the Commission and 
related data and deliverables. 
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Project Roles
• Coordinator (Maria Weiland): Global project coordination, Handles and distributes 
the funds 
• Technical Director (Magnus Engström):  Overall technical coordination to achieve 
the project objectives
• Technology and Architecture Integrator (Mark Summers): Supervision/control of 
integration of developed technologies and design architectures towards the 
demonstrators 
• SPL, WPL and task leaders:  Leads their SP, WP or task and reports to and advises 
their direct hierarchal superior(s)
• Deliverable Leaders:  Ensures that the deliverable meets expectations and follows 
the deliverable process. 
• Q&R Manager:  Quality control, risk management. 
• IPR team: Knowledge Portfolio, access conditions within the project. 
• Project Office Project administration and EC reporting, helpdesk for participants
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n°314003.
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Presentation Outline
Global presentation of the Project
Demonstrations and demonstrators
LOCOMACHS Organisation and RTD planning
Project management
Dissemination
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Dissemination Objectives
• Ensure that the results are appropriately disseminated
• Ensure that the LOCOMACHS optimised manufacturing and 
assembling processes are transferable to production units and 
the supply chain
• Make the supply chain aware of the technology developed in 
the project
• Ensure exchange of information, coordination of activities and 
complementarities with other large programmes running in 
parallel and after LOCOMACHS
• Ensure a public dissemination 
• Ensure appropriate dissemination of information groups 
involved in standardisation of equipment
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Dissemination Actions
• Demonstrations of key ‘technology & process improvements’ 
will be arranged at partner sites 
• A public website: www.locomachs.eu
• Communication material (flyers, posters, brochures, etc.) will 
be developed 
• University training
• An exploitation workshop will be arranged at M24.
• A public forum will be held at M39 in order to provide an 
overview of all project results and an exploitation workshop 
at M24.
50© 2013 LOCOMACHS Consortium
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Fasteners
What are fasteners?t r  f t r Where would one use them?
r  l   
 t Why use them?  t
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Fasteners
What are fasteners?t r  f t r Where would one use them?
r  l   
 t Why use them?  t
● Fastener systems are used to join two or 
more parts 
● Connection to transfer loads between parts
● Can be discrete (separate part) or integrated 
(dependent of one of the parts)
● Fastener syste s are used to join two or 
ore parts 
● Connection to transfer loads between parts
● Can be discrete (separate part) or integrated 
(dependent of one of the parts)
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Fasteners
What are fasteners?t r  f t r Where would one use them?
r  l   
 t Why use them?  t
● Permanent or semi-permanent assembly
● Modular design consisting of a number of 
sub-assemblies
● Many types of materials
● Dissimilar materials
● Per anent or se i-per anent asse bly
● Modular design consisting of a nu ber of 
sub-asse blies
● Many types of aterials
● Dissi ilar aterials
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Fasteners
What are fasteners?t r  f t r Where would one use them?
r  l   
 t Why use them?  t
● Temporary use a part
● Disassembly for 
inspection or repair
● Limited life-time for a 
part
● Limited size of part
● Norms exist to have 
equivalence from one 
producer to an other
● Te porary use a part
● Disasse bly for 
inspection or repair
● Li ited life-ti e for a 
part
● Li ited size of part
● Nor s exist to have 
equivalence fro  one 
producer to an other
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Fasteners
What are fasteners?t r  f t r Where would one use them?
r  l   
 t Why use them?  t
– Fasteners represent up to ~40% of number of parts in 
automotive components
– The A380 production uses around 1 million fasteners  (25%) 
while B747-400 used 3 million (50%)
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Fastener mechanics
• Areas around fasteners are often critical
• Three main modes of failure
– Bearing failure: compressive stresses exerted on 
contact surface
– Shear-out failure: failure in the material parallel to 
the load
– Net Tension failure: failure in the material 
perpendicular to the load
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Fasteners in composites
• Composite panels increasingly found in 
aeronautical applications with various thickness
– Transfer of loads through discrete fasteners
• Increase of thickness in fastener joint is achieved by
■ Local thickening: ply drop-offs,... 
■ Single or double lap joints using plates
– Bonding 
• Different surface aspect. Bonding does not 
require the chemical processing, but peel-ply 
is often used
– Manufacturing of larger parts
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The CERFAC Project
Cost Effective Reinforcement of Fastener 
Areas in Composite Structures 
Co-Funder European Community
Contract Number ACPO-GA-2010-266026
Framework program FP7
Type Collaborative Project
Duration 42 Months
Number of partners 15 (Industrials, Research centers, SMEs, Academics)
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Project consortium
• 15 partners from 8 different countries
•  Balance between industrials, SMEs, Research 
centers and academics
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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What is the project about?
• CERFAC's major challenge is to design and 
manufacture strong and cost efficient joints of 
high performance CFRP structures
• This requires to:
– Look at how current practice can be improved
– Define materials and designs
– Define a methodology to compare different solutions
– Understand the behavior of materials at a local 
(around fastener) and global level (assembled 
structure)
– Build and manage manufacturing and test matrix
– Build a catalog of reinforcement solutions
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Project objectives
• CERFAC’s high level objectives are :
– To increase the strength to cost ratio and damage 
tolerance of fastened areas in composites without 
weight, thickness and stiffness penalty
– To reduce the number or fasteners (10 to 100% 
reduction), the local thickening of fastener areas and 
minimize the manufacturing & assembly costs (20% 
reduction).
➔Main driver: end-users applications list / 
current challenges wrt assembly of 
composite structures
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Work breakdown
• Dual approach to divide work based on 
applications and process workflow
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Summary of presentation
• Introduction
– Fasteners in structures
– Fasteners in composites
• The CERFAC project
– Objectives
– Consortium
– Work breakdown and planning
• Typical applications
– Butt-Strap joints
– Advanced joining
– Concentrated loads
• Reinforcement solutions
– Presentation and evaluation of methods
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Methodology
• Reinforcement solutions will be evaluated 
based on reference cases (current state of the 
art – common accepted approaches)
• Evaluation method requires a common base to 
have comparable quantitative results
• Standard building block 
approach for evaluation 
of reinforcement solutions 
• CERFAC goes up to 
C/B-level tests 
(sub-components)
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Applications: Butt-Strap
• Panel securing butted joints 
between plates
– One or several rows of fasteners 
transfer the loads from one panel 
to the other through intermediate 
panel
– Application is winglet connection 
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Applications: Advanced Joints
• Combine functionality of 
part  (joint + structural 
reinforcement)
• Complex curved 
profiles
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Applications: Concentrated loads
• Involve thicknesses 
of several cm of 
composite material
• Very high loads 
transferred through 
only a few points
AA587
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Reinforcement solution – multifunctional profiles
• Substitution of rivet plates + stiffeners by 
complex preform
– Woven / 3D Woven / NCF
– High potential for load transfer
– Different failure mechanism to be studied
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Reinforcement solutions - Patches
• Local thickening or fiber 
densification during the 
manufacturing process
– Co-cured to improve interface 
properties
• Complex modeling of new 
material properties and 
bearing failure
– Models developed & 
tested
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Reinforcement solutions - Inserts
• Multi-material combinations allowing better 
distribution of load (bearing)
– Interface is critical → surface treatments / adhesives
– Important increase in bearing stress
– More processing required / automation under dvlpt
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Evaluation of Cost / Performance
• Research can be exploited only if there is a way 
to compare results. Evaluation based on:
– Cost (on B-Level scale)
– Qualitative assessment 
– Quantitative mechanical assessment
(D / C level test)
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Assembly weight 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 10 18.5%
Degree of automation 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 5.6%
Non recurring cost 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.9%
Recurring cost 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 8 14.8%
Monitorablility 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 7 13.0%
Reparation 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 4 7.4%
Mechanical performance 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 10 18.5%
Process controlability 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 11 20.4%
54 100.0%
Weight more important 
than automation
Weight ad important as 
performance
Reparation less 
important than 
performance
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Thank you for your attention
www.cerfac-project.eu
Contact: david.dumas@cenaero.be
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Project consortium
• Universities
– University of Stuttgart 
• WP2 Leader
• Optimization, simulation of manufacturing, manufacturing & testing
• Fiber placement and braiding
– University of Patras
• Modeling of 3D composites, NDT of bondlines
– Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz (FHNW)
• Developments for compressed molded patches, optimization (process, 
materials) for preforming
– Zurich University of Applied Science (ZHAW)
• Application leadership (Butt-strap)
• Low level (D&E tests)
– Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH)
• Design & analysis at coupon level + manufacturing & testing
• Modeling of failure for 3D composite reinforcements (damage tolerance)
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Project consortium
• SME's / Research Centers
– Cenaero
• Project leadership
• Cost models and identification, Modeling of advanced joining techniques 
& resistive heating of TP bonds
• Manufacturing & machining of coupons with 3D composite 
reinforcements
– VZLU
• WP4 leader, responsible for a large portion of tests (E to B)
– DLR
• WP5 leader, cost efficiency analysis
• Hybrid laminate solution development + manufacturing
– NLR
• Reversible adhesive bonding system (design, manufacturing & test)
– BITEAM
• 3D woven material manufacturing
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Project consortium
• Industrials
– SABCA
• Application leadership (Advanced Joints)
• Design and analysis of multifunctional profiles
– EADS-IWG
• Application leadership (Concentrated loads)
• Design and manufacturing of geometric interlock + fiber patches
– EADS-IWF
• WP3 leadership, manufacturing
• B-Stage bonding of profiles
– Eurocopter
• WP1 leadership
• Active in all activities related to advanced profiles (helicopters)
– Dassault-Aviation
• Design, analysis and manufacturing of Concentrated loads application
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Cenaero's Activites
• Modeling activities
– Cost analysis tools
• Used in projects such as:
■ MAAXIMUS, APC, COMDOR, ...
• Based on feature cost breakdown
• Used as objective of optimizations
–  Service life analysis (mechanical, thermal loads)
• “Low fidelity” simulations based on Abaqus/Samcef codes. Conventional 
analysis with advanced features (materials, assembly) + optimization
• 3D simulations at coupon level based on representative material models
• Activity present in many consultancy/research activities from different 
perspectives
■ TRIADE, IMAC-PRO, DUQUEINE, ...
• Manufacturing activities
– Relies on equipment acquired in the frame of CILAB
– Injection of 3D reinforcement + machining
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Reinforcement solutions
• Add-on reinforcement moulded patches (PTC)
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Reinforcement solutions
• Fiber patch preform (FPP)
EASN aerostructures, 9-11th October 2013
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Reinforcement solutions
• Geometric Interlocking & Bonding (GIB)
GIB
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Reinforcement solutions
• Dedicated stitching around Holes (STI)
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Reinforcement solutions
• Complex 3D Profiles (RPO)
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Reinforcement solutions
• Tailored fiber placement (TFP)
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Reinforcement solutions
• Reversible thermoplastic bonding (TPB)
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Reinforcement solutions
• Fastener hole integration through braiding 
(BRA)
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WASIS: WAFER DESIGN 
APPROACH FOR SAFETY 
INCREASING IN WORST 
CASE SITUATIONS AND 
JOINTS MINIMIZING 
Blanca Araujo 
Luis de Prada 
9th-11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
3rd International EASN Association Workshop on Aerostructures 
Programme  AAT.2010.1.1-2. AAT.2010.4.1-2. TPT under grant agreement number 265549. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
CIDAUT Foundation 
 
  
 
 
December 2010  
 
June 2014 
    
4.2 MEUR / 3.2 MEUR  
  
Collaborative Project 
Project full title:  
 
 
Coordinator: 
 
Project partners:   
 
 
Starting Date: 
 
Ending Date:    
 
Budget/Funding: 
 
Type of project:  
Composite fuselage section Wafer Design Approach for 
Safety Increasing in Worst Case Situations and Joints 
Minimizing 
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WASIS develops a composite fuselage structure based on the lattice 
stiffening concept 
Optimizing geometrical and mass properties of transition zones of 
fuselage structural joints 
Aim: More Affordable, Safer, Cleaner and Quieter aircrafts 
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Wafer fuselage section design is based on down scaled sections: 
Original fuselage section 1.8m in diameter 
Manufactured prototypes:  
– 0.5m diameter 
– 1m diameter 
Structures without Skin Wasis Scale Down 
L (m) 2 1 
D (m) 1.8 1 
# of reels 20 12 
w (mm) 6.7 4 
B (mm) 10 6 
b (mm) 3.4 2 
h (mm) 20 12 
M (kg) 24.4960 2.7828 
Pcr (kN) 734.8222 290.4010 
P to each reel (kN) 61.23518 24.2001 
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Main design restrictions: 
–  Operational loads 
–  Interfaces with conventional airplane parts 
–  Manufacturing restrictions 
Load case Skin max failure index* Rib max failure index 
Load case Buckling failure index 
Landing loads only 0.95 
Landing loads + ΔT (-50°) 0.89 
Land. + Temp. + Press. (excl. clamp**) 4.73 1.06 
Landing loads +Temp. + Press. 4.73 1.44 
Landing loads + Temperature 3.52 0.68 
Landing loads + Pressure 2.27 1.47 
Landing loads only 0.58 0.7 
Temperature only 3.03 0.07 
*All failure indeces are according to the lamina based max strain failure criterion, 
failure index >1 implies structural failure 
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Two manufacturing methods: 
• Automatic Filament Winding: 
– Applicable range of fibre tension 
– tool wear 
– winding path combinations 
– fibre compaction 
– resin kinetics and rheology under processing 
conditions 
• Automatic Tape Placement 
– Crossing sections are one of the main 
focused areas in which two or more ribs are 
crossing each other 
Slide 7 
 Advantages of CFRP lattice structures: 
–  weight saving  
–  load carrying capacity 
 
Assessed in three fuselage types: 
– A metallic fuselage (benchmark), Aluminium 
monocoque 
– A conventional composite fuselage 
(benchmark) 
– The wafer fuselage: with different systems 
of spiral/hoop/longitudinal ribs and different 
types of rib’s cross-section  
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Wafer design based on spiral and hoop ribs 
 
Loading components: 
– Temperature 
– Pressure 
– Landing loads 
– and its combinations 
 
Linear static and buckling analyses for optimal ribs 
configuration: 
– maximum strain applied per ply failure criterion 
– applied both to skin and ribs 
– critical areas of the structure are located at the connection of 
the skin with the rib close to the clamped support 
Slide 9 
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Test panel design – working area 
•Dimensions: 1000 x 1000 mm 
•Same section design (26°/90°) 
•Total compliance of lattice structure: test 
panel  real-scale wafer fuselage 
section 
•Uniform / symmetric loading during the 
static tests 
•Opening central position in similar wafer 
test panel with opening 
Slide 11 
1. PRESENTATION CHAPTER NAME 
Smaller parts were manufactured to validate manufacturing methods 
design and performance: 
• Specimens for compression, impact, flexure, joints with micro-pins.  
• Intersections of spiral/hoop (with/without skin and pins). 
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Void Analyses 
3 Point Bending Test 
3 Manufacturing processes: 
•Semi automatic filament winding 
•Automatic filament winding 
•Automatic tape placement 
Slide 13 
3 ribs intersection optimization to reach manufacturability   
TASK 2.5 WAFER TEST PANELS DESIGN 
Slide 14 
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Analysis of micro-fastener joint elements: 
• Simulation and testing methods 
• Comparison conventional vs. micro-elements (mechanical, 
adhesive and mechanical + adhesive)  
• Specific dimensions 
• Efficient arrangement 
• Spacing between fasteners 
• Improved shape 
• Materials to be made of 
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Three non-standard material tests were designed: 
• Determination of minimal allowable diameter of reinforcing 
fibre bending, to avoid local fibre micro-damages  
• Adhesion strength between selected resins/fibres and 
metallic materials 
• Compressive strength of micro-elements specimens  
Bottom metal stripe 
CFRP stripe 
Adhesive bonding 
area (pink)  
Top metal stripe 
Restrictors –  
come back 
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Attachment frame design: 
To provide integral fuselage section manufacturing an 
attachment frame, consisting of three parts (reels, reel support 
angle bearer and L-shaped end ring) was designed, enabling 
wafer fuselage section assembly to the aircraft structure 
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Attachment frames:  
Selected manufacturing process for 1 m and 0.5 m prototypes 
was the roll bending followed by welding and machining 
operations. To overcome an undesired opening angle on the 
ideally uniform L profile, a roll bend - twin configuration was 
used welding two L shaped profiles. Final result met 
geometrical tolerance requirements. 
Slide 19 
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Hail Damage: 
•  Standard hailstone:  Dia. 10 mm (P @ 50% of hailstorms) @ 
15m/s 
•  Rare hailstone:  Dia. 25 mm (P @ 5% of hailstorms) @ 
24m/s 
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Emergency landing:  
30ft/sec vertical velocity impact of the fuselage structure on a 
concrete surface was performed. Fuselage structures made of 
metallic and CFRP were modeled, including the floor structure. 
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Vehicle impact:  
Low velocity-high energy-wide area impact representing an 
accident involving a ground equipment vehicle. A steel object 
in the shape and size of a safety bumper was modeled. Impact 
velocity was 0.5 m/s with initial kinetic energy at 285 J. 
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Material tests 
(lamina, laminate) 
Element tests 
(critical laminates, joints, details) 
Sub-component tests 
Full scale tests 
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Prototype design:  
Small prototype design (0.5m diameter): Based on the 
developed requirements and similarity. It was designed for 
further wafer section study and testing as well as all possible 
bottlenecks in integral structure manufacturing identification. 
Large prototype design (1m diameter): Based on detailed 
analysis of small prototype design, manufacturing and testing, 
as well as taking into account results of wafer section safety 
assessment and corrective design measures, large-scale 
prototype was designed to demonstrate WASIS integral 
approach of fuselage section development.  
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Tooling development 
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Automatic tape placement (IVW) 
Slide 27 
Automatic Filament Winding Manufacturing Process 
(Inegi) 
Slide 28 
Semi-Automatic Filament Winding Manufacturing 
Process (KhAI) 
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Wafer Section Manufacturing Design:  
Smaller scaled models of different sizes are being used to 
validate the structural performance. of the developed design 
concepts.  
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Validation tests are being performed to check the accuracy and reliability 
of simulation methodology used to design the wafer fuselage section 
Slide 31 
Next steps:  
Validation tests on 0.5m and 1m fuselage sections.  
Slide 32 
THANK YOU 
Programme  AAT.2010.1.1-2. AAT.2010.4.1-2. TPT under grant agreement number 265549. 
National Aerospace University “KhAI” 
DETERMINATION OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS 
OF WAFER FUSELAGE STRUCTURE 
PRODUCED BY CONTINUOUS WINDING 
Sergey Kryvenda; Igor Taranenko 
E-mail: igoregor@mail.ru,  k407@d4.khai.edu 
3rd EASN Association International 
Workshop on AeroStructures 
09-11, October, 2013, Milano, Italy 
Global directions of up-to-date 
aeronautics development 
 Meeting environmental demands 
 Rising safety coupled with design  
 Manufacturing cost-efficiency 
improvement.  
   The main aim of EU funded WASIS 
project is to find practical solutions of 
above-mentioned problems 
Main ways for selected aim reaching 
 Using more fully composites properties 
 Excluding fibers cutting at manufacturing 
 Developing more optimized joints  
The idea of novel wafer 
fuselage section design (1) 
System of 
hoop and 
spiral ribs 
Floor 
bracket 
embedded 
to ribs 
intersection 
Attachment frame 
is embedded to winding tool 
(intermediate assembling is excluded) 
Reel 
The idea of novel wafer 
fuselage section design (2) 
Winding of wafer 
structure without ribs 
fibers cutting 
Simultaneous skeleton 
and skin manufacturing 
(WAFER structure) 
   Wafer structure behavior at worst case 
situation (emergency landing, hail impact) 
Hail Rib serves as a crack 
propagation stopper 
Single skin cells failure 
don’t influence entire fuselage 
load-carrying ability 
The idea of novel wafer 
fuselage section design (3) 
Generalized model of wafer section 
ribs winding (1) 
Generalized model of wafer section 
ribs winding (2) 
Variables of the developed model: 
 
  quantity of simultaneously winding ribs; 
  geometrical parameters of fuselage section 
     (LENGTH-TO-DIAMETER ratio); 
  angle of spiral ribs α; 
  spacing between reels over attachment frame 
     circumference θ; 
Prototype and Load cases 
Piaggio P180 central fuselage section geometry 
(Length=2m, Outer Diameter=1.8m) 
The most severe load case –   Tail down landing with 
maximum landing weight 
Fuselage section design problem 
MAIN OBJECTIVE: to develop wafer fuselage of 
minimal mass 
 Joining reels quantity and their reciprocal 
    positions; 
  Minimal allowable spacing between reels; 
  Minimal spacing between washers; 
  Ribs shape (trapezoid) and minimal dimensions; 
  System of kinematically invariable triangular 
     hoop and spiral ribs intersection was selected; 
Structural and manufacturing RESTRICTIONS 
(discussed by consortium) 
Manufacturing restrictions in WASIS project 
 Only single winding head can be used for 
ribs winding; 
 Barrel flanges have to permit free winding 
head to passing out from winding zone; 
 Special modification of winding equipment 
are not allowed; 
 Winding exactly longitudinal (0°) are not 
very desirable; 
Material properties 
Carbon tow 12k HTS5631 with epoxy binder Araldite 556 
were suggested by manufacturers for ribs/skin winding 
and steel AISI 301 (304) as allowable. 
 
Specifications with metal and composite properties were 
composed by results of static testing 
Analysis scheme for preliminary design 
Simplified model of cylindrical 
(smooth) shell with equivalent rigidity 
Reduction of wafer structure to “smooth skin” 
Pure skin reinforcing scheme is assumed to be ±45° 
Pure skin  thickness in total thickness of reduced skin is 
assumed to be 20% 
Ribs orientation angles 
±α1,° 11.97 26.33 26.33 11.97 4.04 11.97 11.97 26.33 
±α2,° 56.03 56.03 70.96 70.96 70.96 80.09 90 90 
Possible winding schemes of two spiral ribs 
20 reels on attachment frames are used 
Optimization by wafer structure rigidity (without skin): continuous winding, 
triangular cell shape 
Ribs orientation angle 1 2 3 4 5 6 
±α1,° 4.04 11.97 11.97 11.97 26.33 6.05 
±α2,° 70.96 70.96 80.09 90 90 70.75 
Design restrictions 
•  Ribs cross-section area (trapezoid) was selected 
from the condition of required rib rigidity at bending; 
 
•  Equal stability of hoop and spiral ribs is ensured; 
 
• Reel-rib joint strength satisfaction defines 
geometry of joining elements; 
 
• Restriction on global ovalization of entire fuselage 
section at bending. 
Preliminary weight optimization 
of wafer structures  
18
3
8.7
20
3.4
10
Wafer 
structure Skin thickness 
Ribs section dimensions *), 
mm 
Mass, 
kg 
[90º/±12º] 1.6 44.79 
[90º/±26º] 1.4 48.80 
*) The shape and dimensions of the ribs cross-sections are identical 
for hoop and spiral ribs 
Main reasons of FE optimization  
- Global ovalization of real wafer structure; 
- Influence of internal overpressurizing; 
- Influence of operational temperature changing; 
- Estimation of 3D stressed state in ribs in at 
“specific” zones of joining. 
Following factors can’t be taken 
into consideration analytically 
FEM-simulation results of preliminary-optimized 
wafer structures  
Parameter 
Wafer structure 
[90º/±12º] [90º/±26º] 
Max. Load to the Reel, kN 19.2 19.4 
Maximal Displacement, mm 4.06 4.31 
Minimal Safety Margin of the Ribs 6.5 5.3 
Strength Ratio of the Skin 
(Δp=54 kPa, ΔT=0) 6.71 4.73 
Buckling Ratio (Δp=0) 2.23 2.18 
Mass, kg 44.79 48.80 
Scheme [90º/±26º] is selected as more rational due to: 
 
- Symmetrical and regular triangular cells over entire area; 
 
- More quantity of ribs intersections (i.e. more reliable operation, 
  wider possibility of fasteners installation at these zones) 
 
- More uniform stress distribution in spiral and hoop ribs 
 
 
Results of fuselage section 
composite barrel design 
Quantity of hoop ribs – 6 
Quantity of reels at each 
attachment frame (left and 
right) – 20 
Rib shape – trapezoid (height 
– 20 mm, basements – 8.9 
and 4.5 mm) 
Skin thickness – 1.4 mm 
Estimated weight of composite section (without attachment 
frame and fasteners) is near 60 kg 
Backgrounds for novel fuselage 
structure development (4) 
    KhAI experience in creation effective metal-composite joints 
washers 
Longitudinal 
micro-fasteners 
Transversal 
micro-fasteners 
Application of micro-fasteners in fuselage 
structure 
Structural solution of illuminator overwinding 
by “reflected direction” scheme  
Joining of wafer fuselage structure ribs 
with attachment frame with semi-loop joint  
Skin 
Spiral ribs Attachment frame 
Reel 
Possible options of reels with micro-elements 
(considered in WASIS project)  
Reel with washers Reel with micro-pins 
Reel designs developed in WASIS project to join ribs with 
attachment frame in process of continuous winding 
Floor fittings developed in WASIS project  
Design of floor fitting and zone or ribs intersection 
developed for joining floor structure to composite 
fuselage section 
- 6 fittings at the left and at the right along section length; 
- estimated load-carrying ability of each fitting at shear is 
near 500 kg  
Consequent reels and attachment frame design 
Testing of representative sub-components 
Source: MIL-HDBK 
Determination reel-rib joint strength 
at compression of triangular sub-component 
(without skin) 
Typical failure modes of reel-rib joint 
1. Failure load is 53...55 kN that is 2…2.5 times more than 
predicted. 
2. Typical failure mode – is rib failure near rib-reel joint. 
Conclusions: 
1. Analytical model of wafer fuselage section with the system of two rib 
families was developed. 
2. Developed model was applied design of wafer fuselage section with 
predefined dimensions, structural and manufacturing restrictions. 
3. Optimal geometrical parameters or trapezoidal ribs were determined 
from the strength, rigidity conditions and taking into account global 
fuselage section ovalization. 
4. Specific reel and attachment frame design was developed to ensure 
loads transferring from composite ribs to metal attachment frames 
taking into account manufacturing restrictions. 
5. Representative sub-components of wafer fuselage section was 
manufactured and tested at compression. Results of testing have 
proved required load-carrying ability of sub-components. 
Further actions 
Manufacturing of special testing jigs, wafer 
panels of real scale fuselage section for furter 
testing. 
Thank you for attention 
..
.
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. Motivation
. Safety and efficiency are two key aspects when designing composite structures
. Reliability analysis methods allow the assessment of structural safety
. In design optimization under uncertainties, design variables, objective function
and design constraints are non-deterministic quantities
. The methodology is called reliability based design optimization (RBDO)
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0 x
fX(x)
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. Motivation
.
Goal.
.
Evaluation of different alternatives of reliability based optimization
methods applied in the context of design of aircraft structures,
including surrogate methods to reduce the execution time
.
Application.
.
An application example is considered to demonstrate
the performance of the methods
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. Structural reliability
Probabilistic safety analysis. Structural reliability
. Uncertainties are considered as random variables
. Probability of failure is evaluated as:
𝑝𝑓 = 𝑃 (𝑅 ⩽ 𝑆) = 𝑃 (𝑅 − 𝑆 ⩽ 0) = 𝑃 [𝑔 (𝑟, 𝑠) ⩽ 0] (1)
. 𝑔 (𝑟, 𝑠) is the limit state function, which divides the design region
. If 𝑓𝑅𝑆 is the joint probability density function
𝑝𝑓 = ∫
∞
−∞
∫
𝑠
−∞
𝑓𝑅𝑆(𝑟, 𝑠)𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑠 (2)
. The Fundamental equation of reliability
does not have general analytic solution (non-
linerity, number of random variables, ...)
. Alternative methods have to be considered
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. Methods
Input Uncertaintyquantification Output
d
Deterministic
properties a
Random
properties
Preprocess
Analysis
Postprocess
y
System
response
z
Uncertainty
of response
1. Limit state approximation methods. Limit state surface can be approximated by
a tangent hyperplane at a certain point
. Simulation methods. A population of samples is generated. Deterministic analy-
ses are conducted and the statistical parameters of the response can be evaluated
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. Limit state approximation methods
FOSM (First Order Second-moment Method )
It uses an estimation of the first two statistical moments of the limit state function
evaluated at 𝝁𝑨, the point defined by the mean value of the random variables:
𝜇𝑀 = 𝐸 [𝑔(𝒂)] ≃ 𝑔(𝝁𝑨)
𝜎2𝑀 = 𝑉 𝑎𝑟 [𝑔(𝒂)] ≃
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑛
∑
𝑗=1
𝜕𝑔(𝝁𝑨)
𝜕𝑎𝑖
𝜕𝑔(𝝁𝑨)
𝜕𝑎𝑗
𝜎𝐴𝑖𝐴𝑗 .
Reliability index 𝛽 is defined from equations (9) and (9) as
𝛽 = 𝜇𝑀𝜎𝑀
, (3)
whereas the probability of failure 𝑝𝑓 can be obtained as
𝑝𝑓 = 1 − Φ (𝛽) , (4)
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal variable.
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. Limit state approximation methods
SOSM (Second Order Second-Moment Method )
It uses a second order approximation for the mean, but not for the standard deviation
𝜇𝑀 ≃ 𝑔(𝝁𝑨) +
1
2
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑛
∑
𝑗=1
𝜕2𝑔(𝝁𝑨)
𝜕𝑎𝑖𝜕𝑎𝑗
𝜎𝐴𝑖𝐴𝑗 (5)
. 𝛽 is not invariant with respect to 𝑔(𝒂)
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. Limit state approximation methods
AMV and AMV+ (Advanced Mean Value methods)
These algorithms assume the approximation of the limit state surface by the tangent
hyperplane at the point 𝝁𝑨. The first order expansion is known as AMV:
𝑔(𝒂) ≃ 𝑔(𝝁𝑨) + ∇𝑔(𝝁𝑨)𝑇 (𝒂 − 𝝁𝑨), (6)
whereas AMV+ is an enhanced first order approximation which starts in 𝝁𝑨 and then
iterates to obtain an estimation of the MPP (𝒂∗):
𝑔(𝒂) ≃ 𝑔(𝒂∗) + ∇𝑔(𝒂∗)𝑇 (𝒂 − 𝒂∗). (7)
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. Limit state approximation methods
FORM (First Order Reliability Method )
a′1
a′2
Failure domain
Safe domain
g (a′) = 0
g′ (a′) = 0
β
fA′ (a
′)
a′f
. Limit state surface is approximated by a tan-
gent hyperplane at the most probable point
of failure 𝒂′𝑓
. The most probable point of failure is defined
as the minimum distance from the origin to
the limit state surface
. 𝛽 is the minimum distance. Is invariant with
regard to the definiton of 𝑔(𝒂)
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. Limit state approximation methods
SORM (Second Order Reliability Method )
.
a01
a02
a001
a002
Failure domain
Safe domain
g (a0) = 0
g0 (a0) = 0

fA0 (a
0)
a0f
. Improves the FORM approximation using
second order derivatives
. 𝛽 is invariant with regard to the definiton of
𝑔(𝒂)
𝑔(𝒂′) ≃
∇𝑔𝑇 (𝒂′𝑓)
∣∇𝑔(𝒂′𝑓)∣
(𝒂′ − 𝒂′𝑓) +
1
2 ∣∇𝑔(𝒂′𝑓)∣
(𝒂′ − 𝒂′𝑓)𝑇𝑯(𝒂′ − 𝒂′𝑓) (8)
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. Simulation methods
LHS (Latin hypercube sampling)
0
1
0 1
a
2
a1
LHS
Monte Carlo
. LHS (Latin Hypercube Sampling) is a varia-
tion of Montecarlo method
. Domain is divided in constant probability
subdomains
. Less samples are required, compared with
MCS
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. Simulation methods
Importance sampling
a1
a2
Failure domain
Security domain
Failure surface
g(a′) = 0
fA′(a
′)
κA′(a
′)a′f
MPP
. Samples are selected around the most probable point
of failure
. An auxiliar probability density function ℎ (𝒂) is de-
fined
𝑝𝑓 = ∫⋯∫
𝑔(𝒂,𝒅)⩽0
𝑓𝑨 (𝒂, 𝒅)
ℎ(𝒂) ℎ(𝒂)𝑑𝒂 (9)
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. Reliability based design optimization methods
. Reliability based design optimization solves the problem of minimizing an ob-
jective function considering constraints defined in terms of uncertainty
min𝐹(𝒙, 𝒂)
𝛽𝑖(𝒙, 𝒂) ⩾ 𝛽𝑚𝑖𝑛
. Double loop / Bi-level approaches consider the reliability within the optimization
loop
. Mono-level approaches replace probabilistic constraints with approximate deter-
ministic values, converting the double loop into a single loop
. Decoupled approach solves the RBDO problem as a sequence of deterministic op-
timization procedures
. A double loop framework is selected
. The algorithm for the optimization loop is sequential quadratic programming
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. Double loop / Bi-level approaches performance
Optimization
Reliability
Analysis
Evaluator
(Model)
Birlevelnestediteratorx,p
x,a,p
	(x,a,p),

g(x,a,p)
	(x,p),

g(x,p)
Bi-level approach flowchart
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. Polynomial surrogate models
Polynomial models
. Linear polynomial model
̂𝑓 (𝒙) ≃ 𝑐0 +
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑐𝑖𝑥𝑖 (10)
. Quadratic polynomial model
̂𝑓 (𝒙) ≃ 𝑐0 +
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑐𝑖𝑥𝑖 +
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑛
∑
𝑗⩾𝑖
𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗 (11)
. Cubic polynomial model
̂𝑓 (𝒙) ≃ 𝑐0 +
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑐𝑖𝑥𝑖 +
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑛
∑
𝑗⩾𝑖
𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗 +
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑛
∑
𝑗⩾𝑖
𝑛
∑
𝑘⩾𝑗
𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗𝑥𝑘 (12)
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. Gaussian Processes (Kriging)
. One of the most commonmodels in surrogate based optimization. The approximation
is of the form:
̂𝑓𝐺𝑃 (𝒙) = 𝒈 (𝒙)𝑇𝜷 + 𝜀 (𝒙) (13)
. 𝒙 is the current point
. 𝒈 (𝒙) is the vector of basis functions at 𝒙
. 𝜷 is a vector containing the least squares estimates of the basis function coefficients
. 𝜀 (𝒙) is the stationary Gaussian Process error model, used to correct the trend
functions 𝒈 (𝒙).
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. Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS)
. Uses multivariate adaptive regression splines to fit the objective function, according
to the next expression:
̂𝑓 (𝒙) =
𝑀
∑
𝑚=1
𝑎𝑚𝐵𝑚 (𝒙) , (14)
. 𝑎𝑚 are the coefficient of the power basis functions 𝐵𝑚 and 𝑀 is the number of
functions.
. The design space is partitioned into subregions, and for each subregion regression
methods are applied to create a local surface fit in each one.
. The subregions are joined together to produce a 𝐶2 continuous surface model.
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. RBDO applied on surrogate models
RBDO
Deterministic
analysis
fˆ −→ Fˆ, Gˆ j
Reliability
analysis
fˆ −→ βˆi, gˆi
Surrogate model
f −→ fˆ
Simulator
Iterator
Evaluator
µA, xd, pd Fˆ (µA, xd, pd)Gˆ j (µA, xd, pd)
a, d βˆi (a, d)gˆi (a, d)
µA, xd, pd fˆ (µA, xd, pd) a, d fˆ (a, d)
xd, pd, xa, pa f (xd, pd, xa, pa)
Reliability based design optimization applied on surrogate models performance flowchartDesign optimization of aircraft structures in uncertain environments EASN 2013
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. Description of the model
. Verification of the structural reliability of one of the wing ribs
. Shell elements modelling the outer skin of the wing box
. Beam and truss elements modelling the reinforcements
. The ribs are modelled with 1D elements
. The verified rib is modelled with a detailed mesh using shell elements
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. Description of the model
. The total number of elements is 59,827, with 41,623 nodes and 249,738 DOF
. All the analysis were conducted in linear and static mode.
. Large number of DOF and RV, simultaneosly considered
. A HPC cluster with 48 processors and 192 GB of physical memory has been used
. The peak performance provided by this machine is 237 GFlops.
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. Random variable characterization
. Several types of uncertainty have been considered
. Classified according to their type (material, geometry or loads)
. All the variables are statistically independent
. Mean value is the same as the nominal value
. Several cases have been defined, with a different number of RV
Case Variables Description
A1 5 Wing box material properties
A2 50 Wing box material properties and loads
A3 100 Wing box material properties and loads
A4 341 Wing box material properties and loads
A5 10 Material properties of the rib
A6 70 Material and geometrical properties of the rib
A7 406 Material and geometrical properties of the rib and loads
A8 411 Material properties of the whole model, geometrical properties of the rib and loads
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. Random variable characterization
. Material properties of the aluminum of the box: 5 RV with a Gauss distribution and
𝛿 = 10%.
. Material properties of the composite material of the rib: 10 RV with a Gauss distri-
bution and 𝛿 = 10%.
. Thickness of the rib: 60 RV ith a lognormal distribution and 𝛿 = 10%.
. Loads: 336 RV with a Gumbel distribution and 𝛿 = 15%.
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. Deterministic analysis
Critical
zone
1
. A deterministic analysis is conducted with the mean values of the RV
. The most strained zone in the model is described as the critical zone
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. Reliability analysis
The limit state considered to assess the structural reliability evaluates the value of the
first principal strain in the rib 𝜀1,𝑖, which must be below of a maximum value 𝜀1,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔 (𝒂) = 𝜀1,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜀1,𝑖
− 1 ⩾ 0 (15)
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. Reliability analysis
FORM (First Order Reliability Method )
Case Variables FORM𝛽 𝑝𝑓
A1 5 10.262 5.246× 10−25
A2 50 6.593 2.158× 10−11
A3 100 6.593 2.159× 10−11
A4 341 3.066 1.084× 10−3
A5 10 10.763 2.566× 10−27
A6 70 10.482 5.235× 10−26
A7 406 2.911 1.803× 10−3
A8 411 2.435 7.453× 10−3
Reliability results
A1
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A8
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C
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212h 50m 39s
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. Reliability analysis
FORM (First Order Reliability Method )
Case Variables FORM𝛽 𝑝𝑓
A1 5 10.262 5.246× 10−25
A2 50 6.593 2.158× 10−11
A3 100 6.593 2.159× 10−11
A4 341 3.066 1.084× 10−3
A5 10 10.763 2.566× 10−27
A6 70 10.482 5.235× 10−26
A7 406 2.911 1.803× 10−3
A8 411 2.435 7.453× 10−3
Reliability results
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. Reliability analysis
TANA3 (Two point adaptive non-linear approximation)
Case Variables TANA3𝛽 𝑝𝑓
A1 5 10.262 5.218× 10−25
A2 50 6.552 2.834× 10−11
A3 100 6.545 2.978× 10−11
A4 341 3.082 1.028× 10−3
A5 10 9.775 7.214× 10−23
A6 70 9.536 7.415× 10−22
A7 406 2.986 1.412× 10−3
A8 411 2.626 4.320× 10−3
Reliability results
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
103 104 105 106 107
Time (s)
C
as
e
00h 30m 45s
47h 37m 36s
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137h 46m 40s
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. Reliability analysis
LHS (Latin hypercube sampling)
Case Variables LHS𝛽 𝑝𝑓
A1 5 5.110 1.611× 10−7
A2 50 4.140 1.735× 10−5
A3 100 4.180 1.458× 10−5
A4 341 2.736 3.113× 10−3
A5 10 ∞ 0.000
A6 70 ∞ 0.000
A7 406 2.640 4.150× 10−3
A8 411 2.359 9.165× 10−3
Reliability results
A1
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A3
A4
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A6
A7
A8
103 104 105 106 107
Time (s)
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e
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. Reliability analysis
Importance sampling
Case Variables VRT-I𝛽 𝑝𝑓
A1 5 10.200 9.917× 10−25
A2 50 6.854 3.587× 10−12
A3 100 6.760 6.878× 10−12
A4 341 2.894 1.902× 10−3
A5 10 10.500 4.320× 10−26
A6 70 10.221 8.026× 10−25
A7 406 2.595 4.729× 10−3
A8 411 2.458 6.985× 10−3
Reliability results
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Time (s)
C
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e
05h 46m 35s
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193h 21m 54s
215h 29m 18s
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. Reliability analysis
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. Reliability based design optimization
Three design cases are considered:
.1 Deterministic optimization: 4 design variables (ply thickness)
.2 RBDO case 1: 4 design variables and 4 random variables (2 loads, 𝐸1 and 𝐸2)
.3 RBDO case 2: 4 design variables and 8 random variables (2 loads, 𝐸1, 𝐸2 and ply
thickness)
. The limit states selected to verify the structural reliability are the buckling factor 𝜆
and the Tsai-Wu criterion
. The stacking sequence is [±45/90/0]𝑠
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. Verification of the surrogates
FOSM AMV FORM AMV+
Method
0
50
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al
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tio
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Number of evaluations
FOSM AMV FORM AMV+
Method
100
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W
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e
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Surrogate
Wall-clock time
Non-surrogate Surrogate
Method 𝐹(𝒙) 𝑔1(𝒙) 𝑔2(𝒙) 𝐹(𝒙) 𝑔1(𝒙) 𝑔2(𝒙)
FOSM 10.618 1.011 −5.209× 10−05 10.597 0.946 2.727× 10−05
AMV 9.673 1.476 1.836× 10−3 9.609 1.302 −8.314× 10−05
FORM 9.673 1.476 1.836× 10−3 9.609 1.302 −8.314× 10−05
AMV+ 9.673 1.476 1.836× 10−3 9.609 1.302 −8.314× 10−05
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. FORM method with Performance Measure Approach
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. FORM method with Performance Measure Approach
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RBDO. 4 design variables and 4 random variables
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RBDO. 4 design variables and 8 random variables
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. FORM method with Performance Measure Approach
Initial design Deterministic optimization
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. FORM method with Performance Measure Approach
RBDO. 4 design variables and 4 random variables RBDO. 4 design variables and 8 random variables
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. Conclusions
. A review of some existing methods of reliability analysis and their capabilities has
been carried out in the context of a reliability based optimization procedure
. The performance of different RBDO approaches has been evaluated
. Surrogate methods are a valuable tool to reduce the computational cost and apply
sophisticated procedures to analysis and design
. An example has been used to illustrate the performance of the methods
. The methods can be confidently used in industrial applications, instead of classical
deterministic methods
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2 Main Research activity 
Study of bone hierarchical structure 
 
Atomistic approach 
Numerical study of bone at the 
nanoscale 
Biomimetic approach 
Bio-inspired composite material 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
3 Outline 
• Background 
 
• Methods 
• Concept 
• Manufacturing 
• Testing 
 
• Results and Comments 
 
• Remarks and Future Perspectives 
 
 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
Biomimetics: learning from Nature 4 
 
Biomimetics: design approach to create new structures, by mimicking characteristics 
found in nature. 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
 ″Stealing from nature is a very rewarding business.″  
[cit. J. Aizenberg] 
Bio-inspired materials: materials inspired by natural smart systems; not a mere 
copy of natural materials. 
 
Bone-inspired composite 
 
 
 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
5 Bone 
Bone: hierarchical structure (7 levels of hierarchy) that affects the material behavior 
e.g.: Origin of bone toughness - Different 
toughening mechanisms at different scales 
 
• Understand how the hierarchical 
structure influences the 
mechanical behavior 
 
• Reproduce this behavior in new 
materials 
 
 
Need of a multi-scale 
approach 
*Espinosa H.D. et al., 2009. 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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BONE-inspired composite material 
 
Biomimetic approach 
6 
Concept Manufacturing Characterization 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
Why bone? 7 
 
• Material with a great 
combination of mechanical 
properties 
 
• Incredible toughness in spite 
of brittle mineral components 
 
Micro-structure 
 
 
*Espinosa H.D. et al., 2009. 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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Why osteon? 8 
• To mimick the fracture behavior (crack deflection) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Deflection of the crack in longitudinal direction → longitudinal splitting 
instead of transversal cracking  
 
• Anisotropy 
• Torsional toughness 
• Crack deflection 
*Ritchie  et al., 2009. 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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From concept to manufacturing 9 
Osteon structure Bio-inspired structure 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
Tubular woven 
±45°CF 
Ø5mm 
Thickness=0.18mm 
Roving E-glass 
Torsional strength Tensile strength Compactness 
NCF E-glass 
Plain weave 
Main simplifications: 
• Length scale  (Osteon diameter: from ~  0,2  to ~ 5 mm) 
• NO internal canals (living part) 
• From cylindrical to flat structure 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
From concept to manufacturing 10 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
 
• Manufacturing process in Clausthal University of Technology 
Lamination 
Resin infusion 
(VARI-RTM) 
End product 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
From concept to manufacturing 
 
• Manufacturing process in Clausthal University of Technology 
11 
Comparative laminate:   
 
•  stacking sequence  
[GF-(0°)4, CF-(±45°)2, GF-(0°), CF-(±45°)]s 
 
• 54 % vol. fiber (47.5% GF, 6.5 % CF) –  
(same as the bone-inspired composite) 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
Filament winding 
End product 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
Characterization 
• Mechanical testing on the bio-inspired composite and on the 
comparative laminate  
• Tensile (L, T) 
• Compressive (L, T) 
• Flexural bending (L, T) 
• Translaminar fracture toughness 
• Interrupted fracture toughness tests (+OM) 
• Microscopic analyses (OM, SEM) 
 
12 
L 
L 
T 
T 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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Results 13 
Longitudinal 
 
Transversal 
Property Type Bio-inspired 
composite 
Comparative 
laminate 
Bio-inspired 
composite 
Comparative 
laminate 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Tensile 
Compressive 
Flexural 
Fracture 
797 ± 53 
416 ± 33 
880 ± 30 
379 ± 44 
568 
581 ± 48 
782 ± 26 
452 
28 ± 3 
101 ± 2 
59 ± 3 
- 
65 
157 ± 2 
156 ± 4 
- 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Tensile 
Compressive 
Flexural 
46864 ± 4981 
↑ 
44296 ± 2195 
33245 
 
31108 ± 595 
14558 ± 972 
 
10585 ± 2061 
12366 
↑ 
14583 ± 104 
Fracture 
toughness 
(MPa·) 
26.9 ± 2.9 32.7 ±1.1 
 
- - 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
Flexural bending tests 
Longitudinal                            Transversal 
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Results 14 
Longitudinal 
 
Transversal 
Property Type Bio-inspired 
composite 
Comparative 
laminate 
Bio-inspired 
composite 
Comparative 
laminate 
Strength Tensile 
Compressive 
Flexural 
Fracture 
↑ 
 
↑ 
 
 
↑ 
 
↑ 
 
 
 
- 
↑ 
↑ 
↑ 
- 
Modulus Tensile 
Compressive 
Flexural 
↑ 
↑ 
↑ 
↑ 
 
 
↑ 
↑ 
Translaminar 
fracture 
toughness 
↔↑ 
 
- - 
• Marked anisotropic behavior 
• Higher (longitudinal) tensile and flexural properties (strength, stiffness) 
• Lower transveral properties 
• Lower compression performance 
• Good fracture toughness, deflection and splitting mechanisms 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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Results 15 
• Longitudinal splitting 
• Crack deflection 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
Remarks 
• Marked anisotropy 
• Properties along the osteon direction       ↑ 
• Properties in transverse direction           ↓↔ 
• Crack deflection                                      
 
16 
*Ritchie et al., 2009. 
• Bio-inspired composite 
 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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Remarks and future perspectives 17 
*Rho J.Y. et al., 1998. 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
 
Nanoscale toughening 
mechanisms 
Flaw tolerance below 
a critical size 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
Future perspectives 
Design improvements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Suggestions from MD-results 
18 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks 
and Future 
Perspectives 
Inter-osteon woven layer Multi-layer osteon structure 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
Thanks for your kind attention! 
19 
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Backup slides 20 
F. Libonati, C. Colombo, L. Vergani 
MD-simulations: a tool for the design of de 
novo materials 
• Atomistic modeling of bone nanocomposites and bone building blocks 
 
21 
• Fracture mechanics of hydroxyapatite (HAP) crystals under geometric 
confinement: series of MD-simulations by systematically varying the crystal size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanics of collagen-hydroxyapatite nanocomposites: MD-simulations of 
simple nanocomposite models by considering the effect of water and 
confinement 
 
 
Critical size 
 
Deformation 
mechanisms 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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Main results from MD-simulations 
• Fracture mechanics of hydroxyapatite (HAP) crystals under geometric 
confinement 
Flaw tolerance below a critical size 
22 
σ
r/σ
th
 
Stress from the crack tip 
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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Main results from MD-simulations 23 
I II 
• Study of collagen-hydroxyapatite nanocomposites 
 Bone nanomechanics 
• Importance of collagen-HAP interactions  
• Effect of confinement 
• Crucial role of H-bonds (acting as sacrificial bonds) 
 
I II 
Increase the 
energy to failure  
Background 
 
 
Methods 
 
 
Results and 
Comments 
 
 
Remarks  
and Future 
Perspectives 
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• EVITA «Non Destructive Evaluation, Inspection and Testing of Primary
Aeronautical Composite Structures Using Phase Contrast X‐Ray Imaging 
• Call V Transport
• The project responds to two topics in the work programme activity «Improving
Cost Efficiency»:
• Aircraft Development Cost: Production
• Aircraft Operation Cost: Maintenance and Repair
• Duration: 3 years, from September 2012 to August 2015
• CSEM is the coordinator
• www.evita‐project.eu
EVITA General Information 
Overview of the Project
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• EVITA aims at bringing Grating‐based Phase Contrast X‐Ray imaging technology
to Non‐Destructive Evaluation and Inspection of primary and/or complex
aeronautical composite structures during the design, manufacturing and 
assembly processes, as well as during the repair and re‐use procedure of key 
components. 
• The goals of EVITA are: 
• increase the level of detectability of defects in composite structures,
• reduce the amount of defects that, up to now, were very difficult or 
impossible to detect using standard inspection methods (e.g. ultrasound‐
based methods), in particular, micro‐defects
• increase the level of NDT process reliability for safety critical composite 
structures. 
EVITA Goals
Overview of the Project
Page 4
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
X-ray source
X-ray detector
Gratings = Optical elements
Forms an interferometerG0
G1
G2
• Using Talbot effect to measure interactions between X-rays and samples
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• Coordinator: CSEM Centre Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique (CSEM)
• Partners:
• GMI Aero (GMI)
• National Technical University of Athens (NTUA)
• Dassault Aviation (DASSAV)
• University of Manchester (UNIMAN)
Consortium
Overview of the Project
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Work Breakdown Structure
Overview of the Project
EVITA
WP1 (GMI)
Technical Specifications and 
Concept Development of the 
PCI X-Ray System
T1.1
Review of the CFRP design, 
manufacturing, assembly and 
repair procedures
T1.2
PCI X-Ray system 
specifications
T1.3
Definition of the test and  
validation plans
T1.4
PCI X-Ray system concept
T1.5
PCI X-Ray system design trade-
off
WP2 (CSEM)
Detailed Design and 
Development of PCI X-Ray 
Demonstrator
T2.1
Detailed design of the PCI X-
Ray system
T2.2
Grating fabrication & testing
T2.3
Hardware and software 
acquisition and development
T2.4
Image Processing
T2.5
System assembly and 
characterisation
WP3 (DASSAV)
Proof of Concept
T3.1
Selection and production 
of samples
T3.2
Benchmarking measurements
T3.3
PCI measurements
T3.4
Evaluation of the results
T3.5
Roadmap for the development
of a portable/stationary
PCI prototype
WP4 (NTUA)
Dissemination & Exploitation
T4.1
Plan for using and 
disseminating knowledge
T4.2
Project portal and Web site
T4.3
Scientific production
T4.4
Exploitation plan
WP5 (CSEM)
Project management
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EVITA Expected Performance
Speed
Good
Resolution Excellent
Sample thickness
Ok
Complex shape
Ok
Defect detectability 
(to be detailed later) Good
Cost
Medium
Motivation
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Defect Detectability
Overview of the Project
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Porosity (<1%) 100 100 100
Delamination 75 100 75
Wavy fibres / undulations 75 50 50
Cracks 100 0 50
Fluid ingress 75 50 100
Dis‐bonding 50 50 50
Fibre breakage 100 0 50
Resin rich / resin poor areas 75 50 75
Foreign inclusion 50 50 50
Increase in the detectability for composites defects
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Material Defects
Overview of the Project
Monolithic Carbon Fibre Laminates
• Delaminations
• Porosity
• Foreign Objects/Inclusions
• Cracks
• Resin Rich or Poor Areas (Gaps and 
Overlaps)
• Cut Fibres
• Wavy Fibres (In-plane wave and out of 
plane wrinkle)
Sandwich Structures
• Bond Line Defects
• Foreign Inclusion at the Bond
• Porosity in the Laminate
• Crushed or Torn Up Core
• Crack in the Foam Core
• Debonding at Honeycomb Cell 
Walls
• Foreign Inclusion in the 
Honeycomb/Foam
• Lack of Filling of Cells
Hybrid Structures
• Bond Line Defects
• Cracks
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Project Planning
Overview of the Project
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Advisory Board Members
Overview of the Project
• GKN Aerospace
• Alenia Aeronautica
• Marenco Swisshelicopter AG
• EASA 
• RUAG Aviation
• EADS IW
• NDT Expert / TESTIA
Thank you for your attention!
Phase Contrast X‐ray Imaging: An Advanced 
Inspection Solution to Detect Micro‐Defects in 
Polymers and Composite Materials
Dr Ana María Madrigal
Dr Vincent Revol
CSEM
Copyright 2013 CSEM   | X‐ray Phase Contrast Imaging Solutions  |  Page 1
X‐Ray and Microscopy Laboratory
Integrated in CSEM analytical laboratory
• Characterization and testing of materials 
from the nano‐ to the macro‐scale
Certification ISO 9001:2008
Long tradition of excellence in X‐ray technology
• Development of methodology and instrumentation for 
customer needs and applications.
Phase Contrast X-ray Imaging
High resolution X‐ray Diffraction
Electron Microscopy
Scanning Probe Microscopy
Introduction
Zürich : Development centre 
for X-ray Phase 
Contrast Imaging
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Imaging Using Conventional X‐Rays
Why using X‐ray imaging?
• See non‐destructively inside of thick sample
• Fast inspection of complex shape samples
• High spatial resolution
• 3D reconstruction of the sample 
What are the limitations of standard systems?
• Limited sensitivity for light elements 
such as polymers and carbon fibres
• Trade‐off between spatial resolution 
and size of the sample
Courtesy 
Yxlon GmbH
Difficult to detect micro‐defects in large composite structure
(e.g. porosity, fibre wrinkle, micro‐cracks, debonding, resin rich/poor areas…)
Motivation
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Phase Contrast X‐ray Imaging: Enabling New Insights
Imaging Principle
Fiber Composite Materials
• quasi-isotropic CFRP
• lay up [0°/+45°/90°/-45°/0°]s
5
m
m
5mm
impact 
(20 Joules)
Absorption
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Phase Contrast X‐ray Imaging: Enabling New Insights
Imaging Principle
Fiber Composite Materials
• quasi-isotropic CFRP
• lay up [0°/+45°/90°/-45°/0°]s
5
m
m
5mm
impact 
(20 Joules)
Refraction
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Scattering
Phase Contrast X‐ray Imaging: Enabling New Insights
Imaging Principle
Fiber Composite Materials
• quasi-isotropic CFRP
• lay up [0°/+45°/90°/-45°/0°]s
5
m
m
5mm
impact 
(20 Joules)
impact damage
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Microscopic defects?
Imaging Principle
How is it possible to use X-rays for the 
detection of defects that are significantly 
smaller than the pixel size.…?
Use X-ray Scattering !
- Ultra small angle X-ray scattering
 structure size 0.2 – 50 µm
- Allow for imaging microstructure
 sub-pixel sensitivity
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Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
X-ray source
X-ray detector
Gratings = Optical elements
Forms an interferometerG0
G1
G2
• Using Talbot effect to measure interactions between X-rays and samples
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G1
X-rays
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
d
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r
Interference pattern generated by the diffraction grating G1
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X-rays
x
x
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
Interference pattern is translated due to refraction in the sample
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G1
X-rays
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Set-up @ CSEM Zurich
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
The displacement is measured using the analyzer grating G2
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G1
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Set-up @ CSEM Zurich
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
Refraction
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G1
X-rays
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x
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Set-up @ CSEM Zurich
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
Refraction
Absorption
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G1
X-rays
x
x
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Set-up @ CSEM Zurich
Talbot‐Lau Grating Interferometer
Imaging Principle
Refraction
Absorption
Scattering
Three images obtained at the same time!!!
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Grating fabrication
Projects and Achievements
Silicon
p/n
p
H
Gold
Gold
Silicon
p/2 p
H
Silicon
H
p/2 p
Cleanroom at CSEM Neuchâtel
G0
G1
G2
- Small series production
(100 and 150mm wafers)
- Process development
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Impact damage
Application examples
5 Joules
Sample provided by 
Absorption RX Refraction RX Scattering RX
Radiography  2D projection
Acquisition time = 10 - 60 sec
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Resin rich / resin poor areas
Application examples
Sample provided by 
ScatteringRefractionAbsorption
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Quality Control – Materials Characterization
Absorption Refraction Scattering
Defects visible in projection images
Measurement time less than 1 minute
Large samples up to 40 x 30 cm2 (EVITA 1 x 1 m2) possible 
Application examples
Collaboration with
Thank you for your attention!
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Introduction 
Review of optimised experimental procedures for non-destructive 
testing and damage detection on composite materials based on 
non-contact measurement techniques: 
• Shearography 
• Air-coupled ultrasonics 
• Laser ultrasonics 
 
Applications from thin panels to thick elements. 
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NDT Methods - Shearography 
“Speckle” interferometry based on shear 
reference image  
 
Difetto 
 (delaminazione) 
Sorgente laser 
Deformazione (µm) 
  
Telecamera CCD 
Ottica di “shear” 
Double image on the CCD 
Defect 
(delamination) 
formation (μm) 
Shear optics 
CCD 
• Full field 
• “Mechanical” Load 
• Optical detection 
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NDT Methods - Shearography 
Measurement input: deformation gradient (insensitivity to vibrations)  
core skin 
defect 
load 
Surface 
deformation 
Deformation gradient 
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Shearography 
Optimised thermal load on the basis of the Contrast to Noise Ratio 
[ ] 2122 backbackdefectdefect
backdefect
ww
CNR
σσ
µµ
⋅+⋅
−
=
µdefect  average intensity within the ROI 
µback  the average intensity within the bg  
σdefect  the standard deviation of the 
intensity values within the ROI 
σback   is the standard deviation of the 
intensity values in the bg 
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Shearography 
Optimised thermal load on the basis of the Contrast to Noise Ratio 
Sample under test: 
• 500 mm x 500 mm, 
• 12.7 mm thick honeycomb core  
+2 layers CFRP fabric on one side 
(P1, total thickness of 0.7 mm) 
+1 layer CFRP fabric on the other side 
(P7, total thickness of 0.35 mm).  
• Defects:   
• side P1: four Teflon stripes (two of 20 mm x 20 mm 
and two of 40 mm x 40 mm) between first and 
second layers. 
• side P7: four Teflon stripes between the core and 
the CFRP layer. 
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Shearography 
Shearography  
• Q-800 Dantec Dynamics 
• Array of four laser diodes 
(60 mW power each, 658 nm wavelength)  
• CCD sensor (1392 x 1040 pixels)  
• 500 W halogen lamps for thermal excitation 
 
IR camera  
• FLIR ThermalCAM S40 
• Resolution 320 x 240 Pixels 
• spectral range 7.5-13 μm 
• thermal sensitivity 0.08 °C 
Optimised thermal load on the basis of the Contrast to Noise Ratio 
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Shearography 
Optimised thermal load on the basis of the Contrast to Noise Ratio 
Defect: 40mm X 40mm 
Center:  X=50mm Y= 80 mm X 
Y 
X 
TEMPERATURE °C 
Testing conditions:  
• Meas. area 125 mm x 125 mm: res. = 0.17 mm/pixel 
• Horizontal shear of 5 mm (0.5-5 % of measurement area) 
• 5 average temperature levels between 30 °C and 50 °C 
(± 1.5 °C)  
• 2  Δtime phase maps time delay (5 s and 20 s).  
Increasing the thermal differe ce between sample and ambient  the heat 
dispersion occurs very fast and long acquisition time reduce CNR 
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Air-coupled ultrasonics 
THROUGH 
TRANSMISSION 
PITCH & 
CATCH 
Through transmission techniques allow to 
inspect integrally the object thickness, difficult 
access for complex shapes 
One-side techniques overcome accessibility 
limits but have less penetration depth 
• Single (large) point 
• No Load 
• Sonic detection 
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NDT Application to thick composite panel 
Air-coupled ultrasonics 
Hybrid configuration combination between contact (high 
penetration) and non-contact probes (flexibility)  
Contact 
emitter probe 
Non-Contact 
receiving probe 
• Ultran-Group pulser and receiver for transmission 
mode; 
• Digitizer NI PCI 5122 acquisition board;  
• Piezoelectric 100 kHz contact probes (emission); 
• Piezoelectric 100 kHz non contact probes 
(reception-25 mm from the sample surface); 
• Scanning system (custom made).  
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NDT Application to thick composite panel 
Air-coupled ultrasonics 
Punctual contact of the emitting probe by means of a intermediate 
spherical cup filled of water 
Contact emitting probe 
with spherical cap Water  
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NDT Application to thick composite panel 
Air-coupled ultrasonics 
Sandwich element for civil infrastructures components 
Core 
defect 
Planar surface 
Planar surface 
Raw surface (view from bottom) 
Skin 
defect 
x 
y 
Defects 
 
 
 
Density 40 kg/m3  
PUR core 50 mm thick  
two skins of CFRP and GFRP 8 mm of thickness each 
Defects: drilled delaminations between skins and core drilling 
one defect on the skin (10x30x2.5 mm 6 mm depth )  
one defect on the core (10x30x3 mm 22.5 mm depth ) 
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NDT Application to thick composite panel 
Air-coupled ultrasonics 
Sandwich element for civil infrastructures components 
 
 
 
Inspection area  50x74 mm - 1 mm resolution  
Detected 
defect area 
8x25 mm 
Detected defect area 10x16 mm 
artefact 
edge effect 
Without spherical cap      With spherical cup 
• Edge effects reduced 
(small contact area of 
emitting probe) 
• SNR reduction from 19 
dB without cap to 13 dB 
with cap  
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Laser ultrasonics 
Ultrasound waves generation:  
Pulsed laser Nd-YAG, wavelength 532nm, 
energy 30mJ, pulse width 6ns, laser beam 
diameter 2.5 mm 
 
Laser Doppler Vibrometer (Mach Zehnder) 
Polytec-OFV505-DD300: 
20 MHz frequency bandwidth, measurement 
field ± 75 nm, resolution 0,1 pm, uncertainty ± 
5% 
• Single (focused) point 
• Focused Load 
• Optical detection 
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Laser ultrasonics 
  
x axis 
Laser pulse  
z axis 
Coordinate system 
Net reactive 
force Region of melting 
and vaporization  
Ablation 
and 
plasma   
Temperature rise 
Principal 
stresses/strain 
x axis 
Laser pulse  
z axis 
Coordinate system 
Thermoelastic 
expansion 
Ultrasound waves generation mechanism 
Two regimes, depending to energy density (energy and focusing) 
 Thermo-elastic               Ablation  
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Laser ultrasonics 
Fiberglass 7 layers flat panel  
 
 
 
• Panel: 
• 2 mm thickness fiberglass 
• 200 mm x 300 mm 
• Defects:  
• Wax inclusion 10 mm diameter 
(removed after polymerisation)  
• Defect 1 above the third layer 
(0.85 mm depth) 
Defect 1
Defect 2
Laser ultrasonics layout 
LDV
Nd-YAG• Nd-YAG spot - LDV laser beam distance of 5 mm  
• 40 mm line scan, spatial resolution of 1 mm 
• Sampling rate 100 MS/s (3 averages) 
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Laser ultrasonics 
Fiberglass 7 layers flat panel  
 
 
 
The damage induces ultrasonic wave amplification due to phenomena of reflection, 
diffraction, scattering and mode conversion generated by the material discontinuity 
CNR of 45 dB between damaged and undamaged area  
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NDT Application to thin composite panel 
Laser ultrasonics 
Fiberglass 7 layers flat panel  
 
 
 
Frequency content modified 
Lower frequency content in presence of the defect 
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Conclusions 
Optimization and application of non-contact non-destructive methods 
to composite materials 
- thin CFRP and fiberglass panels (aeronautics  components) 
- thick composite structures (civil infrastructures) 
 
Technologies pros and cons 
Development of a procedure to optimize the acquisition time in 
shearography measurements keeping low the thermal load  
 
Application of a hybrid contact-non-contact ultrasonics technique to 
exploit the high penetration of the first approach with the flexibility of 
the second one 
 
Preliminary exploitation of Laser Ultrasonics with less demanding 
hardware (LDV).  
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Christoph Heinzl 
Quantitative inspection of complex composite aeronautic 
parts using advanced X-ray techniques 
Motivation 
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Rising 
Demands on 
Components 
• Cost effectiveness 
• Function orientation  
• High integration 
• Light weight 
Advanced 
Composites  
• Most promising 
candidate materials 
• Integrate demands 
for the aircraft of 
the future  
Motivation 
Increasing composite share 
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Advanced composite use in commercial aircrafts  
(source http://www.compositesworld.com) 
Airbus A350XWB material decomposition  
(image courtesy of Airbus) 
Motivation 
Consequences 
• increasing complexity 
• raising efforts in quality control  
• conventional NDT methods  
– reaching their limits  
– become extremely time-consuming  
– unusable for a full inspection 
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Mission statement 
 
 
 
QUICOM aims at:  
 
…taking the next big step in the development of aeronautic components  
by developing a new technology platform of  
highly detailed inspection methods  
in combination with advanced composite modeling 
and simulation… 
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Main goals 
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Escalate and replace commonly used NDT techniques (e.g. ultrasonic inspections 
and metallographic investigations) by using X-ray computed tomography in 
aeronautics 
Develop and apply advanced X-ray computed tomography techniques for 
characterizing aeronautic composites and components 
Provide highly detailed, qualitative and quantitative 3D characterizations of 
inner and outer structures 
Advanced application specific simulation and modeling of composite materials 
and parts 
Application areas 
 
• Small high volume parts 
• Composite metallic parts 
• Complex and large parts 
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A350XWB composite 
fuselage section  
(image courtesy of Airbus) 
A380 Horizontal Tail Plane 
(image courtesy of Airbus) 
composite rotor of a small 
aircraft  
(image courtesy of LAComposite) 
 
QUICOM  
Technology platform 
Detailed goals  
• Generate a unique understanding of the real inner structures of composite 
components in 3D 
• Develop highly detailed nondestructive characterization methods based on X-
ray computed tomography 
• Implement the assessment of CRFPs based on XCT data in aeronautic industry 
• Provide input for the design office or the potential of rework of the produced 
CFRP parts based 
• Provide input for optimized design of new composite parts  
• Assess of damage tolerances of CFRP components  
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QUICOM  
Technology platform 
Hardware demonstration 
• Robot based XCT + Fast integrated XCT 
• Fast and reliable inspection of small high 
volume parts 
• X-ray radioscopy, tomosynthesis and 
computed tomography 
• For large and complex aeronautic parts at 
production site 
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(image courtesy of FHG) 
QUICOM  
Technology platform 
Software demonstration 
• Material characterization 
• Data analysis and 
interpretation of results 
• Large data analysis and 
visualization 
• Hardware accelerated 
methods and techniques 
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(images courtesy of VG, FHW) 
QUICOM  
Technology platform 
• X-ray simulation 
– Dedicated simulations for each of proposed part type for 
optimal XCT scans 
 
• CFRP modeling and simulation 
– based on XCT data including flaws 
– characterize precise mechanical properties 
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(images courtesy of UPAT) 
Impact 
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7.1.4.1. Aircraft  
Development Costs  
 
AAT.2012.4.1-2. Aerostructures 
 
 
 
• Tailored composite 
components 
• Next generation  NDT 
• Next generation composite 
modelling + development 
• Low time to market 
7.1.1.1. Green  
aircraft 
 
AAT.2012.1.1-2. Aerostructures 
AAT.2012.1.1-3. Propulsion 
 
 
• Lower weight 
• Lower fuel consumption 
• Lower emissions 
• cleaner sky 
7.1.4.2. Aircraft  
Operational Costs 
 
AAT.2012.4.2-2. Aerostructures 
 
 
 
• Highly detailed 
characterization 
• Prolonged component life 
cycles 
• Reduced weight 
7.1.3.3. Aircraft 
safety 
 
AAT.2012.3.3-1. Aerostructures 
 
 
 
• Highly detailed inspections 
• Fast process integrated 
tomosynthesis and XCT  
(image courtesy of Airbus, Rolls Royce) 
Consortium 
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Expertise 
FH OÖ Forschungs & Entwicklungs 
GmbH (Austria) 
•Research experts for industrial XCT and 
software development 
Ceske vysoke uceni technicke v 
praze (Czech Republic) 
•University for research photon counting X-
ray detectors 
University of Patras (Greece) 
•University for X-ray simulation and 
structural analysis of component 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven 
(Belgium) 
•University for composite simulation and 
modeling 
EADS Deutschland GmbH 
(Germany) 
•Research and technology provider for NDT 
of composites 
Airbus Operations GmbH 
(Germany) 
•End-user for large structures, small high 
volume parts and hybrid parts 
FACC AG (Austria) 
•End-user for CFRP components 
La Composite SRO (Czech Republic) 
•Technology provider for development of 
CFRP components 
•End-user for structural and propulsion 
composite components 
Volume Graphics GmbH (Germany) 
•Technology provider for software 
development 
Commissariat a l‘energie atomique 
et aux energies alternatives 
(France) 
•Development center for multi energy XCT 
Fraunhofer Institutes IIS and IZFP 
(Germany) 
•Development center for robot based and 
fast X-ray technologies 
EASN Technology Innovation 
Services BVBA (Belgium) 
•Scientific network for disseminating 
results 
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Work plan 
Management  • WP1  Management  
Research activities 
• WP2  Detailed specifications 
• WP3  Optimized micro-scale and meso-scale material 
 characterization 
• WP4  Small high volume parts 
• WP5  Composite metallic parts 
• WP6  Complex and large parts 
• WP7  Data analysis and interpretation of results 
• WP8  CFRP modeling and simulation 
Demonstration  • WP9  Evaluation and demonstration 
Dissemination + 
Exploitation • WP10 Dissemination and exploitation 
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RTD – Work packages 
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WP4 
Small high 
volume parts 
UPAT 
WP8 
CFRP modelling 
UPAT 
WP5 
Composite 
metallic parts 
CTU 
WP6 
Complex and 
large parts 
FHG 
WP2  
Detailed 
specification 
AIR 
WP3 
Optimized micro-
mesoscale material 
characterization 
KUL 
WP7 
Data analysis, 
interpretation of 
results 
Timeline 
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M1: Definition of detailed specifications available 
M2: Simulation finished, Intermediate experimental results 
M3: Intermediate report and evaluation 
M4: Methods  and techniques developed and tested 
M5: Finished Implementation, Demonstration on Showcase 
Industrial Interest Group 
Objectives 
 
• The industrial interest group (IIG) will… 
– Be informed about QUICOM’s progress 
– Be provided with scientific and technological information 
– Act as advisory organ of the project 
– Help to steer the project to ensure industrial relevance 
– Help to foster cooperation and future relationships 
– Be invited to integrate test specimens of the members for QUICOM analysis 
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Industrial Interest Group 
Benefits 
 
• IIG gets access to… 
– More detailed information on the project (Newsletter!) 
– Information beyond public results in form of deliverables with appropriate 
dissemination level 
 
• IIG is invited to… 
– Discuss and provide specimens for free test scans 
 
• IIG meets the QUICOM consortium to... 
– Discuss the current state of the project 
– Discuss and integrate ideas 
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Industrial Interest Group 
• Possible members  
– Research institutes 
– End-users 
– Other relevant institutions 
 
• Membership 
– Free of charge 
 
• Get involved 
– www.quicom.eu 
– c.heinzl@fh-wels.at 
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The project is endorsed by the European 
Aeronautics Science Network – EASN. 
 
This document and all information contained herein is the sole property of the QUICOM 
Consortium or the company referred to in the slides. It may contain information subject 
to intellectual property rights. No intellectual property rights are granted by the delivery 
of this document or the disclosure of its content. 
  
Reproduction or circulation of this document to any third party is prohibited without the 
consent of the author(s).  
 
The statements made herein do not necessarily have the consent or agreement of the  
QUICOM consortium and represent the opinion and findings of the author(s).  
  
All rights reserved. 
 
The research leading to these results 
has received funding from the 
European Union Seventh Framework 
Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under 
grant agreement n° 314562. 
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Get involved!  
www.quicom.eu 
 
Questions? 
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BOPACS Project 
 
 
 
Konstantinos Tserpes 
 
Laboratory of Technology & Strength of Materials (LTSM) 
University of Patras 
Patras, Greece 
Presentation of BOPACS (Boltless 
Assembling of Primary Aerospace Structures) Project 
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2 
Participants 
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To meet airworthiness requirements for secondary bonded structures BOPACS  
(Boltless assembling Of Primary Aerospace Composite Structures) proposes a 
rigorous road map to certification by developing Means of Comply based on: 
1. Thorough research, beyond the state of the art, into the crack growth / disbond 
extension mechanisms in adhesively bonded joints. 
2. Design, analysis, testing and assessment of different categories of crack stopping 
design features, i.e. features that are capable of preventing cracks or disbonds 
from growing above a predefined acceptable size, with a joint still capable of 
carrying the limit load. 
3 
Project objectives 
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4 
Some Crack Stopping Features 
Metallic mesh with surface interfering features Principle of clipping surfaces in a double lap joint 
Corrugation principle 
Adherent surface etching & stripping illustration Adherent surface patterning concept 
A hybrid bonded joint with staples 
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Some Applications 
4 off Aileron spars 
where fasteners will 
be replaced with a 
paste adhesive 
Aileron assy Aileron Upper 
Skin 
Skin panels assembly at stiffener and stringer 
locations (Courtesy of SABCA)  
Generic butt strap joint for Airbus winglet-wing 
connection (courtesy of ZHAW) 
Bonding of the aileron upper skin to the 
spars (Courtesy of Bombardier) 
Airbus A350 Frame Clip Connection (courtesy of Airbus) 
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Methodology 
su
pp
or
tin
g 
te
ch
no
lo
gi
es
  
Cluster 1 
Assembly  of  parts 
Verification 
structure 
Subcomponents  
(B-level) 
Details (C-level) 
Coupons (D-level) 
WP5: 
Testing & 
Validation 
WP2 Specifications, requirements and certification 
Supporting Research / Simulation (also in WP3) 
(Understanding of disbond stopping mechanism) 
Cluster 1 
WP6: Evaluation 
EASA   
Cluster 2 Cluster 2 
Cluster 3 Cluster 3 
Cluster 4 Cluster 4 
Generate and down 
selection of DSF’s by the 
partners working together 
in 4 clusters: 
 
Cluster 1: 
Surface interfacing features 
 
Cluster 2: 
Surface and Geometry 
Modification  
 
Cluster 3: 
Mechanical through thickness 
Features 
 
Cluster 4: 
Adhesive bondline 
architecturing 
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• FP7 funding of 4.5 Meuro 
• Project started on September 2012 and will run until March 2016 
• Project coordinator: Jan Halm (NLR) 
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General information 
An overview presentation 
 
Mario Guagliano 
Politecnico di Milano - Dipartimento di Meccanica 
mario.guagliano@polimi.it 
3rd EASN International Workshop on 
Aerostructures 
October 9-11, 
2013 
Cold Spray is a Solid State Deposition Process, CS belong to thermal spray 
processes, it uses high-pressure (up to 5.0 MPa) and high-termperature (up to 
1000°C) carrier gas in order to accelerate micrometric metallic particles at velocities 
higher than sound speed. The impact with a metallic substrate lead to plastic 
deformation of both particle and substrate responsible of coating adhesion. 
 
 
Low temperature process  
Solid state bonding  
High density deposits 
General applications: 
-Corrosion resistant coatings (Zn, Al) 
-Dimensional restoration and repair 
(Ni, Stainless Steel, Titanium, Aluminum) 
-Wear resistant coatings 
(CrC-NiCr, WC-Co, WCu) 
-Portable units for field repair 
-Surface nano-crystallization  
 
Specific applications: 
- Biomedical prosthesis 
-Aeronautic and aerospace industries  
-Automotive industries 
-Turbines and compressors  
 
The photos are captured from ARL US Army website  
http://www.arl.army.mil/www/default.cfm?page=369 
Aluminum tube with K3 spray coating 
and spray gun at MTU. www.mtu.de  
Ring Grove Repair at ARL. www.arl.army.mil  
Worn Bearing Seats Repair at SST Windsor 
www.supersonicspray.com  
Request of high performances processes for MRO of light alloy 
components (Al, Ti, Mg alloys)  
Despite the development of advanced composite components in aeronautics, 
metal alloys are still necessary for the development of aircraft parts able to 
sustain demanding in-flight conditions.  
 
CORSAIR will explore and validate the capabilities of Cold Spray in several 
practical examples of aeronautical repair applications. The CORSAIR research 
will seek to develop Cold Spray applications that will overcome the 
limitations of existing repair technologies in the aerospace industry in order 
to: 
 
 
• provide cost-efficient solutions 
• enhance green technologies and environmental-friendly operations 
• be human-oriented, in the sense that toxic fumes and chemicals should 
be avoided 
• overcome current challenges related to the material structures’ re-shaping 
and re-organization occuring during maintenance and repair processes 
The primary objectives and related tasks of CORSAIR are: 
 
• To explore the real capabilities of Cold Spray in several practical examples 
of aeronautical repair applications 
• To thoroughly investigate the coating and repair characteristics (mechanical, 
microstructural, thermal and chemical properties) 
• To thoroughly investigate the effects and the characteristics of feedstock 
materials required for deposition and to define the optimized characteristics 
for the supply 
• To give the required reliability to the coating deposition and repair 
processes to allow a full validation of the technology for aeronautical 
industry 
• To surpass the actual technological limitations of line-in-sight Cold Spray 
deposition process developing new nozzles for out-of-view surfaces 
• To develop a New Industrial Portable Cold Spray Unit to extend the 
capabilities of in-situ maintenance and repair applications 

A successful CORSAIR project will ensure a strong strategic impact and will 
have clear socio-economic benefits within the next five to ten years. 
 
The CORSAIR research will enable repairing a much wider range of defects, 
across a wider range of elements, even with a structural function. This offers 
more repairing capabilities than it is currently possible, at a lower cost and 
with less environmental impact. 
 
The project results will lead towards an improved reliability and mechanical 
strength of airplane components by the development of new customized and 
optimized coatings. 
 
CORSAIRS’s new environment- and human-oriented solutions will also 
enhance the green development of EU aeronautical industry by offering more 
responsible and efficient use of energy and resources, carbon footprint 
reduction by extending the lifetime and reuse of components, as well as safer 
and more efficient air transport. 

CORSAIR: The website 
For  more info visit: 
 
www.corsair-
project.eu  
Kick-Off Meeting: Milan, June 24th, 2013 
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Aviation 
in 
Horizon 2020 
 
 Michail Kyriakopoulos 
  
European Commission – DG RTD 
 
EASN – 11 October 2013 
Aeronautics Research in FP7 
Nb EC fund Share of total fund
01) Flight Physics 11 50,3 5,0%
02) Aerostructures 18 122,7 12,2%
03) Propulsion 27 215,1 21,4%
04) Systems and Equip 21 97,3 9,7%
05) Avionics 10 124,6 12,4%
06) Design Tools 26 133,3 13,3%
07) Production 12 55,3 5,5%
08) Maintenance 11 35,4 3,5%
09) Flight ATM 5 10,5 1,0%
10) Airports 11 22,9 2,3%
11) Human Factors 5 15,7 1,6%
12) Noise 11 48,7 4,9%
CSA-Other 43 23,8 2,4%
Pioneering-Others 23 47,6 4,8%
 Sum 234 1003,0 M€
• New Framework Programme 
• From 2014 to 2020 
• Brings together EU 'Innovation' 
related activities 
• Framework Programme 
• European Institute of Technology 
(EIT) 
• Competitiveness and Innovation 
Programme (CIP) 
• Broad and seamless approach 
from research to innovation 
• Simplified set of rules 
What is 'Horizon 2020'? 
Priorities 
1. Excellent Science 
2. Industrial Leadership 
3. Societal Challenges 
a) Health, demographic change and wellbeing; 
b) Food security, sustainable agriculture, marine and maritime 
research and the bio-economy; 
c) Secure, clean and efficient energy; 
d) Smart, green and integrated transport; 
e) Climate action, resource efficiency and raw materials; 
f) Inclusive, innovative and secure societies 
'Smart, green and integrated Transport'  
in Horizon 2020 
• Challenge: achieve a transport system that is: 
• resource efficient 
• environmentally friendly 
• safe and seamless 
• for the benefit of citizens, economy and society 
 
• Logic: holistic approach that: 
• recognises modal specificities; 
• responds to policy requirements; 
• is focused on the societal challenges; 
• takes into account the imperatives of competitiveness 
 
 
Transport main challenges: 
competitiveness and sustainability 
• Innovate to preserve market-shares and jobs 
(fierce international competition) 
• Resource efficiency vs climate change and oil dependency 
(achieve the 20/20/20 energy-climate-environment targets) 
• Curb noxious emissions, improve air quality 
(30% of all CO2 comes from transport) 
• Network capacity and modal shift vs saturation and congestion 
(congestion costs: 1 to 2 % of GDP) 
• Smart solutions for safety and security 
(28000 road fatalities/year) 
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Striking the right balance 
• policy objectives/industry goals/user needs 
• holistic approach/modal specificities 
• competitiveness/sustainability 
• technology integration/socio-economic dimension 
• means/infrastructures/systems/services 
• aviation/road/rail/waterborne/urban/cross-cutting 
RESOURCE EFFICIENT TRANSPORT 
THAT RESPECTS THE ENVIRONMENT 
 
• cleaner, quieter aircraft, vehicles, vessels 
 - cleaner propulsion technologies 
 - use of low emission alternative energies 
 - lighter aircraft, vehicles, vessels 
• smart equipment, infrastructures and services 
• improved transport and mobility in urban areas 
BETTER MOBILITY, LESS CONGESTION,  
MORE SAFETY AND SECURITY  
 
• substantial reduction of traffic congestion 
• improved mobility of people and freight 
 - air traffic management 
 - waterborne: integrated planning and management 
 - rail and road: optimisation of network management 
• new concepts of freight transport and logistics 
• reducing accidents and casualties, improving security 
GLOBAL LEADERSHIP FOR THE 
EUROPEAN TRANSPORT INDUSTRY  
  
• next generation of transport means 
 -  aircraft, trains, vehicles, vessels; propulsion units, control systems 
• on board, smart control systems 
 -  vehicle/infrastructure communication 
• advanced production processes 
 -  design and manuf. techniques: production, maintenance, recycling 
• new transport concepts 
 -  innovative transport systems, including automated vehicles 
  
SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND BEHAVIOURAL RESEARCH  
AND FORWARD LOOKING ACTIVITIES FOR POLICY MAKING   
 
• data models and scenarios 
• user needs and behaviour 
• transport economics 
• policy support 
  
 Strategic programming: focus and impact 
 A strong challenge-based approach, allowing applicants to 
have considerable freedom to come up with innovative solutions 
 Simplified list of possible types of action (e.g. research and 
innovation -100%; innovation actions -70%,…)   
 Broader topics, less prescription 
 Strong emphasis on expected impact 
 Cross-cutting issues mainstreamed (e.g. social sciences, 
gender, international…) 
 
From specific programme to work programme: 
WPs in Horizon 2020 will be different   
WORK PROGRAMME CYCLE IN H2020 
• WP time span: 2 years 
1st  2014  2015  
2nd         2016  2017  
3rd             2018 2019  2020 
 
• calls: annual, or biennial, or open 
 
1) Excellent Science 
 (31.73%) 
- European Research Council (ERC) 
- Future and Emerging Technologies  
- Marie Curie 
- Infrastructures 
3) Societal Challenges 
 (38.53%) 
- Health and well-being 
- Food 
- Energy 
- Transport (8.23%)  
- Climate change 
- Secure society 2) Industrial Leadership 
 (22.09%) 
- RTDI in 
 ICT 
 Nanotechnologies 
 Advanced materials 
 Biotechnology 
 Advanced manufacturing and processing 
 Space 
- Access to risk finance 
- Innovation in SMEs 
Joint Research Centre 
(2.47%) 
Total ~ 70 bEur 
Horizon 2020 Budget (provisional) 
~ 15% of EU funds for SMEs in 2) and 3) 
Other activities (5.18%) 
Aviation Research and Innovation in 
Horizon 2020  
Research 
infrastructures 
SME 
support 
Security Alternative 
fuels 
Materials 
ICT 
Long 
term 
research 
Greening and 
competitiveness ATM 
Clean Sky 2 SESAR Basic 
research 
ERC 
Access 
to 
financing 
RSFF 
Fuel cells 
FCH 2 
Next steps 
• Formal political decisions on  
Horizon 2020  
• Formal political decision on  
Multi-annual financial framework 
(2014-2020)  
• Adoption of work programme  
and publication of first calls for 
proposals  
• Horizon 2020 national 
launch events 
 
Autumn 2013 
 
Autumn 2013 
 
 
11 December 2013 
 
 
October to January 
2014 
Thank you for your attention! 
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/research/index_en.htm 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/horizon2020 
Additional slides 
Aeronautics research budget 
from 1994 to 2020 
FP4 
FP5 
FP6 
FP7 
incl. 
CS & 
SESAR 
H2020 
incl. 
CS2 & 
SESAR 
2 
1994-1998 1998-2002 2002-2006 2007-2013 2014-2020 
          Reducing drag              - Reducing NOx - Reducing CO2 - Reducing Noise     - Towards 2050 ? 
Personal helicopter      - Pulsar guided aircraft   - Plasma controlled flow - Brussels-Tokyo in 3 hours 
Carbon fibre profile manufacturing - Composite fuselage modelling - Adaptive manufacturing      Manufacturing of complex 
titanium sheets 
Examples of Aeronautics Technologies of 
FP7 Projects 
Establishing a CompreHEnsive Transport Research 
Information Management and Exchange System 
  
The                      project 
Background 
 The HERMES project was created in response to the European Commission’s call for:  
– “encouraging participation and dissemination of research 
results.”  
– “providing the means of enacting productive international 
transport research cooperation in the future”,   
 
Aims 
 The HERMES project  has undertaken a number of activities but two form the core of the project: 
–  the creation of a “transport research database access portal” to facilitate access to information on transportation research carried out internationally, 
– to “engage researchers” in round table discussions to address the issues that inhibit a closer international collaboration in transportation research. 
• Newcastle University     UK 
• Foundation WEGEMT     NL 
• European Aeronautics Science Network    BE 
• Euromobilita s.r.o.     CZ 
• International Union of Railways     FR  
Non EU collaborating organisations 
• Transportation Research Board (TRB)   USA 
• Australian Road Research Board (ARRB)   AUS 
• Institute of Transport Economics  Japan (ITEJ)  JAP  
Advisory Board 
• Mr M. Violand   OECD 
• Mr G. Woodroffe  RSSB 
• Mrs B. Sandstedt  VTI 
The HERMES Consortium 
PORTAL DEVELOPMENT 
Facilitating  access to information of international transportation research.  
Portal development 
 Why? 
– Obtaining up to date information on international activities is a time consuming task. 
– Too many databases (some live, some dormant).  
– Smaller databases not widely known. 
– Different database architectures. 
– Navigation sometimes not intuitive. 
– Several countries (even within  the EU) do not have a central database of all national government funded activities. 
Portal development 
 A list of worldwide databases of transportation research by transport mode has been compiled and links to those have been established. 
 Access to 169 databases (list constantly updated) has been achieved. 
 Databases have been ranked in three categories 
– Simple databases 
– Searchable databases 
– Full databases   
Portal development 
 Simple database: Lists of projects, very basic information (title, description 
of the main topic of the project, project manager), most under HTML format , no search engine. 
 Searchable database: Detailed description of work (PDF document often 
attached) and consortium info. Accessible through a simple search engine (neither keywords nor thesaurus), no translation of  information in English. 
 Full database: Detailed project and consortium information, organised through a precise search engine with keywords and thesaurus. 
 HERMES had to address those challenges and developed a number of software solutions to retrieve information. 
www.transport-research-portal.net 
Portal development 
ENGAGEMENT OF RESEARCHERS 
Creating the conditions for closer international collaboration in transportation research 
Engagement of researchers 
 HERMES WORKSHOP ON INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION 
– UIC Headquarters, April 2014 
– 87 participants over 2 days from EU, US, AUS, Japan, Israel, Ukraine, Egypt, S. Korea 
– identify and debate the issues that inhibit closer international  collaboration, 
– express their opinions on the policies/measures that need to be taken to eliminate/circumvent any obstacles.  
– provide recommendations for policies and best practices. 
 HERMES QUESTIONAIRE  
–  A questionnaire was sent to over 1,000 transport researchers and industry executives around the world addressing similar issues to those raised  at the workshop. 
Workshop output 
 IPR 
– Not as big a problem as initially perceived 
– Virtually all countries have adopted a “first to file” system. In the US came into effect  in March 2013 (America Invents Act) 
– IPR can be defined at the outset through a consortium agreement 
 Administrative issues 
– Distance, travel time 
– Language 
– Cultural differences 
– Complex rules for participation can put off people from participating, especially small players (SMEs)  
– Homologation, standardisation differences 
– Differences in legal systems 
Workshop output 
 Funding 
– No dedicated funding mechanism for international collaboration.  
– EC’s FP generally generous to participation of non EU entities. No equivalence (reciprocity) from other nations. 
o “Concerted actions” or “Targeted calls” have  been the instrument for such collaborations. 
– Funding horizon. Maybe the most important obstacle.  
o In the EU typically 3 years, awarded to a consortium.  
o In the US, Australia, Japan typically one year, awarded to a single entity.  
 Access to up to date information of ongoing research projects 
 PERSONAL CONTACT 
Questionnaire output – Consortia building 
Replies to "If you have participated in international collaborative projects, how did you seek potential 
partners?” 
Questionnaire responses – Access to Information 
Replies to “How do you stay informed of current and past global research activities in your field 
Drawbacks with databases: 
• Time consuming process,  
• Fragmentation of information to different databases 
• in-database navigation issues (difficult to navigate   
  and get the information)  
 
Other: Networks, Google, etc 
 
CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The HERMES Project Output 
Conclusions 
 “Personal contact”  is the most important issue for the research community. 
 “Easy access to information” has been addressed by the HERMES Transport Research Portal. The portal needs to continue its efforts to identify more databases worldwide, establish links and intensify its dissemination activities to raise awareness. 
 “Funding for international collaborative programmes in 
transport research” is broadly not available. 
– Countries will not change legislation (easily or in the short term) to accommodate funding for international collaborative transport research. 
– Coordination of existing sources of funding and research themes in each nation state can be used for international collaborative research projects.   
HERMES Project Recommendations 
 Personal contact 
– A scheme similar to the EC’s  “Cooperation in Science & Technology” (COST) programme is proposed   
 International Collaboration In Transport Innovation (i-CITI ) 
– Not the same as “conferences”, researchers invited to join “focus groups” already working on similar research topics. 
– Three year duration programmes  - sufficient to establish contacts between researchers working in similar topics, exchange of ideas, help overcome cultural issues. 
– As with COST funding restricted to travel & subsistence for participating researchers, i.e. not expensive to implement. 
– Excellent vehicle also for young researchers to begin networking  
HERMES Project Recommendations 
 Funding 
– Existing funding instruments can yield results if effectively used and 
coordinated. 
o National, own, industry, etc., sources of funding can be used by each nation state to enter international collaborative projects, where the added value can be demonstrated (an i-CITI programme can facilitate this) 
– Industry, particularly SMEs, can get involved (no new administrative rules for them to enter collaborative research projects) 
– Need for a “Coordinating web based platform”  (HERMES?) to provide information on priority topics of research and available funding (EU, national government )  
HERMES Future activities? 
 HERMES  already achieved its aim of facilitating access to information on current and past transport research worldwide.  
 Long term  aims   
– To be the “one stop shop” for the transport research community. 
– Will work with the European Technology Platforms (ACARE, ERTRAC, 
Waterborne, ERRAC  and new Logistics Platform) and equivalents to ETPs 
worldwide and act as a “web based  tool” to disseminate research priorities.  
– Establish links with funding authorities (EU27 and International) to inform the 
research community of  funding opportunities available.  
 HERMES  will very soon incorporate a database of skilled transport 
researchers within EU and associate states 
 HERMES  is slowly building  on its links and networks of collaboration and can develop into a permanent central coordinating unit of all issues related to international collaboration in transportation research.  
Thank you  
Coordinator: Dr George Kotsikos  
Tel:  +44 (0)191 222 5889 
Email: george.kotsikos@ncl.ac.uk 
Website:          www.hermes-project.net  
www.transport-research-portal.net  
3rd EASN Workshop on Aerostructures 
Promoting Aeronautics Innovation & Research 
Milano – Italy  
9-11 October 2013 
 
Apostolos Chamos 
Dr-Eng Mechanical & Aeronautical Engineer 
2 
 Promo-Air is a FP7 EC funded project in response to the call: 
 
AAT.2013.7-3  
“Communication of EU funded RTD project results to targeted audience” 
CSA-SA-Call: FP7-AAT-2013-RTD-1 
 
Starting date:    01/05/2013 
Expected ending date:  30/04/2015 
The project 
3 
 Aeronautics related studies are not considered as “prestigious” as other fields 
such as medicine, law etc. 
 Number and quality of engineering students is decreasing with time 
 European Aeronautics Industry has a shortage of high quality engineers. 
 
 More fascinating potential aeronautics related career for secondary and 
technical school students. 
 Motivating the next generation to get interested in the field of Aeronautics 
 Key – Factor: “Exploration” of the “World of Aeronautics” 
Why Promo-Air? 
State of the Art 
4 
 to   raise the interest of young Europeans 
 to promote scientific and technical studies and careers in 
aeronautics and air transport research and industry 
High level project objective 
The Concept 
 Through the production of attractive educational material by 
incorporating state-of the-art research results of recent and current 
Aeronautics and Air Transport projects. 
The tools 
5 
The consortium 
Project Structure 
6 
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How we selected the projects? 
The Greening of Air Transport 
Increasing Time Efficiency 
Ensuring Customer Satisfaction & Safety 
Improving Cost Efficiency 
Protection of Aircraft and Passengers 
Pioneering the Air Transport of the Future 
Cross Cutting Activities 
Activity 
Domains 
Breakthough and Novel Concepts 
Flight Physics 
Aerostructures and Materials 
Systems and Equipment 
Avionics, Human Factors and Airports 
Propulsion 
Noise and Vibration 
Design Tools and Production 
Maintenance and Disposal 
Technical 
Fields 
1. Well Represented all Activity Domains  2. Well Represented  all Technical Fields 
8 
How we selected the projects? 
Geographical 
Distribution 
Different 
Representation 
of EU Countries 
9 
Which is our IG consisted of? 
10 
What we will produce? 
 Videos 
i. General aeronautics sequences 
ii. Project specific sequences 
iii. Videos based on 3D animations 
 Serious Games 
i. Quizzes 
ii. Puzzles (put together elements, 
connected to selected projects) 
iii. Spot the difference games 
iv. Operation games (e.g. build an 
aircraft based on cost and quality) 
 E-brochures 
 Presentations 
11 
Communication tools 
12 
Communication tools 
Hey guys!!! 
Are you dreaming of a 
career in aeronautics? 
 
Fasten your seat-belts!!! 
 
I am gonna be your guide!  
13 
Communication tools 
The social media profiles 
 Intermediate workshop related to educational aspects 
i. Discuss with aeronautical stakeholders issues related to education of young 
students 
ii. Outcomes will be used as guideline for the production of the educational 
material 
 
 Final workshop 
i. Inform the aeronautical stakeholders about the main outcomes of the project. 
ii. Present and distribute the produced material to the wider possible audience 
within Europe  
14 
Communication tools 
Our workshops 
15 
Communication tools 
The European Aeronautics Science Week 
When End of the project 
Where  in the 28 EU countries/members in parallel 
How 
During this week, the invited students 
from local  
high schools will: 
Visit a university or an industry  
laboratory dealing with 
 aeronautical research 
Watch the educational material  
prepared by Promo-Air project 
Participate to a serious game  
competition with prize a  
visit to an aeronautical industry   
16 
We need your support! 
 EASN member university join and 
promote the European Aeronautics 
Science Week 
 Many positive answers so far, still we 
need more! 
 Encourage secondary school students of 
your local societies to follow Promo-Air 
(website & social media) 
 “Promote us” through your institute 
websites  
17 
Thank you for your attention! 
For more info: 
 
Visit us: www.promo-air.eu  
 
Contact us: hamosa@mech.upatras.gr 
       pantelak@mech.upatras.gr   
Join us so as to raise 
the interest of young 
people in 
Aeronautics!!! 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
The Fly Higher Project 
Gil Gonçalves 
INOVA+ 
3rd EASN workshop on Aerostructures 
Milan, 11th October 2013 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 The Size of the Industry in 
Europe 
 • The Aerospace and Defence Industries Association of Europe reports a 
turnover of approximately 171 billion Euros,  approximately 730,000 
people, over 2,000 companies and 80,000 suppliers, many of which are 
SMEs.  
 
• 37% are university graduates, 31% have a technical education and 32% 
have other qualifications. 
 
• France, UK and Germany account for nearly 80% of European 
aerospace production and value-added activities and approximately 
70% of the employment.  
 
• The employment of 90% of the industry includes Italy, Spain, Poland 
and the Netherlands. 
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
The Demand for Skilled 
Employees 
 • The growing skills gap is a concern 
 
• Concerns about the number of employees approaching retirement 
age 
 
• Little is done to promote aviation to students and young people in 
schools 
 
• Most  school teachers are not aware of the opportunities 
 
• Many initiatives started by industry and government 
 
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
 Attract, motivate and encourage young Europeans to consider 
careers in the  aeronautics industry. 
 
 It will achieve this by promoting activities to three groups: 
•   children and youth;  
•   teachers and educators;  
•   counsellors and career advisors.  
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
Methodology 
•  Materials for teachers and career advisers 
•  Web site and social media 
•  Aerodays! 
•  A series of web competitions 
 
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 
Involving Teachers 
 • There is a willingness to engage with a project such as this, 
provided that  the materials support existing curricula and do 
not add to the teachers’ burden. 
 
• Well-constructed FLY HIGHER materials which carefully brief 
the teachers and which illustrate, imaginatively, theoretical 
concepts already taught are likely to be well received. 
 
• Tutorials  produced in English, French and Spanish. 
 
• Each contains a presentation, videos, full instruction guide 
and  ideas for further work.   
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 Tutorials for Teachers 
 
• How Humans Fly: General overview of flight and human’s early 
attempts, relevant to most ages. 
• What Jet Engines Do: General overview, relevant to most ages. 
• The Science of Flight: For 14+ students who have opted for 
science.  Building significantly on the first tutorial. 
• Helicopters: For 12 to 14 year olds.  Add to the first tutorial; 
contrasts between aeroplanes and helicopters; practical work 
“Making a model helicopter”. 
• Humans Keeping ‘Planes’ in the Air: General overview of the 
work of an airport, air traffic control, navigation, airport ground 
operation etc. 
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 Career Kits 
 Packs of A4 materials being produced to support career 
instructors and for school libraries.  
• Embedded Software Engineering 
• Manufacturing Engineering 
• Sheet metal Worker 
• Aircraft Painter 
• Test Technician 
• Logistics Technician 
• Business Development Manager 
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE ENGINEER – QUALIFICATIONS & QUALITIES – 4/4 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 Activity Sheets 
We are also aiming to develop ten activity for teachers to encourage 
them to develop activities for their students. 
 
Fly Higher Club – www.flyhigher.eu 
• Information on our activities and competitions 
Make a paper aeroplane 
• Task to create an hour’s lesson for kids to tests their creation 
Enter a competition  
• Wide range of competitions available 
Visit a museum  
• Half or full-day to spent at a local museum 
Visit a local Aeronautic Company 
• Great way for children to see people in-action 
 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 Activity Sheets 
Make a radio-controlled aircraft 
• Cost-effective group activity 
Invite a speaker into the school 
• Speaker with aeronautics experience to introduce and inspire a large 
group of pupils 
Investigate a significant aeronautics event 
• Students can investigate and present a significant aviation success 
story to their class. Use a few sessions to develop their presentation. 
Build a balsa wood glider – longest or furthest flight 
• Cheap activity 
Take a student flying  
• Not necessarily as expensive as one may believe 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 
Webpage Facebook 
Web and Social Media 
www.flyhigher.eu      
    
http://www.facebook.com/flyhigherproject 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 
LinkedIn Youtube 
Web and Social Media 
http://www.youtube.com/user/FlyHigherProject 
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Fly-
Higher-Project-4737756 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
Competitions 
Several competitions at European 
level will be announced on the Fly 
Higher website for both children 
and schools. 
 
There are fantastic prizes for the 
winners! The regulations and 
details of each competition can 
be found on the Fly Higher 
webpage. 
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 What is an “Aero Day!”? 
• Students can meet pilots, astronauts and 
aeronautical professionals. Build rockets and 
explore the skies! 
•   
• Hands-on Experiments - educational, fun 
and far-fetched workshops about 
aeronautics, science, maths and other 
related subjects. 
 
• Speed Dating with Scientists and Engineers - 
Students meet and talk with people who 
explain what they do and why they chose an 
aeronautic career 
 
• Aeronautic Fairs - Projects and activities.  
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 The First Aeroday in Madrid 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
  
 Can you help? 
• Do you represent a company and would be interested in 
hosting a visit? 
• Can you assist with dissemination of the project? 
• Can you use School contacts to inform them of the project? 
Help publicize the competitions? 
 
• We want to make we inform youngsters about the diverse 
and large amount of career opportunities in this industry. 
• We are trying to develop a set of interesting, interactive 
tools.  
 
www.flyhigher.eu For further information flyhigher@inovamais.pt 
Consortium 
/groups/Fly-Higher-Project-4737756 
/flyhigherproject 
www.flyhigher.eu 
Follow us on 
 
 
 
Greener Europe-China Networking 
in Aeronautics through projects 
GRAIN and GRAIN2 
Prof. Gabriel BUGEDA 
Dr. Jordi PONS-PRATS 
CIMNE/UPC Barcelona, Spain. 
EASN Workshop 2013 
Milano, Italy, 9-12 October 
CAE 
2 
Generalitat de Catalunya 
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya 
Consortium 
CIMNE was created in 1987 under the auspices of UNESCO 
Centre Internacional de Mètodes Numèrics en Enginyeria  
CIMNE is a consortium of Generalitat de Catalunya and UPC founded in 1987. 
Today is a recognized institution with a growing international presence and strong experience 
in several research areas with a professional staff of researches.  
CIMNE offer upstream research capabilities, transfer technology competence, industrial 
innovation partnerships and customized investigation programs. 
Following are some figure: 
STAFF:   up to 150 people (100 researchers and research engineers)  
PROJECTS:  up to 90 ongoing projects (EU, national, regional and international  and 
  industrial cooperation agreements)    
PUBLICATIONS:  110 books, 175 technical reports, up to 800 scientific works. 
CONGRESS:  up to 80 national and international congresses  
TRAINING:  up to 370 course and seminars 
LOCATIONS: Barcelona, Madrid, Castelldefels, Terrassa, Washington, Singapur, Beijing  
 
Fact and figure 
6 classrooms 2 classrooms 1 classroom 
CLASSROOM 
 
6 Spain  
3 Argentina 
3 Mexic 
2 Colombia 
1 Cuba 
1 Venezuela 
1 Chile 
1 Brasil 
2 Iran 
CIMNE around the world  
Branch Offices 
OFFICES 
Spain 4  
USA 1 
Argentina 1 
Singapur 1 
China 1 
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EU-China projects 
AEROCHINA 
AEROCHINA 2 
GRAIN 
GRAIN2 
Optimization 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
European partners:  
  
 
CIMNE  (ES)                    
DASSAULT           (FR) 
EADS CRC (FR) 
EADS-M/DE    (DE) 
AIRBUS (ES) 
IUSTI-UNIV. PROV. (FR) 
INRIA (FR) 
DLR (DE) 
ERCOFTAC (BE) 
UNIV. BIRMINGHAM (UK) 
IFTR (PL) 
INGENIA (ES) 
Chinese partners:   
 
 
ACTRI (Xian)  
CADI (Chengdu)  
NPU (Xian)  
CARIA (Harbin)  
SARI (Shenyang)  
FAI (Xian)  
BUAA (Beijing)  
TSINGHUA (Beijing) 
NUAA (Nanjing)  
ZHEJIANG (Beijing)  
PEKING (Beijing)  
CAAA ( Beijing) 
AEROCHINA CONSORTIUM 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
AEROCHINA  
Promoting scientific cooperation between Europe and China in the field 
of multiphysics modelling, simulation, experimentation and design 
methods in aeronautics 
 (2005-2007) 
• It started the synergy between China and EU 
• Technical but also cultural issues to be identified 
• 5 working groups were created for identification of test cases of 
mutual interest: 
• WG1: aero-elasticity 
• WG2: aero-combustion 
• WG3: aero-thermal flows 
• WG4: aero-vibro-acoustics 
• WG5: flow control 
• WG6: flow flight mechanics coupling 
• Dissemination events: 
• 1 Workshop 
• 1 Seminar 
• Web page 
• Database for collaborative exchange 
 
 
 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
AEROCHINA2  
Prospecting and promoting scientific cooperation between Europe and 
china in the field of multi-physics modeling, simulation, experimentation 
and design methods in aeronautics  
(2007-2009) 
• 5 working groups were created for identification of test cases of 
mutual interest: 
• WG1: Aero-acoustics, noise and smart technology  
• WG2: flow control 
• WG3: Aeroelasticity, Structures and Materials Applications 
• WG4: MDO and Multi-physics Code Validation 
• WG5: Propulsion Technologies and aero-thermal flows 
• WG6: High Performance Computing 
• Dissemination events: 
• 1 conference 
• 2 DataBase Workshop events 
• 1 Short course 
• Web page 
• Database for collaborative exchange 
 
 
 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
European partners:  
  
 
CIMNE  (ES)                    
EADS IW (FR) 
AIRBUS (ES) 
ALENIA    (IT) 
IUSTI-Univ. Prov. (FR) 
INRIA (FR) 
DLR (DE) 
FOI (SE) 
NUMECA (BE) 
Univ. Birmingham (UK) 
Univ. Sheffield (UK) 
IFTR (PL) 
INGENIA (ES)
 
  
Chinese partners:   
  
ACTRI (Xian) 
CADI (Chengdu)  
NPU (Xian) 
CARIA (Harbin) 
SADRI (Harbin) 
FAI (Xian) 
BUAA (Beijing) 
Tsinghua Univ. (Beijing) 
NUAA (Nanjing) 
Zhejiang Univ (Beijing) 
Peking Univ. (Beijing) 
CAAA (Beijing) 
ASRI (Xian) 
BIAM (Beijing) 
GTE (Chengdu) 
BAMTRI (Beijing) 
IMCAS (Beijing) 
AEROCHINA2 CONSORTIUM 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
• AEROCHINA 2: 
• It defined the research common topics of interest: 
• Aeroacoustics  Proposal NEXTEP 
• Ti Casting  Project COLTS 
• Flow Control  Project MARS 
 
• Two of them became full collaborative research projects: 
• COLTS (Casting of large Ti structures) 
• MARS (Manipulation of Reynolds Stress for Separation Control and 
Drag) 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
. . . Good Luck for any follow-on initiative to AEROCHINA2 and 
for the proposal preparation for the EU-China Call 2009/2010 
 FORMER NETWORKS 
GRAIN  
GReener Aeronautics International Networking 
(2010-2012) 
MAIN OBJECTIVES 
 
• The identification of  greener technologies via new 
large scale simulation tools  and the investigation and 
evaluation of their maturity and benefits and 
confidence 
• The development of strategies for their 
implementation into greener digital aircraft/engine  
• The multidisciplinary assessment of  candidate 
technologies for digital configurations  
• The dissemination of GRAIN information and results 
via the GRAIN communication platform. 
• Support on collaborative international joint projects 
• Inputs for coordinated calls in Horizon2020  
 
 
 
 GRAIN 
European partners:  
  
 
CIMNE  (ES)                    
INRIA (FR) 
AIRBUS (ES) 
ALENIA    (IT) 
EADS-IW (FR) 
Univ. Manchester (UK) 
INGENIA (ES) 
NUMECA (BE) 
Univ. Sheffield (UK) 
Univ. Birmingham (UK) 
CIRA (IT) 
VKI (BE) 
AIRBORNE (NL) 
LEITAT (ES) 
CERFACS (FR) 
Univ. Cranfield (UK) 
  
Chinese partners:   
  
CAE (Beijing) 
GTE (Chengdu) 
ARI (Harbin) 
FAI (Xian) 
ASRI (Xian) 
SAERI (Shengyang) 
BIAM (Beijing) 
ACTRI (Xian) 
BUAA (Beijing) 
NPU (Xian) 
Peking Univ. (Beijing) 
NUAA (Nanjing) 
Zhejiang Univ (Beijing) 
Tsinghua Univ. (Beijing) 
CONSORTIUM 
 GRAIN 
CIMNE 
INGENIA 
LEITAT 
DLR 
INRIA 
CERFACS 
AIRBUS 
EADS-IW 
NUMECA 
VKI 
Univ. Birmingham 
Univ. Cranfield 
Univ. Manchester 
Univ. Sheffield 
CIRA 
ALENIA 
AIRBORNE 
 GRAIN 
S03 FAI (First Aircraft Institute, Xi’an & Shanghai) 
S04 ASRI (Aircraft Strength Research Institute)  
S07 ACTRI (Aeronautics Computing Technique 
Research Institute) 
S09 NPU (Northwest Polytechnic University) 
S02 ARI (Aerodynamics Research Institute, 
Harbin) 
S05 SAERI (Shengyang Aeroengine Research 
Institute) 
S01 GTE (Gas Turbine Establishment) 
S12 ZJU(Zhejiang University) 
S06 BIAM (Beijing Institute of Aeronautical Materials) 
S08 BUAA (Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, NLCFD) 
S10 Peking University 
S13 Tsinghua University 
 
S11 NUAA (Nanjing University of Aero. and Astro.) 
S03 FAI (First Aircraft Institute, Xi’an & Shanghai) 
 GRAIN 
Key Green 
Technology Areas 
KGT1: 
Emission NOx 
Reduction 
KGT2: 
Drag CO2 
Reduction 
KGT3:  
Noise 
Reduction 
KGT5: 
High Performance 
parallel computing Coordination 
Actions 
WP0: 
Management 
WP2: Existing 
Technologies 
WP3: 
Development   
Green Techs 
WP4: 
Development HPC 
Techs 
WP5: GRAIN 
Communication 
platform  
Green technology 
evaluation 
 
Green Technology 
benefit 
 
Green technology 
guidance 
 
Open Greener 
Aeronautics 
workshops/confer
ence/industrial 
days (2 
workshops + 1 
short course + 1 
open forum) 
 
Expected 
Results 
GRAIN community  
Industry, Research Institutes and Universities 
KGT4:  
Greener 
Materials 
 GLOBAL STRATEGY 
 GRAIN 
GRAIN  
 
 
Each KGT produced a synthesis document including: 
 
• Capabilities: technological state of the art in Europe 
and China 
• Developments already existing 
• Identification of opportunities of new collaborative 
developments in a win-win situation 
• Industrial interest and degree of sensitivity of each 
potential topic for collaborative development 
 
 
 
 GRAIN 
GRAIN main identified topics 
 
• Airframe configuration oriented technologies 
• Innovative configurations for high aspect ratio 
designs 
• Joint-wing for reduced lift induced drag 
• Blended wing-body  
• Turbulent drag reduction technologies 
• Turbulent skin friction reduction through riblets and 
dimples 
• Active suppression of surface friction turbulence drag 
• High speed flow separation control 
• Distributed propulsion and related boundary layer 
ingestion technologies  
 
 
 
 GRAIN 
GRAIN main identified topics 
 
• Environment and engine oriented 
technologies 
• High/ultra-high by pass ratio engine technologies 
• Engine architecture, materials for higher temperature 
combustor, development of low emission combustors 
• Develop noise control methodologies  
• Environmental aspects 
• Understand the fundamental of contrail physics 
• Develop models that can be used to assess the impact of 
the global aircraft fleet on global warming 
• Develop new strategies for minimizing aviation’s total 
climate impact 
• Modeling the emissions and evolution of exhausts in the 
atmosphere  
 
 
 
 
 GRAIN 
GRAIN main identified topics 
 
• Materials and structure technologies 
• Development of bio-sourced polymeric resins, 
reinforcing fibers and honeycomb papers for 
design and manufacturing of aeronautical 
composite materials as well as aircraft secondary 
structures and interior components 
 
 
 
 
 
 GRAIN 
GRAIN main identified topics 
 
 
• Numerical simulation and wind tunnel testing 
technologies 
• Advancement of flow diagnostic tools (PSP, TSP, 3-
D TomoPIV etc) to assist code development and 
validation 
• Programming environments, models for multi-
discipline and multi-scale problems, I/O 
performance, hybrid architectures and distributed 
frameworks (multi- core CPU-GPU), and very large 
datasets management. 
• Physical modeling for separated unsteady flows 
 
 
 
 
 GRAIN 
Thanks to all actors of GRAIN 
and good luck to future  
EU-China co-operation! 
 GRAIN 
GRAIN2  
GReener Aeronautics International Networking 
(2013-2015) 
MAIN OBJECTIVES 
 
The main objective of GRAIN2 is to focus its greening 
activities following the Flight Path 2050 Vision for Aircraft 
en route to the very ambitious challenge “Protecting the 
environment and the energy supply” in three major 
following lines:  
i) Greening the air vehicle,  
ii) Greening the Air transport System and  
iii) Reducing the carbon foot print of aviation via 
sustainable alternative fuels. 
 
 
 GRAIN2 neyong H2020 
European partners:  
  
CIMNE  (ES)                    
AIRBUS (ES) 
EUROCONTROL (BE) 
HONEYWELL (CH) 
EADS-IW (FR) 
NUMECA (BE) 
DLR (GE) 
NLR (NL) 
INRIA (FR) 
CFDB (GE) 
CIRA (IT) 
VKI (BE) 
KTH (SW) 
LEITAT (ES) 
AIRBORNE (NL) 
Univ. Sheffield (UK) 
Univ. Manchester (UK) 
Univ. Cranfield (UK) 
UPC (ES) 
UPM (ES) 
Univ. Aachen (GE) 
   
Chinese partners:   
  
CAE (Beijing) 
FAI (Xian) 
ACAE (Shanghai) 
ASRI (Xian) 
ACTRI (Xian) 
ARI (Harbin) 
BIAM(Beijing) 
GTE (Chengdu) 
COMAC 
BUAA (Beijing) 
NUAA (NANJING) 
NPU (Xian) 
Zhejiang Univ (Beijing) 
XJTU (XIAN) 
HUST (Huazhong) 
CQU (Chongqing) 
IACAS (Beijing) 
NIMTE (Ningbo) 
THU (Beijing) 
JIUZHOU (Sichuan) 
 
CONSORTIUM  GRAIN2 
 GLOBAL STRATEGY 
 GRAIN2 
Thanks for you attention 
 
Prof. Gabriel Bugeda 
CIMNE / UPC 
bugeda@cimne.uc.edu 
www.cimne.com, www.upc.edu 
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High Energy CT Scanning Applied to Large 
Aerospace Samples  
3rd EASN Workshop om Aerostructures 
9th – 11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
 
 
Dr. Ahmad Osman, et.al. 
Fraunhofer EZRT, Department Application Specific Methods and Systems 
Flugplatzstrasse 75, 
90768 Fuerth, Germany 
 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
High Energy CT Scanning Applied to Large 
Aerospace Samples  
1. Introduction 
 
2. High Energy XXL CT (9MeV): Physics and Components 
 
3. Comparison between 450keV and 9MeV 
 
4. Comparison between Digital Detector Array and Line Detector 
 
5. HE XCT: CFRP spoiler 
 
6. Conclusion & Perspective 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
1. Introduction 
Inspection of large CFRP aerospace parts 
 
 Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) are 
increasingly being used in aeronautics industry 
 State of the art: ultrasonic inspection 
 Advantages: efficient, cost effective 
 Disadvantages: inspection time for complete inspection, 
difficulties with non planar samples, limited resolution, anisotropy 
 Escalation technique  X-ray inspection 
 Computed Tomography: currently not applicable to large samples 
 Proposed solution: use of high energy XXL CT system 
 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
2. High Energy XXL-CT Evolution 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
 Energy level adjustable by Pulse 
Frequence and Amplitude 
 Accelerator length ~ Energy level  
 Average Power: 1 kW 
 Transmission Target (W) 
 Polychromatic spectrum 
2. High Energy XXL CT: X-ray source 
Siemens Industrial Linear Accelerator 
Acceleration process 
  
© Fraunhofer IIS  
2. High Energy XXL CT: X-ray spectrum  
Polychromatic spectrum 
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EAvg(3 MeV)=1,01E+03 
EAvg(6 MeV)=1,76E+03 
EAvg(9 MeV)=2,45E+03 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
2. High Energy XXL CT: X-ray attenuation 
Attenuation mechanisms 
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 Compton effect is dominant 
 Imaging dominated mainly by 
density 
 Better linearity for 
multimaterials 
 Enhanced scattering 
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© Fraunhofer IIS  
 Detectors 
Line detectors  Flatpanel detectors  
LCS Linesensor 
400 x 1 Pixel 
Pixelpitch 2,3 mm 
1 m width 
2. High Energy XXL-CT Components 
Source 
 SILAC @ 9 MeV 
x 3 
XRD 822 AO 
200 µm, 14 Bit 
1024 x 1024 (940 x 940) 
XRD 1640 AN 
400 µm, 16 Bit 
1024 x 1024 (890 x 890) 
Size: 36 x 36 cm  
Size:  
18 x 18 cm  
iHE Linesensor DeeTee 
9984 x 1 Pixel 
Pixelpitch 400 µm 
4 m width 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
High Energy CT Scanning Applied to Large 
Aerospace Samples  
1. Introduction 
 
2. High Energy XXL CT (9MeV): Physics and Components 
 
3. Comparison between 450keV and 9MeV 
 
4. Comparison between Digital Detector Array and Line Detector 
 
5. HE XCT: CFRP Spoiler 
 
6. Conclusion & Perspective 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
3. Comparison between 450 KV and 9 MV 
XRD 822 AO 
200 µm, 14 Bit 
1024 x 1024 (940 x 940) 
XRD 1640 AN 
400 µm, 16 Bit 
1024 x 1024 (890 x 890) 
450 kV 
9 MV 
Light weight Materials 
Multimaterial compounds 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
450 kV, Voxel size: 190 µm 
9 MV, Voxel size: 380 µm 
3. Comparison between 450 kV and 9 MV 
Low density materials with high density inlays (CFRP) 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
 Afflicted image quality in 
low dense areas by the 
metall inlays 
 Strong artifacts in the 
interface area 
 Better image quality in 
not afflicted areas 
 
 Reduced beam 
hardening 
 Interface inspection 
3. Comparison between 450 kV and 9 MV 
Low density materials with high density inlays (CFRP) 
450 kV, Voxel size: 190 µm 
9 MV, Voxel size: 380 µm 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
3. Comparison between 450 kV and 9 MV 
Medium density materials with high density inlays 
450 kV, Voxel size: 190 µm 
9 MV, Voxel size: 380 µm 
Al-cylinder head 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
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© Fraunhofer IIS  
4. Comparison between DDA and LDA 
Reducing the scattering enhancing material thickness 
XRD 822 AO 
200 µm, 14 Bit 
1024 x 1024 (940 x 940) 
 Length: 4 m  
DeeTee iHE LDA 
Pitch: 400 µm, 16 Bit 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
High Energy XXL-CT: Stage Zero 
Reducing the scattering enhancing material thickness 
DDA Scan (IAR corrected) 
Scan time/Slice: 4 s 
LDA Scan (no correction) 
Scan time/Slice: 4 min. 
Material: 22 cm of cast iron 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
High Energy CT Scanning Applied to Large 
Aerospace Samples  
1. Introduction 
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4. Comparison between Digital Detector Array and Line Detector 
 
5. HE XCT: CFRP spoiler 
 
6. Conclusion & Perspective 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
5. HE XCT: 
CFRP spoiler 
CFRP spoiler provided by Fischer Advanced Composite Components 
Spoiler LxWxH: 
2.5x1x0.15 m3 
Roi 
Roi LxWxH: 
2.5x0.01x0.15 m3 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
5. HE XCT: 
CFRP spoiler 
View of the 3D XCT of the scanned ROI 
Gain level Magnification Voxel pitch Number of 
projections 
Scanning 
time 
7 1.19 330 µm 8000 45 H 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
5. HE XCT: 
CFRP spoiler 
Cross section view of the honeycomb sandwich and the Center Hinge Fitting  of the 
spoiler’s Roi.  
© Fraunhofer IIS  
5. HE XCT: 
CFRP spoiler 
Honeycomb 
Bonding: skin/honeycom Skin/honeycomb 
bonding 
Inclusion 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
5. HE XCT: 
CFRP spoiler 
Center Hinge Fitting and skin: no defects 
Z=142 Z=230 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
High Energy CT Scanning Applied to Large 
Aerospace Samples  
1. Introduction 
 
2. High Energy XXL CT (9MeV): Physics and Components 
 
3. Comparison between 450keV and 9MeV 
 
4. Comparison between Digital Detector Array and Line Detector 
 
5. HE XCT: CFRP spoiler 
 
6. Conclusion & Perspective 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
 HE XXL CT facility in FHG allows full 3D CT of large aerospace samples 
 First results were demonstrated on a CFRP spoiler 
 Obtained results were reasonable for the selected setting 
 Better results can be obtained via lower gain and higher number of projections 
 longer scanning time 
6. Conclusion & Perspective 
 
Gain level 3, 18000 proj. Gain level 7, 8000 proj. 
© Fraunhofer IIS  
Thank you for your attention 
ahmad.osman@iis.fraunhofer.de 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  1 
X-ray inspection of Composite materials for 
Aircraft structures using large area single 
particle counting detector WidePIX 
Jan Jakubek, M. Jakubek, P. Soukup, D. Turecek 
D. Vavrik,  
 
Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics, Czech 
Technical University in Prague  
 
 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  2 
Introduction & Motivation 
Timepix pixel detector 
 
Large area detectors with edgeless sensors: 
 WidePIX 4x5 1.3 Mpixels 
 WidePIX 10x10: 6.5 Mpixels 
 
Imaging with large particle counting device 
 Absorption based 
 Phase contrast enhanced 
 Neutron imaging 
 
Summary and future work 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  3 Montreal 6th November 2006 Jan Jakůbek 
Timepix pixel device   
single particle counting pixel detector 
www.cern.ch/medipix 
• Planar pixelated detector (Si, GaAs, CdTe, 
thickness: 150/300/700/1000mm ...) 
 
• Bump-bonded to readout chip containing 
in each pixel cell: amplifier, discriminator, 
Counter or ADC or Timer 
 
• Multichip assemblies with no blind area: 
Quad (30 x 30 mm), Hexa (45 x 30 mm) 
Detector chip 
Medipix chip 
Bump-bonding 
α, β, γ 
11-th October 2013 
Timepix Quad 
Pixels: 512 x 512 
Pixel size: 55 x 55 µm2 
Area: 3 x 3 cm2 
Timepix Hexa 
Pixels: 768 x 512 
Pixel size: 55 x 55 µm2 
Area: 4.5 x 3 cm2 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  4 Jan Jakůbek 
Semiconductor single quantum counting 
pixel detector 
N+ P+ 
Si 
Counter: 
 
 
 
+ 
Amplifier 
Compa 
rator 
000 1
Threshold level above  
electronic noise  
⇒No false counting.  
 
Digital integration 
(counting) 
⇒ No dark current. 
 
 
 
 
Unlimited dynamic 
range and exposure 
time. 
 
Detected count obeys 
poissonian distribution 
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Pixel electronics 
Threshold 
level 73
Particle count Energy 
Timepix TOT mode 
11-th October 2013 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  5 11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
Original purpose: High contrast X-ray radiography  
Mouse backbone and pelvis 
Soft tissue 
organs well 
recognized 
Bone structure 
nicely imaged 
Very light objects 
resolved (hairs) 
In-vivo imaging 
Ultra-high contrast: 
We can resolve individual 
hair fibers through the 
mouse body ! 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  6 Jan Jakůbek 
Multidetector systems based 
on Timepix 
 
Large area detector 
(With Edgeless sensors) 
 
11-th October 2013 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  7 
Large area detector without insensitive areas 
is needed in most of imaging applications 
Goals & Challenges 
Use edgeless Si sensors developed by VTT and fabricated by ADVACAM company 
 
Use individual TPX assemblies with edgeless sensors instead of large common 
sensor shared by many TPX chips => possibility to select good assemblies  
 => high production yield => lower price 
 
Our priorities are aiming to radiography: 
 100% area coverage 
 Mechanical precision better than 1 pixel 
 Unlimited scalability 
 Scalable readout architecture 
 Stable powering scheme 
 Temperature stabilization 
 Flexible software 
 
Readout speed was not considered as priority (the most sensitive CCD cameras have readout 
time in order of seconds) => units of frames per second would be sufficient. 
 
 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  8 
Basic idea: 
Tilted design with very shallow tilt angle 
Assembly with edgeless sensor overlays periphery part of the next chip (similar to XPAD)  
 
Slight tilting of rows is needed 
 
 
11-th October 2013 
 Step height  = Chip + wire bond + painting   
= 120 + 30 +10 = 160 µm 
 
Edgeless sensors fabricated 
and bump-bonded by VTT 
To be filled with thermo-
conductive paste  
Negligible gap (microns) to 
ensure electric insulation 
Thermo conductive 
(aluminum) holder  
 
Readout chip thinned 
to about 100 µm 
Wire bonds are protected by 
thin layer of glue or painting 
3D shaped PCB allowing 
straight wirebonding 
Straight wirebonds lying 
directly on surface. 
Edgeless sensors 
allowing small gaps 
between detectors 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  9 
After 18 months of testing 
redesigning … 
11-th October 2013 
… and desperation 
Jan Jakůbek 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  10 
Proof of concept: 
Prototype with 4x4 tiles (1 Mpixel) 
The initial tiling idea appeared to be very naive: 
 Precise chip and row alignment was not possible 
 Replacement of defective chip was impossible 
 Non stable powering 
 Cooling was ineffective 
 Readout was unstable (too many chips chained => high risk of 
errors) 
 
System was redesigned several times. The final 
approach allows: 
 Very precise chips placement. Each row is independently 
positioned (5 degrees of freedom: 3 shifts + 2 rotations) 
 Each TPX assembly can be replaced ! (Done many times) 
 Readout architecture in tree: Allows definition of ROI 
 Flexible and robust powering allowing power cycling 
 Active water cooling integrated  
 Compact design 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  11 11-th October 2013 
The large area detector with  
Thinned read-out chips 
 
4x5 tiles 
 
WidePIX 4x5 
Jan Jakůbek 
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IEAP – CTU Prague  12 
Further improvements, new camera:  
WidePIX 4x5, 1.3 Mega pixels 
Thinned Timepix ROCs:  
=> very shallow tilt of 0.7 degrees 
11-th October 2013 
200 µm 
Sensor1 
ROC1 
Sensor2 
ROC2 
Gap 
Compact design:  
Cooling system integrated 
Jan Jakůbek 
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Further improvements, new camera:  
WidePIX 4x5, 1.3 Mega pixels 
Compact design:  
Cooling system integrated 
Jan Jakůbek 
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Full scalability allows assembling of 
larger device  
 
 
New challenge: 10x10 tiles 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX 10x10: 6.5 megapixels 
The largest pixel detector with full area sensitivity 
11-th October 2013 
WidePIX 10x10 camera consists of array of 10x10 of 
hybrid single quantum counting detector Timepix developed 
by by Medipix collaboration in CERN. The technology 
allowing coverage of large area is based on application of 
edgeless silicon sensors developed in VTT Finland and 
fabricated by ADVACAM Oy. The whole WidePIX 10x10 
device was developed by IEAP CTU in Prague. 
 
Features: 
o Superior image quality without instrumental noise, 
o Large fully sensitive area without any gaps between 
sensor chips, 
o Fully digital detection with ultra-high contrast even for 
light objects (e.g. plastic or soft tissue), 
o Energy discrimination allowing “color” radiography, 
o Compact size and portability, 
o Support for major operating systems: Windows, Mac OS, 
Linux 
 
Further details: widepix.cz 
Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX - Sample images:  
Ground beetle 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX - Sample images:  
Cockroach with parasite 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX - Sample images:  
Smoking kills 
Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX  
Composite imaging 
Paper–epoxy composite 
(Boeing, motor cover) 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX  
Composite imaging 
There should be at least one 
horizontal and two vertical 
borders between tiles. 
Can you see them? 
Paper–epoxy composite: Zoomed to 40 x 20 mm 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX is energy sensitive    
      material sensitivity 
Metal = cyan 
Glass = red 
Difference in material 
composition is shown in 
colors: 
Bubbles in glue 
layer fixing chip 
Even 30 µm 
thick wirebonds 
are correctly 
shown in cyan 
Glass fibers in 
PCB structure 
are correctly 
identified 
Timepix assembly 
Jan Jakůbek 
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Coarse porosity evaluation in CFRP 
11-th October 2013 
QUI – LAC-04 QUI – LAC-05 QUI – LAC-06 
Carbon fiber texture is 
subtracted (performed locally 
correlating known texture 
sample in each location) and 
threshold is applied to separate 
pores. 
The radiograms are 
taken by WidePIX 
10x10 camera without 
magnification  
(i.e. spatial resolution is 
55 µm).  
QUI – LAC-06 
Jan Jakůbek 
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Metallic core disbonding 
Aluminum hexagonal core, CFRP skin (LA Composites) 
Full range image CFRP and epoxy enhanced Delamination map 
Carbon fiber 
bunches 
Sharper 
edges signal 
absence of 
glue 
Bubbles in 
epoxy 
CFRP 
CFRP 
Laminated Delaminated 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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Delamination visualisation 
with contrast enhanced by phase effect 
11-th October 2013 
The change of phase of X-rays penetrating plastic samples can cause 
stronger signal than absorption.  
 
Changes of X–ray wave passing a sample are described by the complex index of refraction  
 n = 1 – δ – i β  
The phase term δ contains refractive effects (causing phase shift ϕ). Material 
inhomogeneities in the object produce changes in the phase δ. 
Phase contrast imaging:  δ ~ 1/Eγ2  
Absoption imaging:  β ~ 1/Eγ4 
A. Monochromatic irradiation 
loss line 
α 
B. Polychromatic irradiation 
loss line 
Broad 
maximum 
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An example of the phase contrast 
effect 
11-th October 2013 
Wasp is visible through 4 mm thick 
CFRC specimen in single 
radiogram.  
 
Even wasp wing is recognizable 
(several µm thick).  
 
Visibility is possible due to phase 
contrast effect.  
 
Detector WidePix 
Radiogram pixel size: 5 µm 
taken @ 90kV, 110 µA, 
180 sec. 
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Metal fasteners  
 
11-th October 2013 
5 10 15 20 25 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
11.4 11.6 11.8 12 12.2 12.4 12.6 12.8 13 13.2 
22.2 
22.4 
22.6 
22.8 
23 
23.2 
23.4 
23.6 
23.8 
24 
24.2 15 15.2 15.4 15.6 15.8 16 16.2 16.4 16.6 16.8 17 
17 
17.2 
17.4 
17.6 
17.8 
18 
18.2 
18.4 
18.6 
18.8 
19 
Two CFRC parts (6 layers) glued and jointed by the Al rivet with steel 
spike. Disbonding due to lack of the resin is searched: 
Jan Jakůbek 
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6LiF conversion layer sprayed onto surface 
 
Optimization of imaging performance: 
Event by event principle is not feasible due to low framerate => 
integrating 
Threshold adjustment (to decrease sensitivity to radiation 
background) 
Mode selection (Counting vs. ToT): ToT mode improves 
spatial resolution and suppresses influence of radiation 
background. The clock frequency was decreased to 1 MHz to 
avoid counter overflow. 
11-th October 2013 
WidePIX 4x5 
Modified for neutron imaging 
Jan Jakůbek 
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WidePIX 4x5 
Neutron radiography 
6LiF deposited on the surface 
First tests performed in ILL, CT2 beam line 
Low intensity beam -> long exposure 
11-th October 2013 
WidePIX 
4x5 
Exposure: 1000 s 
Jan Jakůbek 
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Comparison of WidePIX neutron camera 
with Scintillator based camera installed 
in Neutrograph beam line 
WidePIX Neutrograph 
Exposure = 100 s Exposure = 120 s 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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Comparison of images taken 
with X-rays and neutrons 
X-ray: Aluminum Neutrons: Glue 
11-th October 2013 Jan Jakůbek 
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Summary 
11-th October 2013 
o Construction of WidePIX 10x10 and 4x5 cameras was finished including related 
electronics and software support. The devices were successfully tested. 
 
o Current readout time of full image with 6.5 Mega pixels is 650 ms. Chips are read 
at 50 MHz. Increase to 100 MHz is possible (tested only with one row yet). The 
final readout speed with current architecture will be 250 ms.  
 
o New readout architecture is designed and will be tested with new WidePIX 4x5,  
its designed speed is 20 fps. The same architecture (and speed) will be adopted 
for larger devices WidePIX 10x10.  
 
o ROI readout is supported by hardware 
 
o All tools for X-ray radiography in Pixelman software including tools for “color 
radiography” were adapted for new devices. 
 
 
Further details: www.widepix.cz 
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Commercialization  
and availability 
 The spin-off company WIDEPIX was established to provide 
access to the Medipix/Timepix technology and all related 
instruments developed in IEAP CTU in Prague (modules, read-out 
systems, software). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Further details: www.widepix.cz 
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Thank you for 
patience! 
Jan Jakůbek 
Milan	  –	  Italy	  -­‐	  11/10/2013	  
Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele	  	  
	  Mar9ne	  Wevers	  
Using	  micro-­‐CT	  for	  studying	  inner	  
structures	  of	  CFRP	  components	  
EASN	  Workshop	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Outline	  
•  Introduc)on:	  
–  Problem	  descrip)on	  
–  X-­‐ray	  microtomography	  
•  Looking	  at	  inner	  structures:	  
–  Smoothing	  vs	  resolu)on	  
•  Conclusion	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Introduc9on	  
•  Search	  for	  new	  materials	  
–  Cost-­‐eﬀec)ve	  
–  Func)on-­‐oriented	  
–  Lightweight	  
•  Carbon	  ﬁber	  reinforced	  polymers	  =	  CFRP	  
–  Possible	  to	  create	  complex	  parts	  concerning	  shape	  &	  internal	  structure	  
à	  New	  challenges	  in	  characterisa)on	  of	  these	  materials	  
–  Non-­‐destruc)ve	  imaging	  techniques	  
•  X-­‐ray	  radioscopy	  
•  X-­‐ray	  tomography	  
•  …	  
	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Carbon	  ﬁber	  reinforced	  polymers	  	  
•  Carbon	  ﬁbres	  in	  epoxy	  mix	  
•  Carbon	  ﬁbres:	  
–  Very	  small	  
–  Set	  into	  a	  resin	  to	  form	  sheet	  or	  plies	  
•  Strength	  &	  s)ﬀness	  of	  the	  material	  depends	  on	  direc)on	  at	  which	  the	  plies	  
have	  been	  laid	  together	  
•  Characteriza)on:	  
–  Individual	  ﬁbers	  
–  Fibers/matrix	  
–  Fibers	  orienta)on	  
–  Voids	  
–  …	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
X-­‐ray	  radiography	  
•  Basic ingredients: 
 
–  X-ray source 
–  Sample: absorption/transmission  
–  X-ray detector 
X-Ray CCD 
Detector 
Microfocus 
X-ray tube 
Projection image 
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Imaging	  =	  interac9ng	  
•  Par)al	  absorp)on	  or	  par)al	  transmission:	  	  
–  Some	  rays	  stop	  in	  the	  object	  
–  Others	  go	  right	  through	  
•  Diﬀeren)al	  absorp)on:	  
–  Diﬀerent	  parts	  of	  the	  object	  having	  signiﬁcantly	  diﬀerent	  x-­‐ray	  
absorp)on	  
	  
	  
=	  2D	  image	  of	  a	  3D	  object	  
à	  No	  thickness	  informa)on	  
	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
Projection image 
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
X-­‐ray	  microtomography	  
Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
Computer 
X-Ray CCD 
Detector 
Microfocus 
X-ray tube 
Object 
manipulator 
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Resolu9on	  of	  X-­‐ray	  tomography	  
•  Material	  or	  sample	  dependent:	  
–  Sample	  diameter	  	  
à	  geometrical	  magniﬁca)on	  
–  Absorp)on	  contrast	  
	  
•  System	  dependent:	  
–  Focal	  spot	  size	  of	  the	  X-­‐ray	  source	  	  
	   	   	  à	  CONTRAST	  RESOLUTION	  
–  Sample	  diameter	  /	  Number	  of	  pixels	  	  
	   	   	  à	  DETAIL	  DETECTABILITY	  
Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
Object Size 1000 pixels 2000 pixels 4000 pixels 
10mm 10µm 5µm 2.5µm 
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Detector	  binning	  
•  Scanned	  on	  exactly	  the	  same	  posi)on	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
32	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
16	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	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  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
32	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
16	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
8	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
32	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
16	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
8	  micron	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Looking	  at	  ﬁber/matrix	  
•  Visually	  the	  diﬀerence	  between	  matrix	  and	  rovings	  can	  be	  seen	  
Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  11/10/2013	  
! !
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Segmenta9on	  for	  quan9ta9ve	  
analysis	  
!
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Op9mizing	  contrast	  	  
•  Op)mizing	  acquisi)on	  protocol:	  
–  Interac)on	  of	  the	  material	  with	  X-­‐rays	  	  
à	  modifying	  the	  X-­‐ray	  spectrum	  
–  Higher	  frame	  averaging,	  lower	  noise	  
•  When	  noise	  cannot	  be	  reduced	  at	  the	  source:	  	  
–  smoothing	  the	  image	  prior	  to	  applying	  the	  thresholding	  
•  Removes	  short-­‐term	  varia)ons,	  or	  noise,	  in	  order	  to	  reveal	  
underlying	  pa`erns	  in	  the	  images	  
•  Pixel	  replaced	  by	  weighted	  sum	  of	  neighboring	  pixels	  (diﬀerent	  
kernels)	  
•  Before	  or	  acer	  reconstruc)on	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
!
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Before	  reconstruc9on	  
!
M = 2× d2 +1
"
#
$
%
&
'
N = 2× d +1
(
)
*
*
*
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
!Asymmetric	  box	  Or	  	  Averaging	  	   Gaussian	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
AWer	  reconstruc9on	  
•  Gaussian	  
!
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	  
!Gaussian	   Median	  
	  EASN	  Workshop	  
Conclusion	  
•  Trade-­‐oﬀ	  between	  resolu)on	  &	  smoothing!	  
•  Before	  reconstruc)on:	  
–  Removing	  noise	  before	  reconstruc)on	  without	  introducing	  blurring!	  
–  Gaussian:	  less	  blurring	  à	  higher	  weights	  for	  closer	  neighbours	  
–  Looking	  at	  the	  histograms:	  be`er	  deﬁni)on	  between	  materials	  with	  
asymmetric	  box	  
•  Acer	  reconstruc)on:	  
–  For	  separa)ng	  ﬁber/matrix	  smoothing	  is	  interes)ng	  tool	  (acer	  
reconstruc)on)	  
–  For	  smaller	  details	  such	  as	  ﬁbers	  or	  cracks	  à	  avoid	  extra	  smoothing	  
–  Itera)ve	  way	  for	  determining	  regions	  of	  ﬁber/matrix	  à	  use	  as	  a	  mask	  
11/10/2013	   Elke	  Van	  de	  Casteele,	  PhD	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  Italy	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  11/10/2013	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Modeling of small CFRP aero-structure 
parts for X-ray imaging simulation 
K. Bliznakova, A. Dermitzakis, Z. Kamarianakis, I. Buliev, N. Pallikarakis 
University of Patras, Greece 
Introduction 
 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) – most promising materials to be used in aircraft industry 
 low weight and high stiffness   
 Traditional NDT like ultrasound demonstrate problems in inspection of porosity, delamination 
More efforts in inspection of CFRP for possible defects as voids, lack of resin, porosity and delamination 
 Investigating x-ray based imaging techniques  
Introduction (cont) 
Computational Model of 
CFRP  
Model of x-ray imaging 
technique  
In QUICOM: a major objective is to test the applicability of basic non-destructive x-ray imaging techniques like radiography, tomosynthesis and Cone Beam CT for inspection of CFRP parts for defects 
Radiation transport model 
(projection images) 
Objective  
 to develop a realistic computational model 
of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers 
 
 to model porosity within the CFRP 
 
 to use the model in a feasibility study of 
non-destructive x-ray based imaging 
techniques for inspection of CFRP parts for 
porosity defects 
The CFRP phantom  
 
The primary element of the CFRP is a fiber 
about 5–10 μm in diameter and 
composed mostly of carbon atoms. 
CFRPs are structures containing 
usually several layers of carbon-
fibers within a polymer resin. 
Parallel layers Woven fabrics 
The CFRP phantom (cont) 
90° 0° 
-45° 45° 
The CFRP phantom (cont) 
The CFRP phantom (cont) 
The CFRP phantom (cont) 
• bundle is modeled from carbon with atomic number 6 and density of 1.7 g cm-3 
• resin layer is made of epoxy polymer with composition O4C21H24 and density of 1.8 g cm-3  
• Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 4 mm      bundle radius = 100 μm number of layers = 10 
Porosity model 
several hundred air ellipsoids  
The dimensions of these ellipsoids are randomly chosen in the range of (0.2-1.0)*dimension of the carbon bundle.   
Uniformly distributed  
randomly chosen resin layer with a thickness of 400 µm.  
Used CFRP 
model 
 CFRP model 
• part dimensions : 50 x 50 mm 
• bundle radius = 100 μm 
• number of layers = 10; 
• one layer with pores.  
• layer thickness = 0.4 mm; 
• max pore radius = 0.16 mm 
• min pore radius = 0.14 mm 
• number of pores = 498 
Porous layer 
Model of X-ray imaging 
technique 
detector     plane 
858 
mm 
463 
mm 
- angle + angle 
CFRP 
sample 
Planar Radiography 
1 image 
Image size = 1000 x 1000 
pixel resolution = 0.1 mm 
Energy = 20keV 
Tomosynthesis 
61 images  with an arc of 
600  
121 image  with an arc of 
1200  
CBCT 
359 images with an arc of 
3600 . 
( ) 





−∗= ∫
ll
dlzyxII ,,exp0 µ
Results 
Simulated Radiography image  
noiseless images 
some pores are not visible 
no information for their 
location in 3D 
Comparison 3D x-ray imaging techniques 
DTS 60 0  DTS 120
 0  CBCT 
Comparison 3D x-ray imaging techniques 
  Acquisition Settings 
• SID = 463 mm  SDD = 858 mm 
• Det. Resolution = 10pix/mm 
• Proj. Size =1000x1000 pix. 
• For CBCT : 360o images  for CBCT; 
• For Tomosynthesis: 61 images & 120 images 
• Energy = 20keV  
Tomosynthesis arc 60o   Tomosynthesis arc 120o   Axial CT 
  Reconstruction Settings 
• Voxel  size = 0.05 mm 
• Slice Size =500x500 pixels 
• Number of Rec. Slices in show = 40 
Conclusions 
 The use of  software CFRP models in combination 
with computer simulated x-ray imaging systems, 
allows to study how different x-ray imaging 
modalities, like radiography, CBCT and 
tomosynthesis, perform in case of inspection of 
defects in CFRP. 
 3D x-ray imaging techniques outperformed the 
conventional radiography in terms of defect 
characterization based on a visual assessment.  
 Best results are demonstrated by use of CBCT 
technique. 
Future Work 
• Studies, based on the proposed model are 
already planned with simulation of a layer 
with porosity with non uniform distribution 
and its quantitative evaluation.  
• An improved methodology for creation of 
more realistic CFRP models  
CFRP model used in optimization 
studies 
Layer at 0° 
Porosity 
Layer at 90° 
Layer at 45° 
Layer at 135° 
Layer at 0° 
Layer at 90° with delamination 
Layer at 45° 
Layer at 135° paraffin fiber 
Layer at 0° 
Layer at 90° with missing fibers 
Layer at 45° 
Layer at 135° 
Layer at 0° 
Layer at 90° 
Realistic CFRP model 
Thank You ! 
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NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION  
IN AIRCRAFT CABINS 
BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES: 
SELECTIVE ACOUSTIC INTENSITY  
AND AVERAGE BEAMFORMING  
M.Martarelli, P.Chiariotti, P.Castellini, 
G.M.Revel, E.P.Tomasini 
Università Politecnica della Marche,  
Ancona, Italy 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Outlook 
• Introduction 
 
• CREDO project 
• aircraft/helicopters cabins vibro-acoustic design optimisation 
 
• Structural dynamic optimisation based on interior 
acoustic performance 
• Selective Intensity 
• Average Beamforming 
 
• Analysis of results 
 
• Conclusions 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Structural dynamic behavior of aircraft /helicopters airframes deeply influences the interior 
acoustics of cabin and cockpit. 
Answer to the aircraft industry’s need to validate and calibrate prediction models and 
advanced design tools for the cost-effective design of low-noise cabins. 
 
Based on the critical deficiency in the available experimental technologies and analytical 
tools for the accurate and quick determination of the sound power entering an aircraft cabin 
due to the reverberant nature of the sound 
There are currently no 
commercially viable 
methods of acquiring 
this information quickly 
and accurately. 
Sixth Framework Programme (2002-2006) - AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
CREDO  
Cabin noise Reduction by Experimental and numerical Design Optimization 
Introduction 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
State-of-the-art measurement techniques for noise source spatial localisation: 
Sound Intensity 
(p-p probe) 
Near-Field  
Acoustic Holography 
(NAH) 
Beamforming Laser Doppler Vibrometry 
(LDV) 
Inaccurate in reverberant fields 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
 
NON contact technique 
 Gives vibration information with 
high spatial RESOLUTION 
 NO Mass loading  effect 
COMPLEX acoustic 
fields 
Selective Intensity: New approach* 
p-p probe 
SLDV Selective Intensity 
Intensity probe 
Intensity: gives the sign of the 
acoustic field 
     
 Phase-aligned microphones 
Scanning Laser Doppler 
Vibrometer (SLDV) 
+ 
* G.M. Revel, M. Martarelli and P. Chiariotti, “A new laser vibrometry-based 2D selective intensity method for source identification in 
reverberant fields: part I. Development of the technique and preliminary validation”, Measurement Science and Technology, 21 
075107 doi: 10.1088/0957-0233/21/7/075107, 2010 
* G.M. Revel, M. Martarelli and P. Chiariotti, “A new laser vibrometry-based 2D selective intensity method for source identification in 
reverberant fields: part II. Application to an aircraft cabin”, Measurement Science and Technology, 21 075108 doi: 10.1088/0957-
0233/21/7/075108, 2010 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
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Scanning system designed on purpose 
Application to aircraft cabin Test on the Alenia mock-up ATR42 
Excitation sources: 
• Structural excitation: electromechanical shaker 
• Acoustic excitation: 2 lateral loudspeakers            
(116 dB SPL each) 
Gaussian white noise 0÷1.5kHz to simulate TBL 
excitation 
Lateral Shaker 
Loudspeaker dx Loudspeaker  sx 
Lower Shaker 
Tested frame 
Selective Intensity: New Approach 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Results 
Test sul mock-up dell’Alenia ATR42 
192 Hz (RMS±8Hz) 
Vibration velocity Selective Intensity Standard Intensity 
Lateral 
Shaker 
 
Loudspeaker 
Sx 
Tutte le  
sorgenti 
Shaker 
position 
Selective Intensity: New Approach 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
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Time Domain Correlation 
ISO 9614-1 (discrete points measurement) ISO 9614-2 (scanning measurement) 
Acoustic analogy 
Discrete approach (SLDV) Continuous approach (CSLDV) 
Microphone 
SLDV 
(Discrete approach) 
Microphone  
CSLDV 
(Continuous approach) 
* G.M. Revel, M. Martarelli, P. Chiariotti, “Spatial Noise Component Identification Based on Different Vibro-acoustic Data Sets” atti 
del Convegno internazionale IMAC XXX. 30 gennaio – 2 Febbraio 2012, Jacksonville, USA. ISBN 978-1-4614-2418-5 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
Upgrade* 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
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9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
ri 
rj Φ=ri-rj 
 
Focus points Source 
Microphone array 
• Far-field measurement 
• Mapping of the acoustic sources 
• Based on anechoic propagation model 
• Fast & Easy 
Average Beamforming 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
 
Noise sources in reverberant environments 
Array 
(p1) 
Ghost Image 2-
p1 
Ghost Image 1-
p1 
Source– p1 
Determininstic component 
(direct path ----) 
Random component 
(reflected path ----) 
Average Beamforming 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
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Array 
(p2) Ghost Image 2-
p2 
Ghost Image 1-
p2 
Source – p2 
11 
 
Noise sources in reverberant environments 
Determininstic component 
(direct path ----) 
Random component 
(reflected path ----) 
Average Beamforming 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
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Ghost Image 2-
p2 
Ghost Image 1-
p2 
Source – p2 
Ghost Image 2-
p1 
Ghost Image 1-
p1 
+ 
+ 
Source – p1 
+ 
 
Noise sources in reverberant environments 
Determininstic component 
(direct path ----) 
Random component 
(reflected path ----) 
Average Beamforming 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
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Source 
• Attenuation of Ghost Images 
• Enhancement of real Source 
Averaging of BF maps 
 
Noise sources in reverberant environments 
Determininstic component 
(direct path ----) 
Random component 
(reflected path ----) 
Average Beamforming 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
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BO 108 mock-up @ EADS (Germany) 
The Array was moved in different positions 
in x and y directions. 
Array All 
Exterior 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Excitation is provided by loudspeakers 
through an hole in the window (non 
contact with the helicopter) @2300 Hz 
Validation 
BO 108 mock-up @ EADS (Germany) 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
The reflections 
source seen by the 
BF are eliminated by 
the Averaging BF. 
 
SNR is also 
improved. 
Validation 
BO 108 mock-up @ EADS (Germany) 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
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Excitation systems 
Task: sound source localization in 
the low-medium frequency range 
(<1kHz) for Dynamic Vibration 
Absorbers (DVA) optimal 
positioning 
Excitation sources: 
•Structural excitation by 
electromechanical shaker 
•Acoustical excitation: by two 
loudspeakers 
Gaussian white noise 0÷1kHz to 
simulate Turbulent Boundary 
Layer (TBL) excitation 
ATR-72 mock-up @ ALENIA (Italy) 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
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Array and positioning 
2DOFs Robot 
ATR-72 mock-up @ ALENIA (Italy) 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
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Microphone 
positions 
ATR-72 mock-up @ ALENIA (Italy) 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
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9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Average BF times 
Standard Deviation: 
 
excitation given by 
loudspeakers 
ATR-72 mock-up @ ALENIA (Italy) 
Structure dynamics optimisation via noise source identification 
NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS BY MEANS OF ACOUSTIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES  
3rd EASN Association International Workshop on AeroStructures 
9th‐11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Structural dynamic behavior of aircraft /helicopters airframes deeply influences the 
interior acoustics of cabin and cockpit. 
Selective Intensity and Average BeamForming were developed and tested for optimise 
the structural dynamic behavior of the airframe on the basis of the interior acoustic 
improvement.  
 
Selective Intensity 
• allows to estimate the component of the interior acoustic field related to the 
structural vibration of the airframe 
 
Average BeamForming 
• fast technique for noise source identification in reverberant environments 
Conclusions 
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A novel concept of an extremely 
short take off and landing all-
surface (ESTOLAS) hybrid aircraft
Alexander Gamaleyev, Project Coordinator
Riga Technical University
11.10.2012
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ESTOLAS Project
FP7- AERONAUTICS and AIR TRANSPORT 
(AAT)-2012-RTD-L0 
(Open call for long term innovation)
ACTIVITY / AREA: Promising pioneering breakthrough
technologies and concepts for Aeronautics and air transport.
The topics in this Area are calling for new fundamental knowledge,
emerging technologies and radical new concepts with a strong
innovation potential in order to achieve a first maturation and/or proof of
concept.
Expected impact: Proposals should investigate breakthrough
technologies and concepts that have the capacity to cause a step
change in aeronautics and air transport in the second half of 21st
century.
Type of funding scheme:
Collaborative Project Level 0
Other similar kind project: Anuloid, Coordinator – Politecnico of
Torino.
ESTOLAS
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Introduction
The concept has been developed in Tyumen, Russia. In the middle of
the ninetieth a reduced guided analogue of the flying device has been
constructed and passed preliminary air tests.
The inventor and the main designer, Dr. Alexander Filimonov was able
to find essentially new conceptual scheme of the flying device
combining the best qualities of an aircraft, a helicopter and a
hovercraft.
The idea of hybrid flying device was carried out when the specialists of
Tyumen Industrial Institute were considering how to deliver the
equipment, large multi-ton blocks to the Jamburg gas condensate field
in Northern Siberia.
bella1.wmv
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Planed Tasks and Activities
The needs in the results of the project:
• A small (payload 1-3 tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is needed for use
where light helicopters are currently used but a longer range is required
• A medium (payload 10-60 tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is needed for
use where heavy helicopters are currently used but heavier payload is
required to carry to perform relevant tasks
• A large (payload 80-200 tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is needed for
transportation of cargo, including heavy cargo, using small airports or
open areas of land or water close to places of origin and destinations of
the cargo
• A super-large (payload 200-400+ tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is
needed for special purposes of transportation very heavy cargo using
small airports or open areas of land or water close to places of origin
and destinations of the cargo.
ESTOLAS
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Planed Tasks and Activities
ESTOLAS concept substantiation:
• Transport communication not only among big cities with airfields
but also among any towns that have no special runways or
small local airfields.
• Technical assistance when developing and operating oil and
gas fields, geological exploration, transportation of shift teams,
patrolling and servicing of oil and gas pipelines with minimum
transportation expenses.
• Solving problems of special subdivisions and services (defense,
domestic affairs, emergency situations, health care,
communication, border service) in hard-to-reach regions.
• Using for business purposes as an administrative, business or
private plane as well as for the development of tourism.
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Teams involved
 Riga Technical University, Latvia
 Responsibility: Prof. Urbahs
 Tasks: Computer simulation, calculation, and formulation of the characteristics of a small version (1 - 3 
tons maximal payload), designing, making, and testing of the flying radio-controlled model of the 
ESTOLAS, wind  tunnel testing of physical models 
 QualityPark AviationCenter GmbH, Germany
 Responsibility: Mr.  Zysk
 Tasks: Safety assessment, JAR/CS Certification support, Risk analysis
 Cranfield University, United Kingdom 
 Responsibility: Prof. Drikakis
 Tasks: Evaluation of functional landing and taking off characteristics of the ESTOLAS aircraft in
comparison with competing hybrid air vehicles
 Agentur Kronstadt GmbH, Germany
 Responsibility: Mr.  Papkov
 Tasks: Estimation of the main engine parameters, the engine efficiency, and the emission level 
Components estimation, Business plan, Dissemination
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Planed Tasks and Activities
The needs in the results of the project:
• A small (payload 1 - 3 tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is needed for use
where light helicopters are currently used but a longer range is required
• A medium (payload 10 - 60 tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is needed
for use where heavy helicopters are currently used but heavier payload
is required to carry to perform relevant tasks
• A large (payload 80 - 200 tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is needed for
transportation of cargo, including heavy cargo, using small airports or
open areas of land or water close to places of origin and destinations of
the cargo
• A super-large (payload 200 - 400+ tons) ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft is
needed for special purposes of transportation very heavy cargo using
small airports or open areas of land or water close to places of origin
and destinations of the cargo.
ESTOLAS
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Objectives
Project objectives:
• To calculate and formulate the characteristics of a) small [< 3 tons
maximal payload], b) medium [between 10 and 80 tons maximal
payload], and c) large [> 80 tons maximal payload] hybrid aircraft,
such as flight parameters, the optimal engine type, power and weight
parameters, thermal efficiency, specific fuel consumption (SFC),
emissions in general and for cargo transportation (kg of fuel per ton of
cargo per km), safety, noise level e. t. c. and to denote a perspective
propulsion concepts.
• To verify the calculations of the shape and location of the
aerodynamic flanges needed to resolve the low stability problem.
•To create demonstration models of the aircraft and test them in the
wind tube and in radio-controlled flight in order to verify the calculated
characteristics of the ESTOLAS aircraft and validate experimentally
the view that the addition of aerodynamic flanges indeed resolved the
low stability problem.
ESTOLAS
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Objectives
• To study the dimensions of the runways, taxiways and parking
spaces in the small and medium European airports and
estimate how many of them (in percentages and absolute
figures) will be able to accept small and medium hybrid aircraft.
• To compare the ESTOLAS small, medium and large versions
with competing air vehicles in terms of the exploitation benefits
(i.e. longer range, better fuel economy) versus the drawbacks,
and to identify the potential market demand by the European
and world markets
• To provide safety assessments, risk analysis and JAR/CS
Certification support.
• To draw a conclusion about whether the concept of ESTOLAS
in its small, medium or large version is feasible for further
development.
ESTOLAS
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Objectives
2 main questions:
1. Can Dr. Filimonov’s model fly?
2. Does it make sense to continue with Dr. Filimonov’s
concept?
• Flight characteristics
• Environmental impact
• Infrastructure
• Safety certification requirements
• Engineering
• Engine
ESTOLAS
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Thank you very much
and
Clear Skies!
www.estolas.eu
ESTOLAS
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3rd EASN Association International 
Workshop on AeroStructures 
Experimental research of 
aerodynamic characteristics of 
the ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft 
prototype
Speaker
Sergejs Lučkinskis
9th-11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
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Key Ideas
• Manufacture ESTOLAS model for 
researches in the wind tunnel
• Develop a measurement complex 
for ESTOLAS aerodynamic 
experiments
• Get six aerodynamic coefficients 
• Process the data received
• Draw a conclusion from the findings
• Give recommendations 
ESTOLAS
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Model Manufacture (1)
• “ESTOLAS” CAD model
ESTOLAS
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Model Manufacture (2)
• Modular design
ESTOLAS
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Model Manufacture (3)
• 3D milling machine 
ESTOLAS
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• Cruise flight mode
• Radio controlled surfaces (ailerons, 
flaps, rudder, elevator)
• Internal strain gage balance system
• Model dimensions in accordance 
with the wind tunnel specifications 
(L×W×H): 0.59×0.75×0.13 (m)
Model Features (1)
ESTOLAS
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Model features (2)
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ESTOLAS Finished model
ESTOLAS
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Measurement Complex (1)
ESTOLAS
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Model positioning mechanism (α, β)
Measurement Complex (2)
ESTOLAS
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ESTOLAS finished model into the WT 
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Data Processing
ESTOLAS
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Results after Aerodynamic Research 
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Results after Aerodynamic Research 
Object Lift-Drag polar curve
• Aerodynamic 
efficiency 
• Glide angle
• Essential Thrust
• Minimal speed
• Maximal speed
• Cruise speed
• Economical efficiency 
• Side force coefficient 
• Yaw moment coefficient
• Roll moment coefficient 
• Pitch moment coefficient 
= f (α)
= f (α,β,δ)
• Stability and steer ability
ESTOLAS
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Conclusions
• Aerodynamic research will help to study ESTOLAS 
design
• Provides information about ESTOLAS flight 
characteristics
• Findings will give the possibility for more deep 
researches
ESTOLAS
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Thank You for Your 
Attention!
9th-11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
0ESTOLAS PROJECT
3rd EASN Association International 
Workshop on AeroStructures
9th-11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
Speaker
Vladimir Petrov
Analysis of the design features and 
flying-technical characteristics
of the ESTOLAS hybrid aircraft 
prototype
1ESTOLAS Construction Keys
1 – center section; 2, 3 – flaperon; 4 – rudder; 5 – tail beam; 6 –
elevation rudder; 7 – cockpit; 8 – inlet hatch; 9, 10 – jet flap; 
11,12 – ski-wheel gear; 13 - flexible skirt; 14 – main propulsion 
systems; 15 – propeller;16 – lift propulsion systems; 17 – lifting 
rotor; 18 – inlet hatch.
2ESTOLAS Construction Keys
1 – center section; 2, 3 – flaperon; 4 – rudder; 5 – tail beam; 6 –
elevation rudder; 7 – cockpit; 8 – inlet hatch; 9, 10 – jet flap; 
11,12 – ski-wheel gear; 13 - flexible skirt; 14 – main propulsion 
systems; 15 – propeller;16 – lift propulsion systems; 17 – lifting 
rotor; 18 – inlet hatch.
3ESTOLAS Prototypes
Small-ESTOLAS, isometric view
• Small ESTOLAS
Small-ESTOLAS, side view
Small-ESTOLAS, top view
4ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Small ESTOLAS
Basic geometrical parameters of the small-ESTOLAS 
aircraft 
No. Parameter
Parameter
value
1.
Dimensions of the aircraft, m:
Length L 10
Wing span l 11
Height H 2,6
2.
Center-section:
center section diameter Dd, m 4.6
5ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Small ESTOLAS
Flight characteristics and performance of the small-ESTOLAS aircraft 
No. Parameter Parameter value
1.
Flight, cruising: 250 km/h
flight altitude H Up to 3000 m 
2.
Takeoff and landing data:
takeoff speed V (takeoff), km/h up to 50...60
landing speed V (landing), km/h 55
takeoff run, m 50
landing run, m 25
3. Requirements for a landing ground (runway)
Natural ground: lake, river, swamp, farm
field, etc.
4. Flight range with full payload, km Up to 1000 
5 Flight range for ferry technical flight (2 pilots on board), km 3000
6ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Small ESTOLAS
Small-ESTOLAS, prototype layout Small-ESTOLAS, prototype layout 
Takeoff weight, kg 2000
Operating empty weight, kg 1100
Payload weight, kg 600 
Fuel Weight, kg 300
7ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Small ESTOLAS
Small-ESTOLAS, basic geometric parameters
Small-ESTOLAS, prototype layout 
8• Small ESTOLAS
• Basic performance predictions for the 
prototype:
- when two Teledyne Continental 10-360-ES engines 
with the fuel consumption of ~58 kg/h are used as a 
basic propulsion system, estimated time of flight in 
cruising regime with payload capacity is 5 hours;
- estimated flight range in cruising regime is ~1200 
km taking into consideration the operation of takeoff 
and landing device engine;
- maximum flight height of 3000 meters can be an 
obstacle when operating in mountainous terrain. 
ESTOLAS Prototypes
9ESTOLAS Prototypes
Mediuml-ESTOLAS, isometric view
• Medium ESTOLAS
Medium-ESTOLAS, side view
Medium-ESTOLAS, top view
10
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Medium ESTOLAS
Medium ESTOLAS prototype has the following features:
• The carrying capacity of the center section is increased by increasing 
its camber; 
• The carrying capacity of the outer wings is increased by applying a 
high-lift airfoil TsAGI Р-III-18; 
• An unsymmetrical high-lift airfoil TsAGI Р-II-14 for horizontal tail with 
upper position (instead of middle position on the analogue) and 
enlarged arm is applied; 
• Single-piece side pivot sections of horizontal tail performing the 
function of elevons (instead of movable side sections of horizontal 
tail with rudders-elevons on the analogue) are installed; 
• The relative dimensions of the cockpit (length and width) are 
increased; 
• The relative dimensions and volume of the inflatable landing torus 
are increased; 
• The transverse base of wheel-ski supports is increased, while their 
longitudinal base is decreased.
11
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Medium ESTOLAS
Parameter Parameter value
1.
Fligh cruising speed: 250 km/h
flight altitude H Up to 3000 m (Рн = 0.93 kg/m3)
2.
Takeoff and landing data:
takeoff speed V (takeoff), km/h up to 60
landing speed V (landing), km/h 55
takeoff run, m 75
landing roll, m 50
3. Requirements for a landing ground (runway)
Natural ground: lake, river, swamp, farm 
field, etc.
Flight characteristics of the medium-ESTOLAS aircraft 
12
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Medium ESTOLAS
Basic geometrical parameters of medium-ESTOLAS aircraft 
No. Parameter Parameter  value
1.
Dimensions of the aircraft, m:
Length L 12.6
Wing span l 16.0
Height H 3.4
2.
Lifting areas, m2:
General including center section 64.0
center section 41.4
Wing panels 22.6
3.
Center-section:
center section diameter Dd, m 6.0
6.
Length, m 4.9
Width, m 2.6
Height, m 2.0
Volume, m3 18.0
13
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Medium ESTOLAS
Mediuml-ESTOLAS, prototype layout 
Takeoff weight, kg 3500
Operating empty weight, kg 1700
Payload weight
850 (or 10 passengers with luggage)
Fuel Weight, kg 720
Medium-ESTOLAS, cabin layout 
14
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Medium ESTOLAS
Medium-ESTOLAS, basic geometric parameters
15
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Medium ESTOLAS
• Basic performance predictions for the 
prototype:
- Medium ESTOLAS prototype is intended for the 
needs of national economy; the main advantage of 
the prototype is the possibility of off-airfield location 
and the possibility of takeoff and landing from/on 
unprepared surface. 
Basic performance predictions for the prototype:
• When two PT6A engines with fuel the consumption 
of ~200 kg/h are used as a basic propulsion 
system , estimated time of flight in cruising regime 
with payload capacity is 3 hours;
• Flight range in cruising regime is 750 km;
• Maximum flight height of 3000 meters can be an 
obstacle when operating in mountainous terrain. 
16
ESTOLAS CAD Model
17
ESTOLAS Prototypes
Large-ESTOLAS, isometric view
• Large ESTOLAS
Large-ESTOLAS, side view
Large-ESTOLAS, top view
18
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Large ESTOLAS
The aircraft has a shape of a flying wing of mixed type the 
main part of which is represented by a disk-shaped center 
section. It mostly contains buoyant gas (helium). 
A lift system and a cargo hold are placed in the center of 
the center section, in the duct; a cockpit, wing panels and 
tail fins are installed on the sides. A combined takeoff and 
landing device is placed below: wheel-ski supports and an 
air-cushion undercarriage. 
The shape of a disk allows to reduce the dimensions of 
the gas-bearing body by 3.0 - 3.5 times in comparison with 
classic cigar-shaped airships, and at the same time it 
allows to decrease the lateral windage of the prototype 
almost by an order of magnitude. 
19
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Large ESTOLAS
Flight characteristics of the Large-ESTOLAS aircraft 
No. Parameter Parameter value
1.
Flight, cruising: 180 km/h
flight altitude H Up to 500 m 
2.
Takeoff and landing data:
takeoff speed V (takeoff), km/h 50...60
landing speed V (landing), km/h 55...60
takeoff run, m 75
landing run, m 60
3. Requirements for a landing ground (runway)
Natural ground: lake, river, swamp, farm 
field, etc.
4. Flight range with full payload 60 tonns, km Up to 1000 km
5 Flight range for ferry technical flight (2 pilots on board), km 20000 km
20
• Large ESTOLAS
Basic geometrical parameters of Large-ESTOLAS aircraft 
No. Parameter Parameter  value
1.
Dimensions of the aircraft, m:
Length L 72
Wing span l 70,5
Height H 20
ESTOLAS Prototypes
21
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Large ESTOLAS
Large-ESTOLAS, front-view
No. Parameter
Parameter 
value, Tons
1. Takeoff weight 81
2. Operating empty weight 22
3. Aerostatic volume 7000 m3
3. Payload weight 45...60
22
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Large ESTOLAS
• Basic performance predictions for the prototype:
Large ESTOLAS prototype is intended for carrying from 45 to 
60 tons of cargo. The experimental aircraft uses several 
principles of lift generation, which sets additional 
requirements for its operation. 
- when two ТВД АИ-20к engines with fuel the consumption of 
~2000 kg/h are used as a basic propulsion system, estimated 
time of flight in cruising regime with the payload capacity of 45 
tones is 7 hours;
- estimated flight range in cruising regime is ~1100 km taking 
into consideration the operation of takeoff and landing device 
engine;
- the maximum flight height of 500 meters can be a serious 
obstacle when operating both in mountainous terrains and 
places that have average factors for relative height.
23
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Large ESTOLAS
Defining the parameters of aerostatic unloading with the use of 
helium gas
Defining geometrical parameters and calculating the volume for 
gas on the CAD model
24
ESTOLAS Prototypes
• Large ESTOLAS
Defining the parameters of aerostatic unloading with the use of helium gas
Large ESTOLAS aircraft is able to hold in its aerostatic unloading tank up to
6600 m3 of helium. The calculation of aerostatic lift is made according to the
formula:
where ρ – liquid (gas) density, kg/m3; g – free fall acceleration 9.8 m/s2; –
submerged body volume m3.
Air density ρ air under the temperature of 15 С is equal to 1.226 kg/m3, helium
density ρ hel = 0.169 kg/m3. The lift force created by the helium tank is equal
to:
FA = (ρ air - ρ hel )*g*V = (1.226-0.169) * 9.8 * 6600 = 68366.76 N, or 6976.2
kg of aerostatic unloading.
25
Thank You for Your 
Attention!
9th-11th October 2013, Milan, Italy 
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ACARE and Flightpath 2050 impacts on 
hybrid aircraft ESTOLAS development 
 
Vladimir Papkov (Agentur Kronstadt) 
Jacqueline Bubos (QPAC) 
Nachiket Kale (QPAC) 
 
 
11.10.2013 
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ACARE and Vision 2020 
• Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe: 
 
 Expedite Aviation Research & Development to obtain the 
competitive advantage of Europe 
 9,4 million flights with over 600 million PAX every year 
 82.000 aerospace company supports 8.7 million jobs 
 600bn Euros turnover per year  
 7bn Euros are reinvested every year in civil aeronautics R & D 
 Includes member states, the Commission and Stakeholders  
(over 40 members) 
 Establishes a Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) that will 
influence all research projects of Stakeholders 
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Vision 2020 
• Vision 2020: 
 
 Issued by a group of personalities from key stakeholders invited 
by commissioner Philippe Busquin 
 Focused on Research, Technology and Development 
 2 main aspects: 
 Responding to Society’s needs 
 Becoming a global leader in the field of  
     aeronautics 
 
• Flightpath 2050: Goals of Vision 2020  
           are projected to year 2050 
 ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
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Flightpath 2050 
ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
  Safety and Security 
 
 
 
 
 
Industrial Leadership 
 
 
 
 
                   Environment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flightpath 
2050 
 Reduce number of accidents by 80 % 
 Risks effected by weather and other 
hazards are properly mitigated 
 Air vehicles are resilient by design 
 Air transport system has a fully 
secured global high 
 bandwidth data network 
 
 European Aviation Industry has a share of  
     more than 40% of its global market 
 Europe maintains leading edge design, 
manufacturing and system integration  
     capabilities and jobs supported  
   
 
    Reduce the time till launch 
 Reduce CO2 emissions by 75 % 
 Reduce NO2 emissions by 90 % 
 Reduce noise emission by 65 % 
 Europe as a center of excellent  
     alternative fuels 
 Air vehicles are designed and  
manufactured to be recyclable 
 Triple increase of capacity 
 Coherent ground infrastructure 
 90 % of travelers within Europe are able  
to complete their journey, door-to-doors  
within 4 hours 
 Flights arrive within one minute of the  
planned time 
Efficiency of air  
transport systems 
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Impacts on ESTOLAS 
• Some of the ACARE goals are achievable inherently by the 
ESTOLAS design philosophy as well as by subsequent 
development in engineering 
 Especially environmental goals are achievable by ESTOLAS, as it is 
an hybrid aircraft 
 Reduction in number of accidents possible through diligent design 
and safety analysis process 
 Hybrid aircraft allows for design of functional redundancies and 
overlaps in multiple essential systems, leading to possible resilience 
in design 
 
• Some objectives are not aligned with the primary motive behind 
the requirement, the area of application (remote locations with lack 
of conventional connectivity) and potential markets that motivated 
the ESTOLAS design. 
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Discrepancies 
• Although the goals of Flightpath 2050 are very ambitious, 
several contradictions appear 
 
 Reducing pollutant emissions vs. increase of capacity 
 Reduce the time till launch vs. reduction of accidents 
 Reduce noise levels vs. increase the number of flights  
 On time flights vs. more aircrafts  
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Thank you for your 
attention! 
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Certification Requirements for 
hybrid aircraft 
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Hybrid aircraft: ESTOLAS 
• ESTOLAS: Extremely Short 
Take Off and Landing All 
Surface 
• Ability to take-off and land on 
any natural surface such as 
desert, snow, ice, marsh, ice, 
water 
• Hybrid vehicle: Combination 
of features of aircraft and 
helicopter 
• Multiple variants for different 
applications 
ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
ESTOLAS aircraft variants 
Small Medium Heavy Super heavy 
  
Hybrid aircraft 
used as an 
alternative for 
light helicopters 
but with the 
property of 
longer range. 
  
  
Hybrid aircraft 
used as an 
alternative for 
heavy 
helicopters with 
the capability to 
transport heavy 
goods 
  
Hybrid aircraft 
for transportation 
of  freight, for 
places  with 
small airports, 
open space or 
water  in the 
vicinity 
  
Hybrid transport 
for 
transportation of  
very heavy 
goods for places 
with small 
airports, open 
space or water 
in the vicinity 
Different variants of the ESTOLAS aircraft 
ESTOLAS aircraft 
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Certification Agencies and Processes 
• European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA): Europe 
• Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA): United States 
• Joint-Aviation Requirements 
(JAR) and Federal Aviation 
Regulations (FARs): provisions 
designed, monitored and 
implemented by aviation 
authorities 
• EASA Implementation Rules 
(IRs): Define basic regulation 
• Certification Specification (CS):  
Certification of aircraft and 
related products, parts and 
appliances 
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Hierarchy of the EASA rules and regulations 
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EASA Certification Specification (CS) 
  
Section 
  
Title/Contents 
CS-22 Gliders and motorized gliders 
CS-23 Normal, utility, commuter & aerobatic planes 
CS-25 Large aero planes 
CS-27 Small rotorcraft 
CS-29 Large rotorcraft 
CS-34 Aircraft engine emission and fuel venting 
CS-36 Aircraft noise 
CS-APU Auxiliary power units 
CS-AWO All weather operations 
CS-E Engines 
CS-ETSO European technical standard orders 
CS-Definition Definitions & abbreviations 
CS-P Propellers 
CS-VLA Very light aero planes 
CS-VLR Very light rotorcraft 
AMC-20 General AMC for air worthiness of products, parts and appliances 
ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
• Each CS applies to a particular aircraft type or product 
• These codes include the requirements for systems and engines of the 
aircraft  
 
 
Overview of EASA CS specifications 
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EASA Certification Specification (CS) 
• Each of the products listed below is 
divided into two books.  
 Book 1 contains the main 
requirements.  
 Book 2 offers the Acceptable 
Means of Compliance (AMC).  
• Applicability of a CS is defined in 
Subpart A – GENERAL. For e.g.: 
 CS-25: “(a) These Certification 
Specifications are applicable to 
turbine powered Large Aero 
planes.” 
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Structure of CS-25 
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Means of Compliance 
• Important requirement for aircraft certification:  
 Airworthiness demonstration 
 Identification of failures, hazards and the effects 
 Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of systems 
• Different standards and specifications are used as acceptable means of compliance 
ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
CS-25.1309 Acceptable Means of Compliance 
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CS Applicability to ESTOLAS  
• Evaluating the applicability of each CS to ESTOLAS 
• For e.g.: CS-23 applicability:  
“(a) This airworthiness code is applicable to - (1) Aero planes in 
the normal, utility and aerobatic categories that have a seating  
configuration, excluding the pilot Seat, of nine or fewer and a 
maximum certificated takeoff weight of 5670 kg (12500 lb.) or less; 
and (2) Propeller driven twin-engine aero planes in the commuter 
category that have a seating configuration, excluding the pilot 
seat(s), of nineteen or fewer and a maximum certificated takeoff 
weight of 8618 kg (19 000 lb.) or less.” 
• Maximum take-off weight and seat configuration applies to the 
small ESTOLAS 
• Not applicable to larger variants of ESTOLAS 
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CS Applicability to ESTOLAS  
• Each ESTOLAS variant will have its own set of applicable CS 
• Successful licensing of aircraft requires compliance with these 
regulations 
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Applicable CS regulations to the ESTOLAS variants. 
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Airworthiness requirements 
9 
Probability per  
Flight Hour 
Catastrophic Extremely improbable 10-9 
Hazardous Extremely remote 10-7 
Major Remote 10-5 
Minor Improbable 10-3 
 
The requirement 1309 in EASA certification specification CS-25 forms 
the basis of our safety work: 
The requirement 1309 in EASA certification specification CS-25 
requires that a catastrophic failure condition is extremely improbable 
and not a result of a single failure. 
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System Safety 
• Safety Assessment and 
System Development 
Process Model of ARP 
4754: an iterative safety 
analysis process 
 FHA: Functional 
Hazard Assessment 
 PSSA: Preliminary 
System Safety 
Assessment 
 CCA: Common Cause 
Assessment 
 SSA: System Safety 
Assessment 
• The analysis performed 
at aircraft as well as 
systems level 
• The end result of this 
process is successful 
certification 
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Aircraft Level  
Requirement 
Allocation 
Aircraft Functions 
to Systems 
Development  
of System  
Architectur 
Allocation of  
Requirements to 
Hard- & Software 
System  
Implementation 
Aircraft Level FHA 
System-level FHA 
Sections 
PSSAs 
SSAs 
CCAs 
Certification 
Aircraft  
Functions 
Failure Condition,  
Effects, Classification,  
Safety Requirements 
Failure Condition, Effects,  
Classification, Safety  
Objectives 
Functional 
Failure  
Conditions 
& Effects 
Architectural 
Requirement 
Item Requirements 
Item Requirements, 
Safety Objectives, 
Analyses Required 
Implementation 
Physical System Results 
Separation & 
Verification 
Safety Assessment Process System Development Process 
Safety Assessment and System Development Process Model 
(ARP 4754) 
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• Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA): Qualitative method 
used to identify functional failures and classify them according 
to their severity. Purposes: 
 Identification of functions 
 Determination of failure modes and the impact 
 Classification of the failure modes 
 Determination of Design Assurance Levels (DAL) 
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Classification of 
failure 
Probability of 
occurrence (per 
flight hour) 
Development 
Assurance Level 
(DAL) 
Catastrophic <10−9 A 
Hazardous <10−7 B 
Major <10−5 C 
Minor <10−3 D 
No special effect - E 
Failure modes, probability of occurrence and DAL values  
(sources: in components following EASA CS-25, and ARP 4754) 
System Safety 
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System Safety 
• Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA): 
 Builds on the FHA 
 Combinations of FHA-identified failure modes determined 
 Usage of fault tree analysis or Markov analysis 
• Common Cause Analysis (CCA): 
 Identification and grouping of critical components, 
 Test analogy within the classes, 
 Testing for failure modes within the analogy, 
 Identifying potential triggers for identified failure modes, 
 Summary of results and setting up of strategies for intervention. 
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System Safety 
• Zonal Safety Analysis (ZSA): 
 Assesses the compliance of Safety requirements within individual zones 
 check whether the independent requirements by physical factors or 
facilities are being violated 
 Determine the common error sources and their effects on neighboring 
components 
• Particular Risk Analysis (PRA): 
 Compendium of all the assessments accomplished during development 
 Threats to the airplane from external as well as internal environment 
 a single point reference for the new airplane with regard to its ability to 
survive all known threats 
• Common Mode Analysis (CMA): To test the independence of the failure 
modes 
• System Safety Assessment (SSA): 
 Final safety step to verify implementation of the system architecture by 
applying results of the FHA; PSSA and CCA 
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Conclusion 
• Overview of licensing and certification requirements for 
aircrafts 
• Applicability of regulations to ESTOLAS investigated 
• System safety process defined as means of compliance for 
the approval of an aircraft 
• Components of the safety analysis and certification process 
described in further detail 
• A framework for the identification of applicable regulations 
and the process of safety analysis and certification offered 
ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
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Thank you! 
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Particular Risk Analysis impact on 
hybrid aircraft design 
 
Wijnko Oomkens (QPAC) 
Oliver Zysk (QPAC) 
Nachiket Kale (QPAC) 
 
 
11.10.2013 
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Particular Risk Analysis 
• Particular Risk Analysis (PRA): 
 Compendium of all the assessments accomplished during 
development 
 Threats to the airplane from external as well as internal 
environment 
 a single point reference for the new airplane with regard to its 
ability to survive all known threats 
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Uncontained Engine Rotor Failure  
• UERF: Uncontained Engine Rotor Failure 
• UERF could damage: 
 Hydraulics systems 
 Flight Control Surface 
 Electrical wires that connect flight control computer and actuator 
 Electrical Power Supply wire 
 Other onboard system equipment 
• Total loss of multiple flight control surfaces or their actuators 
could lead to catastrophic failure 
• Fragments of the rotor could cause structural injury to the 
aircraft as well as physical injury to passengers and crew 
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UERF Example #1 
• Aircraft: McDonnell Douglas MD-88 
• Cause: Fracture of the left radiator fan hub due to fatigue 
cracking in the microstructure due to drilling activities on the fan 
• Casualties: Two fatalities, two serious injuries 
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UERF Example #2 
• Aircraft: Airbus A380 
• Cause: UERF of the Intermediate Pressure (IP) turbine disc, 
systems and structural damage to left wing and wing-to-
fuselage fairing 
• Casualties: None reported 
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ESTOLAS Propellers 
• ESTOLAS: Extremely Short 
Take Off and Landing All 
Surface 
• Hybrid vehicle: Combination 
of features of aircraft and 
helicopter 
• Three propellers: 
 Hub propeller: Provides lift 
 Feed propeller: Provides 
thrust 
• Uncontained Engine Rotor 
Failure of propeller analysis 
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Fragment Trajectory Analysis 
• Large fragments (CS-25, 
section AMC 25.933, point 
8.d.):  
“For compressor drum rotors or 
spools with deep bore disks, and 
single compressor and turbine 
disks, the experience, while 
limited, indicates either a 1/3 and 
a 2/3 fragment, or a 1/3 fragment 
and multiple  intermediate and 
small discrete fragments should 
be considered. These fragments 
can be randomly released within 
an impact area that ranges 
 
 5  
from the plane of rotation” 
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Hub propeller: Trajectory of large fragments (isometric view) 
Hub propeller: Trajectory of large fragments (section view) 
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Fragment Trajectory Analysis 
• Small fragments (debris) 
(CS-25, section AMC 
25.933, point 8.d.): 
“Consider small 
fragments (reference 
AMC 20128A, 
paragraph 9.d.) that 
could impact the thrust 
reverser at 
 
 15 
degrees axial spread 
angle.” 
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Hub propeller: Trajectory of small fragments (isometric view) 
Hub propeller: Trajectory of small fragments (section view) 
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Fragment Trajectory Analysis 
• Turbine blades fragments: Infinite energy assumed 
• Propeller blade fragments: Finite energy assumed 
• Impact of fragments in ESTOLAS: 
 Pilot cabin 
 Cargo/passenger cabin 
 Helium tank 
 Fuel tank 
 Other systems (cooling, water, air, etc.) 
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• The breaking of the disc causes 
three trajectories in the plane of 
rotation with an angular distance 
of 120
 
 
• The arrangement of key 
elementary systems should not 
fall on a multiple of 120
 
 apart 
• This reduces the probability of 
failure of a system in the event 
of a collision 
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Fragment Trajectory Analysis 
• Feed propellers fragment 
trajectory analysis 
• Limited impact on the main 
aircraft structure and other 
systems 
• Potential damage to both 
engines 
• A position under or above the 
wing could mitigate above risk 
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Feed propellers: Trajectory of small fragments (isometric view) 
Feed propellers: Trajectory of small fragments (top view) 
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Risk Summary 
• The propeller guard is not sufficient to prevent a possible 
collision. 
• The helium tank is in the danger zone, but has no threat to the 
passengers and the aircraft. 
• The pilot and passenger cabins are exposed to high risks 
which leaves a possible threat to human life. 
• The fuel tank can cause an explosion due to an impact, thus 
leading to the crash of the plane. 
• Other positions for the main propeller need to be investigated. 
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Safety Solutions 
• To provide more space for other system components, the 
helium technique is removed. 
• To intercept the flying fragments, a shield made of PTFE 
between the passenger cabin and the central propeller is 
used. 
• To intercept flying fragments is a shield made of PTFE 
between the main propeller and the fuel tank can be used. 
• To prevent a possible explosion, the fuel tank should be 
installed as far away as possible from the central propeller. 
• Central propeller can be installed in the top mounting option 
to minimize danger 
• Hydrogen can be used as a fuel to reduce the tank size.  
ESTOLAS kick-off meeting – Hamburg, 07.05.2012 
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Thank you! 
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Thermo-oxidative induced shrinkage and 
damage onset in composite materials for high 
temperature applications 
Université de Poitiers – CNRS - ISAE-ENSMA 
M. Gigliotti, M. Minervino, M.C. Lafarie-Frenot, J.C. Grandidier 
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Project aim 
To study high-temperature/high 
performance polymer based 
composites for civil aviation 
 
Temperatures may rise  
up to 250-300°C 
 
Thermal cycling 
in an oxidative environment 
 
4 
5 
Effect of thermo-oxidation on the composite 
[0a/90b]s 
3 days at 
150°C 
under  
2 bars  
of  O2 
Time 
Te
m
pe
ra
tu
re
 
150°C  – 
300°C 
Fly Fly 
Thermal 
cycles 
under 
oxygen 
Debonding 
Onset of  fibre matrix debonding promoted by thermo oxidation  
Change of  the local 
mechanical 
behaviour  of  the 
matrix material 
Embrittlement of  
the fibre/matrix 
interface 
Development of  
“shrinkage” strains 
POLYMER 
MATRIX 
DEGRADATION 
DUE TO 
THERMO-
OXYDATION 
Initial state After Thermo-Oxidation 
Room temperature 
Debonding 
Aim 
To identify the thermo-oxidative 
induced local chemical shrinkage 
strains and the related stress 
6 
Outline 
Experimental setup and experimental/numerical approach 
Experimental results 
Identification of thermo-oxidative induced chemical 
shrinkage strains and damage onset  
  Conclusions and perspective  
7 
Experimental setup 
 
8 
Confocal Interferometric 
Microscopy image  
UD specimen IM7/epoxy 
Nominal Vf  of  a ply = 0.66 
Ply thickness = 141 µm 
Measurements performed at 
Δx ≈ 2 mm & Δy ≈ 2 mm 
A zone of  100 x 100 µm² will 
be observed by CIM  
CIM allows measuring the 
out-of-place displacement 
with high resolution ~1 nm 
Why CIM? 
With a 50x lens 
Focal distance 3.4 mm 
In-place resolution 0.5 µm 
Maximum measurable surface 
slope 27.7° 
Observable surface 350 x 350 µm² 
Minervino et al., ICCST9 Conference, Sorrento, Italy, 2013 
9 
Experimental/numerical approach 
 
Virgin 
state 
Fibre 
Modelling of  a real fibre distribution in a Finite Elements code 
Geometrical model 
Material model 
-Viscoelastic 
behaviour with 
softening 
Developed through local tests on the 
neat polymer 
8 parameters identified for different 
thermo-oxidation levels* 
-Fixed: no 
displacement and no 
rotation 
Matrix 
*Minervino et al., Polymer Testing, 32: 1020-1028, 2013 
Gigliotti et al., AIMETA 2013, Turin, Italy, 2013 
Minervino et al., Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Submitted 
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t0
t1
t2
UMI 
CIM 
Experimental tests 
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Numerical/experimental approach 
Experimental technique 
TIME 
Minervino et al., Polymer Testing, 32: 1020-1028, 2013 
Indentation 
axis 
Real indenter 
geometry 
Abaqus model for 
the indenter 
• 32000 elements: 20-node 
quadratic brick reduced 
integration elements 
• Frictionless contact  
Sample 
10 µm 
20 µm 
20 
µm 
ABAQUS 
FORTRAN 
Polymer 
constitutive law 
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Numerical/experimental approach 
Numerical/model approach 
Minervino et al., Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Submitted 
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Experimental/numerical approach 
 
TCuring 
TAmb 
Initial state 
Time 
TWork 
Oxidation 
Oxidized 
state 1 
Oxidized 
state n 
Temperature 
Structure of  
the simulation : 
Coupling of  
thermal and 
chemical effects: 
( ) ( )( )tztzyxtzCtzyx ChTh ,,,,),(),,,( εεεσ −−=
Polymer constitutive law Thermal strain 
Chemical strain 
ABAQUS/DAKOTA optimisation tool 
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Experimental results 
Initial state 
Maximum matrix 
shrinkage depth vs.  
fibre-to-fibre distance -Matrix shrinkage at the virgin state; 
-Matrix shrinkage 
increases as the 
fibre distance 
increases; 
-High scatter of  
results due to the 
local fibres 
configuration 
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Experimental results 
Evolution of thermo-oxidative induced shrinkage  
10
0 
µm
 
• Initial 
• 24 h 
• 26 h 
• 28 h 
• 30 h 
• 32 h 
• 34 h 
• 36 h 
• 38 h 
• 40 h 
• 42 h 
100 µm 
- Debonding 
starting from 
36h ageing 
- Damage onset 
within low Vf  
zones 
- Damage 
propagation to 
zones with 
higher Vf 
Ageing duration :  
150°C  - 2b O2 
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Experimental results 
Evolution of thermo-oxidative induced shrinkage  
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Profil D
AGEING 
DURATION 
Virgin  30 hours  42 hours  
The 4 profiles: 
The matrix 
shrinkage as a 
function of  the 
fibre distance: 
-After 42 hours ageing, some 
fibre configurations present 
non-measured points 
(debonding) 
-Low local fibre volume fractions 
show always the highest matrix 
shrinkage 
A  
B  C  
D A  B  
C  
D 
A  
B  
C  
D 
Virgin  
30h  
42h 
Non-measured 
points  
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Identification of thermo-oxidative induced 
chemical shrinkage strains and damage onset  
Initial state 
Inelastic strain: 
εTh = 10-2 Numerical displacement field: 
from red → no displacement 
to bleu → ~300 nm 
Experimental CIM observation 
Numerical simulation 
By comparing the 
displacement field 
And profile shape 
Optimization 
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Profile A - experimental
Profile A - numerical
( ) ( )( )tztzyxtzCtzyx ChTh ,,,,),(),,,( εεεσ −−=
TCuring
TAmb
Initial state
TWork
 
 
 
 
Temperature
if  ΔT = 190°C 
then α = 5,3 * 10-5 °C-1 
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Identification of thermo-oxidative induced 
chemical shrinkage strains and damage onset  
Initial state 
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Numerical vs. experimental 
matrix profiles 
Good correspondence among all the 
numerical and the experimental profiles 
Matrix shrinkage vs.  
fibre distance  
Similar scatter. 
Effect of  the local fibre distribution 
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Identification of thermo-oxidative induced 
chemical shrinkage strains and damage onset  
Evolution with ageing 
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Effect of  the matrix/fibre 
interface debonding? 
36 hours  
2102,1 −⋅=Chε
2106,1 −⋅=Chε
( ) ( )( )tztzyxtzCtzyx ChTh ,,,,),(),,,( εεεσ −−=
TCuring
TAmb
Initial state
Time
TWork
Oxidation
Oxidized 
state 1
Oxidized 
state n
Temperature
10-2 ? 
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Conclusions ... 
• A single value of  inelastic strain – constant through the composite – 
allows reproducing the experimentally-measured matrix shrinkage at the 
virgin state. 
• The local fibre distribution has an effect on the matrix shrinkage. 
• Matrix shrinkage increases during isothermal ageing.  
• The matrix/fibre interface debonding has been observed starting from 
around 34 hours of  oxidation. 
20 
... and Perspectives 
Study of  the onset and development of  the thermo-oxidative induced 
fibre/matrix debonding on the composite surface. 
Thank you for your 
attention 
Questions? 
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DELAMINATION DEVELOPMENT AND STRENGTH OF LAYERED 
COMPOSITE IN POST-BUCKLING 
V. Pavelko 
Riga Technical University, Latvia 
  
• Introduction 
• The constitutive equation of the buckling of thin sub-laminate 
• Some important parameters and total strains of a buckled sub-laminate 
• The strain energy released rate at delamination propagation 
• Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of the sub-
laminate 
• Discussion and conclusions 
CONTENTS  
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Introduction 
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Delamination of layered composite is one of the most common defects in the composite structural elements 
of aircraft. This damage may occur both during manufacturing and during operation of the aircraft, and 
significantly reduces the compressive strength of damaged structural element 
The post-buckling behavior and damage propagation of delaminated composite structures was investigated 
tin he number of experimental and analytical researches. with wide application of a finite element analysis 
(FEA)  
A general feature of analytical models of the layered composite delamination presented in the cited 
sources is :  a simplified approximation of a curved surface, and the constant compressive force in the 
cross-section of sub-laminate in the post-buckling phase. Also these researches mainly focused to one 
way of composite destruction – development of delamination. 
In the presented paper, using  an exact model of sublaminate, the behavior of layered composite with 
delamination at compression is considered 
General properties of a sublaminate 
Curved cylindrical surface of the bundle 
 can be described (following S.Timoshenko) 
 by an equation of its rail line in natural form: 
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Using transform 
where 
1 
2 
3 
4 
θ0 
θ1 α 
 Shape of a laminate as some collection of the 
sublaminate (dash lines indicate the boundary cross-
sections) 
General properties of a sublaminate 
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The shapes of a sublaminate                             at   and                                in Cartesian 
reference system for different of the zero-curvature angle    
 
General properties of a sublaminate 
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Axial force in a sublaminate as functions of the zero-curvature angle (modular angle) 
Thin-film type delamination 
• Chai, H., Babcock, C.A., Knauss, W.G.: One dimensional modeling of failure in 
laminated plates by delamination buckling. Int. J. Solids Struct. 17(1) (1981), 1069–
1083 
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The basic assumptions of this pioneering work :  
1) a simplified approximation of a curved surface 
 
2)  the invariable compressive force in the cross-section of sub-laminate in the 
post-buckling phase of loading 
The objectives of this analysis:  the model of post-buckling deformation of a thin sub-laminate 
without  basic assumptions of a work [1], and behavior of a laminate with thin-film 
delamination 
The constitutive equation of the buckling of thin sub-laminate 
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The total longitudinal strain of sub-laminate consists  two components: the compression strain and 
bending strain 
Exact differential equation of bending theory  
The differential equation of curved surface in natural form:  
   
The shape parameter The load parameter 
Some important parameters and total strain of a buckled sub-laminate 
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1) Relation between a shape and a load parameters  
the first kind complete elliptic integral 
2) the compression strain  
where 
3) Total longitudinal strain of sub-laminate caused by the bend  
the complete elliptical integral of the second kind 
4) total strain of a buckled sub-laminate 
5) deflection in the cross-section of zero-curvature 
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The strain energy released rate at delamination propagation 
The strain energy released during the buckling of sub-laminate can be estimated by the formula 
1) the strain energy of sub-laminate in  unbuckled state 
2) compression energy and after major transformations:  
Two others compact forms of this equation 
3) Bending energy and after major transformations:  
or compact form  
4) the strain energy released by buckling of a sub-laminate  
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The strain energy realize rate at virtual extending of delamination  
The common equation of the strain energy realize rate  
and final equation  
where 
The general view of expression Eq.23 is similar to the corresponding formula of the work [1]. 
However, the structure of the coefficients is more complex.  
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Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of the 
sub-laminate 
The condition of delamination propagation is: 
where 
Iteration procedure  of resolving 
Step 1:  Excluding total strain, this equation  can be  transformed as follows 
where 
Step 2:  Resolving of equation and determination of the critical strain  for selected values ​​ 
​​of the shape parameter 
Step 3:  Determination of the total longitudinal strain  
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There is bending-compression loading of the buckled sub-laminate. Maximal bending moment acts 
in the middle cross-section of sub-laminate, and maximal compression stress is: 
Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of the 
sub-laminate 
where bending moment 
For strength estimation the criteria of maximal compression strain of buckled sub-laminate was used: 
is the ultimate compression strain of the sub-laminate and  where is maximal 
compression strain in middle cross-section of sub-laminate 
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For a given value of the shape parameter  of buckled sub-laminate the total destructive strain 
can be determined by Eq.12 after the preliminary determination of corresponding critical strain  
using the equation Eq.29. It means that in relative form of all strains (relative to  
at sub-laminate destruction can be presented as follows: 
) the critical stain  
 and the total destructive strain of sub-laminate (strength) 
Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of the 
sub-laminate 
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In contrast to the total longitudinal strain of a sub-laminate, the accuracy of the local stresses and strains 
using a model of the work [1] is significantly lower. Figure 3 shows the error of strength determination using 
this model in comparison with the one defined Eq.31.The calculations are performed for two values  of 
equal to 1 and 2. 
Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of the 
sub-laminate 
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In Figure 4 there is a graph showing the behavior of the compressed sub-laminate with a gradual 
increase of total deformation.  First of all, if the compressive strength of the plate and 
the sub-laminate is the same, then for small values ​​of the ratio  
happen until buckling of sub-laminate. In all cases, below the critical strain (dash-dotted line) sub-
laminate does not buckle. In the region above this line but below the combined solid line 
delamination is not propagated, and there is no its destruction.  
the destruction of the plate  
Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of 
the sub-laminate 
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Delamination propagation and compressive-bending strength of the 
sub-laminate 
    Results of calculation of the delamination propagation and the strength curves  are 
presented in Fig. 5 for different                   relations.  
2) Calculations show that the destructive total strain defined by the simplified model of work [1] is not 
more than 0.6% different from the exact value found using Eq.13, if the shape angle is not more than 
20°. 
3 ) At the same time, the error of sub-laminate strength estimation by the simplified approach may be 
equal more than 10%. 
4) The results of the general analysis of delamination propagation and its compression-bending 
destruction in the buckled state allow to define the basic regularities of the damage behavior of  
layered composite, which is determined by the amount and ratio of ultimate strains  and . 
 
Conclusions 
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1) The theory of flexible elastic plates with large deflections was used for revision of basic 
assumptions at post-buckling behavior of thin sublaminate. As a result the compressive force and the 
total longitudinal strain of sub-laminate are expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals, which 
uniquely identify the buckled shape of sub-laminate, the effect of buckling on the compression strain 
and increment of the compressive force in the buckled state. 
Thank you for your attention! 
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Preamble 
This is the 2
nd
 article in a series addressing distinct and differentiable characteristics in laminate 
stiffness properties, and specifically warp-free laminate designs, i.e., with immunity to thermal 
warping distortions. 
 
In the 1
st
 article (presented at the 1
st
 EASN workshop) the coupling stiffness matrix, B ≠ 0. 
This article focusses on mechanically simpler cases with B = 0. 
 
Motivation:  
 
For practical laminate design:  
 Tapering (through discrete ply terminations) must be possible without introducing unwanted 
coupling behaviour.  
Tapered designs are certified (only?) for balanced and symmetric laminate 
construction, which possess a severe design constraint, i.e., 1 angle-ply termination 
requires a further 3 angle-ply terminations to maintain balanced and symmetric 
construction! 
 
 Damage tolerance must also be acceptable.  
An assessment of compression (delamination buckling) strength after impact revealed 
that anti-symmetric, uncoupled laminates
1
 offered the most robust solutions.  Symmetric 
laminates performed no better than non-symmetric laminates!  
 
1
 Baker, N., Butler, R. and York, C. B. (2012). Damage Tolerance of Fully Orthotropic Laminates in Compression. 
Composites Science and Technology. 72, 1083–1089. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compscitech.2011.09.010 
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Presentation Contents 
 Background on the development of coupled/uncoupled laminates. 
 
 Overview of governing equations and characterisation of coupling behaviour. 
 
 Summary of the 4 laminate classes with coupling stiffness matrix, B = 0. 
 
o Comparison of laminate ‘design spaces’,  
o Form of stacking sequence symmetries (predominantly non-symmetric!),  
 
 Algorithm for tapered laminates, with examples. 
o Potential for tapering in the 4 laminate classes – without affecting mechanical coupling 
behaviour.  
 
 Considerations for NCF designs 
 
 Conclusions. 
  
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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Background 
The work described here is part of an on-going study addressing Mechanically Coupled (Composite) 
Laminates – 24 distinct classes of coupled laminate have been identified2, containing all possible 
interactions between Extension, Shearing, Bending and Twisting.  
 
These laminate classes were derived for UD material, assuming (but not restricted to) combinations of 
standard fibre angle orientations, i.e. 0, 90 and/or ±45 (= ±). 
 
The derivation of each laminate class involved the added restrictions that each layer in the laminate:  
 
 has identical material properties;  
 has identical thickness and; 
 differs only by its orientation.  
 
This presentation focuses on tapered laminate designs with single or two ply terminations, for UD 
material, in which:  
 
 Extension-Shearing and/or Bending-Twisting coupling may be a design constraint; 
 the coupling matrix, B = 0; and 
 stacking sequence symmetries are unconstrained. 
 
2
 York, C. B. (2010). Unified approach to the characterization of coupled composite laminates: Benchmark configurations 
and special Cases. J. Aero. Eng., ASCE, 23(4), 219-42. 
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Laminate Characterisation 
The thermo-mechanical behaviour of coupled laminates may be determined from the specific form of 
the ABD stiffness matrix: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Couplings exist between: 
 in-plane and out-of-plane actions, when Bij  0 (5 independent forms of the B matrix!),  
 Extension and Shearing, when A16, A26  0, and  
 Bending and Twisting, when D16, D26  0. 
 
A given laminate can be described in terms of its physical response, due to an applied set of force 
and/or moment resultants ….. 
  
Thermal
x x 11 12 16 x 11 12 16 x
Thermal
y y 12 22 26 y 12 22 26 y
Thermal
xy xy 16 26 66 xy 16 26 66 xy
= +
N +N A A A ε B B B κ
N +N A A A ε B B B κ
N +N A A A B B B κ
        
        
        
                
Thermal
x x 11 12 16 x 11 12 16 x
Thermal
y y 12 22 26 y 12 22 26 y
Thermal
xy xy 16 26 66 xy 16 26 66 xy
= +
M +M B B B ε D D D κ
M +M B B B ε D D D κ
M +M B B B D D D κ
        
        
        
                
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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Figure 1 – Response based labelling for the 4 laminate classes of interest. 
Illustrations represent exaggerated thermal contraction responses following a typical high temperature 
curing process.   
 
‘Balanced Laminates’ ‘Unbalanced Laminates’ 
Uncoupled in Extension Extension-Shearing 
Uncoupled in Bending  Bending-Twisting Uncoupled in Bending Bending-Twisting 
[/2//2/]T 
 
Simple laminate 
 
[///]T 
 
B-T coupled 
laminate 
[////3//3//]T 
 
E-S coupled laminate 
[/]T 
 
E-S;B-T coupled 
laminate 
 
All 4 laminate classes are immune to thermal warping distortions by virtue of their coupling stiffness 
matrix, B = 0; as would be expected in symmetric laminate construction.    
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Simple laminates (Common design rule: balanced and symmetric!)
3
 
Table 2 – Number (%) of Simple laminate stacking sequences for each ply number grouping, n, 
arranged by sub-sequence symmetry using a double prefix notation: 1
st
 prefix for Angle-ply sub-
sequence; 2
nd
 prefix for Cross-ply sub-sequence.  Example stacking sequences, representing the 
minimum number of plies within each symmetry grouping, are given in the footnote.  
n 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
AC         6.7 3.3 4.6 
 AN         6.7 
 
12.7 8.2 
AS 100 100 100 100 100 84.0 100 86.4 80.0 74.4 54.7 58.3 
NN         5.6 11.9 24.0 24.6 
NS          0.6 0.7 1.5 
SC          0.6 0.2 
 SN          
 
0.4 0.5 
SS      16.0 
 
13.6 1.1 9.2 2.7 6.9 
 2 1 6 6 24 25 84 88 360 360 1,832 1,603 
A – Anti-symmetric; C – Cross-symmetric; N – Non-symmetric; S – Symmetric 
AC:  
]T 
 SC:  
]T 
AN:  
//]T 
NN:  
]T 
SN:  
]T 
AS:  
/]T 
NS:  
]T 
SS:  
]T 
  
 
3
 York, C. B. (2009). Characterization of non-symmetric forms of fully orthotropic laminates, AIAA J. Aircraft, 46(4), 
1114-25. 
Anti-symmetric angle-
plies  B ≠ 0? 
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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B-T coupled laminates (Common design rule: balanced and symmetric!)
4
 
Table 3 – Number (%) of B-T coupled laminate stacking sequences for each ply number grouping, n, 
arranged by sub-sequence symmetry using a double prefix notation: 1
st
 prefix for Angle-ply sub-
sequence; 2
nd
 prefix for Cross-ply sub-sequence.  Example stacking sequences, representing the 
minimum number of plies within each symmetry grouping, are given in the footnote  
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
NC              0.1 
 NN      16.7 
 
35.8 20.0 52.1 32.0 68.0 54.0 79.9 69.5 
NS       7.5 6.2 10.8 11.2 10.5 11.8 8.0 10.3 
SC        3.8 2.8 0.9 
 
0.9 1.1 0.3 
 SN          4.8 4.8 4.3 4.0 3.8 4.7 
SS 100 100 100 100 100 83.3 100 52.8 71.0 31.4 52.0 16.3 29.1 7.9 15.5 
 1 2 4 8 15 36 56 212 290 1,336 1,500 9,666 10,210 75,540 73,068 
C – Cross-symmetric; N – Non-symmetric; S – Symmetric 
NC:  
[////////////////]T 
SC:  
[//////////]T 
NN:  
[/////]T 
SN:  
[//////////]T 
NS:  
[]T 
SS:  
[]T 
  
 
4
 York, C. B. and Weaver, P. M. (2010). Balanced and symmetric laminates – New perspectives on an old design rule. 
Proc. 51
st
 AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, Paper No. AIAA-
2010-2775, Orlando, Florida. 
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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E-S coupled laminates (Less common design rule: unbalanced and symmetric?)
5
 
Table 4 – Number (%) of E-S coupled laminate stacking sequences for each ply number grouping, n, 
arranged by sub-sequence symmetry using a double prefix notation: 1
st
 prefix for Angle-ply sub-
sequence; 2
nd
 prefix for Cross-ply sub-sequence.  Example stacking sequences, representing the 
minimum number of plies within each symmetry grouping, are given in the footnote.  
 
n 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
+NN+ 100  100  
91.7  88.2  
+NN-     
8.3  7.5  
+NN      
 4.3  
 4 0 8 0 48 0 322 0 
N – Non-symmetric 
+NN+:  
[/////3//3//]T 
+NN-:  
[/2///////5////]T 
+NN:  
[//2/////3////2////]T 
 
Problem: No tapered solutions for thin E-S laminates (with 2- or 4-ply terminations)! 
 
Note that other symmetries exist for higher ply number groupings, e.g. n = 36: [3/3/63]S 
Tapered solutions may exist for n > 21. 
  
 
5
 York, C. B. (2008). On composite laminates with extensional-anisotropy. Proc. 49
th
 AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC 
Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, Paper No. AIAA-2008-1752, Schaumburg, Illinois. 
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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E-S;B-T coupled laminates (Less common design rule: unbalanced and symmetric?)
6
 
Table 5 – Number (%) of E-S;B-T coupled laminate stacking sequences for each ply number grouping, 
n, arranged by sub-sequence symmetry using a double prefix notation: 1
st
 prefix for Angle-ply sub-
sequence; 2
nd
 prefix for Cross-ply sub-sequence.  Example stacking sequences, representing the 
minimum number of plies within each symmetry grouping, are given in the footnote.   
n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
AC 
            
0.03 
 AN 
            
0.03 
 AS 
    
3.1 
 
1.9 
 
1.3 
 
0.7 
 
0.3 
 NC 
            
0.1 
 NN 
    
12.3 4.0 20.6 13.4 37.3 23.5 53.1 40.1 67.9 56.2 
NS 
      
5.0 3.3 9.3 6.2 10.1 8.5 9.5 9.4 
SC 
         
0.7 1.4 1.1 0.7 0.4 
SN 
      
2.5 
 
1.8 1.3 3.2 2.1 3.7 3.5 
SS 100 100 100 100 84.6 96.0 70.1 83.3 50.3 68.3 31.5 48.2 17.7 30.5 
 3 2 13 11 65 50 321 239 1,811 1,191 11,651 6,847 83,573 43,830 
A – Anti-symmetric; C – Cross-symmetric; N – Non-symmetric; S – Symmetric 
AC:  
[//////////////]T 
NC:  
[//////////////]T 
SC:  
[/////////]T 
AN:  
[//////////////]T 
NN:  
[///]T 
SN:  
[///////]T 
AS:  
[]T 
NS:  
[]T 
SS:  
[]T 
 
6
 York, C. B. (2013). Unbalanced and symmetric laminates: New perspectives on a less well-known design rule. Proc. 19
th
 
International Conference on Composite Materials, Montreal, Canada. 
Anti-
symmetric 
angle-plies 
 D16 = 
D26 = 0? 
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Why consider unbalanced laminate designs? 
Tailoring strategies for E-S and E-S;B-T coupled laminates: 
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Addendum – Illustration of (a) Extension-Shearing (E-S) coupling, as a result of fully populated A 
matrix [AF], producing (b) Bending-Twisting deformation in aircraft wing-box structures when top and 
bottom skins have identical (n+) fibre alignment – necessary to prevent aerodynamic convergence in 
forward swept wings.  Such coupling can be eliminated with opposing fibre alignment! 
 
In tapered designs, unbalanced laminates may facilitate single angle-ply terminations without 
changing the nature of the mechanical coupling behaviour. 
 
  
  
A F  
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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Tapered laminates 
What proportion of the design space, for each laminate class (balanced and unbalanced), is 
usable in the context of tapered designs? 
 
Tapered laminate designs have been developed using a two stage algorithm:  
 
The first stage can be described as a top down process, in which each ply number grouping (n) is 
algorithmically filtered through ply number groupings with fewer plies, e.g., representing single ply (n 
– 1), two ply (n – 2), etc., terminations.   
 
The results from this first stage provide a reduced design space of compatible stacking 
sequences.   
 
Examples help to clarify this…. 
  
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Table 6 – Single ply terminations in balanced (Simple) laminates from (n =) 18  7. 
 
 
Column:  
(1) Ply number grouping, n. 
(2) Number of stacking sequences. 
(3) Number of compatible terminations and corresponding ply orientations ( or /  or ). 
(4) Number of individual sequences used in (3). 
  
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or / or ) 
No. 
Seq. 
18 1,754 1,282 (641/0) 520 
17 2,020 758(379/0) 426 
16 375 332 (166/0) 136 
15 376 196 (98/0) 112 
14 88 84 (42/0) 32 
13 84 52 (26/0) 32 
12 25 20 (10/0) 8 
11 24 12 (6/0) 8 
10 6 4 (2/0) 2 
9 6 2(1/0) 2 
8 1 - (1) 
7 1 - - 
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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Table 7 – Single ply terminations in balanced (B-T coupled) laminates from (n =) 17  4. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or / or ) 
No. 
Seq. 
17 75,740 26,678 (13,339/0) 17,286 
16 10,210 9,392 (4,696/0) 4,658 
15 9,666 4,444 (2,222/0) 2,760 
14 1,500 1,684 (842/0) 750 
13 1,336 888 (444/0) 556 
12 290 332 (166/0) 140 
11 212 192 (96/0) 112 
10 56 80 (40/0) 30 
9 36 50 (25/0) 30 
8 15 20 (10/0) 8 
7 8 12 (6/0) 8 
6 4 4 (2/0) 2 
5 2 2 (1/0) 2 
4 1 - (1) 
 
Column:  
(1) Ply number grouping, n. 
(2) Number of stacking sequences. 
(3) Number of compatible terminations and corresponding ply orientations ( or /  or ). 
(4) Number of individual sequences used in (3). 
  
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Table 8 – Single ply terminations in unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) laminates from (n =) 12  3. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
N No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or //) 
No. 
Seq. 
12 1,191 2,856 (691/843/631)* 1,105 
11 1,843 1,546 (380/416/370)* 944 
10 241 602 (145/175/137)* 231 
9 321 330 (83/86/78)* 200 
8 50 130 (33/36/28)* 50 
7 65 72 (19/17/17) 44 
6 11 28 (8/6/6) 11 
5 13 12 (4/2/2) 8 
4 2 4 (2/0/0) 2 
3 3 – 2 
Column:  
(1) Ply number grouping, n. 
(2) Number of stacking sequences; single-ply-orientation, i.e.: [/…./]T, have been omitted. 
(3) Number of compatible terminations and corresponding ply orientations ( or //). 
(4) Number of individual sequences used in (3). 
 
*The numbers of  and  ply terminations differ due to the constraint that the first  (surface) ply is 
retained throughout the tapering operation. 
  
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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Table 11 – Two-ply terminations in balanced (Simple) even-ply laminates from (n =) 20  8. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or / and ) 
No. 
Seq. 
20 8,764 19,324 (9,662/0) 4,118 
18 1,754 4,318 (2,159/0) 960 
16 375 988 (494/0) 220 
14 88 220 (110/0) 60 
12 25 40 (20/0) 8 
10 6 4 (2/0) 4 
8 1 - (1) 
 
Table 12 – Two-ply terminations in balanced (Simple) odd-ply laminates from (n =) 21  7. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( and/or / and ) 
No. 
Seq. 
21 57,266 : : 
19 9,444 21,796 (2,526/9,294/682) 4,500 
17 2,020 4,750 (552/2,011/176) 1,078 
15 376 1,028 (116/434/44) 240 
13 84 232 (24/96/16) 64 
11 24 44 (4/18/4) 16 
9 6 - (4) 
7 1 - - 
  
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Table 13 – Two-ply terminations in balanced (B-T coupled) even-ply laminates from (n =) 16  4. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or / and ) 
No. 
Seq. 
16 10,210 28,026 (14,013/0) 6,138 
14 1,500 5,018 (2,509/0) 1,290 
12 290 952 (476/0) 196 
10 56 200 (100/0) 56 
8 15 36 (18/0) N/A 
6 4 4 (2/0) N/A 
4 1 - (1) 
 
Table 14 – Two-ply terminations in balanced (B-T coupled) odd-ply laminates from (n =) 17  5. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( and/or / and ) 
No. 
Seq. 
17 75,740 155,280 (17,588/66,784/4,124) N/A 
15 9,666 22,150 (2,940/9,388/434) N/A 
13 1,336 3,510 (552/1,448/62) N/A 
11 212 608 (112/248/0) N/A 
9 36 112 (24/44/0) N/A 
7 8 16 (4/6/0) N/A 
5 2 - N/A 
  
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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Table 15 – Two-ply terminations in unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) even-ply laminates from (n =) 16 
 4. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or //) 
No. 
Seq. 
16 43,830 244,046 (63,440/71,829/45,337) 37,851 
14 6,847 40,007 (10,441/11,900/7,225) 5,900 
12 1,191 7,034 (1,844/2,135/1,211) 1,118 
10 241 1,229 (328/377/196) 217 
8 50 202 (57/61/27) 48 
6 11 22 (8/6/0) 10 
4 2 - 2 
 
  
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Table 16 – Two-ply terminations (with identical orientation) in unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) odd-ply 
laminates from (n =) 15  3. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or //) 
No. 
Seq. 
15 83,753 331,656 (80,229/100,920/70,278) N/A 
13 11,651 48,553 (11,709/14,932/10,203) N/A 
11 1,843 7,576 (1,827/2,343/1,579) N/A 
9 321 1,211 (291/384/245) N/A 
7 65 176 (44/54/34) N/A 
5 13 19 (5/6/3) N/A 
3 3 – N/A 
 
Table 17 – Two-ply terminations (with different orientations) in unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) odd-
ply laminates from (n =) 15  3. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( and / and / and ) 
No. 
Seq. 
15 83,753 88,913 (19,859/13,768/21,659) N/A 
13 11,651 15,341 (3,463/2,311/3,793) N/A 
11 1,843 2,869 (642/441/703) N/A 
9 321 556 (129/79/140) N/A 
7 65 96 (22/14/24) N/A 
5 13 13 (3/2/3) N/A 
3 3 – N/A 
Christopher B. York (c.york@aero.gla.ac.uk) 
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The second stage of the algorithm, which can be described as a bottom up process, begins with the 
minimum ply number grouping (n) of interest.   
Stacking sequences from the first stage are now algorithmically filtered through those with 
higher ply number groupings, in turn, where only compatible sequences with the lower ply 
number grouping are retained.   
 
The design space of tapered solutions depends on the minimum ply number grouping required in the 
final tapered laminate design.   
The second stage must therefore be repeated for each change in the minimum ply number 
grouping required. 
 
  
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Table 8 – Single ply terminations in unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) laminates from (n =) 3  12. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
N No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or //) 
No. 
Seq. 
Compatible Solutions 
( or //) 
No. 
Seq. 
Compatible Solutions 
( or , , ) 
No. 
Seq. 
12 1,191 2,856 (691/843/631) 1,105 1,260 (364/344/188)* 469 1,684 (481,444,278)* 626 
11 1,843 1,546 (380/416/370) 944 872 (234/226/178)* 520 1,166 (307,298,254)* 696 
10 241 602 (145/175/137) 231 352 (104/96/48)* 130 470 (133,124,80)* 174 
9 321 330 (83/86/78) 200 248 (67/63/51)* 148 330 (83,86,78)* 200 
8 50 130 (33/36/28) 50 100 (30/26/14)* 37 – 50 
7 65 72 (19/17/17) 44 40 (12/10/6)* 4 – – 
6 11 28 (8/6/6) 11 16 (6/4/0) 6 – – 
5 13 12 (4/2/2) 8 12 (4/2/2) 8 – – 
4 2 4 (2/0/0) 2 4 (2/0/0) 2 – – 
3 3 – 2 – 2 – – 
 
(5) Number of compatible solutions in each n, leading to a tapered sequence from n = 3  12.  
(6) Number of individual sequences used in (5).  All are symmetric laminates! 
 
(7) Number of compatible solutions in each, n, leading to a tapered sequence from n = 8 upwards.  
(8) Number of individual sequences used in (7).  Symmetric and non-symmetric laminates. 
 
*The numbers of  and  ply terminations differ due to the constraint that the first  (surface) ply is 
retained throughout the tapering operation. 
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Table 15 – Two-ply terminations in unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) even-ply laminates from (n =) 8  
16. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
n No. 
Seq. 
Compatible 
Terminations ( or //) 
No. 
Seq. 
Compatible Solutions 
( or // ) 
No. 
Seq. 
16 43,830 244,046 (63,440/71,829/45,337) 37,851 168,192 (44,259/48,593/31,081) N/A 
14 6,847 40,007 (10,441/11,900/7,225) 5,900 33,926 (8,924/9,988/6,090) 3,951 
12 1,191 7,034 (1,844/2,135/1,211) 1,118 6,637 (1,749/2,002/1,137) 927 
10 241 1,229 (328/377/196) 217 1,229 (328/377/196) 217 
8 50 202 (57/61/27) 48 - 48 
6 11 22 (8/6/0) 10 - - 
4 2 - 2 - - 
 
 
  
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Tapered Laminate Design Examples: 
Simple laminates 
Tapering potential can be demonstrated in non-symmetric Simple laminates, e.g. for: single-ply 
termination of cross-plies; 
[///////////////////]T
[//////////////////]T
[/////////////////]T
[////////////////]T
[///////////////]T
[//////////////]T 
 
two-ply terminations of cross-ply combinations; 
[///////////////////]T
[/////////////////]T 
[///////////////]T 
 
or balanced angle-plies. 
[//////////////]T 
[////////////]T 
[//////////]T 
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B-T coupled laminates 
As in Simple laminates, only single cross-ply terminations are possible in tapered B-T coupled 
laminates, which result in symmetric laminates with ply number groupings below (n =) 11.   
 
Other forms of sub-sequence symmetry appear in higher ply number groupings (n > 11).  
 
Two-ply terminations in tapered B-T coupled laminates may include either balanced angle plies or 
cross ply combinations:   
 
[////////////////]T 
[//////////////]T 
[////////////]T 
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E-S;B-T coupled laminates  
Single ply terminations in E-S;B-T coupled laminates incorporate cross plies and angle plies and result 
in a broad range of sub-sequence symmetries.   
 
Two-ply terminations in E-S;B-T coupled laminates may involve angle-ply layers in symmetric and 
non-symmetric pairs, including the lower surface angle-ply layer:   
 
[/////////////]T 
[///////////]T 
[/////////]T 
[///////]T 
 
Blend ratio (n+/n) changes may be achieved by terminating angle-ply pairs, symmetrically disposed 
about the laminate mid-plane, and a non-symmetrically disposed, one of which is a lower surface ply: 
 
[/////////////]T 
[///////////]T 
[/////////]T 
[///////]T 
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Considerations for NCF designs 
Bi-angle [/0]rT non-crimp-fabric (NCF) is now commercially available; the motivation being that 
unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) tapered laminate design approximations
7
 can be readily achieved by 
terminating any combination of bi-angle layers. 
 
Avoiding design approximations can be problematic and often adds complexity.  However, a 4-ply (or 
8-ply) NCF, using back-to-back bi-angle NCF, offers similar tapering possibilities.  Such solutions 
represent a sub-set of the proceeding unbalanced (E-S;B-T coupled) tapered laminates, and are 
therefore immune to thermal warping distortions, irrespective of the number of plies: 
 
[/0/0//0///0//0/0//0///0]T 
[/0/0///0/0//0///0]T 
[/0/0//0///0]T 
 
A (24-ply) fully isotropic (/4) laminate can also be constructed from 0/45 and 0/-45 bi-angle NCF: 
 
[135/90/0/45/0/45/90/45/-45/0/135/90/135/90/45/90/0/-45/0/45/0/45/135/90]T 
 
by are either flipping/reversing (-45/0), rotating (90/45) or both (45/90 and 135/90).  This provides an 
important benchmark for assessing the relative stiffness, strength or damage tolerance of competing 
NCF designs.  
 
7
 Tsai, S. (2011). Weight and cost reduction by using unbalanced and unsymmetric laminates. Proc. 18
th
 International 
Conference on Composite Materials, Jeju, Korea. 
On Tapered Warp-Free Laminates. 
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Concluding Remarks 
 
 Thin laminates must exploit unbalanced and non-symmetric stacking sequence configurations to 
fully exploit the available design space, particularly where tapered designs are required. 
 
 Tapered laminate solutions, with single-ply or two-ply terminations, have been demonstrated in 
balanced and unbalanced non-symmetric laminates; all possess consistent mechanical coupling 
properties and immunity to thermal warping. 
 
o It has also been demonstrated that single angle-ply pairs may be terminated in balanced and 
non-symmetric laminate construction, thus challenging the merits of symmetric laminate 
construction and the severe design constraint imposed, i.e. the requirement that two angle-
ply pairs must be terminated in accordance with the balanced and symmetric design rule.   
 
 Non-crimp fabric designs have been proposed, which overcome current commercial design 
approximations; in respect of both stiffness properties and thermal stability.  
 UNIBO - University of Bologna 
N. Testoni, L. De Marchi, A. Marzani 
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Detection of delamination in composite 
plates via acoustic full-field guided waves 
detection and wavenumber filtering 
Outline 
• Motivation 
– Delamination damages particularly dangerous 
– Difficult to determine exact location 
• Purpose 
– Early detection of hidden delamination 
– Cost reduction 
• Goal 
– Localization by means of air-coupled probes 
X-Y scanner 
AIR probe BAT1 inclined 30° 
w.r.t. the plate surface 
PZT actuator 
(PIC 181, 10 mm, 0.5 mm thick) 
Approximate location 
of the delamination as 
from C-scans 
Experimental setup 
Shielded 
power line 
Group velocity estimation 
Group velocity estimation 
Cross-correlation 
Acquisition with averaging 
Probe tilt (30°) 
 
• Scan grid:  60x60mm + 50x50mm 
• Base discretization step:       1mm 
• Total number of points:            400 
• Single point averaging:              50 
Group velocity profiles 
Excitation: 8 cycle sinusoids 
Sampling: 5 MSps 
Filtering: 10th order Butterworth, 
               20kHz bandpass 
 
 
• Fractional ToF estimation 
• 2nd order polynomial interpolation 
 
• Some degree of anisotropy 
• Observable regularities 
• Agreement with SAFE simulations 
 
fc = 30kHz, cg ≈ 1008m/s 
fc = 60kHz, cg ≈ 1136m/s 
fc = 90kHz, cg ≈ 1199m/s 
 Wavefield analysis 
Probe tilt (30°) 
 
• Full wavefield-scan area: 100x100mm 
• Discretization step (DX):              1mm 
• Total number of points:            ~10000 
• Single point averaging:                  200 
A-scan 
30° 
PZT 
DX DX 
3D curvelet transform (*) 
Incident wave filtering 
(*) De Marchi et al. IEEE TUFFC 2012 
Acquisition with averaging 
Recorded wavefield 
Guided waves filtering 
WFT 
Curvelet 
Transform 
Flexible Masking 
Procedure 
Inverse Curvelet 
Transform 
IWFT 
Select mode and design the warping map 
Set angular and spectral resolution 
Time/space/frequency/wavenumber mask 
Reconstruct signal (dispersion compensated) 
Re-projection in the time/space domain 
   Warped Frequency Transform 
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In our approach: 
Curvelet Transform 
Stark-Candes-Donoho 2002 
f1 
f2 
Subband 
decomposition 
Smooth 
partitioning 
Renormalization 
Ridgelet Analysis 
   Wavefield filtering (video) 
Original wavefield Curvelet based filtered wavefield 
Delamination 
induced 
reflection 
Wavefield analysis 
Energy of the processed wavefield 
Sensors installation 
Sensor        and   Actuator      : 
 piezodisk PI - PIC 181 
 diameter 10 mm 
 thickness 1 mm, 0.5 mm 
 
Fast bonding procedure: 
• a thin layer of phenylethyl 
salicylate (C15H14O3) is 
fused between the piezo 
and the CFRP plate, filling  
surface roughnesses; 
• recristallization is obtained 
by means of dry, cold air. 
Direct path (length 100mm) 
Delamination path (160mm) 
 
Simulated (SAFE) and Acquired waveforms 
Preliminary results on damage detection capabilities of 
our systems/methodologies (numerical and experimental) 
 
 
Delamination path 
Direct path 
Actuated pulse 
(EM coupling) 
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 Round Table discussion outcome 
 
Area: Research trends and innovative solutions for NDT of composite Materials 
Co-Chaired by: Ana Maria Madrigal, Christoph Heinzl, Ahmad Osman, Dorethea Stübing 
 
Research Trends  
Describe briefly the direction in which current research activities are focusing.  
• X-ray techniques in order to obtain unique insight into materials/components  
• Further development of US to detect weak/kissing bonds 
• Investigation of various individual techniques for most relevant aircraft 
manufacturing and maintenance scenarios (e.g., contaminations during 
manufacturing and in-service, thermal damage) 
• NDT for surface and adhesive bond inspection 
 
Major obstacles  
Describe the main obstacles reported for the implementation of research results  
• Limited samples size and geometries 
• Often not suitable for complex structures: single side access  
• Only lab application 
• Costs 
• Data size, handling and visualization 
• End-users reluctance to change of methodology if there is not a big benefit with the 
new one proposed 
 
 
Focus of future research activities 
Based on the above, on which topics should future research activities focus?    
• Optimization and maturation of NDT methods so that they fulfill the end-user 
requirements with regard to measurement speed, component size, ease of use, 
robustness, reliability, costs 
• Developing solutions for large data set handling  
• Data reduction and abstraction without loss of information 
• Data processing and evaluation to enable objective and robust interpretation -> 
concepts are needed for intelligent, automated data evaluation (to be addressed 
parallel to NDT method development) 
• Advanced simulation: Simulations of NDT techniques to generate optimal output and 
overcome the gap between NDT and SHM 
• Simulations of mechanical, electrical etc. properties integrating precise 
characterizations of advanced NDT methods. Exploration of the effects of the 
characterized defects 
• Portability in order to ensure inline/at line NDT 
• Techniques with single side access for complex structures 
• Development of automation and industrialization concepts 
• Smart combination of different techniques in order to overcome specific limitations 
of individual methods to certain applications (integrated into one device): Multi-
modal characterization allowing for the correlation and data fusion of different NDT 
techniques  
• More sophisticated methods for detection of kissing bonds 
• NDT for hybrid structures and additive layer manufacturing 
• Advanced visualization and data exploration techniques (e.g. parameter space 
analysis, data uncertainty evaluation and data exploration techniques) 
• Exploration of the effects of the characterized defects 
• Improvement of the detectors efficiency which will permit the use of a much lower X-
ray energy to scan in-service parts without the need of special protection chambers. 
• Remote NDT: a qualified operator performs on site scans and sends the data and 
scanning parameters through Internet to the manufacturer who does the analysis.  
• Inline NDT to monitor the production process: shape and orientation of the bundles, 
temperature, contaminants, bond quality etc. 
 
 
In view of the ACARE goals, why should the EC fund the proposed activities? 
Be as convincing as possible in no more than ½ page 
Reliable NDI techniques are a prerequisite for the consequent use of CFRP materials for 
aircraft light-weight construction. 
Contribution to three of the overall ACARE Flightpath 2050 objectives: 
• Maintaining and extending industrial leadership 
• Protecting the environment 
• Ensuring safety 
Implementation of reliable NDI methods into aircraft production processes for quality 
assurance will open new perspectives of light-weight design concepts and will thereby help 
to maintain and enhance the leadership of the European aircraft industry.  
Novel and more reliable non-destructive methodologies will help achieve the goals of 
reduction of aircraft weight, through enabling reduction of defects threshold accepted in 
primary composite structures, thus resulting in the application of lower safety factors in the 
design of composite components. The subsequent decrease in fuel consumption will 
contribute both to the reduction of aircraft operational cost and to the emission of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. In-line quality monitoring will help to reduce scrap 
rated and therefore minimise waste. 
NDT methods that can reliably ensure the quality of manufactured light-weight structures 
in combination with models predicting their performance will contribute to ensuring safety 
of the aeronautic transport. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Round Table discussion outcome 
 
Area: Research trends and innovative solutions for manufacturing structures and 
composites  
Co-Chaired by: Mariluz Penalva and Michael Loretto 
 
Research Trends  
Describe briefly the direction in which current research activities are focusing.  
• Environmentally friendly processing, environmentally friendly aircraft and cost-efficient 
production are the most recurrent topics. 
• There is an increased interaction between modelling and experimental work leading to 
more efficient production. 
The CSJU should no longer be considered as an instrument to increase the TRL of previous 
developments. There have been CfP on topics featuring low TRLs and this trend will stay for 
CS-2. 
 
Major obstacles  
Describe the main obstacles reported for the implementation of research results  
• Composite structure design is contaminated by focus on components (approach using 
metals). Metallic design concepts have been extrapolated. Composite structure must be 
developed by focusing on structures. 
• Poor exchange between design and production. For composite structures this has led to 
production solutions that are not affordable by industry. 
• Financing of major investments is required to implement research in production and this 
involves risk, so inhibits implementation. Up-scaling of production was seen as a major 
problem. 
• The different agendas for universities and industry leads to tensions between publicising 
knowledge – which could lead to a wider audience being aware of advances, thus 
encouraging further implementation – and industry’s need for confidentiality against 
competitors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Focus of future research activities 
Based on the above, on which topics should future research activities focus?    
• Greening of all aspects of R & D so that greener processing, greener aircraft are 
developed. 
• Current research agendas do not put too strong focus on market forecasts. During the 
upcoming years the aeronautic sector will need to increase much its productivity (e.g. 
high throughput processing, minimization of fault production, early fault detection…). 
• There must be the right balance between industrially driven research and academic 
research so that important shorter term issues are addressed and seeds are sown for 
research, which will impact industries in the longer term. Up to date, the EC established 
different research funding tools to finance both short-medium and long term research 
(e.g. cooperation against JRC initiatives). 
 
In view of the ACARE goals, why should the EC fund the proposed activities? 
Be as convincing as possible in no more than ½ page 
EC funding inspires collaboration so that critical sized groups are formed which are more 
productive than the sum of the parts.  
Up to date, the aeronautic industry has been a winner compared to other industrial sectors. 
The dedicated funding has progressively increased through successive framework 
programmes. This should be preserved in the future due to the capabilities of aeronautics 
to pull technology not only for their own benefit but also for other industries. One reason 
may be their capability to establish long term technology programs and to follow them. 
Sectors dominated by SMEs are unable to do so. In terms of production, a differentiating 
characteristic of the aeronautic sector is its option to invest in leading-edge technologies. 
Other European sectors focused on design and services whereas production was sent to 
countries with lower labour costs. The aeronautic industry retained production facilities as 
a relevant element to strengthen its worldwide competitiveness. 
It would be interesting to request information from Airbus and Rolls-Royce concerning their 
views on the role that EC-funding has played in their commercial success.  
The development of greener aircraft is an issue of global importance and the EC must play a 
leading role in this area. As leading aircraft and aeroengine manufacturers we in the EC 
should make a major contribution in this area, because the success of a green policy for 
aircraft will ensure a better future for generations as yet unborn.  
 
 
 Round Table discussion outcome 
 
Area: Research trends and innovative solutions for Fuselage & Wing structures 
Co-Chaired by: Yavuz Yaman, Alexander Shanygin, Christian Hühne  
 
Research Trends  
Describe briefly the direction in which current research activities are focusing.  
• Improved / more efficient simulation of composites 
• New structures – lightweight, more automated manufacturing of composite 
structures 
• Right material at the right place: Rather than trying to achieve a full composite or full 
metallic structure, utilize the appropriate and  proven materials at appropriate places 
(For example  using stainless steel in landing gear struts) 
• Multiobjective optimization (aeroservoelasticity topics including structure, 
aerodynamics & control) 
 
Major obstacles  
Describe the main obstacles reported for the implementation of research results  
• Objective requirements by agencies and clear requirements by industry are missing 
• Clear TRL risk  management is needed 
• Certification aspects has to be taken into account in every project 
• Balance new technology  ↔ safety level ↔ certification. Recent technologies may 
not be fully certified or currently may lock certain safety requirements due to being 
immature.  Therefore, a proper balance should be considered which equally weighs 
the new technology and safety requirements.   
 
Focus of future research activities 
Based on the above, on which topics should future research activities focus?    
• Multi-functional structures 
• Predictability of crashworthiness 
• Different sections should sum up research funds / should be complementary and 
share their results 
• Hybrid materials, multi-material aircrafts 
• Future becomes more complex (multi-objective, multi-disciplinary approach (aero-
structure-systems plus manufacturing plus assembly plus maintenance,…) 
 
In view of the ACARE goals, why should the EC fund the proposed activities? 
Be as convincing as possible in no more than ½ page 
To enhance EU’s capability (to be better than the rest of the world) we need 
 To improve existing technology / topics to move from TRL 1 to 6 
 To develop game changing technologies (starting from TRL 0)  
 
 
 
 
 Round Table discussion outcome 
 
Area: Integral VS Differential structures; advances & potential applications  
Co-Chaired by: Luca Bottero, David Dumas, Konstantinos Tserpes & Mario Guagliano  
 
Research Trends  
Describe briefly the direction in which current research activities are focusing.  
• Effort to integrate components of different shape and materials 
• Sub-structuring the aircraft into fewer species (LOCOMACHS) 
• Modify the maintenance procedure according to changes made in the design and 
assembly processes 
Major obstacles  
Describe the main obstacles reported for the implementation of research results  
• Process variability 
• A variety of problems related to certification 
• There are limitations in the changes that should be made in the transition from 
differential to integral structures mainly emanating from restrictions to materials, 
processes and available designs 
 
Focus of future research activities 
Based on the above, on which topics should future research activities focus?    
• Manufacturing processes 
• Modification of existing and development of new design methodologies 
• Materials (based on the new configurations) 
• Modification of maintenance processes 
• Consideration of the impact in Recyclability 
 
In view of the ACARE goals, why should the EC fund the proposed activities? 
Be as convincing as possible in no more than ½ page 
• Due to the expected weight and cost reduction in the manufacturing of aircrafts  
 
